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2006—2007 Facts at a Glance


Academic and Career Services
Student tutorials provided 5,900
Students using services through supplemental instructional programs 3,087
Students visiting the Carol Tatkon Center (daily average) 700
Students using services at the International Students and Scholars Office 3,224
Students receiving services from Student Disability Services 779
Employers recruiting on campus through Career Services 441
 Interviews held by recruiters 12,885
Student postgraduate activities
 Employed 45%
 Graduate school 27%
 Other 4%


Athletics and Physical Education
Students enrolled in physical education courses 9,478
Student memberships in Cornell Fitness Centers 10,971
Varsity athletes 905
Students participating in intramural sports 7,761
Students participating in Cornell Outdoor Education 2,392


Gannett Health Services
Gannett Health Services utilization
 Students receiving services 14,881
 Student visits for services 74,381
Gannett’s Counseling and Psychological Services
 Students receiving services 2,757
 Student visits for services 20,149
Students enrolled in the Student Health Insurance Plan (SHIP) 10,450


Housing and Dining
Undergraduates in university housing 5,839
Residents in graduate and professional student housing 1,279
 Single contract holders 409
 Family group/domestic partner contract holders 356
 Children in graduate and professional student housing 154
Students who are members of a fraternity 2,208
 Members in fraternity housing 982
Students who are members of a sorority 1,527
 Members in sorority housing 417
Students on university meal plans 9,540


Service and Philanthropy
Students participating in ongoing community service 2,883
 Hours provided through ongoing community service 119,171
Students participating in one-time community service 1,645
 Hours provided through one-time community service 11,679
Hours of community service provided by fraternities and sororities 43,000
Dollars raised through fraternity and sorority philanthropic activities $214,000


Cover: Student jugglers on the Arts Quad in front of Goldwin Smith Hall.


Dear Friends,


What a strong and genuine 
signal of support and 
belonging.  


That was my thought when 
I learned in the summer of 
2006 that our new president 
David Skorton and spouse 


Professor Robin Davisson were to start their Cornell 
careers by moving into north campus to live with the 
freshman class. Every year has a flavor, and 2006–07 
was a year in which those thoughts of support and 
belonging turned over in my mind with frequency.


Our purpose in Student and Academic Services 
is to support the university by creating the optimal 
environment in which students can become scholars 
and citizens. The first-year experience on north 
campus, the house system on west campus, and 
faculty engagement across both residential campuses 
and in the Greek system help create Cornell’s 
transformational living and learning environment. 


The concept of living and learning is of utmost 
importance to the university moving forward and thus 
informs many of the critical components of our part  
of the university’s comprehensive $4 billion campaign.


But living and learning initiatives form only part of 
our vast network of programs and services. Though 
not all are as high profile, a matrix of services 
promoting health and well-being-from Gannett  
Health Services to recreation programming across 
campus-—is firmly in place and creates a fabric of 
support for the student community. This support 
allows our community not only to produce a world-
class athlete such as Rayon Taylor (see page 3), but 
also to withstand shock waves such as were cast by         
the tragedy at Virginia Tech.
  I hope you will note, threaded throughout this report, 
the ways in which our activities create a healthy and 
engaging campus—one in which students can excel 
at being students and can reach beyond themselves 
to impact their local and global communities through 
professional and civic service. To engage with others 
and to care for others as we go about our daily work 
is to create belonging. I look forward to long years 
of your belonging to our Cornell community and 
supporting Student and Academic Services.


Susan H. Murphy ’73, Ph.D. ’94
Vice President for Student and Academic Services


Cornell University
June 30, 2007


Pulitzer Prize winning 
journalist Nicholas Kristof 
of the New York Times 
presented "Report from 
Darfur:  The First Genocide 
of the 21st Century" to a 
packed house on April 25, 
2007 as the Kaplan Family 
Distinguished Lecturer in 
Public Service.
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Cares


It’s Not About Me


Alumni Support Keeps 
Careers on Track


Whether students interact with 
Cornell Career Services at its office 
in Barnes Hall, in the undergraduate 
colleges, or the Graduate School, the 
promise is the same: We will help you 
take control of your future. Career-
minded alumni are eager to help, too.


Alumni are engaged in the winter 
term Externship Program and the 
spring term FRESH Program, the 
Senior–Junior Women’s Dinners, 
career panels, employer site visits, 
and the Cornell Alumni Career 
Contact Network.


Alumni financial support has helped 
fund travel grants for students 
interested in business careers—but 
who otherwise would not have been 
able to participate in the Externship 
Program. Supporters of the Urban 
Scholars Program helped make 
possible the annual Nonprofit and 
Government Career Fair, attended 
last year by more than 700 Cornell 
students, and representatives of 
nearly 60 organizations.


More dedicated Cornell alumni are 
coming through the pipeline, if 
the 2006—2007 list of prestigious 
fellowship winners is any indication. 
Andrew Ng (A&S ’07) was named 
a Carnegie Junior Fellow. Three 
students won the Goldwater 
Scholarship: Michael Barany (A&S 
’08), Alexandra Denby (CALS ’08), 
and Alisa Mo (A&S ’08). Ding Kong 
(CALS ’08) was named a Udall 
Scholar; Sachin Desai (M.Eng. ’07) 
was named a Luce Scholar; Elisabeth 
Becker (A&S ’06) won a Marshall 
Scholarship; and Genevieve Quist (ILR 
’05) won a Rhodes Scholarship.


Sobrique "Sorby" Grant, College of Arts and Sciences ’07, Government and American Studies. Grant, who says she was 
'raised' through work at the Cornell Public Service Center, has dreams of advocating for urban communities.


The ROTC cadets who slogged through the debris to help victims of 
flooding in nearby Broome County, New York, didn’t ask: “What’s in it 
for me?” Neither did the Cornell students who spent part of winter break 


home-delivering meals to people with HIV/AIDS in Boston. Or the volunteers 
who shouldered 50-pound bags of books and construction supplies for Ocotal, 
Nicaragua.


Cornell students and faculty and staff members gave thousands of hours last 
year in projects facilitated by the Cornell Public Service 
Center—to help others halfway around the world and 
across town.


For 40 local agencies, the thousand-plus 
students who supplied their minds and muscles 
in the fifteenth annual Into the Streets (ITS) 
Saturday last October made an impact. And 
leadership is part of the package. Cornell 
students organized as many as 130 teams of 
volunteers who headed downtown to agencies 
like the Ithaca Breast Cancer Alliance and the 
Southside Community Center for ITS Saturday.


Cornell Cares Day matches Cornellians home on 
winter break with nearby Cornell Clubs for public 
service. The event is eagerly anticipated by agencies 
across the country and beyond. From two participating Cornell 
cities in 2001 (Boston and New York City), the winter break tradition now 
encompasses 24—including one of last year’s sites, Shanghai.


The innovative Cornell Civic Leaders Fellowship Program recognized people 
like Marcie Roe Bishop, principal of the Spencer–Van Etten (New York) middle 
school, and Alan (Fe) Nunn, founder and CEO of Ithaca’s Community Unity 
Music Education Program, by joining them to the Cornell community of scholars 
for one academic year. Fellows teach and learn while working on projects that 
address community-identified needs. Our thanks go to John Alexander ’74, MBA 
’76, and Elaine Alexander ’77 for their support of the Civic Leaders Fellowship 
Program.


Opportunities abound for Cornell students who want to share—the Alternative 
Breaks program, which placed nearly 150 students in communities from Boston 
to rural West Virginia during spring break 2007, for instance, or the ESL (English 
as a Second Language) program called Friends of Farmworkers. Students give and 
students gain. For many, the gain is a newfound understanding of critical needs 
and issues, priceless understanding that comes from experience beyond textbooks 
and classroom lectures.


Nearly 20 percent of Cornell students who enter 
the workforce after graduation are engaged in the 
nonprofit sector—thanks in part to contacts they 
made at the annual Nonprofit and Government 
Career Fair.
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Student Profile:  
V. Chisara Ezie


Born and raised in Buffalo, V. Chisara 
Ezie says Cornell “was my first real 
introduction to other Nigerian students 
my age who were not my relatives.” She 
also discovered the Nigerian Students 
Association (NSA), became involved, 
and in her sophomore year, was elected 
president.


That was the easy part.  Then came the 
more demanding task of building the 
group’s membership and persuading 
class-weary students to attend yet 
another educational seminar or 
documentary film on weighty topics like 
AIDS or the child soldiers of northern 
Uganda.  “So we supplement the 
educational side with more light-hearted 
fun activities, such as our Independence 
Day (October 1) party, mixers, soccer 
tournaments and our annual banquet,” 
Ezie reports.


Student organizations like NSA 
exemplify the university’s rich diversity 
while promoting unity, according to 
Ezie:  “For me and so many other 
students, participating in organizations 
is an empowering and comforting 
experience—to find such a fundamental 
commonality as the unity of 
heritage with other individuals.”


Then there’s “home,” which is what 
Ezie and her suitemates call Alice 
Cook House—a place where  “the 
in-house professors take time to 
get to know all the residents and 
they genuinely care about our well 
being.” Of course not every home 
hosts such distinguished guests.  
Recent Alice Cook House visitors— 
including NAACP Chairman Julian 
Bond, State Supreme Court Justice 
Debra A. James ’78, and civil rights 
leader Robert Parris Moses—were 
inspirational for Ezie, who plans to 
follow law school with a career focused 
on human rights on a global scale.


 


Willard Straight Hall: Venerable 
Building, Vital Center


F
inding a place to be digitally creative at three in the morning got easier 
when the Dean of Students Office and CIT (Cornell Information 
Technologies) converted Willard Straight’s former darkroom into a 
round-the-clock computer lab—with an emphasis on the fine and 


performing arts. A gift from the family of Robert ’57 and Elizabeth ’60 Staley 
supported the second floor renovation 
project.


Second-floor renovations have created new 
space for the Office of Student Support—an 
office at Cornell that provides support 
and advocacy, training and educational 
programs, outreach and community 
building, and volunteer service and 
leadership development opportunities to 


students, through professional support as well as student-to-student programs.
Willard Straight has also become the new home of the Off-Campus Housing 


Office. The university guarantees campus housing for first-year students, 
sophomores, and transfer students. But a portion of the student population still 
opts for life off campus. The Off-Campus Housing Office, under the direction of 
Kimberly Fezza (below), maintains an interactive database of rentals in the Ithaca 
area, and provides education and resources to help students navigate the often-
bewildering residential marketplace, and to promote safety and a high quality of 
life for students living off campus.


These recent improvements are steps 
in a series of renovations over the past 
few years at Willard Straight, including 
the renovation of the pottery studio, 
redesign of the game room into a 
reception/dance rehearsal space, and the 
renovation and reopening of the library. 
Through this renovation and evolution, 
the venerable Willard Straight Hall stays 
vital to student life.
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Athletics Accolades
National Titles
Lightweight Men’s Rowing
Rayon Taylor, Triple Jump in Men’s 


Outdoor Track and Field


Ivy League 
Championships
Volleyball
Women’s Indoor Track and  
  Field
Women’s Outdoor Track and  
  Field
Men’s Outdoor Track and    
  Field
Wrestling
Men’s Lacrosse


Second Place Ivy 
League


Field Hockey
Men’s Indoor Track and Field


Softball


Third Place Ivy League
Women’s Cross Country


Men’s Basketball
Women’s Basketball
Men’s Ice Hockey


Non—Ivy League Honors
Sprint Football—Perfect Season, CSFL  
  Title
Men’s Swimming—Eastern Intercollegiate  
  Swim League Champions—Regular  
  Season
Men’s Squash—9th Nationally
Women’s Squash—9th Nationally
Fencing—7th in IFA, 24th in NCCAA  
  Championships
Gymnastics—5th in USA Gymnastics  
  National Championships
Lightweight Rowing—IRA National  
  Championship


Men’s Polo—2nd at Eastern 
Intercollegiate Championships


Women’s Polo—2nd at  
   Eastern Intercollegiate 


Championships


Additions to Lynah Rink were completed in 2006, 
supported by gifts from the Lynah faithful.


All-Sports 
Excellence in 
2006—07


T 
he spectacular year for all 
sports in 2006–07 placed 
Cornell at the top of the Ivy 
League in the U.S. Sports 


Academy Directors’ Cup standings. 
Awarded each spring by the National 
Association of Collegiate Directors of 
Athletics (together with the academy 
and the newspaper, USA Today), the 
Directors’ Cup recognizes across-the-
board success in athletics programs. 
Cornell had the winningest athletics 
program in the Ivy League—with 
Princeton and Harvard a distant 
second and third.


The year-to-remember for Big Red 
sports began in the fall with successful 
seasons in volleyball (the Ivy 
championship), wrestling, and men’s 
and women’s indoor track and field. 
In spring ’07, men’s lacrosse captured 
the Ivy League championship and 
ascended to the NCAA semifinals. 
The Cornell women’s track-and-field 
squad put together an historic team 
performance to win the outdoor 
Heptagonals, dominating in ten out of 
twenty-three events for a sixth straight 
outdoor team title.


Sophomore runner Jeomi Maduka 
won two events and medaled in two 
others at the women’s outdoor Heps 
and won the Outstanding Performer 
of the Meet award—the same honor 
she achieved at the indoor Heps. 


Jeomi also was a standout on the 
women’s basketball team.


At the NCAA Track and Field 
Championship at Sacramento State, 
Cornell ILR senior Rayon Taylor 
reached 53 feet, 8 1/2 inches in the 
triple jump, becoming the first Big 
Red athlete to win a national track title 
since 1951.


Taylor wasn’t yet born when the 
previous Cornell national track 
champ, Charles H. Moore Jr., won the 
NCAA 220-yard hurdles in 1951. But 
the Cornell legend is an inspiration. 
Taylor was jumping 42 feet when he 
arrived at Cornell and credits the 
“absolutely top-class coaching” of 
Nathan Taylor (no relation) for his 
consistent improvement. Consistent 
improvement, indeed. Cornell athletes 
and coaches across all sports continue 
to surpass the mark.                             
                             


Rayon Taylor ILR ’07 has an NCAA championship in 
triple jump to his credit and the 2008 Olympics in sight.
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Internships  
Increase Impact 
of the Cornell 
Commitment


Smile, You’re a Research 
Subject


Science laboratories aren’t the 
only place for research, or so some 
National Scholars discovered in their 
first-year project. The entire campus 
was the lab for a study called 
“Stress@Cornell: Perception or 
Reality?” After surveying hundreds 
of fellow students and analyzing the 
results, the myth-busters reached 
a conclusion: Yes, Cornell can be 
a stressful place for students who 
don’t use all the resources available. 
But it’s not as bad as an exaggerated 
reputation suggests. In other words, 
helpful coaches and resilient safety 
nets create a healthful environment 
in which to exceed one’s own 
expectations on the high wire.


“Highly motivated.”


“Thirst for knowledge and enthusiasm to learn.”


T
he reviews are in, and 
by all accounts, students 
completing internships 
through Cornell Commit-


ment programs are a smash hit.
A total of 173 students from the 


Cornell Tradition, the Meinig Family 
Cornell National Scholars, and 
the Hunter R. Rawlings III Cornell 
Presidential Research Scholars carried 
the Cornell banner throughout the 
United States and around the world, 
including Kenya; Belfast, Northern 
Ireland; Octal, Nicaragua; Singapore; 
Basel, Switzerland; Fairbanks, Alaska; 
Austin, Texas; East Biloxi, Mississippi; 
Washington, D.C.; and Candor, New 


York. Some students even remained in 
Ithaca, like Yu Tao Zhao, who worked 
in Cornell’s Laboratory of Plasma 
Studies.


During the regular school year, 
of course, all Cornell Commitment 
scholars—including the 545 Cornell 
Tradition students last year, the 200 


Meinig Family Cornell National 
Scholars, and the 200 Hunter R. 
Rawlings III Cornell Presidential 
Research Scholars—are expected to 
share their talents, knowledge, and 
“elbow grease” with the Cornell and 
Ithaca communities.


Cornell Commitment students 
always exceed expectations—like 
Richelle Cariño, winner of the 
Jennifer Loren Herskowitz ’88 Cornell 
Tradition Points of Light Award 
and one of the most accomplished 
volunteers the Cornell Alumni 
Association Ambassadors Network 
has ever seen. Daniel Macaya, a 
Rawlings Cornell Presidential Research 
Scholar, saw his name listed as the 
first author on a published report. 
When Joanna Kyriazis yanked out an 
invasive species and planted native 
species to stop erosion on Australia’ s 


Stockton Beach, local television, radio, 
and newspaper reporters covered the 
Cornell intern’s effort.


While awards and citations 
fortify the résumés, Commitment 
internship and research experiences 
also change lives. A chance to help 
refugee children left Lindsey Mancuso 
thinking: “They were still so full of 
hope, even after the ordeals they had 
been through. Hearing each family’s 
story has made me want to pursue a 
career that helps people.”


“Very capable at 


mastering new 


techniques.”


Leyla Davis CALS ‘07 studied skin peptides in the red-eyed tree 
frog in Costa Rica and Panama.


Daniel Macaya Eng. ’08, majoring in Materials Science and Engineering, works with George Malliaras on 
enzymatic-based biosensors.
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Who Loves Ya, Baby?  
Integrated Health Care for the 
Whole Person


W
hen a student is ill or in distress, even the best-intentioned  
classmate or friend can’t give the kind of care that is available from  
the dedicated team of professionals at Cornell’s Gannett Health 
Services. The Gannett facility saw more than 94,000 visits this year.  


But it is outreach and a whole-person approach to prevention, intervention,  
healing, and education that makes Gannett special. Satellite services like the  
“Let’s Talk” drop-in spots, and collaboration with all possible Cornell stakeholders  
       (in student–faculty–staff councils like Alcohol and Other Drugs  
 and Mental Health and Welfare) are the many avenues with  


which Gannett Health Services builds a caring community 
where physical and mental good health is everyone’s 


business.
There are simple things like the “Know Someone  


Who Needs Help?” wallet cards listing two dozen 
sources of help, sticky-noted on the cover of each 
campus directory last year. There are refrigerator 
magnets, door hangers, and “You can call us at  
3 a.m. on a Sunday” posters. There are the students  
who volunteer through REACH (Real Education  
About Cornell Health). For the Internet-inclined, 


confidential self-assessment screenings cover 
everything from depression and eating disorders to 
to post-traumatic anxiety and marijuana  
dependence. Other online resources and  
residence-hall sessions tell how to act on one’s 
concerns for others—beginning with knowing  
the signs of distress and where to turn—without 


becoming too stressed-out oneself.
Seeking “entry points” for sometimes-reluctant 


students to seek available services, Gannett staffers 
continue to use immunization clinics and other 


opportunities to ask another whole-health question: “How  
are you feeling?” When the answer is, “Now that you mention  


it . . .” another door to better health opens.
For mental-health professionals in Gannett’s Counseling  


and Psychological Services unit, issues of privacy and trust are 
balanced with legal mandates to act in the face of imminent risk.  


An alert team of staff members from key departments across  
campus meets regularly to help at-risk students get appropriate help, 


and efforts are growing to teach everyone in the Cornell community  
to share the caring. While not being expected to give medical or  


clinical assistance, individuals in positions of authority can make a big 
impact in reaching out to students who feel isolated or whose behavior 
changes. If educators at Gannett Health Services have done their job,  
more bystanders can truthfully say: “I know what to do. I know where  
the resources are.”


Student Profile: 
June Hu


When phones ring at three in the 
morning, volunteers in the Translator–
Interpreter Program (TIP) answer 
eagerly. Carefully trained in program 
protocols and confidentiality, the 70-
some volunteers of the Cornell Public 
Service Center–based program have 
more than two dozen languages in their 
collective portfolio. They’re ready, 24/7, 
to translate for others in any medical or 
legal emergency.


Coordinating the assignments and 
training the volunteers is a daunting task 
for Junmei “June” Hu, a senior in the 
College of Human Ecology. Somehow she 
finds time and energy in the midst of pre-
med studies to run what would be almost 
anywhere else a professionally staffed 
agency.


“Other than Stanford, which has an 
interpreter program for medical issues,” 
she says, “we are absolutely unique.”


But not for long. Thanks to a Robinson–
Appel Humanitarian Award and a grant 
from Cornell’s Community Partnership 
Board, TIP is about to go national. There 
will be training manuals to distribute, 
workshops to give, and lots of wisdom 
to share from a program that started at 
Cornell in 2000.


So June Hu, serving a second term as TIP 
coordinator, now must find the time to do 
even more.


When she wonders, “Why am I doing 
all this?” she recalls the program’s 
genesis: A 1999 fire. A house filled with 
Mandarin speakers. And no one ready to 
communicate with them.


Mandarin is June Hu’s language. She 
wants to be ready the next time.
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The First Year . . .
Look who's moving in
New Professor Robin Davisson and her spouse Cornell 
President David Skorton started life at Cornell by being 
ensconced with freshmen on north campus, spending a 
week as residents in Mary Donlon Hall.


In joining the first-year experience, the first couple 
was taking it seriously by taking it light. They share 


our commitment to 
community building and 
a first-year orientation 
that connects and bonds 
students through joint 
activities, a unique focus 
on reading project themes, 
and living together in one 
neighborhood.


Tatkon Roarin’
The first-year reading project book, The Great Gatsby, 
and American culture in the Jazz Age provided thematic 
opportunities for the Tatkon Center to further one of its 
key missions—promoting intellectual curiosity and the 
arts to first-year students. The center was host to special 
guest Eleanor Lanahan, the granddaughter of F. Scott and 
Zelda Fitzgerald, whose talk on her famous family drew 
students and staff members from across campus. The 
center’s art gallery hosted an exhibition entitled “Zelda by 
Herself: The Art of Zelda Fitzgerald.”


Reaching beyond the Fitzgeralds, the center offered 
“Harlem: The Vision of Morgan and Marvin Smith,” 
an exhibition surveying the works of Harlem’s premier 
photographers from the ’30s through the ’50s. In “Voices 


of the Harlem Renaissance,” students performed works 
of celebrated figures of the Harlem Renaissance, emceed 
by Vice Provost for Diversity and Faculty Development 
Robert L. Harris. Programming also explored political 
and religious controversies through discussions on the 
Scopes Monkey Trial of 1925 and the Dover Area School 
District Case of 2005.


The Carol Tatkon Center makes a huge impact on first-
year students who avail themselves of opportunities to 
interact informally with faculty members, to learn from 
older students, and to explore academic opportunities. 
Review sessions, “Let’s Talk” counseling hours, and coffee 
hours exploring majors and careers with professors and 
upper-level students are all part of the activities that keep 
the Tatkon Center humming.


University Librarian Lance Heidig and Dean of Students Kent Hubbell ’67 join 
students at the Tatkon Center for a celebration of the Jazz Age—part of first-year 
activities connected to the Freshman Reading Project.


Moving Students from In Line to Online


Campus Life partnered with StarRez to design a full online housing solution that enables students to fill out 
applications, search for roommates, select rooms, sign contracts, and request room changes from any Internet-
connected computer. Time saver? You bet! Prior to this online approach, 3,000 students spent 9,000 hours in line 
(approximately three hours per student) at a central location to select a room. This year students spent 500 hours 
online (approximately 10 minutes per student) to accomplish the same task.
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The First Year . . .


Snapshot of a Cornell First-Year 
Experience
“Welcome to Cornell. Let me help make you 


uncomfortable.”


These are not typical words of welcome during 


orientation. On the contrary, first-year students are 


warmly welcomed by staff members and through 


programming designed to make the first year one in 


which students feel at home, they explore and discover, 


and create a community. The first-year experience 


has long included a program that explores campus 


diversity. In 2006—07, a series of sketches by a Cornell 


student theatrical troupe was performed 19 times for a 


total audience of close to 3,000 first-year and transfer 


students. The provocative program proved that a strong 


community can be built, in part, by working together 


through discomfort.


Some were moved to tears by the poignancy of the 


scenes and the group discussions that followed. Some 


were moved to shift uncomfortably in their seats. 


We expect to find diversity in race and ethnicity at a 


big place like Cornell University, but who knew there 


were so many differences in nationality and sexuality, 


privilege and background, physical appearance and 


learning abilities?


“I should try to be myself around everybody,” 


one student said. “Don’t try to change yourself 


just to fit in.” “Being yourself is hard,” another 


student replied, “because there are so many 


stereotypes . . . ”


At the outset, actors promised audience 


members their comfort levels would be 


challenged. They delivered. Moments of 


embarrassed silence. Two speakers wondering, 


“What will the other think?” Dozens of first-year 


students marveled, “What a difference the first six 


weeks of college makes!”


The student theatrical troupe, Ordinary People, gave 19 performances of “Tapestry of 
Possibilities: Diversity at Cornell 2006.” The ground-breaking group won the Perkins 
Prize for Interracial Harmony and Understanding.


First-year students enjoyed Mardi 
Gras on north campus.


 
Thank You!


A gift from Penny Haitkin ’65 
will name the second-level terrace at 


Appel Commons after Glenn Altschuler, 
the Thomas and Dorothy Litwin Professor of 


American Studies, and will support first-year 
student programming at the Carol Tatkon Center.


At reunion this year, several friends and alumni  
were seen with buttons reading, “Join Me at the 
Tanner Lounge in Appel.” What is this? Just a little 
fun to celebrate Harold ’52 and Nikki Tanner, who 
have given a gift to name the fireplace lounge 


in Appel Commons. Their support helps fund 
development of the houses on the west 


campus.
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. . . And Beyond
West Campus Houses:  The Transformation 
Continues
Twenty-five years from now, when students on west campus 
think back, what will they remember about 2006–07?
Will it be moving into Bethe House? With a midyear time 
frame for opening, Hans Bethe House was the site of an 
impressive move-in day. Campus Life staff members, together 


with Big Red Shipping and Storage, proved themselves 
logistical wizards when they transferred the belongings 
of more than 300 students from the Class of ’18 and ’26 
residence halls into their Bethe House quarters during winter 
break. House Dean and Professor Porus Olpadwala, Assistant 
Dean Thomas Noel, and all of us look forward to the opening 
of Bethe House as a complete house program in the fall of 
2007.


Perhaps seeds of memories will grow from the chance to 
chat over coffee with notable visitors. In 2006–07, Julian 
Bond, Helen Thomas, and Jonathan Kozol each made visits. 
Notable houseguests just down the hall also included Rhodes 
Professor and “Science Guy” Bill Nye, Temple Grandin, and 
visiting artists like Wenda Gu and Sally Gall.


Graduate fellows-in-residence continued to share their 
wider vision of the Cornell experience while giving evening 
tutorials in their fields of expertise. House deans and 
professors worked with student leaders to design other 
activities that enhanced the educational experience—things 
like a Plantations picnic with Cook House Dean Ross Brann 
and backstage theater privileges with House Fellow Bruce 
Levitt. Becker House Faculty Fellow Jim “Postcards from 
Mars” Bell co-taught a service course bringing forensic 
science to Ithaca school kids, including making ice cream 
with liquid nitrogen.


Senior citizen Louise Cassaniti and Graduate Resident Fellow Nick Robertson 
navigate the buffet line during a CUBS (Cornell University Becker in Service) event.


Distinguished visitors to West Campus Houses included columnist and former White 
House bureau chief Helen Thomas, and State Supreme Court Justice Debra A. James ’75, 
’78 (pictured above).


Perhaps students will remember the dust and 
clamor as the last of the Class Halls fell and houses 
four and five rose. In the spring, President Skorton 
announced to the trustees that house four would 
be named for Professor William T. Keeton, beloved 
professor in biology. Keeton taught at Cornell for 
twenty-two years, from 1958 until his death at age 47. 
Construction on Keeton House and house five will be 
completed in 2008.


With students in residence at Bethe House, Cornell 
is now past the halfway mark for implementation 
of the West Campus House System. While the 
transformation of the physical campus on west 
campus takes steps towards completion, the 
incredible impact of the transformed student living 
and learning experience continues to grow.
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New Noyes 
Community 
Recreation 
Center


T
he all-new Noyes  
Community Recreation 
Center (NCRC) is helping 
Cornell meet the high 


demand for recreational, social, and 
fitness activities across the west 
campus. The center serves house 
residents, as well as students who live 
in the surrounding neighborhood, 
including the area’s cooperative living houses, fraternities, and sororities. 
Features include a gymnasium, fitness center, multipurpose room, 
climbing wall, wireless Internet, and more. A facility director develops 
programming in response to student interests.


A crowd of students eagerly awaited the cutting of the ribbon and 
opening of the doors of the NCRC in January, 2007. University trustees 
and friends joined the Noyes family in celebrating the new building in 
March.


The NCRC has quickly become an anchor for the entire west campus 
community. All fitness centers on campus experience high  


and Noyes is no exception. Activity at Noyes in the first 
month of operations exceeded expectations and 


proved the incredible importance students and staff 
members place on fitness and recreation in their 


lives.


Five Generations of Noyes 
Family Support


Stepping into the new Noyes 
Community Recreation Center 
(NCRC), one can appreciate the 
impact that the Noyes family has 
had on Cornell—an impact that has 
spanned five generations.


Patriarch Frederick Noyes was a 
member of the Cornell Class of 
1876. His two sons, Nicholas ’05 and 
Jansen ’10, established a rich legacy 
of service to and generous support 
for Cornell that continues to this day.


Jansen Noyes’s son, Jansen “Jan” Jr. 
’39, continued the family’s service to 
Cornell as a member of the Board of 
Trustees, including a term as Board 
Chairman. During Cornell’s Centennial 
Campaign and with encouragement 
from Jan, Jansen Noyes Sr. ’10 
and his wife, Agnes, gave a gift to 
build the first Noyes Center on west 
campus and to provide a substantial 
endowment for its maintenance and 
operation, and to support Jansen’s 
dining hall (named in honor of Jan 
’39).


Fast forward to today! In cooperation 
with Jansen “Jay” Noyes III ’69 and 
Jansen Noyes IV ’04 (shown 
with Susan Murphy, right), 
the family name now 
adorns the new Noyes 
Community Recreation 
Center (NCRC), 
where father and son 
have made a gift to 
support the center’s 
convenience store, 
Jansen’s Market. Jay 
and Jansen have also 
commissioned a portrait 
of Jan Noyes, Jr. ’39 to 
be hung in Jansen’s dining 
facilities’ new home in Hans Bethe 
House, located on west campus.


The Noyes family has been an 
integral part of Cornell’s 
tradition of commitment 
to students, and we are 
grateful for their involvement 
throughout the university’s 
history.


use,
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Celebrating Faculty 
Involvement


Since the early 1980s, faculty members have 
been a feature in residence-hall life through the 
Faculty-In-Residence Program (faculty members 
live in residential apartments at residence halls), 


the Faculty Fellows Program (faculty members 
live off-campus but join in residence-hall activities), 


and the Dining Discussion Faculty Fellows 
program. Today, faculty members are involved 
also in the Greek community and are the vital 
center of the West Campus House System.


Cornell celebrated twenty-five years of faculty 
programs in residential communities last October 


and named John Belina as the first-ever 
Rosenblatt Faculty Fellow. The Rosenblatt 
Faculty Fellow Endowment was established by 
Walter C. Johnsen ’73 to honor the memory 


of Frank Rosenblatt. Rosenblatt was a visionary 
computer scientist who enjoyed interacting with 


undergraduates both in and out of the classroom.
“Interacting with undergraduates both in and out of the 


classroom” has made a 
quantum leap at Cornell 
with the introduction 
of the West Campus 
House System. When 
then-president Hunter R. 
Rawlings III first articulated 
the residential initiative in 
1997, few truly understood 
the transformational impact 
that faculty involvement in 
student life would have on 
students on west campus. 
Students enjoy the benefits 
of personal interaction 
with distinguished guests, 
in-house courses, in-house governance, live-in faculty 
members, and dining faculty house fellows. Faculty-led 
and student-driven, west campus houses produce an 
unparalleled intellectual intimacy.


Faculty Engagement in 
Residential Communities  
2006—2007


Traditional residence halls and 
program houses:


Faculty in Residence 9


Faculty Fellows 75


Dining Discussions Faculty  
Fellows 26 


West Campus House System:


House Professors and Deans 3


House Fellows 64


Fraternity and sorority chapters:


Faculty Fellows 35


Three presidents and the vice president for student and academic services celebrate faculty program.  
From left:  Frank H. T. Rhodes, Hunter R. Rawlings III, Belina, David Skorton, Susan Murphy.


House Dean and Professor Cynthia Hazan is joined by University Trustee 
Emerita Ronay Menschel ‘64 at Carl Becker House.
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Greek Excellence Step by Step


If 
Cornell were to extend the residential initiative into the Greek 


community, what would it look like?


How do we teach sorority and fraternity leaders the business of 


running a chapter when that leadership changes from year to year?


How do the activities contained within a Greek house support and sustain a 


healthy membership and well-maintained physical facility?


How can the university support but not stand in the way of Greek self-


governance?


These are some of the questions prompting the Creating Chapters of Excellence 


program.


Starting with just nine chapters, the program has grown slowly but deliberately 


to 15, as representatives from the chapters formed a programming council, 


delegated responsibilities, and allocated funds.


Activities designed to cultivate diversity, enhance appreciation of arts and music, 


connect students with faculty members, and encourage civic responsibility—all 


were conceived by chapter members, implemented by leaders who could look 


to the Near Peers and Faculty Fellows for guidance, and were noticed by other 


chapters around campus.


As the Office of Fraternity and Sorority Affairs moves beyond the pilot phase of 


a program that is attracting attention far beyond the Cornell campus—toward a 


five-year goal of enrolling all 68 chapters—the comprehensive expansion will take 


additional funding support and continued involvement by Greek alumni. But the 


early word is that Near Peer graduate students are having a big impact as effective 


mentors. They provide a key component by sharing best practices across groups 


while understanding in each case the unique qualities and needs of the individual 


Greek organization. Near Peers also report a growing sense of neighborhood 


amongst the Greeks—an un–looked for benefit of strengthening individual 


chapters.


Student Profile: 
Jonathan Feldman


Leading by example and rallying others 
are skills that improve with practice, 
according to Jonathan Feldman, who gets 
plenty of that.


The Class of ’08 government major is 
president of the Interfraternity Council. 
As a member of the Student Assembly, 
he helped develop the new Off-Campus 
Housing Office. A board member of Big 
Red Relief, he worked on behalf of the 
victims of Darfur. He led eight Greek 
chapters organizing a charity concert for 
the St. Jude Children’s Research Hospital. 
Feldman was the first undergraduate 
on the executive cabinet of the Cornell 
United Way campaign.


His tactic for engaging fellow students in 
community service comes down to just 
one word: citizenship. “As members of a 
community—be it this nation, this state, 
this town, or the campus—we have a 
duty to improve that which we inhabit.”


Feldman’s citizenship comes from a place 
of self-awareness and thankfulness. “I 
am aware that not everyone had the 
same opportunities I have had.” Those 
opportunities include admission to 
Cornell, where Feldman was named a 
Meinig Family Cornell National Scholar 
and where he earned election to the 
Quill and Dagger Senior Honor Society. 
He witnessed government in the making 
as an intern in the office of U.S. Senator 
Robert Menendez (D—N.J.).


But just saying “thanks” is not enough, 
according to Feldman. “As the stewards of 
the present, it is our duty to ensure that 
more members of future generations have 
the resources to receive an education. 
We can leave the community with more 
promise, and even more opportunities, 
than when we arrived. That’s the real 
meaning of public service.”
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Janet Vertesi:  
A Graduate Leader  
Builds a Community


Shall we dance? That’s how it all began, 
with a quaint social event, a graduate student ball. The 
dance was one step in a series that ultimately led to a 
milestone in the universisty’s improved relationship with 
its graduate and professional students—the well-received 
“Graduate Community Initiative” vision statement.


When Janet Vertesi, the 2006–2007 president of the 
Graduate and Professional Students Assembly (GPSA), 
was first elected to membership, she found a group still 
recovering from a failed attempt to unionize a few years 
before. “Why do we [graduate students] always have to 
react, and usually negatively, to university initiatives?” 
she asked. “Can’t we do something positive? How can 
we represent our constituency if they stay hidden in the 
labs and libraries? Don’t we have things to celebrate in 
graduate school?”


The inspiration for a grad ball came from Vertesi’s year 
as a masters’ student at Cambridge University, where 
traditional May Ball celebrations light up the entire 
town. The first Cornell grad ball drew 200 students. 
The next year, 350. In 2007, 500 advance tickets sold out 
immediately.


Encouraged by success at social leadership, Vertesi next 
tackled a long-standing political issue: Why doesn’t one of 
Cornell’s close to 6,000 graduate and professional students 
have a seat on the university’s Board of Trustees? While 
two seats on the board are open to students, these were 
held by undergraduates until the last two years, when 
graduate students ran for both seats—and won. It took 
what Vertesi calls “collaboration” with stakeholders who 


could easily have felt they had something to lose: the 
undergraduate president of the Student Assembly and the 
student-elected trustees. But now the voice of graduate 
and professional students is represented.


The most gratifying achievement for Vertesi is the 
university administration’s welcoming reaction in March 
of 2007 to the Graduate Community Initiative. Two key 
recommendations in the 20-page document—more near-
campus housing and a bigger, better grad student center 
to supplement the crowded Big Red Barn—are already in 
the university’s Master Plan. GPSA continues to work for 
other things, like comprehensive job-placement services 
for grad students, and for trailing spouses and partners.


The initiative represents hundreds of hours of work by 
an energized core of GPSA members—plus everyone 
else who cared to raise some issues. It “is not a ransom 
note,” Vertesi emphasizes. “It is our gift to the university. 
The best part is that grad students are finally behind 
something positive and powerful. They read the initiative 
and say, ‘Oh yeah, that’s exactly it!’”


At Cornell, graduate students were a fragmented 
and disparate constituency. Vertesi demonstrates that 
sometimes leaders have to build or rebuild a community 
in order to lead it.


Retired GPSA president Janet Vertesi will write the dissertation for her Ph.D. in 
science and technology studies while finding time for musical performances 
as a jazz harpist and singer.


“Know that there are a 
zillion paths to success, 
if not more, and that 
defining success on your 
own terms is far more 
important in the long 
haul than how much 
money you make.”
Journalist Soledad O’Brien, Class of 2007 convocation speaker
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Division of Student and Academic Services  
Financial Report 2006—2007


Campus 
Life (56%)


Student and Academic 
Services (8%)


Dean of Students (9%)


Gannett Health 
Services (10%)


Athletics and Physical 
Education (17%)


 


Expenditures by Unit


Student and Academic Services


Income (in thousands)


University allocation $ 29,004


Investment income 4,686


Unrestricted gifts 841


Restricted gifts 9,199


Housing and dining revenues 84,166


Other sources 21,303


Total resources available $149,199


Expenditures by Unit (in thousands)


Athletics and Physical Education $ 24,587


Campus Life 78,044


Dean of Students 12,299


Gannett Health Services 14,163


Student and Academic Services 11,146


Total expenditures** $ 140,239


**Excluding transfers to construction accounts


Housing and dining 
revenues (57%)


Unrestricted Gifts (1%) Investment 
income (3%)


University 
allocation (19%)


Restricted 
gifts (6%)


Other sources
(14%)


Income by Sources


Center for Learning 
and Teaching (27%)


Cornell
Commitment (8%)


Public Service
 Center (10%)


Vice President, Student and 
Academic Services (19%)


Office of University 
Registrar (19%)


Career 
Services (17%)
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Athletics and Physical Education
Intercollegiate Athletics
Intramurals
Outdoor Education
Physical Education
Recreational Services
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Community Centers
Conference and Event Services
Cornell Dining
Cornell Housing
Residential Programs


Cornell Chimes


Dean of Students
Cornell United Religious Work
Fraternity and Sorority Affairs
International Student and Scholars Office
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 Center
New Student Programs
Student Activities
Student Support


Gannett Health Services
Counseling and Psychological Services
Health Promotion
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Physical Therapy
Student Health Insurance
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Student Leadership Development
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Tel.: 607 255-1696 
Fax: 607 255-8400 
Web: sas.cornell.edu
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A Story in Numbers: 
Facts from Across the Division of Student 
and Academic Services


                           Average number of students who daily visit the Carol Tatkon Center on north campus750
Interviews held by job recruiters through  
Cornell Career Services13,353
                  Number of international students and scholars on campus 4,534
   Number of flu shots given by Gannett Health Services10,816
                                                         Kosher meals served at 104 West!19,353
               Weight of biodegradable food and paper waste composted by Campus Life’s  
               Cornell Dining515 tons
          Number of student organizations registered in the Dean of Students’ Office700
Hours of community service by student volunteers provided through the Public Service Center  
and fraternities and sororities224,045
                               Student memberships in Cornell fitness centers10,048


The Division of Student and Academic Services touches the lives 
of every student on campus and in more ways than one. The 
individual stories in this year's annual report exemplify the variety 
of experiences and depth of commitment that define our work in 
academic support and student life. Whether you are a member of our 
division whose work makes these stories possible or you are a friend 
whose generosity supports our efforts, I thank you. You make our 
students' experiences rich and memorable.
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Network Theory:  
An International Student Plugs In


I
n Paris, where he prepped for college, Luis-Francois de 
Lencquesaing knew from accounts from the Cornell 
grads among his grandparents and parents, the 
university's reputation for being über-international. 


He was expecting a kind of U.N. on Cayuga, a place for 
“bringing together perspectives of students from different 
countries and majors, undergraduates and graduates, with 
the wisdom of professors and the vision of policy makers” 
for lively debates on foreign policy.


“My first semester, I was kind of lost,” de Lencquesaing 
admits, wondering how best to connect with other 
international students.


Not one for idle musing, the 
international-liaison representative to the 
Student Assembly, polo player, and A&S 
College Scholar (who built a curriculum 
in government and economics) began 
building a social network. The nucleus of 
this network is a fledgling undergraduate 
journal, Cornell International Affairs 
Review (CIAR), of which he is executive 
vice-president, senior editor, and a 
cofounder.


In the editor’s note, de Lencquesaing 
makes the point about 
“bringing together 
perspectives . . .” and 
explains that CIAR 
takes an “international, 
interdisciplinary, 
intergenerational” 
approach to world 
affairs. Describing the 
journal, he underscores the 
intergenerational aspect.


The journal aims to be an 
ongoing social network for 
everyone—engineers, scientists, classics 


scholars, government majors—to cultivate a 
lifelong, globe-girdling interest in foreign affairs.


Looking ahead, the undergraduate foresees another 
advantage to the social network he helped create: 
“Whatever we become later in life—doctors, scientists, 
writers, business people—we can reach out to share our 
resources. As we travel, we can be more than tourists when 
we stay with Cornellians.”


De Lencquesaing has learned the Cornell way to network 
around ideas, around sports teams, and around leadership 
opportunities. At Cornell, any student activity is an 
opportunity to plug into Cornell for life.


Welcome to the United Nations of Cornell: The International Students and Scholars Office
More than 16 percent of students at Cornell are international, coming from 120 different 
countries. An additional 1,257 international academic staff members (researchers and 
professors) from eighty-two countries help to create our diverse campus.  
The International Students and Scholars Office (ISSO) aims to assist all international students 
and academic staff members by advising them about U.S. immigration, tax, and labor 
regulations, and by counseling them and their families on academic, cultural, and personal 
matters. The office fosters cross-cultural awareness throughout the Cornell community  
and promotes the benefits of international educational exchange.


Luis-Francois de Lencquesaing is executive vice-president, senior editor, and a cofounder of Cornell International Affairs Review.
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First-Year Experience:  
Living Up to Cornell’s Expectations


P
rospective students who preview campus life 
during Cornell Days are often delighted to 
discover the Carol Tatkon Center. Staffed by 
knowledgeable upper-level students, the center 


offers north campus residents an array of intellectual 
and cultural programming, academic support services, 
cappuccino in Carol’s Café, and a convenient place to 
make new friends among the faculty and student body 
in the ivied ambiance of Balch Hall.


All that was a surprise to Joshua Edgerton, ILR ’11, 
who first set foot on the Cornell campus in August 2007 
(after a high school semester in Spain that made college 
visits impossible). Looking back on a successful first 
year, from a comfy seat in the Tatkon library, Edgerton 
admits to some initial concerns.


“I felt totally underqualified,” Edgerton recalls. “Cornell 
seemed so difficult—I was sure I’d be hammered and 
drop out the first year—unless I developed a better work 
ethic.”


Before long, though, he discovered many friendly and 
helpful faces at the Tatkon Center. For starters, there 
is the Writing Walk-In Service, where tutors from the 
Knight Institute for Writing in the Disciplines keep 
nighttime hours. There are also meetings with TAs 
(teaching assistants), with professors (in Coffee Houses 
in the Majors), and with ILR classmates (in student-
convened study groups).


The simplest things—like the laptop-loaner program, 
which saved Edgerton the trouble of lugging his own on 
rainy days, the fitness center in nearby Helen Newman 


Hall, and insider advice from students at the front 
desk—helped the first-year student thrive.


“Now I love this place! The people; the professors 
who know your name, even in large classes; the 
astounding resources for students; the trees, the trails, 
the architecture I’m seeing in my phys-ed class (Outdoor 
Education 1605: Day Hiking); but especially the people, 
with so many broad interests.” Says Edgerton: “I’m blown 
away!”


“And I think I’m starting to live up to Cornell’s 
expectations for me.”


Joshua Edgerton in the Carol Tatkon Center.


A Major Milestone
A new System for Tracking Administrative 
Records for Students (STARS) went live 
in March 2008 converting student records, 


student financial aid, and self-service systems to 
the university's Oracle PeopleSoft administrative computer 
system. What does this mean? More than 20 separate 
homegrown computer systems across student services have 
been replaced by a single database allowing for increased 
efficiency and fewer errors. For students, this means 
improved collection and delivery of data to allow them 
to make informed decisions about courses and finances. 
Students will also receive alerts about things they need to 
do. Since December 2005, well over 150 people across the 
colleges and administrative departments have been hard at 
work on this implementation. We will continue to work out 
the kinks and build capabilities around this powerful system.
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Rawlings Cornell Research 
Scholar Influences Lives of 
Refugee Children in Kenya 


W
orking at Kenya’s Kakuma refugee camp, 
Rawlings Cornell Presidential Research 
Scholar Bethany Ojalehto ’08 discovered 
ninety kids from four countries (Sudan, 


Ethiopia, Somalia, and Rwanda) with one thing in common: 
“They are told every single day in their lives that they are 
refugees. That they have no power. And no rights. They just 
get food from the U.N.—that’s the basis of their existence—
but no one ever works with these children to define what 
things mean, and how their relationship with the world 
actually could be realized in a different way.”


In the College of Human Ecology, Ojalehto was studying 
social cognition, law, and the policy of forced displacement. 
She never expected to spend six months of a fall semester 
and the following summer at a refugee camp. Then again, 
she hadn’t planned on being named a Hunter R. Rawlings III 
Cornell Presidential Research Scholar, one of the prestigious 
awards designated by the Cornell Commitment program. 
“Maybe Cornell looked at research I had done with Tibetan 
Buddhist refugees, exiled to New York City, in a pre-college 
program at Barnard College,” she speculates.


Whatever happened, Ojalehto figured out one thing in a 
hurry. Research scholars need to do research. Her course 
work offered plenty of theoretical background. Human 
development faculty members like Qi Wang, Steve Ceci, and 
Gary Evans gave encouragement. The Rawlings Presidential 
Research Scholars program covered travel expenses. The 
U.N. High Commission for Refugees provided logistical 
support.


So her bags were 
packed for Kenya. 


“The opportunity 
to do research of my 
own design—as an 
undergraduate—was 
very significant, 
because it furthered an 
academic theory that 
could help children to develop their own meaningful ways 
to understand the world of forced displacement,” Ojalehto 
explains. “And this led to an alternative way to define the 
legal obligations of the international community toward 
refugee human rights.”


Of course, researchers (even the undergraduate kind) 
are expected to write and try to publish, and Ojalehto 
succeeded on both counts. Her paper, “Children’s Spiritual 
Development in Forced Displacement: A Human Rights 
Perspective,” appeared in the May 2008 issue of the 
International Journal of Children’s Spirituality. Then the mail 
brought good news: a Fulbright Scholarship that allowed 
Ojalehto to return to Kenya after graduation.


The Rawlings Presidential Research Scholars award, 
Ojalehto says, “gave me a chance to do independent research, 
to link academic theory directly to the reality of children’s 
lives.”


Background image: Kakuma refugee camp, courtesy of Windle 
Trust Kenya, ©2007


On the Cover of Rolling Stone (Not)


Parents who’d grown up with Rolling Stone magazine felt a twinge of nostalgia, last August, when they spied the cover of the New 
Student Orientation Guide 2007. 


Incoming students might have mistaken the motley crew of characters, photographed in trademark Rolling Stone cover style, for a must-see 
band. The Orientation Xpress, perhaps.


For sure, the National Orientation Directors Association (NODA) found the Cornell effort to be worthy of two awards: 
“Outstanding General Handbook” for the ersatz magazine, and “Outstanding Use of Theme” for associated materials, 
including the “ALL ACCESS” passes worn at orientation.


In reality it was the first-year students  (some 3,050 of them in the Class of 2011) who got full access to all 
the university has to offer—thanks to the annual Big Red welcome by Cornell students, faculty, and staff 
members. 


Bethany Ojalehto in Kenya.
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West Campus House Fellows,  
Energized Students, and a Changing 
Dynamic: Of Course It’s Okay


Gessika Mathieu '09, left, and Brandi Jackson '10 in front of the 
new Study Abroad posters, featuring artwork from the Johnson 


Art Museum collection, in the hallway in Hans Bethe House.


E
arly planners of the West Campus House System 
had the vision to know that having thirty faculty 
members affliated with each residence would have 
a huge impact on the lives of students. Thanks 


to continued alumni support, the result has been the 
creation of an energized and dynamic environment on west 
campus—one that draws faculty involvement beyond even 
the dreams of the planners.


In the 2007–2008 academic 
year, at least one hundred faculty 
members, other academic and 
alumni guests, and Cornell senior 
staff members engaged students 
in the Cook, Becker, and Bethe 
Houses. Despite never having 
personally experienced this type 
of transformed living and learning 
environment, alumni leaders 
understand its importance and have 
eagerly supported the leadership of 
the House Professors and Deans and 
House Fellows (faculty) in achieving 
a new Cornell model for residential 
programming.


Certainly, nothing like this kind of 
faculty involvement was happening 
in residences when Harold Tanner 


’52 and Larry Salameno ’69 were students. Recent gifts 
from Tanner (to endow the Hunter R. Rawlings III House 
Fellows) and from Salameno (to support programming in 
the West Campus House System) will keep west campus 
student and faculty interaction vibrant. 


Many Rawlings Fellows and other visiting faculty 
members do stick to their disciplines, more or less, in 
venues such as Café Scientifique (in the Becker apartment 
of House Professor and Dean 
Cindy Hazan) and Cook 
House Teas (in the apartment 
of House Professor and Dean 
Ross Brann). Astronomer Jim 
Bell likes to share celestial 
views at Fuertes Observatory, 
for instance, when he isn’t 
team-teaching a service-
learning course at Becker. 
A visiting former attorney 
general, John Ashcroft, talked 


about—what else?—justice. 
Cornell’s Gussman Director 
of Jazz Ensembles, Paul 
Merrill, brings along his jazz 
trio. Plant geneticist Steve 
Kresovich leads seniors on 
tours of local vineyards.


But formalizing the house 
fellows and programming 
hasn’t stopped west campus’s increasingly creative students 
from injecting a little spontaneity into the system. Becker 
House Professor and Dean Hazan realized that students in 
the West Campus House System were beginning to take 
initiative when one ventured: “I have a professor I’d like to 
ask to dinner, but she’s not a house fellow—is that okay?”


Of course it’s okay.
Already, students had challenged Bill Nye ’77 in a pie-


eating contest on Pi Day. Food scientist Joe Regenstein’s 
publicized opinion—that “locavores” risk nutritional 
deficiency by restricting diets to locally grown foods—
earned the prof an invite to Becker students’ Sustainability 
Dinner. Regenstein continued to call the locavore lifestyle 
“indulgent” and “hedonistic.” The students called his bluff, 
passed another plate of delectably al dente veggies, and 
nothing was settled except well-filled stomachs.


In this lively environment, all is open for discussion. 
A student-organized event titled “Everything You Ever 
Wanted to Know About Islam But Were Afraid to Ask” 
prompted this fearless query: “What’s with those seventy-
two virgins that reward suicide bombers in heaven?” The 
House Professor and Dean and House Fellows may have 
been surprised, but none showed it.


Salameno marveled over how far student-generated 
activities have come since he was student chairman of the 
1960s-era Scheduling Coordination and Activities Review 


Board. Announcing the Rawlings Fellows 
program, Board of Trustees Chairman 
Emeritus Tanner said the West Campus 
House System “has changed the dynamic 
of residential housing at Cornell.”


Those dynamic west campus students—
inspired and energized by the Rawlings 
Fellows and other guests they see at tea, 
at brunch, and in the hallway—are doing 
some changing of their own.


Jefferson Cowie, professor of history 
at the School of Industrial and Labor 


Relations, was named House Professor 
and Dean for William Keeton House.  


Keeton House opens in September of 
2008.


Muawia Barazangi, professor and 
associate director of INSTOC and 


professor of earth and atmospheric 
sciences, with students during a house 


dinner in Hans Bethe House.
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Leaps of Faith


There’s no lack of advice for college-bound students who, like 
Jeomi “J” Maduka ’09 Biology and Society, excel in academics, 
athletics, and the arts.
•	 Concentrate	on	your	studies	if	you	want	be	a	doctor,	her	


parents cautioned.
•	 You	mustn’t	waste	time	on	basketball	if	we	recruit	you	for	
track,	certain	other	universities	warned.


•	 Practice,	practice,	practice,	the	prize-winning	violinist	was	
told.


•	 If	you	think	you	can	self-manage	your	time	at	Cornell—to	
participate	in	basketball,	track-and-field,	and	a	very	
demanding	pre-med	program—we’ll	back	you	all	the	way.


Maduka ignored the third piece of advice, leaving her violin at home 
in Texas. She told other schools, “No thanks,” and her parents, “Please 
wait and see.”


She took to heart the fourth admonition, from Rich Bowman, 
assistant coach of Cornell women’s track-and-field. His faith, and that 
of women’s basketball coach Dayna Smith, helped Maduka to become 
the first-ever women’s track All American and NCAA tournament 
basketball player in the same season.


Regarded as one of the most gifted athletes in Cornell history, 
Maduka can pack for Olympic trials with one hand and mail medical-
school applications with the other. Included in the applications is a 
recommendation from Coach Bowman, who adds: If “J” Maduka has 
confidence in her ability to accomplish something, she will.


“I was recruited by other Ivies,” Maduka recalls, “but only at Cornell 
could I do two sports without being chastised. I’ve been given so much 
freedom here to make my own decisions, so I never doubted I could 
handle sports and academics.”


Already a member of the Nigerian Students Association and the 
Student-Athlete Advisory Council, Maduka is about to add another 
title to her résumé: Resident Advisor. Cornell expects its RAs to be 
peer counselors, community builders, programmers, administrators, 
and more.


No doubt, RA “J” will be a storyteller, with tales of Ivy 
Championships, NCAA Tournaments, and 2008 Olympic trials. And 
a coach, too, with this advice: “If you know in your heart that you can, 
you will.”


Cornell’s Athletic 
Accolades for 2007–2008
National Titles (3): Jordan Leen (157 pounds 
class, wrestling); Muhammad Halim (triple 
jump, men’s outdoor track and field); Men's 
Lightweight Rowing


Ivy League Champions (8): men’s basketball, 
women’s basketball, men’s lacrosse, lightweight 
rowing, men’s indoor track and field, men’s 
outdoor track and field, women’s outdoor track 
and field, wrestling


Second Place, Ivy League (5): men’s cross-
country, equestrian, field hockey, women’s 
lacrosse, softball


Third Place, Ivy League (2): men’s ice hockey, 
women’s indoor track and field


Non–Ivy League Honors: men’s polo (regional 
champion, national runner-up), women’s polo 
(regional runner-up), equestrian (reserve regional 
champions), gymnastics (USAG meet runner-up), 
lightweight rowing (invited to compete at the 
Henley Royal Regatta)


Ivy Players of the Year: Louis Dale, men’s 
basketball; Muhammad Halim, men’s indoor 
track and field; Jeomi Meduka, women’s 
basketball, women’s indoor track and field, 
women’s outdoor track and field; Adam 
Seabrook, men’s outdoor track and field


Maduka drives against U-Conn.
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Healthy Minds . . . 


Cornell’s comprehensive 
approach to the mental-


health care of 
all students 
has attracted 
national media 
attention and 
become an 
integrated 


public-health 
model for other 


schools to emulate. 
This bold, campus-


wide initiative has 
evolved with important 


support and with affirmative 
answers to tough administrative 


questions.
Could busy senior 


administrators, establishing 
an executive committee on 


campus health and safety, provide 
oversight, policy guidance, and strategy on the mental 
health of a sprawling campus? What about the Council 
on Mental Health and Welfare, with its faculty, staff, and 
student leaders? Or another student–faculty–staff body, the 
President’s Council on Alcohol and Other Drugs—could they 
help develop prevention and intervention strategies?


Indeed, they could, propelled by unequivocal leadership 
statements, including President David Skorton’s call for 
Cornell to be an “even more caring community.” That’s 
when Cornellians doing research (including Meinig Family 
National Scholars gauging the extent of student stress) 
knew someone was listening. As did everyone providing 
the so-called “environmental support” (the residential 
initiatives that wove safety nets for students, for instance, 
and the diversity initiatives to foster inclusiveness). And 
the university-wide Alert Team (meeting weekly, before 
situations reach crisis stage), not to mention the on-call 
Crisis Managers and the post-crisis Community Support 
Team.


Educational strategies have, for a long time, included 
gatekeeper education, so that faculty and staff members 
and students learn how to identify, reach out to, and refer 
students in distress. Online self-assessment and stress-
management materials help students decide whether 
they need help—so do the “Let’s Talk” drop-in hours 
with Counseling and Psychological Services (CAPS) staff 


members at ten locations across campus.
Some of the most compassionate (and numerous) 


participants were students volunteering for “Cornell 
Minds Matter,” an organization dedicated to campus-wide 
awareness and advancement of mental health. Since its 
founding in 2004, Cornell Minds Matter had grown to more 
than 500 actively engaged volunteers. Furthermore, EARS 
(Empathy Assistance and Referral Service) continued 
to excel, providing student-to-student opportunities to 
talk.


But the university’s professional health educators 
knew that virtually all members of the Cornell 
community were willing to share the care when they 
heard about the residence-hall custodian, Sue Welch, 
who made sure that a student got help with her eating 
disorder. As the Wall Street Journal put it:


Ms. Welch noticed during a recent semester that she was 
repeatedly having to clean up after a particular student’s 
apparent bouts of nausea, and told her supervisor 
she feared the young woman had an eating disorder. 
Her supervisor told the residence-hall director, who 
encouraged the student to go to the university health 
center. Counselors there arranged for her to get treatment 
for bulimia nervosa. Ms. Welch credits the training 
sessions that she and other custodians attended on how 
to spot students with mental-health problems.


Marcus Loo ’77, M.D. and Katherine Taylor ’67 have 
joined a loyal group of other alumni and friends who have 
helped along the way. Gifts received in 2007–2008 will help 
Cornell expand its mental health education initiatives by 
funding the development of handbooks, online resources, 
and communications to all members of this extended-
definition Cornell “family.” The aim is to teach everyone how 
to recognize and refer students in distress, and by doing so 
create an entire community highly educated around mental 
health.


In a big-hearted academic family that values and celebrates 
the life of the mind, attending to the health of the mind is 
everyone’s business.


It’s Everybody’s Business
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and Healthy Bodies


I
t’s hard to imagine how Cornell students find time to attend to their physical 
beings—what with challenging classes, compelling projects, multiple activities, 
and a few REM–sleep Zs that psychology professor James Maas insists all 
humans need.


Yet there they are, by the thousands: working out in campus fitness centers, 
logging laps in the pools, managing stress in tai chi classes, or just plain having 
a blast in some of the thirty-five different intramural sports offered by Cornell 
Recreational Services.


The fitness facilities (in 
Appel Commons, Helen 
Newman Hall, the Noyes 
Community Recreation 
Center, and Teagle Hall) and 
seventy-five weekly classes 
(everything from step and 
spinning to water aerobics 
and kickboxing) recorded 
nearly 400,000 “turnstile” 
visits last year. Some 68 
percent of first-year students 
and 54 percent, overall, of 
Cornell’s undergraduates 
register for Recreational 
Services programs, which 
also offer one-on-one fitness 
and nutritional counseling. 


About 40 percent of Cornell students play one or more intramural sports—in one 
of the nation’s longest running, most varied intramural programs.


Scientific research, it seems, has finally caught up to what Cornell students 
knew all along: that any kind of physical activity affects brain function—boosting 
intellectual capacity, enhancing mood, and stimulating creative processes—and 
that more exercise, within reason, is even better.


Recreational Services’ professional staff members and many of the 200 trained 
student workers might talk about “establishing pathways for lifelong physical and 
mental health and well-being.” In their really serious moments, they’ll dispense 
latest findings on medical-health benefits—how regular exercise can forestall 
everything from cancer and diabetes to heart disease and beyond.


Fitness-minded Cornell students will take in all that info, nodding politely. Then 
they pose a couple follow-up questions: What’s now? What’s next? And why can’t 
we play dodgeball here?


And now they can. Dodgeball, that guilty pleasure everyone thought they’d 
left behind in junior high, is among the intramural sports recently added, at the 
students’ recommendation. Disc golf is another.


So maybe a half-dozen delayed-development geeks play dodgeball in college? 
Hardly. Try thirty-two teams’ worth. That’s how many ready-for-anything Cornell 
students signed up for dodgeball. Outdoors. In the snow.


Cornell Intramural Sports


Fall 2007


Cross Country 
Disc Golf 
Flag Football 
Golf Meet 
Greek Hockey 
No-tap Bowling 
Outdoor Soccer 
Sand Volleyball 
Squash 
Tennis Doubles 
3-on-3 Basketball 
Volleyball


Spring 2008
Badminton Doubles 
Basketball 
Bowling 
CoRec Volleyball 
Dodgeball 
Floor Hockey 
4-on-4 Flag Football 
Home Run  Derby 
Horseshoes 
Ice Hockey 
Indoor Soccer 
Inner-tube Water Polo 
Skiing/Snowboarding 
Softball 
Table Tennis 
Tennis Singles 
Wrestling


And This from the National 
Media . . .


At Cornell, if troubled students won’t come 
to treatment, then treatment will meet them 
halfway: the university has strategically 
placed ten drop-in centers so students it 
wants to reach can’t miss them. 


If students don’t drop into the first safety 
net, there is a second, called Community 
Consultation and Intervention. Its two 
clinicians devote their days to advising 
professors, resident advisers, and anyone 
else who alerts them to a student in trouble. 
The two help 300 or so students a year, most 
of whom they never meet; they solve their 
practical problems behind the scenes.


From an April 20, 2008, New York Times 
article, “The Expanding Safety Net”


About halfway through each semester, 
professors in some of Cornell’s seven 
undergraduate colleges are asked to report 
students who have bad grades, seem 
disconnected, or are failing to come to class.


“That kind of checking out is a very serious 
thing,” says Alan Mathios, . . . dean of the 
College of Human Ecology. “So, waiting for 
the end of the semester to come is often too 
late.” Two psychologists work full-time just 
consulting with professors and staff when 
they have concerns about students.


From a December 30, 2007, Wall Street 
Journal article, “Bucking Privacy Concerns”


It’s Everybody’s Business


Students exercise in Noyes Community Recreation Center.
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Soup and Hope Series 
Speakers, 2008


•	Cal	Walker:	Grassroots	community	
organizer, cofounder and 
executive director of Village at 
Ithaca, Cornell’s first official liaison 
to the Ithaca City School District.


•	Kathy	Luz	Herrera:	Advocate	
for literacy and livable wages, 
Tompkins County Legislator 
(District 5), “Ithaca’s Best Hero” (in 
the Ithaca Times “Best of Ithaca” 
survey).


•	Marty	Luster:	Advocate	for	
legislative reform, peace and 
social justice, migrant workers, 
environmental issues; N.Y.S. 
Assembly (1988–2002); co-editor, 
Positive News.


•	Carol	Kalafatic:	Advocate	for	
human rights, self-determination, 
and arts of Indigenous Peoples 
worldwide; associate director, 
Cornell American Indian Program.


C
ornell United Religious 
Work (CURW), organizers 
of the new “Soup and 
Hope” series, aimed to 


attract a few Cornell faculty and 
staff members in from the winter 
chill to a cozy Sage Chapel, with four 
lunchtime Thursday sessions leading 
up to the February 19 Martin Luther 
King Jr. Commemorative Lecture. 
Inspired by the life story of the 2008 
MLK lecturer, civil rights worker 
Vincent Harding, 
the “Soup and 
Hope” organizers 
chose speakers 
from the Ithaca 
community (see 
list, at left) who 
strive to serve at 
the vanguard of 
social change.


The soup and 
fresh-baked bread 
was provided by 
Cornell Dining 
Services. All the 
audience needed to 
bring were empty 
soup mugs, open minds, and plenty 
of how-and-why questions for the 
inspiring speakers.


But it was the makeup of the 
Soup and Hope drop-in audience 
that surprised organizers: not just 
faculty and staff members, but scores 
of students, eager for discourse in 
what was an extraordinary year at 
the intersection of spirituality and 
intellect, religion, and politics.


That was the gist of a timely, 
well-attended seminar organized in 
response to Democratic candidate 
Barack Obama’s delivery of a 
landmark speech on an incendiary 
topic. “America’s Original Sin: 
Obama, Race, Religion, and Politics” 
covered all those bases and more. 
One invited speaker was Cornell’s 
first-ever Muslim chaplain, Omer 
Bajwa, with this advice: Rather than 
distancing himself from what critics 
were calling “radical Islam,” Barack 


Obama ought to decry “violent 
extremists,” Chaplain Bajwa said in 
the March 27 discussion that was 
broadcast throughout the region. At a 
time when some Americans’ attention 
spans have dropped from forty-five 
minutes to forty-five seconds, the 
race–religion–politics audience 
stayed for the full ninety minutes—
then exited through the carved-wood 
doors of Sage Chapel, still debating 
newly discovered perspectives.


Another first for CURW was a 
format change and time shift for Sage 
Chapel’s traditional Sunday morning 
interfaith services. The Sunday 
afternoon vespers services matched 
provocative speakers with delightfully 
appropriate musical presentations. 
Presenters were as different as Samite 
of Uganda, poet–chemist Roald 
Hoffmann, political scientist Asma 
Barlas, and visual artist Lynn Aldrich.


The last vespers service of the 
academic year featured University 
Provost Biddy Martin—reflecting 
amidst swirling rumors that she 
would be the next chancellor of 
University of Wisconsin at Madison. 
Ends can also be beginnings, Martin 
said, and new beginnings help those 
with the right mindset “to focus on 
what matters to us, to test our use 
of time against our principles and 
priorities.”


Spirit, Intellect, Hope (and Soup)


Discussing the issues: (left to right) Margaret Washington, professor of history; Ken Clarke, 
director of CURW; Omer Bajwa, interim Muslim chaplain 2007–08; Nick Salvatore, Maurice and 
Hinda Neufeld Founders Professor in Industrial and Labor Relations.
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Questions Out of a Bus


E 
nongo Lumumba-Kasongo had a lot of questions as her organization, 
Black Students United (BSU), and Cornell Hillel planned a joint Katrina 
Initiative to New Orleans, August 8–15, 2007.


Would students still care enough to lend a hand, two years after 
Hurricane Katrina? Would funds be hard to raise? Was there even a need? And, 
ultimately, could a busload of Jewish and Black students survive a twenty-six hour 
trip together?


“I had some concerns,” says Lumumba-Kasongo, BSU’s senior copresident. “And 
I imagine that Amy Pearlman and Daniel Baer (the co-organizers at Hillel’s Jewish 
Student Union) were wondering, too.”


Not to worry: Twenty eager volunteers signed up for the trip. The Public 
Service Center helped student organizers write fund-raising letters. There was 
plenty of relief work to be done.


“The people were so grateful, so welcoming, so kind,” Lumumba-Kasongo says—
remembering how racial, ethnic, religious, and socio-economic barriers melted in 
the Southern heat.


About that bus ride through history that turned out to make a difference back in 
Ithaca: Video monitors on the bus showed “Mississippi Burning,” the 1964 story of 
murdered civil-rights workers Michael Schwerner, Andrew Goodman, and James 
Chaney—two Jews and a Black man, memorialized in stained glass at Sage Chapel 
(at right).


Joint activism—for common goals, by diverse peoples with parallel histories of 
persecution and shared values—has worthy precedents, the bus riders agreed. 
They joined in a game called “Questions Out of a Hat,” taking turns responding to 
anonymous questions that others were too embarrassed to ask.


As the bus neared the New York border, they vowed to keep Katrina’s neediest 
on the radar for all Cornell students—planning a fund-raising concert, Arts Quad 
display, and a Katrina anniversary vigil.


“We wanted,” the BSU leader said, “to share our appreciation of diversity.” 
Questions Out of a Hat, expanded to students of all races and cultures in the fall 
’07 semester, was too good not to share.


When the 2008 James A. Perkins Prize for International Understanding and 
Harmony was announced, the winner was . . . Questions Out of a Hat.


Amy, Enongo, and Dan outside Willard Straight Hall.
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Street Smarts:  
“Public Service Rocks!”


Abilities, Learning Styles, and the  
Ever-fashionable Book


“I grew up doing public 
service,” says Lauren 
Marie Wein, ILR ’09. 


“When I came to Cornell, 
I was just hoping for a chance 
to volunteer for something, 
and to learn leadership and 
organizational skills.”


And there she was, in the fall 
of 2007 in Barton Hall—just 
three years into her Cornell 
experience—the leader and 
organizer of more than 1,200 
chanting (“Public service rocks!”) 
students who were about to help 
dozens of nonprofit agencies in 
the sixteenth (and biggest ever) 
Into the Streets Day, a program of 
the Public Service Center.


Already there had been 
problems—albeit nice problems 
to have—for Wein and the 2007 
Into the Streets board of student 
organizers. First, too many Cornell 
undergraduates had volunteered, 
and not enough agencies were 
asking for help. So Wein and 
her associates went to the Ithaca 
Common Council and the 
Tompkins County Legislature—
asking for help placing student 
teams where the needs were 
greatest.
“We had so many volunteers, 


we had to move the kick-off 
ceremony to Barton Hall,” Wein 


recalls. “But we hadn’t lined up a 
public-address system. Fortunately, 
R.O.T.C. let us borrow their sound 
equipment. Unfortunately, halfway 
through the kick-off, we blew out 
their speakers.”


Fortunately, an unplugged Susan 
Murphy, vice president for student 
and academic services, had a 
strong voice that rainy October 
morning as she told the eager 
volunteers: “You are at a university 
that treasures its connection to 
the local community, and to the 
world community.”


And off they went—to plant 
gardens, clean buses, repair 
daycare centers—and to scores 
of other tasks that, as the Public 
Service Center’s Leonardo Vargas-
Mendez noted, “would not be 
happening for these agencies, 
were it not for this entirely 
student-organized event.”


Stepping back in awe of the 
students’ energy and enthusiasm, 
one city resident said: “They have 
no reason to be here except for 
their heart—it’s just fabulous.”


Wein still treasures one 
volunteer’s evaluation, handed 
in as the mops and rakes and 
brushes were being stowed for the 
next Into the Streets Day. It read: 


“How can I do this every weekend?”


S
ometimes the path to understanding disabilities, 
in oneself or others, leads through a good book.


A student who struggled through high school 
with dyslexia finally reaches Cornell, worried 


about coping in a new learning environment . . . A faculty 
member needs to learn more about Asperger Syndrome in 
one of her students . . . Another student, recovering from a 
life-changing injury, longs to move forward.


That’s the idea behind the new Student Disability 
Services (SDS) lending library: “You’ll find some great ideas 
in this book. Please read it, then come back and we’ll talk 


again,” a staff member at SDS 
might say. Just as often, though, 
students discover books for themselves 
while browsing through the small-but-growing collection in 
the waiting area of the SDS office.


The library’s creation came by way of a gift from Rhonda 
Carniol ’79 to honor her late mother Diane Carniol, a 
teacher with a knack for nurturing potential in all her 
students—not just those at the top of the class.


Some of the most sought-after books in the new library 
are by Temple Grandin, the Frank H. D. Rhodes Class of ’56 


Lauren Marie Wein (front, right) and co-workers taking 
a break.


Students scrub the sidewalk and seating area of the 
Seneca Street TCAT bus stop as part of the annual Into 


the Streets Day of Service.
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Leg-up Legacy: Learning to Lead 
from Peers who Do


W
hen Tony Cashen 
’57, M.B.A. ’58, was 
president of his Cornell 
fraternity (Delta 


Upsilon), he learned to go to chapter 
alumni for advice.


“I was fortunate that our chapter 
always had a strong and involved 
alumni base, so I learned whom to 
call on for help,” Cashen says. “Almost 
every chapter goes through cycles 
of strength and weakness. The ones 
that survive and thrive, both here at 
Cornell and at other schools, have a 
strong history of alumni engagement 
and/or institutional help.”


Beginning in 1993, when Cashen 
led a landmark reevaluation of 
Cornell’s relationship to its greek 
system, to the present as he continues 
to lead the Fraternity and Sorority 
Advisory Council, Cashen has come 
to believe three things:


• institutional support of student 
leaders can’t be so heavy-handed 
that independence suffers;


• alumni concern is more 
important than ever; and


• experienced peers make the best 
advisors.


Not so coincidentally, that’s also the 
philosophy behind Cornell’s Chapters 
of Excellence and the Greek Fellows 
Mentoring Program. The university’s 
Office of Fraternity and Sorority 
Affairs and engaged greek alumni/ae 
worked together to pilot the Creating 
Chapters of Excellence program and 
quickly recognized that the help of 
the graduate-student mentors (or 
“near peers”) was exactly the right 
kind of institutional support of 
student leaders.


Recognizing this key to success 
and also Tony Cashen’s leadership, 
an anonymous donor from the greek 
community stepped up to challenge 
others to join him in support of the 
program. This $1 million challenge 
match renames the mentor program 
the Anthony B. Cashen Greek Fellows 
Mentoring Program and offers others 
the opportunity to fund and name 
individual endowments for each 
Cashen Mentor.


Today, Tony Cashen looks 
back on a distinguished career in 
business leadership, appreciating the 
motivational skills he was helped 
to develop as a leader of students. 


Says he: “If you learn be a successful 
leader where you don’t sign the pay 
check, you’ll have a ‘leg up’ when that 
opportunity comes along.”


If the Cashen Greek Fellows 
Mentoring Program gets the support 
it deserves, Cashen predicts a leg-
up legacy for the next generation of 
leaders. And the next.


Professor (Thinking in Pictures: My Life with Autism, for 
example). Grandin, in her popular lectures at Cornell, urges 
students and teachers alike to look beyond disabilities and 
work with each individual’s ability.


With that in mind, the Student Disability Services 
Advisory Board gave the first Cornell Faculty Award for 
Universal Instructional Design to an educational innovator 
who teaches BIOBM 330 to more than 500 individuals 
who need to learn biochemistry and molecular biology. 
The award-winning Jim Blankenship incorporates plenty 
of computer graphics and other high-tech tools in his 
autotutorial courses.


To enhance accessibility and ease of use for students with 
different learning styles—the principle behind Universal 
Instructional Design—Blankenship offers traditional 
lectures, one-on-one tutoring, and several assessment 
formats in which to demonstrate mastery of the course 
material, as well as office hours at all hours.


Then there’s the biochemistry learning tool that never 
goes out of style—books.


Thanks to an anonymous donor, the Greek Fellows 
Mentoring Program has been named after Tony Cashen.
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Division of Student and Academic Services  
Financial Report 2007–2008


Campus 
Life (56%)


Student and Academic 
Services (8%)


Dean of Students (7%)


Gannett Health 
Services (11%)


Athletics and Physical 
Education (18%)


 


Expenditures by Unit


Student and Academic Services Expenditures


Income (in thousands)


University allocation $ 31,151


Investment income 5,383


Unrestricted gifts 1,651


Restricted gifts 7,098


Housing and dining revenues 86,628


Other sources 23,230


Total resources available $154,141


Expenditures by Unit (in thousands)


Athletics and Physical Education $26,807


Campus Life 82,347


Dean of Students 10,537


Gannett Health Services 15,236


Student and Academic Services 11,686


Total expenditures** $ 146,613


**Excluding transfers to construction accounts


Housing and dining 
revenues (56%)


Unrestricted Gifts (<1%) Investment 
income (3%)


University 
allocation (20%)


Restricted 
gifts (5%)


Other sources
(15%)


Income by Sources


Center for Learning 
and Teaching (27%)


Cornell
Commitment (9%)


Public Service
 Center (10%)


Vice President, Student and 
Academic Services (18%)


Office of University 
Registrar (19%)


Career 
Services (17%)
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Athletics and Physical Education
Intercollegiate Athletics
Intramurals
Outdoor Education
Physical Education
Recreational Services
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Community Centers
Conference and Event Services
Cornell Dining
Cornell Housing
Residential Programs


Cornell Chimes


Dean of Students
Cornell United Religious Work
Fraternity and Sorority Affairs
International Student and Scholars Office
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 Center
New Student Programs
Student Activities
Student Support


Gannett Health Services
Counseling and Psychological Services
Health Promotion
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Physical Therapy
Student Health Insurance
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Fax: 607 255-8400 
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2005–2006 Facts at a Glance


Academic and Career Services
Student tutorials provided 5,700
Students using services through supplemental instructional programs 1,700
Students visiting the Carol Tatkon Center (daily average) 1,000
Students using services at the International Students and Scholars Office 3,086
Students receiving services from Student Disability Services 774
Employers recruiting on campus through Career Services 347
 Interviews held by recruiters 12,184
Student postgraduate activities
 Employed 52%
 Graduate school 33%
 Other 15%


Athletics and Physical Education
Students enrolled in physical education courses 9,543
Student memberships in Cornell Fitness Centers 10,744
Varsity athletes 981
Students participating in intramural sports 6,715
Students participating in Cornell Outdoor Education 2,286


Gannett Health Services
Gannett Health Services utilization
 Students receiving services 14,671
 Student visits for services 71,897
Gannett’s Counseling and Psychological Services
 Students receiving services 2,519
 Student visits for services 18,654
Students enrolled in the Student Health Insurance Plan (SHIP) 10,226


Housing and Dining
Undergraduates in university housing 5,702
Residents in graduate and professional student housing 1,281
 Single contract holders 474
 Family group/domestic partner contract holders 310
 Children in graduate and professional student housing 178
Students who are members of a fraternity 2,065
 Members in fraternity housing 878
Students who are members of a sorority 1,583
 Members in sorority housing 365
Students on university meal plans 9,555


Service and Philanthropy
Students participating in ongoing community service 2,667
 Hours provided through ongoing community service 193,536
Students participating in one-time community service 1,150
 Hours provided through one-time community service 6,023
Hours of community service provided by fraternities and sororities 42,365
Dollars raised through fraternity and sorority philanthropic activities $171,452


Cover: With McGraw Tower as a backdrop, students chalk an announcement on Ho Plaza promoting a benefit for 
the homeless.


(Top) Kimberly Snowden '06 
spoke at the Immigration Rights 
Rally on Ho Plaza in April; 
(bottom) the Cornell University 
Wind Ensemble performed with 
local school children during 
their trip to Costa Rica in 
January.







Letter from Susan H. Murphy
Among the great benefits of attending Cornell University are the myriad 
opportunities to develop leadership skills and to make a difference. Carl Becker’s 
famous definition of the Cornell character—“The freedom to do what one chooses, 
responsibility for what it is that one chooses to do”—is as true today as it was in 
his time. One of the great pleasures of my job is watching each new class discover 
these qualities for themselves and put them into practice in their daily lives.


The 2005–2006 academic year provided plenty of occasions for students to 
take initiative on behalf of others. The fall semester was just under way when 
hurricanes Katrina and Rita devastated the Gulf Coast, destroying entire towns 
and cities and uprooting tens of thousands of people. These events took place 
1,300 miles from Ithaca, but the Cornell community rallied to help in any way it 
could. When 200 students from Tulane and other affected colleges arrived to continue their studies here, division staff 
assisted them with registration, housing, and meal plans. Student organizations hosted receptions and dinners for 
them. Other Cornell students spent their spring break down south, working with displaced residents to secure relief 
benefits as well as doing the hard, dirty work of tearing down the houses that could not be restored. We are proud of 
their willingness to travel halfway across the country to lend their assistance to strangers.


Closer to home, our students continued to excel in other areas. Our student athletes earned a school-record nine Ivy 
League titles, as well as a national championship in men’s lightweight crew. Cornell Outdoor Education built on its 
reputation for excellence by winning a national award for the outstanding quality of its program. The Interfraternity 
Council, Multicultural Greek Letter Council, and Panhellenic Association received Programming Excellence Awards 
from the Northeast Greek Leadership Association, which recognized the groups for outstanding performance in areas 
such as academic achievement, community service, and leadership.


It was a year of significant progress on the West Campus House System, with the opening of Carl L. Becker House 
and the start of construction on the third house—named after the late physicist Hans Bethe—and the new Noyes 
Community Recreation Center.


Accomplishments like these are a source of pride and inspiration for everyone in the Division of Student and 
Academic Services. They remind us of the importance of our mission: to create an environment where students can 
discover and develop their own capacity for leadership, service, and lifelong learning.


Susan H. Murphy ’73, Ph.D. ’94
Vice President for Student and Academic Services


Cornell University
June 30, 2006


Vice President for Student and Academic Services Susan Murphy 
assisted J. Andrew Noel, Meakem♦Smith Director of Athletics 
and Physical Education (left), and organizer Michael Raffe at the 
dedication ceremony for the new rugby field.


The Division of Student and Academic Services exists to support 
and further the mission of the university by:


• developing, delivering, and advocating programs that unite  
and support students’ academic and life pursuits;


• providing opportunities for our students to develop the  
qualities and competencies required for lifelong learning,  
leadership, service, and friendship;


• providing university-wide student and academic services  
directly and in collaboration with academic units and other  
offices;


• maintaining a responsible balance between the creation  
and delivery of these programs and services and available  
human and financial resources;


• contributing to a diverse living and learning  
environment that promotes students’ intellectual,  


emotional, social, spiritual, civic, career, and physical  
development;


• providing and supporting programs and services that  
foster diversity, inclusion, and learning among all members  
of the Cornell community.


We acknowledge that it is our responsibility to encourage and 
foster student participation in our programs while respecting 
the responsibility of students to avail themselves of all learning 
opportunities—in the classroom and beyond, on campus and 
off. Each department within Student and Academic Services 
will perform its specific mission while working collectively and 
collaboratively with students, faculty, staff, and involved alumni 
to bring our vision to fulfillment. Through the efforts of all of 
us—students, faculty, staff, and alumni—we create a community 
where the values and responsibilities of the individual and the 
community are equally supported.


Our Mission







SAS Played Many Roles in 
Cornell’s Hurricane Relief Efforts
If ever there was a crisis that tested the division’s 
ability to respond quickly and effectively across 
departments, it was the two hurricanes that ripped 
through the Gulf States in August 2005. Cornell 
president Hunter R. Rawlings III immediately 
invited students and faculty of affected universities 
to study and work at Cornell while their campuses 
recovered from hurricane damage. While the staff 
of Continuing Education and Summer Sessions 


worked with the colleges to create academic schedules for the students, 
Student and Academic Services worked collaboratively to help them get 
settled in Ithaca, and facilitated efforts on behalf of other storm victims in 
the Gulf region.


The displaced students began to arrive in early September. Staff from 
the Office of the Dean of Students and Campus Life set up a one-stop 
registration center where students could sign up for on-campus housing, 
meal plans, net-IDs, and bus passes. Students also could choose free and 
reduced-rent housing in fraternities and sororities, cooperative housing, 
and rooms in Ithaca homes. By the end of the week staff had processed 202 
students from Tulane University, Dillard College, Xavier College, and the 
University of New Orleans.


Staff from New Student Programs and the Orientation Steering 
Committee offered a mini-orientation. The Office of the University 
Registrar and the Cornell Store set up a computer loan service. Gannett 
Health Services helped students fill prescriptions and sign up for the 
Student Health Insurance Plan, or assisted them with questions about their 
own private health insurance. Gannett staff also made sure they knew 
where to go for counseling to deal with the stress of experiencing a disaster 
in which many students sustained major losses.


The Student Assembly established a web site and scheduled fundraisers 
to assist the students at Cornell and support relief efforts back in the areas 
affected by the hurricanes. Fraternities and sororities did a great deal of the 
fundraising. Chi Phi fraternity and the Alpha Phi and Alpha Kappa Alpha 
sororities worked on one project together and raised more than $21,000: 
an example of chapters from three different councils working together to 
achieve a goal.


Members of other SAS organizations reached out to make the displaced 
students feel welcome at Cornell. The Faculty Fellows program hosted 
a reception for New Orleans students in the High Rises. The Faculty 
in Residence program held a dinner for Tulane students in the Noyes 
Community Center. 


Many Cornell students traveled to Louisiana, Mississippi, and Alabama 
to help residents obtain government relief and to tear down buildings that 
could not be restored. One such effort was Katrina on the Ground, a spring 
break initiative developed by students from colleges and universities across 
the country. The Cornell contingent was led by Justin Davis ’07 and Black 
Students United, an umbrella organization for African American student 
groups. Katrina on the Ground was so successful that a second trip was 
arranged for summer 2006.


Douglas Mitarotonda


Few students have taken as much 
advantage of the opportunities at Cornell 
as Douglas Mitarotonda ’02, M.Eng. ’03. 
As an undergraduate and Cornell Tradition 
Fellow, Mitarotonda completed a triple 
major in computer science, mathematics, 
and Asian studies, lettered in varsity 
cross-country and track and field, and 
spent a semester in Nepal. As a Master 
of Engineering candidate, he was a 
founding member of the Cornell Solar 
Decathlon team, which placed second in 
a national competition to build a solar-
powered house. Now a Ph.D. candidate in 
economics, he is a student representative 
to the university’s Board of Trustees.


Mitarotonda came to Cornell as a 
math major and began branching out 
immediately. “Our course book is three 
inches thick, and when you look through 
that thing you think ‘I want to be here for 
20 years,’” he says. Mitarotonda took a 
required computer programming course, 
and liked it so much that his professor 
encouraged him to pursue a double 
major. As a College of Arts and Sciences 
student, Mitarotonda also had a language 
requirement, and was intrigued by the 
possibilities offered at Cornell. “I could 
learn French or Spanish anywhere, but this 
was the only time in my life when I would 
have an opportunity to learn Nepali.” 
Learning the language led him to his third 
major, and study abroad in Nepal.


Mitarotonda gives much of the credit 
for his accomplishments to the faculty 
members who helped him along the way. 
“I’ve met professors who have taught me 
more than just how to be a good student—
they taught me how to be a good person, 
and how to achieve, and how to be part 
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of society and think about things. It’s so 
much more than just a classroom here.”


For Mitarotonda, athletics provided a good 
balance to academics. “I was so proud to 
go to a race and put on the singlet that 
has the big red C on it. It’s a great feeling 
to represent your university in that way.”


His semester in Nepal included a project 
in which he and a local Nepali installed a 
solar panel and lighting system in a village 
school. “That was my first experience with 
renewable energy, and I thought it was 
really cool. The sun produces electricity, 
and you can light the lights in this 
remote village in the upper Himalayas.” 
Mitarotonda got more involved with 
sustainability issues upon his return to 
Cornell. He met Vice President for Student 
and Academic Services Susan Murphy 
at a meeting on the subject. She later 
suggested that he run for student trustee. 
Graduate students don’t often win, but 
Mitarotonda prevailed on his second try, in 
2005. 


Sustainability still informs his scholarship; 
Mitarotonda’s thesis is on how to manage 
a deregulated electricity market to avoid 
the crisis that gripped California in 2001. 
He hopes he can apply his findings to 
countries where the infrastructure is still 
developing, to create reliable, efficient, 
and environmentally friendly grids.


“Cornell changed my life,” Mitarotonda 
says. “If I hadn’t come here, I might be a 
mathematician somewhere, and that could 
be fine, but I’m really happy with who I am 
right now, and what Cornell has given me 
the opportunity to do and become.”


Raquel Corona


“I never thought I would 
join a sorority,” says 
Raquel Corona ’07. “I never 
knew Latino-based Greek 
organizations existed. Then 
I went to an information 
session in my freshman 
year, and I never felt so 
comfortable on campus; it 
was like I was home again. 
I joined to enhance my 
relationship with these 
women, and also do great 
things for the community.”


The Public Service Center's (PSC) Faculty Fellows-in-Service Program 
and the Office of the Vice President for Student and Academic Services 
provided partial funding for the Department of City and Regional 
Planning’s (CRP) New Orleans Planning Initiative. Working with New 
Orleans community groups, CRP made a class exercise of the preservation 
of the historic St. Roch Market. The project also benefited from a larger 
volunteer effort over spring break, when 36 students, several CRP faculty 
members, and Historic Preservation and Planning alumni arrived to help 
with the restoration. Students from the Cornell Catholic Community joined 
another CRP effort in Biloxi, Mississippi, in January. Hillel sent a total of 19 


students to do relief work in Gulfport, Mississippi, 
in January and March. A number of alumni and 
friends came forward with gifts to support the 
university's relief efforts.


Taken together, these activities provide 
heartening evidence of the continued vitality 
of Cornell’s tradition of service and active 
engagement.


The Residential Initiative
The West Campus 
House System reached 
three milestones this 
year, with the opening 
of Carl L. Becker House, 
the naming of the third 


house after the late physicist Hans Bethe, and 
the appointment of Porus Olpadwala, former 
dean of Cornell’s College of Architecture, Art, 
and Planning and a faculty member in the 
Department of City and Regional Planning, 
as Bethe House Dean. Also, the new Noyes 
Community Recreation Center is on schedule to 
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Chilean author Antonio Skarmeta met with Cook House residents during his April visit to campus.
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open in January 2007. Bethe House will open in August 2007. Construction 
on the fourth house will begin in February 2007. Groundbreaking for the 
fifth and final house in the West Campus system is scheduled for June 
2007, with completion of construction anticipated in August 2008.


The two houses that have already opened—Alice H. Cook House and Carl 
L. Becker House—had a busy year. Highlights included visits by outgoing 
Frank H. T. Rhodes Class of ’56 Professor Bill Nye ’77, a science writer; 
incoming Rhodes Professor Temple Grandin, author and animal scientist; 
and actor John Cleese, who was finishing an extended appointment as  
A. D. White Visiting Professor-at-Large and has since been named a 
Provost’s Visiting Professor. 


Both houses and the West Campus initiative as a whole are enjoying a 
high level of support among students and alumni. Neither house was able 
to accommodate all the residents who wanted to continue living there in 
2006–2007. Additional votes of support came from alumnus Bill Kay ’51, 
who made a generous gift for the continued development of the West 
Campus House System (a Court residence hall on North Campus will be 
named in his honor), and the Class of 1966, which established the Becker 
House Dean’s Discretionary Fund, an endowment that pays for programs 
on west campus.


Creating Chapters of Excellence
Creating Chapters of Excellence (CCE), now in its third year, expanded to 
include five additional chapters, increasing total membership to fourteen. 
Two graduate students were hired to help manage the growing program.


Participating chapters coordinated fourteen educational, civic, and 
leadership related programs in 2005–2006. Sigma Pi fraternity hosted a visit 
by U.S. Poet Laureate Ted Kooser, who conducted a private discussion and 
reading at the chapter, participated in a dinner discussion at the Alice Cook 
House, joined interested faculty members at a luncheon, and concluded his 
stay with a lecture open to the entire Cornell community. CCE also brought 
sports writer, activist, and former NY Yankees baseball player Jim Bouton 
to campus.


The program is making headway in its mission to aid chapters in 
developing effective management procedures. The Interfraternity Council 
(IFC), Multicultural Greek Letter Council, and Panhellenic Association 
have been rewriting their social policy. Under the new guidelines, student 
event management educators provide training to chapters on event 
management and safety. CCE is providing guidance on facility management 


�  


Greek life has become a significant 
component of Corona’s Cornell experience. 
Past president of Lambda Pi Chi, president 
of the Multicultural Greek Letter Council, a 
member of the national honorary society 
the Order of Omega, and active in the Office 
of Fraternity and Sorority Affairs, she has 
taken on leadership roles in numerous 
community service projects, collecting 
books to send to prisoners, conducting 
college preparation and self-esteem 
programs at an area facility for female 
juvenile offenders, and raising money for 
the March of Dimes. "What binds us all 
together is that we are Greek, and part of 
this community, and we have similar values: 
the need to help the community, and the 
need to educate the community about 
Latino culture, sisterhood, and scholarship,” 
says Corona.


An English major in the College of Arts and 
Sciences, Corona’s non-Greek activities 
include a year as co-executive editor of the 
Ethos yearbook and a year as a member 
of the business department for the Cornell 
Daily Sun. She spent part of summer 2006 
in Rome, participating in a Study Abroad 
program on creative writing. “Creative 
writing is what I really like about being an 
English major,” says Corona.


She also has been the community service 
coordinator for the Office of Minority 
Educational Affairs (OMEA), a program 
assistant for the Pre-Freshman Program, 
and an Orientation supervisor. These 
assignments in particular have given her 
some ideas about what she’d like to do after 
she graduates. “I want to be an educator, 
not in the classroom, but helping students 
get adjusted to college,” says Corona. 
“When I remember the people I met at 
Cornell, it won’t only be the professors, it’ll 
be the people I see on a daily basis, either 
at work or OMEA. If I had a problem, I knew 
I could go to them for help. Those are the 
people I would like to be like. That’s why 
I continue to do Orientation: I really like 
helping people.”


Corona recently became a Cornell Tradition 
fellow, which entails the expectation that 
she will take on leadership roles during her 
time at Cornell. Assuming responsibility 
comes naturally to her, but she didn’t 
recognize that in herself until she came 
to Cornell. “My mother said she always 
thought of me as a leader because I had a 
lot of leadership roles in high school,” says 
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Animal behavior scientist and author Temple Grandin visited Becker House shortly after she was named a 
Frank H. T. Rhodes Class of '56 Professor.







issues with house manager and house parent roundtables, as well as The 
Operations Scoop newsletter. Other special projects include the “near 
peer mentor” program, in which recent graduates and graduate 
students work with participating chapters on health and safety 
initiatives.


The First Year Programs
The Carol Tatkon Center, also in its third year, is experiencing 
similar success as increasing numbers of first-year students 
attended its programs and services. Awareness of the center’s 
offerings quickly spread during the first few weeks of the fall 
2005 semester, leading to earlier, increased utilization of the 
center’s resources than in previous fall semesters. More than 200 
students attended a “Sleepless at Cornell” event, which featured 
a lecture by Professor James Maas and a Sleep Info Fair. A study 
skills workshop held by the Center for Learning and Teaching, 
“Academic Success: The First Few Weeks and Beyond,” attracted 
an overflow crowd. Other programs ranged from a printmaking 
workshop to a well-attended panel of upper-class pre-med students, who 
described their experiences in applying to medical schools.


The number of support programs offered at the Tatkon Center on a 
weekly basis has grown to include Nutrition Study Hours, Biology 101 
Review Sessions, and Math 112 Homework Study Group sessions. Students 
are also making use of walk-in opportunities such as Counseling and 
Psychological Services and the newly added financial aid counseling service.


The Tatkon Center benefited from the generosity of a number of Cornell 
alumni in 2005–2006, starting in August, when Jay Taylor ’80 dedicated 
the Advising Office in honor of Joanie Reigle, a retired staff member in 
Campus Life who helped him ease into his first year at Cornell. In May, 
Charles Temel ’75 and Judy Wesalo Temel ’75 dedicated the director’s 
office to the Wesalo and Temel families. In June, the Class of 1964 named 
the Orientation Steering Committee Office. Such gifts represent gratifying 
votes of support for the first-year student initiatives, and allow the division 


Corona. “I’ve just never been this secure 
in my leadership until I got to Cornell and 
actually understood what it meant.”


Katherine Simmons 


Katherine Simmons ’08 has spent much 
of her time at Cornell playing midfield 
on the women’s lacrosse team. This past 
year has been especially exciting, as the 
team finished the season as co-champions 
of the Ivy League—a first for the Big Red 
team. Simmons herself is one of the Ivy 
League’s top scorers, a first team All-Ivy 
pick, and will be one of three co-captains 
in 2006–2007.


The coming academic year will bring 
excitement off the field as well. A human 
development major in the College of 
Human Ecology, Simmons will spend the 
fall semester in Ecuador, studying at the 
University of Guayaquil, living with an 
Ecuadoran family, and putting in 15 hours 
of community service a week. “I need to 
be working with people and learning from 
them,” she says.


Simmons has been an active volunteer 
at Cornell, as a Meinig Family Cornell 
National Scholar, a member of the lacrosse 
team, and with her sorority, Pi Beta Phi. 
She also volunteers with the local chapter 
of GlamourGals. Founded by Rachel Doyle 
’05, GlamorGals provides complimentary 
facials and makeovers to women in nursing 
homes and assisted living centers. “You 
paint a woman’s nails, and you can talk 
to her about her life, or your life,” says 
Simmons. “I’ve had some pretty good 
experiences there.”
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Kent Hubbell ’67, Nathaniel and Margaret Owings Distinguished Memorial Professor of Architecture, has 
been appointed to a second five-year term as the Robert W. and Elizabeth C. Staley Dean of Students. His 
goals for his new term include strengthening ties between student services and the academic objectives 
of the university; coordinating a suite of support services that meets the mental health needs of Cornell 
students; and increasing participation by graduate students and international students in the life of the 
university.







to continue its work in providing all students with a living-learning 
environment that enriches all aspects of their lives at Cornell.


Faculty Engagement
What is the best part about being involved in the Faculty Fellow/Dining 
Discussions Program? This question was asked of participating faculty in 
the annual survey—and overwhelmingly, the response was “the students!” 
Faculty members said they want to 
support and learn about students 
and be a resource for them, help 
students learn about themselves and 
each other, and combine educational, 
cultural, and social experiences in 
programming.


“Instead of having long lines at my 
office hours and still not satisfying 
students’ desires to meet/talk, these 
discussions are very satisfying,” wrote 
one respondent. “[T]hese discussions 
help [students] make connections, 
develop ideas, and generally link 
classroom experiences with other 
aspects of their lives.”


The long list of meals and academic, 
cultural, and recreational activities 
during the 2005–2006 academic year 
included two Faculty in Residence events in the “Campus Life Abroad and 
at Home” series: a trip to the U.N.; and a panel discussion on post-graduate 
life. Response to the U.N. trip was so enthusiastic that a third bus was 
added, and there was still a waiting list. The second event brought together 
speakers from Cornell Career Services and the Cornell Graduate School to 
discuss graduate study and the domestic and international job markets.


Public Service
Hurricane relief was only one aspect of the public service activities at 
Cornell during the 2005–2006 academic year. Students devoted thousands 
of volunteer hours to a wide range of service work.
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Simmons gives her coaches credit for helping 
her to balance sports with academics. “If 
we’re away on weekends and we have some 
time, they’ll say, ‘All right guys, you have a 
couple hours to go back and do your work.’ 
They stay on top of it. It’s really important 
here; you have to keep a certain GPA, and 
you want to stay eligible to play.” She has 
also found them to be very supportive of her 
study abroad plans. “They understand that 
going abroad isn’t just getting away from 
everything, but to enhance your experience 
here.


“This team is so important to me,” Simmons 
adds. “I’ve never been on a team like it, 
never had coaches like the ones I have. I’ve 
never known young women who were so 
willing to give up things they want to do to 
get better at lacrosse for next season. I’m 
part of something I’ve never been part of 
before.”


She has great ambitions for the team. 
“Within the next two years I want us to make 
it to the Final Four and win the national 
championship,” says Simmons. “It’s within 
our ability. We’re right up there with Duke 
and UVA, and this year we proved that we 
belong there.”


Ji Gu 


Ji Gu ’06, an operations research and 
industrial engineering major from mainland 
China, will graduate from Cornell this 
December, having finished her undergraduate 
course requirements three semesters early. 
She packed a lot of activity in her two and 
a half years here, all the while maintaining 
a grade-point average that kept her on the 
Dean’s List every semester.


Gu’s most prominent role has been as 
president of the International Student 
Program Board (ISPB). The board provides 
funding for more than 50 cultural and 
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Faculty Engagement in 
Residential Communities  
2005–2006


Traditional residence halls and 
program houses:


Faculty in Residence 11


Faculty Fellows 77


Dining Discussions Faculty  
Fellows 21 


West Campus House System:


House Professors and Deans 2


House Fellows 59


Fraternity and sorority chapters:


Faculty Fellows 26


Debra Nero, a teaching support specialist in molecular biology and genetics, got acquainted with residents 
over dinner at Cook House.  







The Public Service Center (PSC) welcomed three new affiliates during 
the 2005–2006 academic year. Friends of Farmworkers provides trained 
student volunteers to tutor non-English-speaking farm workers; the 
program received a 2006 Robinson Appel Humanitarian Award. Operation 
D.E.E.P. co-sponsors a school in China where volunteers go each summer 
to give English lessons to students and train local teachers. Volunteers from 
YOURS/OURS, another 2006 Robinson Appel award recipient, provide 
mentoring, leadership, and enrichment activities for underserved children 
in Dryden, New York.


The PSC and Cornell Cooperative Extension (CCE) launched the Summer 
of Service Work Study Program in 2006. The program provides eight-week 
paid learning opportunities for students, public scholarship opportunities 
for faculty, and access to expertise and resources that help community 
agencies across the state fulfill their missions.


The 2005–2006 academic year saw another increase in student 
participation in Alternative Breaks Service Trips. A total of 118 students 
signed up for trips, with more than 100 students on a wait list. Forty-
eight undergraduates worked with organizations such as the ACLU and 
the Harlem Children’s Zone on programs for underserved youth and 
communities during the NYC-Urban Immersion Program. Seventy other 
students participated in Alternative Break trips to a shelter for homeless 
people with HIV/AIDS in Boston; a shelter for battered women in Welch, 


educational events every semester, 
including the Thai Fest, the Indonesia 
Festival, the Salsa Amigo Dance lesson, 
and Ukrainian egg painting. The ISPB 
also organizes the International Festival, 
which is held each spring and features 
food tasting, a speaker series, and a 
film festival held in collaboration with 
Cornell Cinema. This spring the board co-
organized the first Cornell World’s Fair, 
which attracted thousands of people.


“My years of studying abroad have 
exposed me to many different cultures 
and people. Yet, this experience has also 
shown me that many people are not aware 
of how interesting other cultures could 
be,” says Gu. “Through these cultural 
events that bring together people from 
all countries, we are able to showcase the 
diversity here at Cornell and help people 
to develop interest in them.” In recognition 
of its role in promoting diversity and 
interest in other cultures, the ISPB was 
a finalist for the 2006 James A. Perkins 
Prize, which is awarded to an individual 
or organization that promotes interracial 
understanding at Cornell.


Gu also has been active as a commissioner 
and publicist for CUTonight, a student-run 
organization that funds late-night, alcohol- 
free events on the Cornell campus. 
“CUTonight is important to me because it 
aims to provide an alternative for students 
to hanging out during weekends, which I 
believe will be good for students at Cornell 
in general, and it allows me to gain more 
insights into planning and organizing large 
events, which will be valuable and useful 
for my other leadership positions,” she 
says.


How does she stay so active while 
maintaining excellent classroom 
performance? “I am interested in what I 
am doing, and that usually makes things 
much easier for me,” says Gu. “I read 
random fantasy novels and comics online, 
hang out with friends, and attend social 
events pretty often. But when I am doing 
work, I make sure that I do everything in 
the most efficient way. Cornell provides 
me with great opportunities and a very 
supportive environment, which allows me 
to explore lots of different things while 
staying on top of my studies. I do not think 
I could achieve as much without such a 
supportive environment.”
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Resident Eleanor Cunningham chatted with incoming freshman Josh Teitler when his group of student 
POST volunteers visited the Longview retirement community in August.


Student volunteers rode herd over the contestants in a 4-H duck race on Cascadilla Creek.







West Virginia; a youth correctional facility at Lake Placid; KWFR in 
Philadelphia; and a shelter for the homeless on Cape Cod.


Participating students continue to report successful experiences with Pre-
Orientation Service Trips (POST). Designed to give first-year and transfer 
students hands-on experience with community service projects, POST also 
helps them become familiar with Ithaca and make friends at Cornell.


More than 500 students showed up at the annual Nonprofit and Govern-
ment Career and Information Fair in March to discuss full-time positions, 
volunteer roles, internships, and summer jobs with representatives from 61 
local, state, and national organizations. The fair, now in its fourth year, is 
co-sponsored by the PSC, Cornell Career Services, and the Cornell Urban 
Scholars Program.


Seventy disadvantaged high school students graduated from Let’s Get 
Ready! (LGR), in 2006, a 133 percent increase from the year before. 
Participants receive free SAT preparation and college admissions/financial 
aid advising from Cornell students. Two LGR student leaders received 
Rosenzweig-Feingold Student Service Awards, a new honor made possible 
by a generous donation from PSC alumna Loren Feingold '93.


The Faculty Fellows-in-Service Program (FFIS), which serves as a funding 
source for service-learning courses and civic projects, allocated funds this 
year for new service-learning courses in engineering, computer science, 
history, government, city and regional planning, and an interdisciplinary 
program involving design and environmental analysis, horticulture, 
education, natural resources, and entomology—opening new opportunities 
for more students to experience the spirit of public service that is Cornell’s 
enduring legacy.


Government professor Mary Katzenstein and Monroe Weber-Shirk, a 
senior lecturer in Civil and Environmental Engineering, received 2006 
Kaplan Family Distinguished Faculty Fellowships in Service-Learning to 
support their public service initiatives. Katzenstein established a course on 
the penal system in which Cornell students will study alongside inmates at 
a local prison. Weber-Shirk’s project sends Cornell students to Honduras to 
help set up small-scale community water treatment systems. The number 
of faculty applications for the Kaplan fellowships, which are designed to 
encourage greater civic engagement in higher education, nearly doubled in 
2006.


Student Welfare
The 2005–2006 academic year saw another championship season for 
the Big Red, progress in areas such as mental health care and emergency 
planning, and, just as he stepped down as interim president, the naming of 
a prestigious scholarship for Hunter R. Rawlings III. 


Cornell Athletics
The Big Red followed up last year’s record-setting season by winning a 
record-breaking nine Ivy League titles. Cornell finished second in the 
Ivy title race for the third straight year, putting the program within two 
championships of surpassing Penn for third on the all-time list for most Ivy 
titles.
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Former Cornell president Hunter R. Rawlings III (far left) with  
Don and Mibs Follett.


Don and Mibs Follett
The more Don ’52 and Mibs ’51 Follett 
learn about how Cornell enhances services 
for students and responds to their needs, 
the more impressed they are by the 
diversity of today’s student body and the 
breadth and depth of programs.


“Through the Student and Academic 
Services Committee of the Cornell 
University Council, we’ve gotten an up-
close and personal look,” says Mibs. 
“Comprehensive physical and mental 
health services, the creation of living and 
learning communities, and the challenges 
of Asian students—these are just a few 
aspects of student life we’ve looked at in 
greater detail.”


The Folletts decided this year to make a 
lasting difference in the quality of Cornell 
undergraduate student life by making 
an unrestricted planned gift to benefit 
the Division of Student and Academic 
Services. 


“Cornell is a much more complex 
university than it was when we were 
students, and as a result it needs more 
complex services,” says Don. “We feel 
strongly that although the academics are 
very important, there’s another side to 
the education students receive at Cornell 
that’s just as important—the maturity, 
values, and sense of responsibility 
they develop, and the cultural and 
extracurricular activities they participate 
in. The way students live and the way they 
are encouraged to live are vital to the 
whole Cornell experience.”


Mibs cites the West Campus House 
System, with its in-residence deans and 
house faculty fellows, as an example of 


continued on next page
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The lightweight crew team won a national team 
title, claiming the top spot with its win in the 
Intercollegiate Rowing Association (IRA) Regatta, 
the oldest collegiate rowing championship in the 
United States. The team then represented Cornell 
at the Henley Royal Regatta on the Thames, coming 
within half a length of winning the Temple Cup in a 
starting field of 38 teams from all over the world.


The Cornell football program celebrated the 
opening of Friends Hall, completing the eight-
month renovation of Schoellkopf Hall. New features 
include a Tradition Room, where memorabilia 
commemorating 118 years of Cornell football are 
on display, and the Athletics Hall of Fame room. A 
renovation of famed Lynah Rink is also well under 
way and is expected to be nearly complete by the 


end of the year.
Cornell Outdoor Education (COE) won national recognition this year, 


earning the 2005 David Webb Program Excellence Award from the 


a “fantastic” new concept at Cornell. 
“Already, having a real living and learning 
setting for these students, with informal 
discussions, programs, and outside 
speakers, has produced positive results,” 
she says.


As a student, Mibs held a role similar to 
today’s resident advisors. Much more 
recently she was coordinator of parent 
programs at Lafayette College, a position 
that put her in touch with what students 
need for well-being. “It made me realize 
that sometimes we put too much emphasis 
on the academic and not enough on the 
individuals themselves.” 


Longtime alumni volunteer leaders, 
Don and Mibs are life members of the 
Cornell University Council, active in 
their respective classes, and foremost 
benefactors of the university. “Ever since 
we graduated our first priority in giving 
has been Cornell,” says Mibs.


Getting to know Vice President Susan 
Murphy and her staff was another factor 
in their gift decision. “The leadership 
is second to none,” says Don. “They 
are fantastic people and we trust their 
decision-making.”


The Folletts have chosen to establish 
charitable remainder trusts for their gift, 
because they were able to donate assets 
to Cornell and still receive additional 
income during their retirement based on 
these assets, as well as tax benefits.


“We’re firm believers in planned giving, 
and in our situation deferred giving makes 
a lot of sense,” says Don. “And, the gift’s 
unrestricted designation gives Student 
and Academic Services more flexibility as 
programs and priorities change.”
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The men's lacrosse team (above) and the women's indoor track team (below) were among this year's Big Red 
Ivy League champions. 


National Title


Men's lightweight crew


Ivy League Championships


Men’s lacrosse


Women’s lacrosse


Men's lightweight crew


Men’s indoor track and field


Women’s indoor track and field


Men’s outdoor track and field


Women’s outdoor track and field


Women's volleyball


Men's wrestling


Second Place, Ivy League


Men’s ice hockey


Women's softball


Third Place, Ivy League


Men’s basketball


Non-Ivy League Honors


The men’s and women’s polo 
teams advanced to the national 
semifinals.


The equestrian team placed as 
the Region II Reserve High-Point 
team and placed second in the 
Ivy League Show. 


The gymnastics team won the 
Ivy Classic and finished third at 
the USAG collegiate nationals, 
the highest finish ever at the 
meet by a non-scholarship 
school.
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Association for Outdoor Recreation and Education. The annual 
award honors an outstanding non-profit outdoor program for 
providing dynamic and innovative services, demonstrating 
professionalism and high standards of conduct, and contributing 
to the outdoor community at large by sharing information and 
assisting other programs. In the nominating statement, COE was 
described as “a shining example of what can be accomplished by 
the work of dedicated professionals and students.”


Healthy Minds, Healthy Bodies
Gannett Health Services has made the medical needs of the 


international student population at Cornell one of its priorities in recent 
years, looking at ways to support international students as they adjust to an 
unfamiliar climate, culture, health care system, and testing and inoculation 
requirements. Targeted outreach efforts this year included an informational 
open house in the fall that was well attended by students and area health 
care providers.


Efforts are being made to ensure that international students have access to 
adequate psychological services as well. The university has made promoting 
good mental health among all students a priority, creating the Council on 
Mental Health and Welfare to focus ongoing attention on the issue.


The specific needs of Asian and Asian American students were outlined 
in two talks in April by Dr. Henry Chung ’84, assistant vice president for 
student health at NYU. Chung said Asian American/Asian students are 
under unique pressures to meet high expectations of parents by succeeding 
in demanding careers such as medicine and engineering. He said Asian 
and Asian American communities tend to downplay quality-of-life issues 
and attach a heavy stigma to seeking help from mental health professionals. 
Chung commended Cornell and other universities that frame services for 
Asian American/Asian students in ways that don’t threaten their cultural 
identity, for example, by hiring a therapist who speaks Mandarin Chinese at 
Gannett’s Counseling and Psychological Services (CAPS).


The graduate and professional student population represents another 
group whose needs differ from those of most undergraduates. Many have 
families, or travel around the world for their studies and need preventative 
services and treatment for diseases that aren’t common in the U.S. Gannett 
has a successful partnership with the Cornell Graduate School, especially 
with regard to the Student Health Insurance Plan, but getting health 
messages to graduate students is a challenge. Graduate Housing has been 
a good partner in this regard, posting information in the graduate student 
residences and training staff to be health advocates.


Graduate and professional students also make greater use of counseling 
services than undergraduates, representing 34 percent of total CAPS 
clients even though they only make up a quarter of the total student 
population. Their counseling needs also are significantly different, as they 
are juggling their studies and lab time with teaching duties and, often, 
a family. CAPS has responded in part by offering drop-in hours at the 
Graduate School and, because nearly half of the older population are 


Justin Davis


While millions of college students across 
the country hit the beaches and worked 
on their tans over spring break, Justin 
Davis ’07 spent the week in New Orleans, 
gutting houses and persuading the 
displaced victims of Hurricane Katrina 
to return and rebuild their communities. 
Davis, a government major in the College 
of Arts and Sciences at Cornell, was one of 
the founders of Katrina on the Ground, a 
national effort to rally college students to 
spend their 2006 spring break helping the 
overextended relief agencies in Alabama, 
Mississippi, and Louisiana. About 900 
students participated, doing demolition 
work and, just as important, helping 
residents through a maze of bureaucracy 
to obtain the insurance compensation and 
government assistance they were entitled 
to.


“Post Katrina was a hard pill to swallow,” 
says Davis. “To see the devastation at 
its worst seven months after the actual 
hurricane hit was hard for most people.”


Leadership comes naturally to the Atlanta, 
Georgia, native: Davis is president of 
Black Students United, an umbrella 
organization for student activities; co-
chair of the Campus Life Student Advisory 
Committee, which responds to student 
concerns and coordinates campus-wide 
events; student liaison to the Cornell 
Board of Trustees Committee on Alumni 
Affairs and Development; and a member 
of the board’s Minority Alumni Initiatives 
Implementation Committee. As a resident 
advisor (RA) for the Multi-Cultural Living 
Learning Unit (MCLLU), a culturally diverse 
community located in Clara Dickson Hall, 
Davis coordinated the efforts of his fellow 
RAs on Move-In Day, greatly reducing the 
stress of checking 500 new students into 
a building with one elevator.


continued on next page10  
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international students, at the International Students and Scholars Office.
In the interest of creating a healthier environment for all students, 


Empathy, Assistance, and Referral Service (EARS) counselors teamed up 
with CAPS and Community Based Services staff this year to offer resident 
assistants pre-service training on mental health issues. The program was so 
successful that EARS and CAPS started weekly drop-in counseling hours 
on west campus.


The year also saw the launch of Cornell Minds Matter (CMM), a student-
initiated and -run mental health awareness and advocacy organization 
in the Office of the Dean of Students. Over the course of the year, CMM 
hosted panel discussions with certified professionals, workshops on stress 
and anxiety, depression screenings, and lectures on a wide variety of 
mental illnesses.


Student Support and Activities
From Welcome Weekend events to career counseling, from providing 
daily meals to facilitating student research, SAS contributes to the Cornell 
experience for all students, whether they are incoming freshmen or 
doctoral candidates.


The university's Board of Trustees chose a Cornell Commitment 
scholarship program as a means of expressing their gratitude for two 
terms of service by interim president Hunter Rawlings III by renaming 
it in his honor. Created with an anonymous gift to the university 
in 1996, the Hunter R. Rawlings III Cornell Presidential Research 
Scholars program provides significant research support over four years 
for undergraduates demonstrating superior academic potential and 
intellectual curiosity. In renaming the program, trustees described 
Rawlings as “a master bridge builder” and praised him for achievements 
such as stewardship of strategic initiatives for the university, serving as a 
Cook House fellow, and aiding hurricane relief efforts.


Cornell Career Services (CSS) has been working closely with the 
Graduate School to encourage older students to use existing services, and 
has devised new programming that addresses their specific needs as well 
as those of undergraduates. Popular offerings this year included a two-
day job preparation program where graduate students made up a third 
of the audience; a job-hunting skills program co-sponsored by ISSO and 
the Graduate School and geared for international students; and a retreat 
specifically for older students that focused on networking and job research. 
CSS is doing more counseling aimed at graduate and professional students 
as well. Word is getting out: there’s been a marked increase in graduate and 
professional students who avail themselves of CSS resources.


The Center for Learning and Teaching received assistance for two of 
its vital academic support programs. The Learning Strategies Center 
received a $12,000 award from the Hatfield Fund to create an interactive 
learning system for use in tutoring undergraduate economics students. 
The system includes tablet laptop computers and video conferencing 
capabilities that will allow tutors and students to interact from remote 
locations around campus. The International Teaching Assistant 


He also organized Faith@Cornell, a 
panel discussion on the differences and 
similarities among religions. “Religion is 
one of the top five issues people argue 
about,” Davis explains. “Creating a forum 
for people who identify with a particular 
faith and allowing them to talk about 
it was the best way people would be 
able to learn about religions and still be 
able to enjoy their own.” The panelists 
represented Baha’i, Christian, Islamic, 
Jewish, atheist, Korean Christian, Catholic, 
pagan, and Buddhist viewpoints.


“Leaders are a result of their 
environment,” says Davis. “Being at 
Cornell, seeing the challenges we face, 
the opportunities available, I could not sit 
back. It has allowed me to find my niche 
and my passion, and most leaders act on 
what they are most passionate about.”


Charles and Judy Temel


When the Temel family traveled to Ithaca 
for Commencement Weekend this year, it 
was to celebrate two important occasions: 
the graduation of daughter Erica Temel 
’06, and the dedication of the director’s 
office in the Carol Tatkon Center. Both 
events exemplified the family’s enduring 
relationship with Cornell University.


Charles Temel ’75 and Judy Wesalo Temel 
’75 have both served on the Cornell 
University Council, a group of selected 
alumni and friends who act in an advisory 
capacity to the university. As a member 
of the council’s Student and Academic 
Services Committee, Charles has closely 
followed projects such as the move of all 
first-year students to north campus and 
the West Campus Initiative. He and Judy 
were especially impressed with the Carol 
Tatkon Center.


“The challenges at Cornell are hard 
enough that to have something like a 
Carol Tatkon Center, where kids can go for 
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all kinds of help—whether it’s academic or 
emotional or just to hang out—increases the 
probability that they’ll have a terrific Cornell 
experience,” says Charles.


“It struck me as such a smart thing to do,” 
adds Judy. “If you’re going to have all the 
freshmen on north campus, it seemed like 
a perfect opportunity to have a centralized 
place for students to come to study together, 
to have tutoring, review classes. It’s an 
incredibly practical way to ease the transition 
from high school to college.”


In endowing the director’s office, the Temels 
are also honoring their mothers and late 
fathers, who can count eight Cornellians 
from two generations between them. “It’s a 
remarkable achievement for them, and we 
thought that should be commemorated as 
well,” says Charles.


The Temels will return for another 
Commencement Weekend in three years, 
along with son Daniel, when their other 
daughter, Laura Temel ’09, graduates.


In the meantime, Charles and Judy will 
continue their work on behalf of Cornell. Judy 
chairs the Cornell Alumni Network, which 
organizes dinners for alumni and upper-class 
students focusing on the transition from 
college to careers. “We discuss things like 
how to get a job, how to get an apartment, 
work-family balance, how to live in the city 
once you graduate,” she says. “Not only 
do the students love it, the alums love it.” 
Charles is the Class of 1975 president.


For Judy and Charles, endowing the director’s 
office has been a way of recognizing Cornell 
as a source of ongoing inspiration. “What 
drew me here was the ability of all kinds of 
people, from all economic levels, to come to 
this amazing institution and get a wonderful 
education,” says Judy.


“We’re very grateful for the opportunity to 
do this,” adds Charles. “Cornell is a very 
special place; kids come out of here having 
learned how to change the world. That’s very 
important to us.”
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Development Program (ITADP) received a Cornell Faculty Innovation 
in Teaching Grant, which will provide technical services, software, and 
equipment to aid ITADP in its mission to help international teaching 
assistants improve their communication and teaching skills.


Welcome Weekend, a relatively new event that provides student-designed, 
on-campus alternatives to the off-campus party scene at the beginning 
of the fall semester, is attracting larger crowds each year. The gatherings 
ranged in size from hundreds at Casino Night to a thousand at Club Fest, 
where 250 student organizations showcased their activities. Ho Plaza was 
transformed into a street fair where thousands of students turned out to 
enjoy funnel cakes, face painting, palm reading, jugglers, and karaoke. 
Welcome Weekend events provide new students with an opportunity to 
explore the campus, acquaint themselves with Cornell traditions, and find a 
place for themselves in the campus community. 


The first annual Cornell World’s Fair, a daylong student-organized event 
dedicated to celebrating cultural diversity on campus, was held in April. 
More than 60 campus organizations participated in the fair, which was 
attended by more than 3,000 students. Activities included an international 
fair in Barton Hall, where student organizations set up booths to showcase 
different cultures; musical and dance performances; an international food 
tasting, with instructions on mealtime etiquette in various cultures; and an 
international film festival hosted by Cornell Cinema.


The inaugural Building Bridges As We Walk conference was held at 
Cornell in November. The conference was sponsored by Haven, the 
umbrella group for lesbian, gay, bisexual, and transgender (LGBT) student 
organizations, and coordinated by Mosaic, the organization for LGBT 
students of color. The regional conference covered the skills and knowledge 
LGBT students of color need to make an impact in campus, state, and 
regional affairs and to connect them to regional and national resources.


The spring 2006 semester saw the revival of JASPER, a social support 
group for Asian and Asian American students. The group, co-facilitated 
by the Office of Student Support and Campus Life, provides a weekly 
gathering space for Asian and Asian American students to discuss and 
share their experiences of being Asian in America and at Cornell.


Cornell students made their usual good showing in the competition 
for academic awards. Seventeen Cornellians were selected for Fulbright 
Scholarships, and there were two Goldwater winners, three Udall Scholars, 
and three Humanity in Action fellows.


From dealing with the aftermath of hurricanes that affected thousands 
of people to creating services that treat each student as an individual, 
the Division of Student and Academic Services has had another eventful 


year. Reflecting on the success with which we met those 
challenges brings its own satisfaction—and the confidence 
that we are well-prepared for the year ahead.


The Temel family (L–R): Judy, Dan, Laura, 
Charles, and Erica.
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Expenditures by Unit


Student and Academic Services


Income (in thousands)


University allocation $  27,774


Investment income 4,358


Unrestricted gifts 324


Restricted gifts* 28,707


Housing and dining revenues 84,959


Other sources 13,242


Total resources available $159,364


* Restricted gifts in 2005–2006 were predominantly for the 
construction of the West Campus House System  


Expenditures by Unit (in thousands)


Athletics and Physical Education $   22,723


Campus Life 76,504


Dean of Students 10,340


Gannett Health Services 12,882


Student and Academic Services 10,904


Total expenditures** $ 133,353


**Excluding transfers to construction accounts
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(Above and below) Provost's Visiting Professor John Cleese met with Becker House 
residents for a small-group discussion during his stay there.
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2004–2005 Facts at a Glance


Academic and Career Services
Students using tutorial services 6,355
Students using services through supplemental instructional programs 1,203
Students visiting the Carol Tatkon Center (daily average) 1,000
Students using services at the International Students and Scholars Office 3,109
Students receiving services from Student Disability Services 907
Employers recruiting on campus through Career Services 501
 Interviews held by recruiters 8,044
Student postgraduate activities
 Employed 50.6%
 Graduate school 31.7%
 Other 17.7%


Athletics and Physical Education
Students enrolled in physical education courses 9,318
Student memberships in Cornell Fitness Centers 9,417
Varsity athletes 1,182
Students participating in intramural sports 6,700
Students participating in Cornell Outdoor Education 1,944


Gannett Health Services
Gannett Health Services utilization
 Students receiving services 13,993
 Student visits for services 67,972
Gannett’s Counseling and Psychological Services
 Students receiving services 2,363
 Student visits for services 16,837
Students enrolled in the Student Health Insurance Plan (SHIP) 9,934


Housing and Dining
Undergraduates in university housing 5,451
Residents in graduate and professional student housing 1,395
 Single contract holders 553
 Family group/domestic partner contract holders 325
 Children in graduate and professional student housing 178
Students who are members of a fraternity 1,926
 Members in fraternity housing 907
Students who are members of a sorority 1,468
 Members in sorority housing 398
Students on university meal plans 9,384


Service and Philanthropy
Students participating in ongoing community service 3,006
 Hours provided through ongoing community service 173,437
Students participating in one-time community service 799
 Hours provided through one-time community service 3,517
Hours of community service provided by fraternities and sororities 26,400
Dollars raised through fraternity and sorority philanthropic activities $162,000


Cover: Refinished woodwork, custom-designed chandeliers, and mirrored walls turned Willard Straight Hall's 
fifth-floor game room into a handsome place for meetings, receptions, and dance rehearsals.


(Top) Crew members practice 
on the inlet; (bottom) rappellers 
climb down the side of 
Schoellkopf Stadium.







Letter from Susan H. Murphy
The 2004–2005 academic year has been 
productive and challenging for Student and 
Academic Services. Our division can look back 
with pride on several high points, starting 
last August when Alice H. Cook House 
opened on West Campus. The Cook House 
community quickly set the pace for the house 
system at Cornell, with a series of programs 
and a long list of distinguished visitors that 
included Iranian human rights advocate and 
Nobel Peace Prize winner Shirin Ebadi, who 
was on campus to deliver the Kaplan Family 
Distinguished Lecture in Public Service. The 
second West Campus house, named for famed Cornell historian Carl L. Becker, will open on schedule this August.


Our athletic teams brought home eight Ivy League championships (a school record) and a national title. Cornell 
students and alumni also competed successfully for prestigious academic awards—winners included a Rhodes 
Scholar, a Mellon Fellow, a Marshall Scholar, and Truman, Goldwater, and Beinecke scholars. The Idealist on 
Campus program presented three units in our division—Cornell Career Services, the Cornell Public Service 
Center, and the Cornell Commitment Office—with its annual award for dedication to civic engagement.


We made a number of interior renovations to Willard Straight Hall, such as remodeling the fifth floor game 
room as an event area and rehearsal space. The Off-Campus Housing Task Force delivered its report, with 
recommendations on how to make off-campus living simpler and safer for students.


We accomplished a great deal in a short time. The credit goes to our talented and dedicated administrators and 
staff, and the faculty and students with whom we work. They provide the programs and services that prepare 
students for their time at Cornell and then life beyond. Our connections with students inspire and energize us,  
and provide us with the satisfaction of knowing we are achieving our mission to the fullest extent possible.


Susan H. Murphy ’73, Ph.D. ’94
Vice President for Student and Academic Services


Cornell University
June 30, 2005


The division of Student and Academic Services exists to support and further the mission of the university by:


The Division of Student and Academic Services exists to support


Vice President for Student and Academic Services Susan H. Murphy and Fatima Iqbal ’05, who emceed 
the post-Ramadan dinner at Alice H. Cook House last November.


The Division of Student and Academic Services exists to support 
the educational mission of the university by: 


 • developing, delivering, and advocating programs that unite  
 and support students’ academic and life pursuits;


 • providing opportunities for our students to develop the  
 qualities and competencies required for life-long learning,  
 leadership, service, and friendship;


 • providing university-wide student and academic services  
 directly and in collaboration with academic units and other  
 offices;


 • maintaining a responsible balance between the creation  
 and delivery of these programs and services and available  
 human and financial resources;


 • and contributing to a diverse living and learning  
 environment that promotes students’ intellectual,  


 emotional, social, spiritual, civic, career, and physical  
 development.


 • providing and supporting programs and services that  
 foster diversity, inclusion, and learning among all members  
 of the Cornell community.


We acknowledge that it is our responsibility to encourage and 
foster student participation in our programs while respecting 
the responsibility of students to avail themselves of all learning 
opportunities—in the classroom and beyond, on campus and 
off. Each department within Student and Academic Services 
will perform its specific mission while working collectively and 
collaboratively with students, faculty, staff and involved alumni 
to bring our vision to fulfillment. Through the efforts of all of 
us—students, faculty, staff and alumni—we create a community 
where the values and responsibilities of the individual and the 
community are equally supported.


Our Mission







The Residential Initiative
The West Campus House System became a reality in 
August 2004, when 372 residents, House Professor 
and Dean Ross Brann, and Associate Dean Jean 
Reese moved into Alice H. Cook House. As the first 
of the five new houses comprising the west campus 
system, Cook House is setting standards for creating 
a sense of community. It also has provided useful 
insights into the components required to support 
the programming needs and interests of the residents 
and the approximately 35 House Fellows who interact 
regularly with the students. This information is being 
used in planning for the rest of the houses, which are 
scheduled for completion over the next five years. Carl 


L. Becker House will open this August, with 360 student residents, six graduate 
resident fellows, three undergraduate student advisers, House Professor and 
Dean Cindy Hazan, Associate Dean Jeffrey Ellens ’98, and approximately 30 
House Fellows.


One of the functions of the house system is to provide students with an 
opportunity to meet and converse with distinguished campus visitors. Inaugural 
year guests at Cook House included CNN’s Aaron Brown (who also attended 
a reception with the fraternity/sorority consortium Chapters of Excellence), 
author Oliver Sachs, former U.S. Attorney General Janet Reno ’60, radio host 
Amy Goodman, writer Laura Flanders, journalists Nicholas Kristoff and Sheryl 
WuDunn ’81, science writer Bill Nye ’77, and 2003 Nobel Peace Prize winner 
Shirin Ebadi. When they’re not entertaining guests, fellows and residents come 
together once a week for a family-style “house” dinner and other activities 
aimed at building a sense of community and shared purpose.


The First-Year Experience
The first class to start Cornell together on north campus graduated in May and 
the Carol Tatkon Center has celebrated its second year of operations. The First-
Year Experience has become an established feature of life at Cornell.


The Tatkon Center has become the epicenter of first-year programs and 


Human Ecology Professor to Lead 
Becker House


A professor of human development in the College 
of Human Ecology, Cindy Hazan has always had 
undergraduate assistants in her research lab 
and for her large class, Human Bonding. She has 
been active in the college’s Partnership Program, 
which pairs a faculty mentor with a small group 
of underrepresented minority freshmen, and as a 
Faculty Fellow. Now, as the first House Professor and 
Dean of Carl L. Becker House, she’ll have even more 
opportunity to do what she likes to do best: spend 
time with young people.


“Mentoring students has always been the most 
enjoyable aspect of my job as a faculty member.  I 
feel a strong sense of responsibility to do whatever 
I can to help students achieve their full potential,” 
explains Professor Hazan. “I also believe that getting 
to know students outside the classroom makes 
me more effective inside the classroom. Besides, 
spending time with bright, curious, enthusiastic, and 
interesting young people is a true pleasure!”


Professor Hazan thinks Becker House will evolve 
its own distinctive style and tone over time. 
“Its ‘personality’ will emerge naturally from the 
personalities of the undergraduate residents and 
house staff.” As for herself, she says, serving as 
House Professor and Dean of Carl L. Becker House 
“will allow me to continue what I’ve been doing—and 
enjoying—with the potential to have a positive impact 
on the lives of many more students.”
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The staff of Carl L. Becker House: (back, left to right) Siray 
Koroma, Jordan Peterson, Lucian Leahu; (middle, left to right): 
Carina Ray, Lauren Beckles, House Professor and Dean Cindy 
Hazan; (front, left to right): Assistant House Dean Jeffrey Ellens, 
Nick Robertson.


The Tatkon Center has become a popular first-
year student destination for socializing and study 
(below: Carol's Cafe; right: the center's library, which 
features books and materials related to Cornell).







Cornell Graduate Comes Home to  
West Campus


“This has been a great homecoming for me,” says 
Jeffrey Ellens ’98. The years since he graduated 
from Cornell were spent 3,000 miles away, at the 
University of California at Santa Barbara (UCSB), 
working on a Ph.D. in clinical counseling and school 
psychology.


“Becker House is actually where my career has been 
shifting since I got to grad school,” Ellens explains. 
Working with patients of all ages at the UCSB clinic, 
he was drawn to the college students. “It was a 
population I found very rewarding to work with,” 
he says. “The skills I received in counseling college 
students are going to lend themselves well to this 
group.”


Ellens played varsity basketball at Cornell and is still 
a sports and outdoor enthusiast, qualities he hopes to 
promote to members of Carl L. Becker House. “I want 
to help students develop a balanced approach to life.”


He is excited about his student house team, who 
represent a wide range of academic fields and 
cultural backgrounds. Ellens also looks forward to 
working closely with House Dean Cindy Hazan, citing 
her willingness to spend time with students outside 
of class. “A lot of students find it difficult to make 
one-on-one connections with faculty members,” 
says Ellens. “We’re creating more opportunities for 
informal interactions. Cornell is becoming a living-
learning community, and it is great to be a part of 
that.”


services. One of its most important functions is providing space for academic 
programs such as the first-year writing seminars, one-credit courses like 
Agriculture and Life Sciences 101 and the Industrial and Labor Relations 
colloquium, and supplemental classes for introductory biology, chemistry, 
economics, engineering, and math. Teaching assistants hold office hours 
for introductory chemistry and psychology at the center. Counseling 
and Psychological Services and writing tutors use its offices for walk-in 
consultations. Participation in many of these classes and services rose when they 
were offered at the Tatkon Center, with a corresponding increase in demand for 
classroom and office space.


The center is a popular meeting place for project teams and study groups, 
as well. Students can borrow laptop computers and, thanks to equipment 
purchased with an anonymous gift, print out their work when they are finished.


The Office of New Student Programs (NSP) addresses the developmental 
needs of first-year students with programs such as the series held during the first 
six weeks of the fall semester. With help from Community Development, the 
community centers, and the staff at Helen Newman Hall, the NSP organized 
talks and discussions on topics such as maintaining long-distance relationships 
and transferring from one college to another within Cornell. Next year’s series 
will include courses on safety and a presentation on volunteer opportunities 
at the Public Service Center. NSP staff also work with Fraternity and Sorority 
Affairs on their New Member Education Program, which covers topics such as 
balancing academics while joining a fraternity or sorority.


Some programs are designed to introduce newcomers to upper-level students, 
as happened this year when the health careers adviser brought in seniors who 
had just gone through the medical school application process. Other events are 
designed to introduce first-year students to the array of extracurricular activities 
at Cornell, such as the Women’s World Info Fair, funded by the President’s 
Council of Cornell Women, which provided information and exhibits from 
women’s organizations on campus.


Cultural activities at the Tatkon Center include exhibits of artwork by faculty 
and students. There also are educational displays, such as the Women’s History 
Month presentation Early Black Women at Cornell: Part and Apart. An 
upcoming exhibit by a student in the College of Agriculture and Life Sciences, 
Engineers for a Sustainable World, and faculty from the Department of Design 
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Science writer Bill Nye '77 delivered the Frank H. T. Rhodes 
Class of '56 Professorship talk in April. During his visit, Nye 
was a guest at Alice H. Cook House.


Iranian human rights advocate Shirin Ebadi (right), winner of the 2003 Nobel Peace Prize, delivered the Kaplan 
Family Distinguished Lecture in Public Service in May. During her visit, Ebadi had lunch at Alice H. Cook House  
with members of the Iranian Students Association.







and Environmental Analysis will provide information on environmental 
stewardship initiatives at Cornell. There also are live performances, such as 
poetry readings hosted by the English department and Music at Tat, a showcase 
for first-year students who play instruments ranging from guitar to harp.


A current goal is raising the funds for an endowment for the Carol Tatkon 
Center. This would make it possible to continue offering the programs and 
services that are quickly becoming mainstays of a student’s first year at Cornell.


Faculty Engagement
Programs that promote faculty 
interaction with students outside 
the classroom continue to 
thrive. Along with the ongoing 
residentially-based faculty 
activities, there were three special 
faculty-student dinners in the 
dining halls, where 272 faculty and 
administrators and their partners 
shared food and conversation 
with 3,763 students. The meals 
were held at the Robert Purcell 
Marketplace Eatery, Appel’s North Star Dining, and Jansen’s Dining in Noyes.


Non-residential programs also enjoyed high levels of faculty participation. 
More than 155 faculty members led small discussion groups on Kafka's The Trial 
as part of new student orientation. Efforts to increase faculty involvement in 
fraternities and sororities have been very successful, as the Creating Chapters 
of Excellence (CCE) initiative works toward one of its key objectives. During 
2004–2005 six of the nine CCE chapters successfully recruited Faculty Fellows. 
Expansion of the CCE chapters will occur in 2005–2006 with five additional 
chapters entering the initiative. Plans for faculty involvement with the fraternity 
and sorority system are evolving as more faculty and students interact and 
suggest new and different ways to make the interaction positive and meaningful.


In addition to these special programs, there are thousands of informal 
contacts between faculty and students at Cornell each year. A recent survey of 
1,800 Cornell faculty members found that eight out of ten are engaged in some 
sort of out-of-class interaction with undergraduates. Most took the form of 
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Faculty Engagement in 
Residential Communities 
2004–2005
Traditional residence halls and program 
houses:
 Faculty in Residence 14
 Faculty Fellows 110
 Dining Discussions Faculty Fellows 18
West Campus House System:
 House Professor and Dean 1
 House Fellows 35
Fraternity and sorority chapters  
with Faculty Fellows 23


Bringing faculty into student living areas creates opportunities for learning in a casual, residential 
environment. House Professor and Dean Ross Brann (left) compared notes with Stephen H. Weiss Presidential 
Fellow David Feldshuh (right), artistic director for the Schwartz Center for the Performing Arts, when the latter 
visited Alice H. Cook House in May to discuss Cornell Theatre’s production of The Merchant of Venice.Sorority Leader Is Busier than  


She Expected


“I’m doing more than I thought I would when I got 
here,” says Tiffany Brutus ’07. “I thought I would 
just be studying, but I’ve managed to get involved in 
different aspects of Cornell outside of academics.”


Most of her time is spent on issues related to Cornell’s 
fraternity and sorority system. Brutus is president of 
the Multicultural Greek Letter Council (MGLC, one of 
three governing bodies for the Greek system at Cornell) 
and, as a member of Omega Phi Beta sorority, does 
volunteer work for local youth programs. Past activities 
include membership on the executive board of the 
African, Latino, Asian, and Native American program 
board (ALANA) and a term as vice president of her 
sorority.


MGLC provides a support system for minority 
fraternities and sororities on campus. “We’re very small 
in number, so we all help each other out and provide 
support, not only for our own organizations, but for 
other organizations on campus that serve minority 
interests,” Brutus explains. “We don’t just serve Greek 
members, we serve the greater Cornell community.”


She expects to be even busier next year, when she will 
begin pursuing a double major, history and government, 
in the College of Arts and Sciences.


“I’m looking at going to law school, so it provides a 
good solid foundation,” Brutus says. “History is very 
interesting because it shows how things from the past 
correlate to the present, and government is interesting 
because it lets you go behind the scenes and 
understand everything that’s taking place and why.” 
Asked to characterize her experience at Cornell in a 
word, Brutus supplies three: “Interesting; challenging; 
and worthwhile.”


Tiffany Brutus ‘07 received the 2005 Outstanding New Member 
Award from Assistant Dean for Fraternity and Sorority Affairs Brian 
Stahine ‘01 at this spring’s Greek Awards.







advising, research, and supervising teaching assistants, but one in four faculty 
members also reported working with student clubs, organizations, and sports 
teams, or simply meeting with students for coffee or a quick meal after class. 
Many remarked that they benefited as much from these experiences as their 
students did; that their out-of-classroom encounters with students increase their 
understanding of those students and undergraduates in general, enrich their 
lives, and strengthen their own ties to the Cornell community. One respondent 
called the experience "one of the best parts of being a faculty member."


Public Service
Cornell’s long-standing commitment to civic engagement gained national 
recognition this year in the form of an award from Idealist on Campus. The 
organization cited the Cornell Public Service Center, the Cornell Commitment, 
Cornell Career Services, and the Nonprofit and Government Career and 
Information Fair for their efforts in public service and service-learning.


Cornell students continued that commitment to service in dozens of ways in 
2004–2005. For example, thanks to a grant from the Heckscher Foundation 
for Children, the Urban Immersion Program/Alternative Spring Breaks—an 
exploratory service-learning experience for students in their first or second 
year of college—placed 43 students with community agencies in New York 
City in the spring of 2005. The Urban Scholars Program placed an additional 
34 upper-division undergraduates and graduate students in eight-week paid 
internships with some of the city’s most innovative non-profit organizations 
and government agencies in the summer of 2004. Both programs expose 
students to the social, economic, political, and cultural challenges confronting 
New York City’s low-income residents in hopes of producing a new generation 
of public scholars and advocates.


The Public Service Center International Service Learning Trips Program 
(PSC-ISP) sent 15 students and their advisers to a small Dominican Republic 
community to build a library and develop an organic produce garden over 
the 2005 winter break. PSC-ISP volunteers have worked with the Dominican 
Republic Education and Mentoring (DREAM) Project for the past two years on 
projects designed to increase educational opportunities in that country.


Into the Streets (ITS) had another successful year, as more than 400 students 
participated in a day of service in the fall of 2004. The young volunteers 
performed more than 2,000 hours of direct service to more than 40 human 
service and government agencies in Tompkins County.


The third annual Nonprofit and Government Career and Information Fair, 
cosponsored by Cornell Career Services, the Public Service Center, and the 
Urban Scholars program, was held in 
March 2005. Sixty organizations and 626 
students attended the event, making student 
participation at this fair the highest in the 
northeastern United States.


Other efforts focused on improving the 
delivery of services. Seventeen faculty 
members from a wide range of disciplines 
attended the first Faculty Fellows In Service 
year-long seminar on service-learning 
theory and practice. The program focused 


Pre-Med Scores High: In Service Work, 
in the Gym, and in the Classroom


The December 2004 tsunami took place a world away 
from upstate New York, but the disaster evoked a 
strong desire to help in Cornell students like Danielle 
Inwald ’05. “I was shocked and saddened by the 
media images, and I felt that it was possible for 
Cornell as a community to work together to raise 
funds for tsunami relief,” says Inwald. Like-minded 
student leaders from organizations all over the 
Cornell campus quickly formed the CU Tsunami Relief 
committee. The result was the Big Red Relief Benefit 
Concert in April, with performances by 18 student 
organizations. Inwald performed twice: once with the 
a cappella singing group The Chordials and once in an 
exhibition with the gymnastics team. The event raised 
$10,000.


Organizing a benefit concert is an enormous 
undertaking, but Inwald is accustomed to meeting 
high expectations. A gymnast since age 5, she was a 
starter on balance beam and floor exercises for the 
Cornell varsity gymnastics team, co-president of the 
Red Key Club athletic honor society, and a member of 
the Quill and Dagger honor society, which recognizes 
seniors who have demonstrated the highest level of 
leadership, service, and character. She graduated in 
May with a double major in psychology and Spanish 
literature from the College of Arts and Sciences.


How did she do it all, and do it so well? “I have been 
an athlete for my entire life. I had to learn time 
management skills,” says Inwald. She credits Cornell 
with helping her to refine those skills and develop the 
team-oriented approach that has been so successful 
in projects like the benefit concert—and that will 
serve her well in her career goal of becoming a 
doctor.
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For Danielle Inwald ’05, athletics and academics complemented 
each other. “Gymnastics practice offered me a break from 
academic pressures and actually helped me to stay focused during 
my study time.”


Guests honor student volunteers at the annual  
Public Service Awards dinner.







on the pedagogy of service learning and highlighted its academic potential in 
developing and undertaking curricular, research, and outreach practices. The 
seminar also explored the factors that hinder faculty involvement in service 
learning.


The PSC offered a service-learning class for its student leaders for the first 
time in 2004–2005: a two-credit seminar designed to train them to be effective 
leaders through a combination of action, reflection, and scholarship. A dozen 
students registered for the course in its first semester.


Student Welfare
The 2004–2005 academic year brought progress in a number of areas that 
directly impact students, including physical and mental health services and off-
campus housing. It also was a championship year for Big Red sports teams, and 
a year of renewal for a beloved campus landmark. 


Gannett Health Services
Gannett Health Services continued its move toward integrated health care 
services, working within and outside the health care community to find ways 
of meeting the needs of Cornell students of all ages. In addition to physical 
and mental health care, the integrated approach embraces prevention, fitness, 
and the specific developmental and health concerns of the college-age group, 
including problems that stem from self-image issues such as eating disorders, 
sexual identity and activity, and alcohol use. Among the partnerships formed 
to address those issues, Gannett has turned to Community Development and 
the Dean of Students Office for help with developmental issues, and Graduate 
and Professional Student Housing to help residents identify and locate social 
outlets, medical care, and support groups.


Gannett is in the third and final year of a three-year renovation project that 
has turned the clinic into a construction zone during summers and winter 
break. The improvements are designed to enhance visitor comfort and 
confidentiality and emergency preparedness. Gannett also has refurbished its 
web site, presenting information in a more user-friendly and comprehensive 
manner and including a new section on hazing. A joint effort with the Dean 
of Students Office, the hazing site reflects Cornell’s commitment to finding 
alternatives for groups that want to preserve a tradition of bonding activities.


Council on Mental Health and Welfare
The Council on Mental Health and Welfare, commissioned in 2004, is 
responsible for studying the campus environment in order to identify 
opportunities for reducing risks and increasing support for members of the 
Cornell community facing mental health challenges. The council spent the year 
developing a comprehensive, community-based process that engages people 
and systems throughout the university. Faculty, staff, and students are trained 
to function as the council’s “eyes and ears,” spotting the early signs of students 
in distress and showing them where to go for help. The council is creating links 
between the colleges, schools, residence halls, and other university units so that 
when a student starts cutting classes, or seems to spend a lot of time alone in his 
or her room, the situation is more likely to be noticed and addressed.


“These efforts support the academic mission of the university. Our students 
cannot succeed academically without a sense of physical and emotional 
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Retired Professor Is Still Active in 
Support of Students


Throughout her life, Professor Emerita Lee C. Lee 
benefited from the kindness of many people who helped 
her, including coming to America to attend college. Her 
research focused on the development of interpersonal 
competence from infancy through early childhood. 
In the late 1980s she developed an interest in Asian 
American issues and began to teach in that area. The 
Psycho-Social Issues of Asian American Identity was 
a popular course. Professor Lee founded the Asian 
American Studies Program at Cornell. Later she went to 
Hong Kong as a Distinguished Fulbright Scholar to help 
launch the Hong Kong America Center, which promotes 
understanding and academic exchanges between the two 
cultures.


Having come so far on the generosity of others, 
Professor Lee has always made a point of helping people 
whenever she could. A past member of the Cornell Board 
on University Health, she was moved by the story of a 
student who canceled his health insurance policy to save 
money when he returned to Southeast Asia to collect 
data for his dissertation. While there, he was diagnosed 
with cancer. When she retired, Professor Lee decided 
to give the profits from the sale of her house to Cornell 
to create an emergency fund that helps students meet 
health care expenses, and “to let students know that I 
thank them for all the joy they gave me” as a teacher, 
researcher, faculty fellow, and faculty-in-residence.


Professor Lee is still a faculty fellow, and an active 
member of several professional associations. After a 
short stay in San Francisco, she has returned to Ithaca, 
having found something about the place that feels 
like home. “I’ve lived here for thirty-some years,” 
Professor Lee explains. “It’s the longest I’ve ever stayed 
anywhere.”


Professor Emerita Lee C. Lee’s gift to Gannett Health 
Services will assist students who have unexpected health 
care needs. “All my life, a lot of strangers have been good to 
me,” she says. “This is like payback.”







well being,” says Provost Carolyn (Biddy) Martin, one of three Cornell 
administrators with direct oversight of council activities. “At the same time, 
academic difficulties can be an early warning sign that a student may have 
health problems that deserve attention. We want to create connections with the 
colleges and schools so academic problems can, when appropriate, be treated 
as possible signs that a student has physical or emotional difficulties that could 
be addressed with early intervention, before his or her academic career is 
damaged.”


Off-Campus Housing
After several off-campus incidents last fall, Vice President Susan H. Murphy 
convened a task force composed of Cornell students, staff, and administrators 
and representatives of the city of Ithaca to explore issues relating to off-
campus security, support, and resources. The Off-Campus Housing Task Force 
completed its final report in May.


The task force recommended that the university develop an in-house 
computer system to facilitate exchange of property information between the 
Off-Campus Housing Office (OCHO), the City of Ithaca Rental Housing 
Advisory Commission, and the Landlords Association. The group also advised 
the university to collaborate with the city’s building commissioner to create 
a database of rental properties, landlord information, and complaints on file; 
increase paid staffing at the OCHO; develop a program of standards and goals 
and promote the properties of landlords who subscribe to them with a special 
symbol; and provide at least five hours a week of legal advice and guidance to 
student renters.  Developing a plan to implement these recommendations will 
be a priority in the coming year.


Cornell Athletics: It Was a Very Good Year
The Big Red athletic teams had stellar seasons, winning a school-record eight 
Ivy League titles, finishing second in the Ivy title race for the second straight 
year, and moving Cornell into fourth place on the all-time list for most Ivy 
titles. In addition, the men’s polo team brought home a national title, and the 
women’s polo team finished second in the nation.


The Academic All-Ivy list includes 30 Cornell student-athletes, and dozens 
more earned academic honors from their respective coaches’ associations. Sixty-
eight student-athletes were inducted into Cornell’s 400 Club, which requires 


Inner Beauty: Willard Straight Hall 
Renovations


Built in 1925, Willard Straight Hall shows few outward 
signs of its age. A closer look, however, reveals some 
of the challenges of operating a twenty-first century 
student union in an early-twentieth-century facility. 
Robert W. and Elizabeth C. Staley Dean of Students 
Kent Hubbell ’67, a Straight tenant and an architect 
by training, took up the challenge of modernizing 
the building’s interior with a series of improvement 
projects begun during the 2004–2005 academic year.


Most of the projects were designed to put new 
life into existing spaces. For example, the former 
game room on the fifth floor was cleaned and its 
woodwork refinished. A local blacksmith fabricated 
eight wrought-iron chandeliers. Mirrors were installed 
along one wall for dance rehearsals. The result: 
an attractive “mini Memorial Room” suitable for 
formal receptions as well as meetings. The first-floor 
ceramics studio was completely overhauled, its south 
wall opened to daylight and its ventilation system 
updated, creating a healthier, more pleasant working 
environment. New lighting and reorganization turned 
the browsing library into an inviting place where 
students can eat and talk and, once a week, listen to 
live music.


Upcoming projects include construction of a new 
media studio housing a dozen high-end computers 
loaded with the latest software for the fine, applied, 
and performing arts. “You might expect architects 
to be there, video people, David Borden doing 
electronic music composition,” says Dean Hubbell. 
“It will become a real nexus for the new media 
arts.” Construction is slated for this fall. Other 
future projects include renovating second floor 
space in the west wing as offices for student support 
organizations and health services, and restoring the 
Little Theatre as a live performance space as well as 
the main venue for Cornell Cinema.
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Cornell Presidential Research Scholars explain their projects at the annual Senior Poster Session.


Minor changes to the floor plan and better lighting have turned 
the Willard Straight Hall browsing library into an inviting place for 
socializing and study.







a 4.0 grade point average for at least one semester. Cornell student-athletes 
volunteered hundreds of hours doing everything from working for Habitat 
for Humanity to reading to local school children and running free sports 
clinics.


Renovations to athletic facilities, funded in part through the recent Cornell 
Victorious campaign, will be completed in August. Individual projects 
include construction of Friends Hall, a new building with locker rooms for 
the varsity football team and coaches, offices for the athletics department 


and the football program, and a new athletic hall of fame. The old hall of fame 
in Schoellkopf Hall was returned to its original state, with an open-air balcony.


Playing for a varsity team is just one way for students to be physically active 
at Cornell. With 180 classes to choose from, including new offerings such as 
Latin and Israeli dance and trail 
running, 9,318 students enrolled 
in physical education courses 
during the 2004–2005 academic 
year. There were 6,700 student 
participants in 33 intramural 
sports during the same period.


Looking Ahead
This report provides just a sample of Student and Academic Services activities in 
the past year, and it provides some insight into the scope of the division’s role 
in supporting Cornell’s educational mission. Much of the credit for the breadth 
and depth of our programming goes to our generous alumni and friends. With 
their support as a strong foundation, we look forward with great confidence 
to the coming year in expectation of continued progress in all of our efforts to 
provide a collegiate experience that addresses the whole student, in mind, body, 
and spirit. 
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Presidential Research Scholar Has a 
Passion for Problem Solving 


Kevin Huang ’06 has been doing research in 
nanotechnology since his first semester at Cornell. 
He hopes his work may lead to the development 
of computers with components made of photonic 
crystals instead of silicon, that transfer and store 
data in the form of light rather than electricity for 
faster, more energy-efficient networks.


In the course of one project, Huang discovered a 
new photonic crystal structure and will be listed as 
first author on a paper for a peer-reviewed journal 
this fall. Another assignment involved developing an 
instructional lab kit for photolithography. “Usually 
photolithography has to be done in a clean room: free 
of dust and stuff like that; but this was supposed to 
be for a classroom environment,” Huang explains. His 
method was a success: “It’s now used in one or two 
Intro to Engineering classes.”


A Cornell Presidential Research Scholar, Huang 
receives funding for activities such as traveling to 
a conference where he may present his paper. He 
is also a Barry M. Goldwater Scholar and a member 
of three honor societies, as well as a born teacher 
who assists other engineering students through the 
college’s peer tutoring programs. Huang belongs 
to the Cornell Undergraduate Research Board, 
Engineering Ambassadors, the Cornell Materials 
Society, and Engineers for a Sustainable World (an 
engineering-focused effort similar to Doctors Without 
Frontiers), and is president of the Engineering 
Student Council. His plans include graduate school, 
experience in the industrial sector and, eventually, 
life as a professor. “Getting paid to do research!” 
Huang says enthusiastically. “What could be better 
than that?"


As a Materials Science and Engineering major focusing on 
nanotechnology, Kevin Huang ’06 is learning a lot about the little 
things—and making a name for himself as an undergraduate 
researcher.


Ivy League Championships


Men’s ice hockey


Men’s indoor track


Women’s indoor track


Men’s lacrosse


Men’s outdoor track


Women’s outdoor track


Volleyball


Wrestling


Second Place, Ivy League


Baseball


Men’s basketball


Golf


Softball


Third Place, Ivy League


Football


Women’s lacrosse


Lightweight rowing


Men’s squash


Men’s swimming and diving


Non-Ivy League Titles


Equestrian team: Region II reserve  
high-point champion


Gymnastics team: Second at the 
Ivy Classic; sixth place at the USA 
Gymnastics Collegiate Nationals


Men’s polo: National champions


Women’s polo: National runners-up


Sprint football: Tied for second place  
in the Collegiate Sprint Football League







Division of Student and Academic Services  
Financial Report 2004–2005


Campus 
Life (59%)


Student and Academic 
Services (7%)


Dean of Students (8%)


Gannett: Cornell 
University Health 


Services (9%)


Athletics and Physical 
Education (17%)


Expenditures by Unit


Student and Academic Services


Income (in thousands)


University allocation $  24,300


Investment income 3, 791


Unrestricted gifts 406


Restricted gifts* 38, 617


Housing and dining revenues 74, 417


Other sources 24,355


Total resources available $1�5,���


*Restricted gifts in 2004–2005 were predominantly for the  
construction of the West Campus House System.


Expenditures by Unit (in thousands)


Athletics and Physical Education $   21,454


Campus Life 74,498


Dean of Students 10,003


Gannett Health Services 11,925


Student and Academic Services 10, 751


Total expenditures** $ 12�,��1


**Excluding transfers to construction accounts


Housing and dining 
revenues (49%)


Unrestricted 
gifts (2%)


Investment 
income (2%)


Other sources
(10%)


Restricted 
gifts* (22%)


University 
allocation (15%)


Income by Sources


Center for Learning 
and Teaching (27%)


Cornell
Commitment (4%)


Public Service
 Center (11%)


Vice President, Student and 
Academic Services (20%)


Office of University 
Registrar (19%)


Career 
Services (19%)


*







Division of Student and Academic Services
Academic Support
Center for Learning and Teaching
 International Teaching Assistant Development Program
 Learning Strategies Center
 Office of Instructional Support
 Student Disability Services
 Teaching Assistant Development Program
Cornell Career Services
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On the cover: James Wu ’17 of The Big Red Marching Band performs on Ho Plaza 
during the 2015 Student and Academic Services Sesquicentennial Kickoff Celebration.


Find out more at sas.cornell.edu and 
scl.cornell.edu/who-we-are/fundraising-initiatives 


An architect’s rendering of the view from the 
northwest of the expanded health services facility. 
(Courtesy of Chiang O’Brien Architects) 


The 2015 University Health Services Groundbreaking. 
L-R: President David Skorton; Vice President for Student 
and Academic Services Susan H. Murphy ’73, Ph.D. 
’94; Executive Director of Gannett Health Services and 
Associate Vice President for Campus Health Janet 
Corson-Rikert, MD; graduate student trustee Annie 
O’Toole, Law ’16; Board of Trustees Chairman Robert 
Harrison ’76; and undergraduate student trustee Ross 
Gitlin ’15. 


2014–2015 
Facts at a Glance
Academic and Career Services 
Students visiting the Carol Tatkon Center (daily average) .............................................400 
Students using services at the International Students and Scholars Office .............  4,392 
Students receiving services from Student Disability Services ...................................1,210 
Employers recruiting on campus through Career Services ...........................................391 
 Interviews held by recruiters ................................................................................9,591 
Student postgraduate activities 
 Employed ............................................................................................................... 58% 
 Graduate school .................................................................................................... 23% 
 Other ...................................................................................................................... 19%


Athletics and Physical Education
Students enrolled in physical education courses .....................................................10,994
Student memberships in Cornell Fitness Centers ....................................................12,119
Varsity athletes ..........................................................................................................1,086
Students participating in intramural sports ...............................................................4,451
Students participating in Cornell Outdoor Education .................................................4,751


Gannett Health Services
Gannett Health Services utilization
 Students receiving services ................................................................................18,264
 Student encounters for services .........................................................................85,634
Gannett’s Mental Health Services
 Students receiving services ..................................................................................4,149
 Student encounters for services .........................................................................20,734
Students enrolled in the Student Health Insurance Plan (SHIP) ..............................10,953


Housing and Dining
Undergraduates in university housing ........................................................................6,296
Residents in graduate and professional student housing
 Single contract holders ............................................................................................549
 Family group/domestic partner contract holders .....................................................288
 Children in graduate and professional student housing ..........................................188
Students who are members of a fraternity .................................................................2,257
 Members in fraternity housing.................................................................................813
Students who are members of a sorority...................................................................2,497
 Members in sorority housing ..................................................................................455
Students on university meal plans ...........................................................................10,639


Service and Philanthropy
Students participating in Public Service Center ongoing community service ............6,520
 Hours provided through Public Service Center ongoing community service ...135,927
Students participating in Public Service Center one-time community service ...........1,972
 Hours provided through Public Service Center one-time community service ....14,997
Hours provided through Cornell Commitment .......................................................119,350
Hours provided through fraternity and sorority philanthropic activities ..................28,339
 Dollars raised through fraternity and sorority philanthropic activities ..............334,091
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Our goal is simple:  
Help every student thrive


This past year has been 
one of looking forward and 
looking back as President 
David Skorton and I both 
concluded our tenures 
at Cornell. We laid the 
foundation for an exciting 10-
year investment in advancing 
the university’s commitment 
to public engagement, thanks 
to the very generous 10-year 
grant from the Einhorn 
Family Charitable Trust. We 
also worked hard to advance 
our caring community 
agenda, focusing on the 
national issue of sexual 
violence prevention and 
addressing the local campus 
needs for equitable access to 


health care on campus in a facility to meet the needs of the 
21st century. We also continued to advance the institution’s 
commitment to building a community of respect.


As we continued to focus on the needs of the present and 
the opportunities in the future, I found myself reflecting on 
all that has transpired these past 21 years in Student and 
Academic Services. In those two decades, the campus has 
changed. New residence halls and a university commons are 
on North Campus. West Campus is transformed with the 
construction of five new houses and a community recreation 
center. New facilities support all athletes in their strength 
and conditioning as well as provide top-notch venues for 
our wrestlers, baseball and softball players, and track and 
field, soccer, squash, field hockey and ice hockey athletes. 
And existing buildings have been repurposed, such as 626 
Thurston Avenue, which now is the Center for Intercultural 
Dialogue.


While the physical changes remind us of the dynamic 
nature of the university, it is the programmatic changes that 
truly make a difference. Our first-year experience on North 
Campus allows us to welcome our newest Cornellians in a 
more coherent and cohesive manner, creating life-long bonds 
and class identity. Our focus on sophomores, especially in the 
West Campus House system and its corresponding faculty 
leadership and engagement, has created a vibrant living option 
for students. The fraternity and sorority system is adapting so 
it continues to support leadership development and life-long 
connections for our students.


A Message from Susan H. Murphy


Murphy attends the 2015 Commencement Ceremony.


Susan H. Murphy ’73, Ph.D. ’94, 
vice president for student and 
academic services, at the Official 
Sesquicentennial Kickoff reception 
and dinner during the Trustee 
Council Annual Meeting Weekend.


As our programming has changed dramatically in the past 
two decades, so has the population of students. The growing 
number of diverse student organizations enriches our 
campus, whether they are Greek affiliated, national-origin 
based, dance, drumming or singing groups. All of them bring 
diversity to the campus culture that reflects the growing 
international and national diversity among our students, 
both graduate and undergraduate.


The greatest energy, however, remains with our students. 
Their leadership on issues of critical importance – the 
environment, campus climate, respect, consent, personal 
safety – has established the foundation for our caring 
community and has catalyzed the campus to change when 
circumstances demand it. Students create extraordinary 
excitement as athletes representing Cornell in the Ivy 
League, at national competitions and even international 
venues, demonstrating that excellence in academics and 
excellence in athletics do exist at a university. And without 
student creativity, the vibrancy of the campus would be so 
much less than it is.


It has been an extraordinary experience to serve my 
alma mater as vice president. I am excited to welcome my 
successor, Ryan Lombardi, to lead the division and build 
on the foundation we have created over the years. To all 
of you who made all of this possible, a heartfelt thank you. 
Generations of Cornellians have and will benefit because 
of your commitment and generosity. It has been a personal 
privilege to work with you over the years.


Forever grateful,







2Dan Huang ’15 and Patrick Wang ’18 (inside the head) perform a traditional Lion Dance at Asia Night.
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Connecting Creatively 
Across Differences
SAS Strategic Plan Objective: Develop and support a campus climate, programs, and services  
that foster diversity, inclusion, and learning among all members of the Cornell community.


In 2014, Cornell welcomed 
the most diverse and 
international freshman 
class in its 150-year 


history. Underrepresented 
and other minority groups 
represented nearly 33 
percent of our Ithaca student 
population, with international 
students representing 
20 percent. SAS creates 
educational opportunities that 
take advantage of the diversity 
of culture and experience in 
our community and that help 
students develop multicultural 
competencies that allow them 
to embrace their roles as  
global citizens when they  
leave Cornell.


Food for Thought
After reviving the Breaking Bread series in 2013-14, Renee 


Alexander ’74, associate dean of students and director of 
intercultural programs, scaled up the program, which 
brings student affinity groups together over a meal. “We 
hosted about 15 dinners,” she says. “We’d have dinner, then 
push the dishes aside and have a facilitated conversation 
designed to drill down and get into topics that help us to go 
deeper. The key was to get a conversation rolling, then get 
out of the way and let students talk.” 


One dinner brought together the Coalition of Pan-African 
Scholars (students whose parents were first-generation 
African immigrants), the Caribbean Students Association, 
and Black Students United. Intra-group conversation with 
the Chinese Students Association, the Hindu Students 
Council and other organizations addressed differences 
among their members.


In March, Dining with Diverse Minds 
– a project of Cornell Minds Matter and 
ALANA (African Latino Asian Native 
American) Intercultural Board – re-
ceived the 21st annual James A. Perkins 
Prize for Interracial Understanding and 
Harmony. For eight years, the project 
has brought together a group of 100-150 
students, faculty, and staff to promote 
understanding, respect, and cooperation 
through open and honest dialogue. 


LGBT Center Turns 20
The Cornell Lesbian, Gay, Bisexual, 
Transgender (LGBT) Resource Center 
celebrated its 20th anniversary in 2014-
15 beginning in October with an all-
campus LGBT reception. The celebra-
tion peaked with Lavender Graduation 
in May. 


 “We’ve helped students explore concepts 
of gender and sexuality as interrelated 


and not mutually exclusive,” says Brian Patchcoski, associate 
dean and director of the center. “Now students want to take 
their ideas and energy into the greater community and en-
gage in broad campus conversations on gender and sexual-
ity, as well as on sexual violence and other crucial topics.”
With a new five-year strategic plan in place, “we’ll be 
launching new initiatives in the fall,” Patchcoski says, 
including: “a program aimed at education for the entire 
campus community; a program around transgender identi-
ties; mentorships that pair grad students with undergrad 
students; a first-year experience group; and a leadership 
program, Q-Lead. And we’ll be working with the Depart-
ment of Inclusion and Workforce Diversity to provide 
education for faculty, staff, and student employees.”


Diversity & Inclusion


A musical performance at the 2015 Lavender 
Graduation Ceremony.
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Two Peer-Mentoring Programs Expand
Among our many student mentoring programs, two grew 
and thrived this year through the efforts of student leaders. 
Three years ago, the Black Women’s Support Network 
started a peer-mentoring program called Building Our 
Sisterhood and Success (BOSS).  “It matches first- and 
second-year students with upper-level students to help 
them navigate the institution and help them adjust,” says 
Alexander. Last year, about 90 students were involved in 
BOSS, which sponsored its first mental-health summit 
in April.  “This was a critical achievement because in 
communities of color mental health is often something of a 
taboo subject,” Alexander adds.


Several student leaders bolstered a mentorship program for 
first-year Asian students. Danny Qiao ’15 started the program 
during his sophomore year at the Asian & Asian American 
Center. Two years later, while facilitator for the Cornell Asian 
Pacific Islander Student Union, Qiao along with Athena Shea 
’16 and Linda He ’16 ramped up the program and expanded to 
accommodate 20 first-year mentees.
“We focused on curriculum, mentorship, and leadership,” 


Shea says. “We wanted to introduce concepts including 
Asian-American advocacy, and their identity in the context of 
the Asian-American experience at Cornell, alongside leader-
ship development and professional development.”
“Research indicates that peer-mentoring programs help 


underrepresented and minority students adjust,” Alexander 
says, “connecting students of color to each other, and also to 
the broader university.”


Athletes Speaking Out
The “We Don’t Say” campaign at Cornell looks to create 
an athletic environment where all athletes feel valued and 
accepted. Members of Cornell Athlete Ally, Red Key Honor 
Society, and the Student Athlete Advisory Committee cre-
ated a series of photos with compelling messages. “The goal 
of our campaign is to stamp out derogatory and negative lan-
guage in our athletic community,” according to the We Don’t 
Say campaign’s Facebook page. “It is our hope that shedding 
light on why these phrases can have detrimental effects in 
our athletic community will start to shift our culture toward 
more inclusive language.”


Greek Life Helps Students Find Community
Andrea Kim ’16, a Cornell Tradition scholar, found her 


home at the university when she pledged Lambda Theta 
Alpha Latin Sorority, Inc. “It really helped with my transition 
to Cornell,” she says. “Although I may not be Latina, this was 
a place where I found myself comfortable.” 
As president of the Multicultural Greek Letter Council 


(MGLC), which comprises 13 culturally based fraternities 
and sororities, Kim “wanted to strengthen the Tri-Council 
(the alliance of three self-governing councils: Interfraternity 
Council, Panhellenic Council and MGLC), and also reach 


out to umbrella organizations like Black 
Students United, CAPSU (Cornell Asian 
Pacific Islander Student Union), and LAL 
(La Asociación Latina).”


She adds, “For example, we offered 
sweets with facts during Black History 
Month, raised awareness of sexual assault 
by hanging T-shirts in Willard Straight 
lobby that were decorated by students 
and community members as a vehicle to 
express emotions on the issue, and had a 
Tri-Council March of Solidarity around 
campus to address high-profile incidents 
of racism around the country.”


Diversity & Inclusion


Olivia Obodoagha ’15 (foreground), president of the ALANA 
Intercultural Board, and Natasha Khodykina ’17 (background), vice 
president of events of Cornell Minds Matter, accepted the 21st 
annual Perkins Prize on behalf of Dining with Diverse Minds.


L-R: Danny Qiao ’15, Athena Shea ’16, and Linda He ’16 
at the Asian & Asian American Center.


Cornell Bhangra, shown during a Homecoming 2014 performance, won 
first place at April’s Bhangra Blowout XXII, the longest-running collegiate 
competition of its kind.
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Profile: Jessica Barragan ’15
“Cornell always was my dream school,” says Jessica Barragan, a first-
generation college student who was raised by her Ecuador-born mother 
and grandmother.
A double major in government and sociology and triple minor in law 
and society, equality studies and Spanish, Barragan has been an active 
leader outside of the classroom. She served as co-president of La 
Asociación Latina, participated in the Latino Ivy League conference 
as one of 10 students representing Cornell in the annual event, and 
captained the Spanish debate team, which took top prize at the Pan 
American University Debating Championship in Miami in January.
Barragan also was president of the Ivy Council, a nonprofit organization 
comprising student leaders from all the Ivy League schools. “As 
president one of my big goals was to bring Ivy Council to campus, and 
I was able to do that very successfully,” she says. “We hosted the Ivy 
Leadership Summit at Cornell for the first time. I served as conference 
director – it was an incredible experience and one of the most 
challenging ones.”
A Meinig Family Cornell National Scholar, Barragan hopes to become 
a family, entertainment, or immigration lawyer.  The Meinig program 
provided funding for her to go to Panama with the Cornell Global Law 
Brigades, where she shadowed Panamanian lawyers providing services 
to underprivileged communities.


Profile: Men of Color Council
Founded in 2003, the Men of Color Council (MOCC) 
has shifted its focus in the past two years to helping 
minority males pursue career success. “Once you 
graduate you have to make sure that you’re ready 
and able to sell yourself when you’re applying to 
these corporations,” says Antoine Saint-Victor ’16, 
co-president and a Meinig Family Cornell National 
Scholar. “What better way to do that than put them in 
contact with employers and other people who could 
provide them with professional opportunities. So it was 
my quest to help MOCC get corporate sponsorship 
during our term.” He succeeded, landing support from 
Ernst and Young, as well as Verizon.
Saint-Victor along with fellow co-president and Meinig 
Scholar Kaleb Banks ’16  and past co-president Edwin 
Rosendo ’15 created “Trifecta,” a three-pronged – 
social, academic and professional – approach to 
working together with the leaders of SWAG (Scholars 
Working Ambitiously to Graduate) and The LINK Men’s 
Alliance (founded to support the black and Latino 
male communities) to plan events and promote unity 
in the broader men of color community. “It made 
sense to get organizations that are targeting the same 
community to work together,” Banks says. 


Above: The 2015 Men of Color Council (MOCC). 
L-R: past co-president Edwin Rosendo ’15, co-president  
Antoine Saint-Victor ’16, co-president Kaleb Banks ’16,  
and past co-president Kelvin Polanco ’15.
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Team-building workshops such as this on the Hoffman Challenge Course help student groups develop leadership skills and strengthen interpersonal bonds 
to shape a positive and supportive organizational culture. Greek organizations benefit from these workshops through the Greek Leadership Academy, which 
in the fall of 2014 offered five-week programs for 39 chapters, an all-time high for the program. Greek students receive one unit of academic credit for their 
participation. In this year’s evaluations, 96 percent of students agreed they are better leaders as a result of participating in the class. (Photo provided by 
Cornell Outdoor Education)
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Through health services, fitness and wellness 
programs, dining and nutrition, crisis prevention 
and intervention, and more, SAS advances the 
university’s holistic view of student and community 


health that fosters a campus-wide culture of self-care and 
caring for one another. Through the expertise of SAS staff, 
Cornell is a national leader and partner in comprehensive, 
evidence-based programs that address major challenges to 
student well-being.


Breaking Ground for Health Services
With the March commencement of construction on an 


expanded and renovated health facility and a groundbreaking 
celebration with donors and friends in May, University Health 
Services is on its way to making this long-awaited project a 
reality. The new addition is scheduled to open in July 2016, 
with project completion projected for August 2017.


The project will update the existing space to support 
current and future program needs and facilitate the staff ’s 
state-of-the-art approach to collaborative care while 
continuing to provide services that are inclusive, accessible, 
integrated, responsive, and cost-effective to Cornell’s diverse 
and growing population. Its transformation will show the 
centrality of student health and well-being to the university’s 
academic mission and identity as a caring community.


Skorton Center for Health Initiatives announced
The expanded facility also will be home to the new 


Skorton Center for Health Initiatives.  Named in honor of 
President Emeritus David Skorton, the center recognizes his 
achievement in elevating student health as a core element 
of the university’s learning mission. The center will provide 
institutional leadership for promoting campus health and will 
expand Cornell’s role as a national leader on student health 
and well-being.  


Led by director Timothy Marchell ’82, Ph.D., MPH, the 
center will be staffed by a multi-disciplinary team of health 
professionals who will implement innovative programs, 
policies, educational strategies, and new partnerships across 
campus that support the physical, psychological, and social 
health of students and the campus community.  Center staff 
also will guide university councils on mental health, alcohol 
and other drugs, hazing, and sexual violence prevention.


Graduate and professional student well-being
SAS partners to improve the graduate and professional 


student experience through the Graduate and Professional 
Community Initiative strategic plan, which the Graduate 
and Professional Student Assembly issued in 2013. A few 
recent progress areas include increasing both student-alumni 
career networking opportunities and central career advising 
resources for Ph.D. students; hiring more peer advisers 
to guide graduate students in housing searches; assessing 
interest in dining services in the Big Red Barn graduate 
student center; and bolstering communications to improve 
knowledge and use of career-related programs and campus 
services for students with families.


Promoting Emotional 
and Physical Resilience
SAS Strategic Plan Objective: Create and sustain an environment that promotes personal growth and 
discovery, the pursuit of healthy minds and bodies, and participation in Cornell’s caring community.


Health and Well-Being


L-R: Sarah Reitman ’15 (Cayuga’s Watchers), Shane Moore ’16 (Cayuga’s 
Watchers), and Garrison Lovely ’16 (chair of the Slope Day Programming 
Board).


Cayuga’s Watchers — a non-profit, student-run organization 
— works to reduce harms associated with high-risk drinking 
at Cornell. The Watchers collaborated with the 2015 Slope 
Day Programming Board to incorporate bystander intervention 
techniques into volunteer training.  The students’ aim is to bolster 
effective peer interventions with those in need of assistance on 
the Slope. “With Watchers, since they’re anonymous and playing 
it cool, they’re positioned to go up and approach someone to 
intervene in a situation,” says Garrison Lovely, chair of the Slope 
Day Programming Board and a Meinig Scholar.


A partnership for Slope Day
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Health and Well-Being


Profile: Angela Han ’15
Through her involvement in the Women’s Resource 
Center, Angela Han has spearheaded programs that 
positively influenced her fellow students while also 
serving as an effective residential adviser.
Han led a program called Project Star: Celebrating 
Women, a workshop where women “come 
together to share our stories, nurture positive self-
relationships, and celebrate who we are in our lives 
through creative expression.” What is more, with 
support from the Clinton Global Initiative University 
conference, she was able to bring Project Star to 
her hometown of San Francisco and host a six-week 
workshop series in the Bay Area. On campus, she 
also helped to coordinate We Step Into The Light, a 
project to raise awareness about sexual assault.
Han served as an RA for two years in Akwe:kon, a 
program house established to celebrate American 
Indian culture and heritage. “It’s a community that 
has become family to me,” she says. “It’s very 
closely tied to the American Indian Program, so my 
experience there and through AIP are part of this 
core influence that has shaped me to be the person 
I am today as well as my principles and the way 
I understand how society works. It’s been a great 
gift.”
She also served as a CORE (“Community Respect”) 
RA. “The program focuses on how to make a 
more positive student environment,” she says. “In 
particular, it focuses on addressing sexual violence 
on campus. It’s figuring out how to talk about 
this sensitive issue that intimately impacts the 
community that we’re in. It’s not a women’s issue, 
not a man’s issue – it’s everyone’s issue.”


Profile: Angelica Cullo ’17
Since 2004, Cornell Minds Matter has promoted the 
overall mental and emotional health of all Cornell 
students and it has worked to reduce the stigma of 
mental illness. It’s an organization that literally helped 
to save the life of Angelica Cullo.
“Not only has it really allowed me to acknowledge the 
mental health challenges I have myself that I needed 
to address,” says Cullo, who had been battling an 
eating disorder since she was 10, “but I’ve also 
been able to help my peers realize that they may 
need assistance or educate peers by speaking from 
personal experience.”
Cornell Minds Matter also offers a leave-of-absence 
support group. “I spoke with some students about 
their leave, how it helped them and how they came 
back,” Cullo says. “They stressed it was crucial to 
take care of your health first; you don’t need to rush 
to finish your education. So I took a health leave, and 
it was a great decision.”
During her leave of absence, Cullo remained involved 
in Cornell Minds Matter, helping to create the Healthy 
and Disordered Eating Series. “We had a great mix 
of speakers, and students were excited to attend 
these events, since it’s not something that’s been 
openly talked about,” Cullo says. “The one thing that 
surprised me was the amount of students that told 
me they appreciated starting the series, because they 
had experience with something similar. These were 
people I had known for years and I never knew that 
about them. That was one of the rewarding results of 
that series.”
Cullo is working at a rural health clinic through 
AmeriCorps, and will return to Cornell in January 
2016 to finish her degree.
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Roundtable on Sexual Assault Prevention


This year sexual violence prevention on college campuses 
drew national attention, as Senators Claire McCaskill and 
Kirsten Gillibrand drove federal conversations and New 
York State Governor Andrew Cuomo signed new campus 
sexual assault prevention legislation. Four campus leaders 
discuss how Cornell is working to reduce sexual violence 
(L to R): Matthew Laks ’15, facilitator for Wingman 101; 
Laura Weiss, director of the Women’s Resource Center; 
Timothy Marchell ’82, Ph.D., MPH, director of Mental 
Health Initiatives for Gannett Health Services; and Nina 
Cummings, sexual violence prevention coordinator and 
university victim advocate.


Q: What were some of this year’s student-driven 
efforts to prevent sexual assault?
Laks: Wingman 101, which teaches men about bystander intervention 
and a safe environment for healthy relationships, reached out to 
fraternities and sports teams this year. It’s easy to think someone else 
will take action if you don’t, but we’re trying to empower people to 
intervene. During Sexual Assault Awareness Week (April 13-17), 18 
organizations expanded the dialogue, brainstormed new ways to make 
Cornell safer, and held awareness events.


Marchell: Helping bystanders learn how to step forward and 
intervene is one of the common threads across all areas of health and 
well-being. 


Q: How has staff supported student efforts this year?
Weiss: Staff helped students broaden their reach through large events 
such as two film-screenings of  “The Hunting Ground.” The panel 
discussion allowed people to question what is really happening in our 
community and how can we do better. 


At “Take Back The Night,” survivors shared their stories. When you hear 
an actual person’s story, it creates investment on the issue in a way that 
statistics can’t. 


Q: What’s going on in the Council on Sexual Violence 
Prevention (CSVP)?
Cummings: Now going into its third year, CSVP’s strength is that 
it brings together undergrads, grad and professional students, staff, 
faculty, alumnae, and community partners. It provides a voice for 
campus; affords an opportunity for message consistency; and creates 
opportunities for education. We’ve been able to make recommendations 
about directions we think the university should be going. 


Q: Cornell participated in the Association of 
American Universities’ Climate Survey this year.  
Why is it important?  
Cummings: We need to know where to focus our efforts. The survey 
helps us not just to understand more about incidents and prevalence, 
but also to find out levels of knowledge about resources, and whether 
or not individuals understand their reporting options. 


Q: Why is it important that we engage many 
different constituents and leadership at a high 
level on this issue?  
Laks: Preventing sexual assault requires interest from all people 
from all backgrounds and genders. I became involved with Wingman 
101 because men need to do more. Often men don’t show up at 
awareness events because it’s not “cool” or they’re tired of being called 
a perpetrator.


Marchell: Cultural change requires involvement from the entire 
community and it’s important that our senior administrators continue to 
set expectations for how to be a caring community.


Q: What are we doing to educate new Cornell 
students?
Weiss: The past three undergraduate orientations have included 
Speak About It, a performance group that addresses sexual violence 
and related issues through theater. The stories resonate with students. 
For graduate and professional students, we held small group 
discussions at orientation, and for January transfer students, a panel of 
students talked about healthy relationships and the like. 


Marchell: We are proud of our new orientation program for all 
student athletes that focuses on issues like bystander behavior, sexual 
violence, alcohol, and mental health. Programs for individual teams 
focused on sexual violence in more depth.


Q: How is Cornell engaged in helping to shape 
compliance requirements? 
Cummings: In the fall Vice President Susan Murphy, Chief of 
Police Kathy Zoner and I met with the staffs of Senators Gillibrand and 
McCaskill, to broaden their understanding of the realities on college 
campuses. We’ve met with local and state legislators to help them 
understand our needs, and to share our community-wide approaches. 
Kathy Zoner participated in a roundtable on law enforcement organized 
by Senator McCaskill.  


Q: Where are we going in the next year?
Marchell: The causes of sexual violence are complex, so preventing 
it requires multiple strategies. Education is necessary but not sufficient 
to bring about real change. Perceived sexual norms, alcohol, and beliefs 
about sexual entitlement provide the cultural scaffolding in which 
sexually aggressive individuals can find cover for their behavior. Part of 
our strategy is to help students remove that scaffolding by reshaping 
the campus culture and creating a more respectful sexual climate on 
campus. There’s very little known scientifically about effective sexual 
violence prevention. We’ll be developing and evaluating strategies to 
contribute to this national conversation. 







10The 2015 Nutritional Science (DNS) NS 4880 dinners in the West Campus dining halls included this Farmers’ Market at Jansen’s Dining Room.
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Meaningful Connections 
Outside of Class
SAS Strategic Plan Objectives: Create and support learning communities filled with opportunities beyond the 
classroom for students and faculty to integrate and link those experiences with their learning from academic 
programs. Create opportunities for students, faculty, and staff to participate together in intellectual, spiritual,  
social, cultural, athletic, and service activities.


Cornell’s West Campus House System celebrated 
its 10th anniversary this year, marking a decade of 
offering upper-level students an actively engaged 
community through interaction with faculty 


members. Alice Cook House opened in 2005, followed over 
the next three years by Carl Becker House, Hans Bethe 
House, William Keeton House and Flora Rose House.


“The West Campus House System is one of the best things 
going on campus right now,” says Scott MacDonald ’78, 
Ph.D. ’86, the Dale Corson house professor and dean at Hans 
Bethe House. “It really is what the founders hoped it would 
be – a way of re-envisioning what the residential experience 
at a big university like Cornell could be like.” 


“And that big goal of making that sort of seamless 
intellectual life for our undergraduate students was intended 
to be accomplished primarily by finding ways to get faculty 
involved in houses themselves,” says MacDonald.                                                                        


Home to 1,800 students, 1,200 of them sophomores, 
West Campus houses each have 30 House Fellows – Cornell 
faculty members, administrators or distinguished members 
of the Ithaca community – who visit the house regularly, 
eat dinner or teach courses there, take students on trips, 
or invite them into their own homes for dinner. Dynamic 
student leadership groups in each house play a significant 
role. Events – dinners, lectures, discussions – are designed 
to build community. “We’re not trying to extend the 
classroom to West Campus—we’re trying to supplement 
what goes on in the classroom,” MacDonald says. “We 
work at creating opportunities and an environment where 
students and faculty come together for rich substantive 
intellectual content, but doesn’t look anything like what 
happens up the hill.”


He adds, “As a student, Cornell opened up a world that I 
never knew existed – I remembered what it was like to catch 
fire from all the classes and students around me. As a house 
professor, I try to do that for our students.”


Program Houses Thrive: EcoHouse
North Campus is home to eight program houses – or 


themed residence halls – that offer students the chance 
to immerse themselves in interests within an engaged 
community of residents and out-of-house members. These 
close-knit communities have a high level of involvement, 
with regular events, programming, and outreach 
opportunities, often in collaboration with related academic 
departments.


The Hurlburt Residential College for Environmental 
Education and Awareness, or EcoHouse, has about 100 
residents who share an interest in environmental issues. “It’s 
been the keystone of my time at Cornell,” says Aaron Match 
’15, a Meinig Scholar and winner of a Chancellor’s Award for 
Student Excellence, which honors State University of New 
York students for integrating academic excellence with other 
aspects of their lives. “I was attracted to live there because 
there were upper-class students there, and they had a lot 
more experience to learn from.” 


This year, EcoHouse was involved in Project Greenhouse, 
an initiative to “construct and nurture a shared community 
greenhouse in order to explore the environmental, 
ethical, and functional practices of organic agriculture,” 


Living and Learning


Aaron Match ’15, in the facility that EcoHouse residents built as part of 
Project Greenhouse.
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according to its mission statement. EcoHouse residents 
also participated in the Campus Conservation Nationals, 
an energy-reduction campaign in which residential houses 
could monitor their energy consumption through a campus-
wide Building Dashboard web site. “We were able to see 
when use spiked and why,” says Match. “People were really 
into it.” 


Match also was a CORE (“Community Respect”) resident 
adviser in EcoHouse for two years, part of a campus-wide 
effort to improve relations among students by infusing 
concepts of respect into their residential communities. “We 
did a program called ‘Ethics and Tea,’ where we brought in 
Nina Cummings, sexual violence prevention coordinator 
and university victim advocate, and discussed bystander 
situations,” he says. “A lot of students felt really positive 
about it.”


Hasbrouck’s Cultural Mosaic
On the edge of North Campus, Hasbrouck Apartments 


offers housing to graduate students, post-docs and 
research associates and their families. “Eighty percent are 
international students, so you feel like you’re in the United 
Nations,” says Candace Mingins ’70, Hasbrouck’s youth 
and family program coordinator for nearly 17 years. Many 
residents are from China; others hail from countries across 
Asia and South America.


Along with serving as a source of information about 
schools and child care Mingins organizes programs for 
Hasbrouck’s families and kids. “A lot of them are things that 
people can do without knowing much English, such as art or 
cooking.”


Since many babies are born to families at Hasbrouck, 
Mingins organizes weekly sing-alongs. “A lot of our 
programs are just to bring people together, and then they 


can form their own friendships and support groups,” she 
says. “Families are ripe for community. They need to have it 
for their kids. It makes Hasbrouck a really nice place.”


About 700 people live in Hasbrouck; more than 100 of 
them are children. “These are people from all over who are 
getting along and learning from each other,” she says. “It just 
makes me have hope for the world.”


Fighting Food Insecurity
While Cornell Dining has long been known for providing 


great food, there are always some leftovers. Rather than 
letting them go to waste, students formed the Food Recovery 
Network (FRN) to make weekly donations to area food 
pantries.


John Lowry ’16, spearheaded the effort after taking a 
course, Sustainable Lifestyles, while also working in dining 
services. “That class helped me appreciate the value of our 
leftover meals,” says Lowry, a Cornell Tradition Scholar. 
“Through middle school I had volunteered at my hometown 
food pantry and so the topic of hunger was not foreign to 
me. But the hunger in my hometown pales in comparison to 
Tompkins County where around 13,000 people go hungry on 
a regular basis. I learned we had the power to change that.”


Tony Kveragas, chef manager at Carl Becker House, 
supported the FRN’s efforts, as did Therese O’Connor, 
Cornell Dining’s assistant director for staff development 
and training and assistant director for sustainable initiatives 
oversight, who helped the students learn necessary 
protocols and acquire the needed training and equipment.


“The Food Recovery Network is a simple program that 
could grow and make a significant difference,” Lowry says. 
“With dedicated, driven volunteers, the FRN can expand 
to more dining locations and continue long after we have 
graduated.”


Living and Learning


Music professor Paul Merrill, drummer Curran Sinha ’17, bassist 
Stephanie Lozina ’16 and pianist Robert Araujo ’15 give a jazz group 
performance at the University Block Party on North Campus during 
the 2014 Move-In Weekend.


Erica Rausch ’15 and Celina Scott-Buechler ’18 portion out food in Carl Becker 
House that will be delivered to local recipients via the Food Recovery Network.
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Profile: Angela Goscilo ’15
Most people know they’re supposed to eat more fruits 
and vegetables. But actually doing so can take some 
nudging. That’s why Angela Goscilo helped to develop 
the Have You Had Your Five Today? campaign during the 
week of March 9-13.
“We asked students to pledge to eat five cups of fruits 
and vegetables for each of the five days,” Goscilo says. 
“More than 2,800 students participated – they signed 
apple-shaped pledge cards that we put in all the dining 
locations on campus. We were able to see that the sale 
of fruit cups, as well as the ‘FreshTake’ salads, increased 
in the month of March. Which means it actually worked.”
Goscilo worked with Michele Lefebvre, RD, CDN, 
director of nutrition management for Cornell Dining, to 
devise the campaign. “It was a spinoff of last year’s 
‘Five Days’ campaign, which focused on food allergies 
and was more staff-driven,” Goscilo says. “This year we 
wanted to make it more student-driven.”
A quinoa-beet burger tasting at Trillium and a recipe 
contest in which different chefs submitted recipes for 
student testing rounded out the campaign. “Students 
really seemed into it,” Goscilo says. “We sent out a 
survey afterwards, and students said they’d like to 
continue doing this beyond the month of March. I think 
we really brought awareness to fruits and vegetables on 
campus, and to the fact that we have a dietitian and a 
nutrition student staff.”
Goscilo, who in the fall will attend Tufts University for a 
combined masters and dietetic internship program, also 
helmed one of the student-led dinners on West Campus 
as part of the Nutritional Sciences 4880 course. “We 
called our event A Feast of Ice and Fire in tribute to ‘Game 
of Thrones,’” she says. “We featured a lot of food inspired 
by the show. We got to plan the entire menu, decorate the 
dining room and ultimately execute the event.”


Profile: Carolyn Fisher, 
grad student
“I really like working with undergrads,” says Carolyn 
Fisher, a graduate resident fellow in Alice Cook House 
for the 2014-15 school year. “Being a GRF allows me 
to be their mentor and be a resource to them. My 
apartment is connected to the common room, so I can 
just leave my door propped open and be available to 
anyone hanging out there. 
“I was told I was assigned to this building, which is 
separate from the rest of the Cook House buildings, 
because I’m a really warm person who can make 
people feel welcome as part of the broad community,” 
she added. 
To that end, Fisher arranged a series of events for her 
residents throughout the school year, including field 
trips to the Cornell Synchrotron and “Moustache Night,” 
for which she made moustache-themed cookies and 
cupcakes. A biochemistry graduate student studying 
the molecular basis of Alzheimer’s disease, she drew 
on her science background to arrange field trips to host 
a “flavor-tripping” party, at which students ate a small 
berry that altered their sense of taste. “It’s actually a 
biochemical signaling process, which is what I study,” 
she notes.
But she says the best events have come from the 
students themselves. “One resident wanted to do a 
dessert-and-discussion series; another suggested we 
do a spa night during finals week,” she says. “I really 
like empowering them to feel like they can run events 
they want to do.”


 







14Yunwei “June” Xia ’18 paints a fence at the Ithaca Children’s Garden as part of the 2014 Pre-Orientation Service Trips.
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Champions of 
Community Engagement
SAS Strategic Plan Objective: Create an environment that fosters an awareness of responsibility  
for self and community, and a commitment to public service.


Cornell’s longstanding tradition of supporting 
public engagement dates back to its founding 
as New York’s land-grant university in 1865. 
The Public Service Center oversees 40 student-


run programs and numerous other staff-sponsored 
initiatives for students to get involved locally, nationally 
and internationally. “Last year we involved more than 8,000 
students,” says Leonardo Vargas-Mendez, the center’s 
executive director. “These days, students are coming to 
Cornell having done service in high school, and they’re 
expecting to find opportunities here to continue that 
service.”


Days of Caring 
In October, approximately 1,200 students took part in 


the 23rd annual Into The Streets, providing more than 90 
non-profit agencies with volunteer labor. The Public Service 
Center’s largest event mobilizes students to foster social 
change, starting in their local Ithaca community.


Through the annual Cornell Cares Day, hundreds of 
students and alumni give back to their communities. This 
year, more than 700 volunteers engaged in service projects in 
37 cities across the country and in Thailand. 


“It’s a great way to connect students and alumni,” Vargas-
Mendez says. “You may find entire families coming for the 
day.” 


Engaged Cornell
The Engaged Cornell initiative was launched in 2014 


with a transformational $50 million gift from the Einhorn 
Family Charitable Trust. The 10-year initiative will promote 
innovation in community-engaged and real-world learning, 
and make those practices the hallmark of the Cornell 
undergraduate experience. 


Susan H. Murphy ’73, Ph.D. ’94, vice president for student 
and academic services, emphasized the reach of the initiative 
in providing students with opportunities to learn through 
engagement with communities – local and global. “From 
volunteer activities to intellectual engagement to the pursuit 


of careers that benefit others, students’ experiences and 
outcomes will be transformed,” she says.


Engaged Cornell aims to create a new model for higher 
education in which public engagement is deeply ingrained 
and fully institutionalized, both inside and outside of the 
classroom. 


With its decades of experience providing community-
engaged learning experiences for students and helping 
students develop effective leadership skills, Student and 
Academic Services is a key partner in Engaged Cornell. “The 
idea is that in the next 10 years we’ll have 20,000 students 
engaged in local communities, across the state, nationally 
and globally,” Vargas-Mendez says. 


Robinson-Appel awards honor student service 
projects


In April, three student teams were named winners of 
Robinson-Appel Humanitarian Awards, which carry $1,500 
prizes to further service projects that address community 
social needs.


Emma Scher ’17 and Jonathan Masci ’16 were selected 
for their work with the Cornell University Deaf Awareness 
Program’s silent dinner. The group provides students with 


Public Engagement


Sisi Peng ’16, in red, and Livia Sun ’17 scrub the walls of the 
Tompkins County SPCA as part of the Public Service Center’s Into 
The Streets event in October 2014.
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opportunities to participate in raising awareness of the 
issues facing the deaf community, integrate the deaf and 
hearing communities, and incorporate American Sign 
Language into the Cornell curriculum. Lindsey Prutsman 
’18 won for the Alternative Breaks-style service trip for 
Upward Bound students. (Upward Bound is a free college 
preparatory program serving high school students from low-
income families.) Graduate student Shama Iyer and Casey 
Jarvis ’15 won for their work with the YOURS Program, 
their project to help children living in mobile home parks 
near Ithaca develop a positive self-image and goals through 
extracurricular programs.


Facilitated by the Public Service Center, the Robinson-
Appel award was established by Cornell alumni Gerald 
Robinson ’54, Margot Robinson ’55, Robert Appel ’53, and 
Helen Appel ’55 to recognize and honor students who have 
been involved in community service significantly.


Relishing Reciprocity
At their best, student volunteers and the communities 


in which they work benefit equally from service projects. 
“We’re also intentional about harvesting particular learning 
experiences for the students,” Vargas-Mendez says, 
“whether through intercultural learning when working in 
communities that are different from their own or learning 
about the challenges that communities are facing and the 
reasons why they face them. Students learn to work in 
teams, how to make decisions collectively, resolve conflicts 
and build consensus.”


Public Engagement


Service throughout SAS
A sampling of the many ways 
the division serves communities 
outside of Cornell:


• Off-Campus Living sponsored the BEAR (Being 
Engaged and Responsible) Walk to promote 
community between students and residents in 
Collegetown. Students and staff, Ithaca officials, 
and Cornell and Ithaca city police officers went 
door-to-door distributing bags of pamphlets.


• Class Councils co-sponsored a blood drive 
competition with the American Red Cross to 
determine “Which Class Bleeds the Most Red.” 


• The 12th Annual Dump and Run, a Cornell/
community recycling program, recovered 30 tons 
of discarded items and raised $52,000 for Cops, 
Kids & Toys, Shelter Outreach Services, Loaves & 
Fishes, Finger Lakes ReUse, and Cornell’s student 
United Way fund. Non-perishable food items left 
by students were donated to local food pantries. 


• Greeks contributed 28,339 hours of community 
service and raised $334,091 through philanthropic 
activities.


• The Big Red women’s ice hockey team raised more 
than $230,000 for the Tompkins County United 
Way, and participated in a mentoring program 
in partnership with the Tompkins Girls Hockey 
Association. 


• The men’s lacrosse team hosted its annual 
fundraising event for the Dream Factory of 
Central New York, which grants wishes to 
critically and chronically ill children. The two 
organizations also partnered with the American 
Red Cross to co-sponsor their 10th annual blood 
drive. 


• The men’s hockey team and GOPiNK, a non-
profit fundraising organization for breast cancer 
research, held an online competition that yielded 
over $11,000 for the Cancer Resource Center of 
the Finger Lakes. 


• Cornell Commitment students completed 
119,350 hours of service in both the local and 
global communities, and embarked on service-
oriented trips benefiting U.S. and international 
communities, including the Czech Republic, 
Honduras, Peru, and Belize.


Shivang Tayal ’16 and his teammates hand out information packets 
at the first Be Engaged and Responsible (BEAR) Walk.


Students did a variety of service projects for 2014 Into the Streets.
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Profile: Rachit Parasrampuria ’16 
& Natasha Malchak ’15
Since 1999, the Public Service Center’s Alternative 
Breaks program has offered more than 2,000 students 
an opportunity to engage in meaningful public service 
projects during spring break. This year more than 90 
students along with 27 board members participated 
in a dozen collaborative projects with community 
agencies, including many in the New York City area.
But there’s a twist. “We aren’t a traditional volunteer 
organization in the sense that we actually do a lot of 
preparation before we go on our trips,” says Rachit 
Parasrampuria, who served as trip coordinator after 
participating the previous two years.
Starting in November, students participate in a 
rigorous 12-week team building and training program 
that teaches a set of core principles including diversity 
and inclusion, risk management, reciprocity and direct 
service that cover the causes of the social issues 
addressed by the partnering agencies.
“We focus a lot on leadership development,” says 
Parasrampuria. “From what we’ve seen in past years, 
good leaders make for good teams to provide effective 
service.”
After participating in Alternative Breaks last year, 
board member Natasha Malchak served as program 
coordinator this year. “It was rewarding to give other 
students those same opportunities for a meaningful, 
impactful experience, and that meant the world to me, 
to be honest,” Malchak says.
“The main focus of our program is not just those 
spring break days,” adds Parasrampuria. “It’s on the 
whole experience — when you learn about the issue 
and then see what happens in the real world rather 
than just reading about it.” 


Profile: Alexa Bakker ’15 &  
Ariel Smilowitz ’15 
In January, Ariel Smilowitz (below, right) and Alexa 
Bakker (below, left) traveled 8,500 miles to engage 
in a public service project in Thailand. Their trip was 
the capstone of the course Global Citizenship and 
Sustainability, led by Shorna Allred, associate professor 
in the Department of Natural Resources.
The students took the course in the fall and then spent 
three weeks in Thailand working with Mahidol University 
students and community partners to conduct research 
to better understand experiences with flooding and how 
to build long-term resilience and adaptation. “We had 
to do a lot of learning before we could do any service,” 
Bakker notes. “It’s a combination you often don’t have.” 
Adds Smilowitz: “I’ve also been a huge proponent of 
engaged learning throughout my college career, and 
this allowed me to take what I was learning in the 
classroom and apply it in a professional setting.”
The Cornell students first talked with their Thai 
counterparts and Mahidol professors to develop 
research questions, then broke into groups to interview 
village leaders, community members, women’s group 
leaders and farmers to learn how they dealt with 
flooding in the area.
The trip had its challenges, of course. “It was really 
hard to establish communication before we got to 
Thailand, so a lot of stuff got figured out last minute 
rather than during the fall semester,” Smilowitz says. 
“That was unexpected, but those challenges made it 
more rewarding when everything came together the 
way it did.”
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Big Red Accolades
Athletics


From the chill of the ice in Lynah Rink to the record 
high temperatures on the River Thames in England, 
Big Red student-athletes once again proved that 
exceptional students and high-level athletics can go 


hand in hand.
Cornell won national titles in wrestling, equestrian, 


women’s polo, and men’s lightweight rowing during the 
2014-15 school year. Three more student-athletes finished as 
runners-up for titles in their sports. Three teams captured 
Ivy League titles, and others were ranked among the top 
handful in their respective sports nationwide.


The lightweight rowing team completed its second 
consecutive unbeaten season that resulted in a national title, 
the program’s fifth in the last nine years. It competed in the 
Henley Royal Regatta in July in Henley-on-Thames, England, 
and advanced to the semifinals of the Temple Challenge 
Cup at the world’s most famous competition. Wrestling 
continued its surge to the top of the national charts with 
an Ivy-record 13th straight conference crown, a ninth 
straight Eastern title, and a top-five finish at the NCAA 
championship. Sophomore Gabe Dean won a national title 
at 184 pounds and classmate Brian Realbuto placed second 
at 157 pounds. Men’s lacrosse captured its 12th Ivy title in 
the last 13 seasons, and women’s polo earned its 14th U.S. 
Polo Association national championship. Sophomore Shana 
Coffey claimed an Intercollegiate Horse Show Association 
national title in novice fences, and senior Georgiana de 
Rham placed fourth in the race for the Cacchione Cup 
as top collegiate rider, the best-ever finish for a Cornell 
equestrienne. 


While spending thousands of hours contributing to the 
betterment of the community, athletic teams not only had 
24 All-Americans and six Ivy League Players of the Year, but 
also seven Academic All-District selections, 30 Academic 
All-Ivy Leaguers and six teams honored by the NCAA 
for posting perfect Academic Progress Report scores, 
which measure each team member’s continuing eligibility, 
retention and progress toward graduation.


Women’s ice hockey player Brianne Jenner earned a spot 
as a finalist as NCAA Woman of the Year, which will be 
awarded in October 2015 and recognizes her academic 
achievement, athletics excellence, service and leadership. 
Jenner was a two-time ECAC Hockey and Ivy League Player 
of the Year and an Olympic gold medalist for Canada at the 
2014 Sochi Games. Men’s lacrosse player Connor Buczek 
became the fourth Cornellian to win the Senior CLASS 
(Celebrating Loyalty and Achievement for Staying in School) 
Award, which recognizes excellence in focusing on the 
total student-athlete and the ability to use their platform 
in athletics to make a positive impact as leaders in their 
communities.


The Big Red Institute celebrated its second anniversary, 
continuing to build comprehensive leadership and assist 
in character development. Led by Jen Baker, assistant 
director of athletics for administration, director of the 
Big Red Leadership Institute and a former Navy pilot and 
entrepreneur, hundreds of Cornell student-athletes already 
have had their personal experiences enriched through the 
program. The fundamental goal is to take great student-
athletes and make them even better as they prepare to enter 
their post-Cornell careers.


Women’s ice hockey player Brianne Jenner ’15 earned a gold 
medal for Canada at the 2014 Winter Olympics and was named a 
finalist as NCAA Woman of the Year.


Gabe Dean ’17 celebrates his national championship, the 17th 
in Cornell wrestling history. (Photo by Lindsey Mechalik)


Men’s lacrosse player Connor Buczek ’15 became the fourth Cornellian 
to win the Senior CLASS Award. (Photo by Patrick Shanahan)
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Greek Life


In the fall we welcomed a new sorority to campus, Phi 
Mu, and three fraternity and sorority chapters returned 
this past year: Zeta Beta Tau Fraternity, Alpha Kappa 
Alpha Sorority, Inc., and Omega Psi Phi Fraternity, Inc. 


Spring new member recruitment remained strong, with 
1,376 bids extended across our 64 fraternities and sororities. 
Overall membership encompasses one-third of Cornell’s 
undergraduate student population.


The strength of Cornell’s Greek community is evident in 
its ability to join together for positive change around difficult 
issues. The annual Leaders Retreat in August, involving 
about 70 chapter presidents and Tri-Council executive board 
members, focused on working collaboratively to address 
campus-wide issues of diversity and inclusion. 


The Tri-Council, the alliance of three self-governing 
councils: Interfraternity Council (IFC), Panhellenic Council 
(PHC), and Multicultural Greek Letter Council (MGLC), 
gathered the community in March to discuss the racial 
incident at Oklahoma State University. Discussion centered 
on Cornell’s campus climate, racism, and ways in which 
student leaders can make the Cornell and Greek communities 
more inclusive. The students issued a joint statement against 
the perpetuation of racism and embracing the meaningful 
exchange of ideas across all cultures in our community. 


“We are having these hard conversations about how to 
be inclusive,” says Andrea Kim ’16, president of the MGLC.  
“Even if we feel uncomfortable, we are still having these 
dialogues.  At the end of the day, we are each other’s family.”  


“By asking the hard questions, motivating and being 
motivated by our incredible peers, we work cohesively to truly 
propel change,” says Kendall Grant ’16, president of the PHC.  
“Our voices are heard more loudly when we align our values 
and work together to build new cultural norms.”


Connor Riser ’16, president of the IFC, agrees.  
“Although our councils are unique, we are all members of 
a community based on values. In this way we are able to 
tackle these problems best together by applying our  values 


to our daily lives.”
The IFC spoke 


out against sexual 
assault with a 
video and passed 
unanimously 
a resolution 
requiring each 
fraternity to host 
approved in-
house member 
programming on 


sexual assault awareness and alcohol safety prior to hosting 
registered social events in the fourth quarter.


IFC and Haven, the umbrella for student organizations 
supporting LGBTQ (lesbian, gay, bisexual, transgender, and 
questioning) students, co-sponsored a panel to cover issues 
including the recruitment process, new member education, 
fraternity living and daily life as a member of the Greek 
community “geared from an LGBT perspective,” according to 
James Winebrake ’15, vice president of recruitment for IFC.  
“Our vision for the future of Cornell’s fraternities is a vision of 
inclusiveness and constant improvement” he says.


Service to the greater good continues to be a foundational 
value. More than 300 Greek students went to 10 different 
locations for Day of Demeter, an annual day of service. 


Fostering the next generation of leaders and preserving the 
values of the Greek system through the generations remains 
central to ongoing education efforts. Three Delta Series 
programs educated approximately 900 newest members of the 
IFC and PHC on topics of courageous leadership, bystander 
intervention, sexual violence, and hazing. 


The Tri-Council leadership remains committed to uniting 
Greeks around positive change in the coming year. “In 
light of particularly challenging and transformative times 
for traditional Greek life, Cornell, through the passion, 
intelligence, and drive of its student body, is spearheading 
progressive change,” Grant says.


Strength in Unity


Andrea Kim ’16, Kendall Grant ’16 and 
Connor Riser ’16 of the Tri-Council.


More than 300 Greek students went to 10 different locations for 
Day of Demeter, an annual day of service. (Photo provided by 
the Office of Fraternities, Sororities, and Independent Living)
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Athree-part model is at the core of Cornell Career 
Services’ (CCS) approach to preparing students 
for life in the working world. 


“We help students learn to manage their 
careers over a lifetime, regardless of what career direction 
they want to pursue,” says executive director Rebecca 
Sparrow, MILR ’86. 


“‘Understand Yourself,’ ‘Explore Options,’ and ‘Take 
Action’: these are the fundamentals,” Sparrow says. “When 
we present this model to students,         
we talk about it as an approach 
they will use every time 
they change jobs.”


Career Services 
in Barnes Hall is 
open to all students 
(except those in the 
professional schools) 
and complements the 
work of colleagues in the 
colleges. “It’s important for 
students to have access to career 
advisers regardless of their college, because their career 
interests might not necessarily align with the expertise in 
their college’s office,” Sparrow says.  


“In recent years we’ve expanded our work with graduate 
students,” Sparrow reports. “One adviser focuses half time 
on graduate students and half on international students and 
those interested in international work. We also serve some 
alumni – particularly when they’re applying to med school, 
and law and grad school.”


The center facilitates experiential learning opportunities. 
“It’s important that students spend time in the workplace 
shadowing alumni or friends of the university to understand 
what the world of work is like,” Sparrow says. 


Just as important is helping students develop their 
networking skills. “Students can find it intimidating to 
network in person, so we try to create opportunities for 
them to have some successes like interacting with alumni at 
a homecoming event,” Sparrow says. 


Sparrow finds sometimes that students who are most in 
need of career support can be reluctant to come into the 
office. “Perhaps they think they have to know what they want 
to do, to come talk to us,” she says. “But career confusion is 
normal and understandable. We really want to address that 
confusion and help students figure out a path.”


“Students are preparing for the life they’ll live after they 
graduate,” Sparrow adds. “Assisting with that preparation 


does not mean we’re becoming too vocational. We must talk 
about careers, because everyone is going to have one. We 
have to own that, and we have to be proud that Cornell helps 
our graduates launch their careers.” 


xxxx
Cornell Career Services: laying the 
foundation for career success


Students and employers connect at on-campus career fairs, 
including this Technical and Engineering Employers Day in Barton 
Hall. (Photo by Rebecca Sparrow)


The Cornell Store joined Student and Academic Services in July 2014, 
and has continued to modernize its stores and expand its services 
and locations. Above, the store hosted its third graduation open 
house this year. “We had lines down Ho Plaza – more than 1,200 
students came,” says director Fred Piccirilli. The store, which employs 
50 full-time staff and 100 students each year, is self-sustaining 
financially and donates $250,000 worth of merchandise around 
campus each year. More Cornell Store accomplishments included: 
expanding tabling events for student organizations; launching Café 
Jennie on-site, with Cornell Dining; developing Sesquicentennial 
specialty items and Cornell Tech-branded merchandise; holding pop-
up events at three Sesquicentennial celebrations; and opening a new 
location at Weill Cornell Medical College. (Photo by Jay Devivo)
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Division of Student and Academic Services  
Financial Report 2014–2015


Expenditures by Unit 


Income By Source (in thousands)
Endowment Income $6,960


Gifts $10,810


Housing and Dining Revenues $123,019


Other Auxiliary $30,741


Other Sources $51,678


University Allocation $40,022


Total resources available $263,230


Expenditures by Unit (in thousands)
Administration $10,946 


Athletics and Physical Education $39,652


Campus Life Enterprise Services $160,334


Dean of Students $21,685


Gannett Health Services $22,345


Other Student Services $8,268


Total expenditures $263,230


Income by Source 


Find out more at sas.cornell.edu and 
scl.cornell.edu/who-we-are/fundraising-initiatives


Expenditures by Type 


Note: FY15 includes The Cornell Store 
and Cornell Print Services
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Expenditures by Type (in thousands)
Capital Project Expense $13,710 


Debt $19,176 


Financial Aid $18,804


General Expenses $70,472


Institutional Support $10,212


Operating Transfers $11,091 


Repair and Maintenance $19,905


Salaries and Benefits $87,216


Utilities, Rents, and Taxes $12,644


Total expenditures $263,230
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On the cover: Dancers perform at the annual Dia de los Muertos dinner in 
Risley Hall.  The holiday is celebrated in Mexico and other Latino regions 
and remembers family and friends who have died.


2013–2014 
Facts at a Glance


Academic and Career Services 
Students visiting the Carol Tatkon Center (daily average) 750 
Students using services at the International Students and Scholars Office  4,206 
Students receiving services from Student Disability Services 1,184 
Employers recruiting on campus through Career Services 405 
 Interviews held by recruiters 9,619 
Student postgraduate activities  
 Employed 58% 
 Graduate school 24% 
 Other 18%


Athletics and Physical Education
Students enrolled in physical education courses 11,464
Student memberships in Cornell Fitness Centers 11,520
Varsity athletes 1,075
Students participating in intramural sports 4,821
Students participating in Cornell Outdoor Education  4,079


Gannett Health Services
Gannett Health Services utilization 
 Students receiving services 17,598
 Student encounters for services 81,367
Gannett’s Counseling and Psychological Services
 Students receiving services 3,845
 Student encounters for services 21,876
Students enrolled in the Student Health Insurance Plan (SHIP) 10,532


Housing and Dining
Undergraduates in university housing 6,280
Residents in graduate and professional student housing 
 Single contract holders 530
 Family group/domestic partner contract holders 277
 Children in graduate and professional student housing 149
Students who are members of a fraternity 2,285
 Members in fraternity housing 870
Students who are members of a sorority 2,327
 Members in sorority housing 418
Students on university meal plans 10,231


Service and Philanthropy
Students participating in ongoing community service 5,638
 Hours provided through ongoing community service 102,268
Students participating in one-time community service 2,042
 Hours provided through one-time community service 13,402
Dollars raised through fraternity and sorority philanthropic activities 325,534


Find out more at now.cornell.edu/studentlife
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Our goal is simple:  
Help every student thrive


2013–2014 
Facts at a Glance


Academic and Career Services 
Students visiting the Carol Tatkon Center (daily average) 750 
Students using services at the International Students and Scholars Office  4,206 
Students receiving services from Student Disability Services 1,184 
Employers recruiting on campus through Career Services 405 
 Interviews held by recruiters 9,619 
Student postgraduate activities  
 Employed 58% 
 Graduate school 24% 
 Other 18%


Athletics and Physical Education
Students enrolled in physical education courses 11,464
Student memberships in Cornell Fitness Centers 11,520
Varsity athletes 1,075
Students participating in intramural sports 4,821
Students participating in Cornell Outdoor Education  4,079


Gannett Health Services
Gannett Health Services utilization 
 Students receiving services 17,598
 Student encounters for services 81,367
Gannett’s Counseling and Psychological Services
 Students receiving services 3,845
 Student encounters for services 21,876
Students enrolled in the Student Health Insurance Plan (SHIP) 10,532


Housing and Dining
Undergraduates in university housing 6,280
Residents in graduate and professional student housing 
 Single contract holders 530
 Family group/domestic partner contract holders 277
 Children in graduate and professional student housing 149
Students who are members of a fraternity 2,285
 Members in fraternity housing 870
Students who are members of a sorority 2,327
 Members in sorority housing 418
Students on university meal plans 10,231


Service and Philanthropy
Students participating in ongoing community service 5,638
 Hours provided through ongoing community service 102,268
Students participating in one-time community service 2,042
 Hours provided through one-time community service 13,402
Dollars raised through fraternity and sorority philanthropic activities 325,534


This past July marked 
my 20th anniversary of 
assuming the position of 
vice president for Student 
and Academic Services, 
a position I am honored 
to hold.  A moment such 
as this affords me the 
opportunity to recognize 
and appreciate the 
faculty, staff, and students 
who create the caring 
community that it’s my 
privilege to serve, and 
to reflect on all that has 
transpired in that time.


Over the years we have made great strides toward creating 
an environment where all students can thrive.  We are 
helping students build resilience and social connectedness.  
We are teaching our students that their well-being is central 
to their success.  Our student population is more diverse 
than ever before, and we are providing opportunities for 
students to engage across differences.  Our students are 
joining us in making the campus a safer and more inclusive 
place for all.  Faculty are partnering with us in our living-
learning communities, our public engagement initiatives, 
and our student support programs.


All of this is not to say we have achieved all of our goals 
or attained the perfect environment for our students.  We 
know there is much work to be done to eradicate sexual 
violence, hazing, and bias in all of its forms; to address the 
growing complexity of health issues our students present; 
and to join with our academic partners in extending 
Cornell’s reach to serve communities across the globe.  
There still is much we want to accomplish, and competition 
for resources is a fact of our world. 


This year, Student and Academic Services completed a 
new strategic plan to guide our work and our allocation of 
resources through 2017.  In it, we identify the priorities for 
our division that we are united to advance.  This annual 
report illustrates how we are working together toward our 
common vision: to create an environment where every 


A Message from Susan H. Murphy


2014 Commencement Weekend (from left): Susan H. Murphy ’73, 
Ph.D. ’94, vice president for Student and Academic Services; Class 
of 2014 Campaign co-presidents Wei Yang and Ihsan Bashir Kabir; 
convocation chair Jennifer Lee; Jennifer Davis, assistant dean of 
students; and senior class president Robert Callahan.


Susan H. Murphy ’73, Ph.D. ’94,  
vice president for Student and 
Academic Services, at the 2014 
reception for the 20th anniversary 
of the Reis Tennis Center.


student is challenged, encouraged, and supported in his or 
her pursuit of academic and personal growth.


The upcoming renovation and expansion of the University 
Health Services facility will be, for me, the physical 
embodiment of our commitment to support each student’s 
success.  Many already have stepped forward to support 
this project, and I thank all who have contributed so far.  
Reaching $18.3 million in pledges by December 2014 will be 
a major milestone toward approval to begin construction.


The rewards for our efforts truly are gratifying. In closing, 
I share one student success story that came to me from a 
swim instructor this April.  A student who never believed 
she could pass the swim test wrote a thank-you letter to her 
teacher upon her successful completion, for “trust[ing] in 
me, believ[ing] that I could do it and cheer[ing] me up until 
the very last stroke!”  The instructor’s note was a simple 
statement: “Why we teach!”  Enabling victories large and 
small, creating an environment where students can thrive, 
that is why we in Student and Academic Services do what 
we do.


In gratitude,
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Cornell student group Yamatai performs Japanese taiko drumming at Asia Night 2014,  
the largest annual showcase for the Asian and Asian American community on campus.
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Connecting Creatively 
Across Differences
SAS Strategic Plan Objective: Develop and support a campus climate, programs, and services  
that foster diversity, inclusion, and learning among all members of the Cornell community.


Since its founding, Cornell University 
has encouraged a culture that provides 
for the full participation of all members 
of our campus community.  SAS 


works in support of this institutional value 
to create an environment where diverse 
campus constituencies interact and develop 
multicultural competencies, both in academic 
endeavors and in extracurricular activities. 


Studying Cornell’s Climate for 
Diversity


Cornell and SAS made significant strides 
this year in assessing the degree to which our 
students feel included, respected, and safe on 
campus.  Early in the fall, Cornell’s Institutional 
Research and Planning office completed an 
analysis of data collected through the PULSE 
(Perceptions of Undergraduate Life and Student 
Experiences) survey of undergraduate students 
and two other graduate student surveys.  


Findings from that analysis informed the second stage 
of investigation, which moved beyond data to explore 
first-hand the experiences of specific groups of students.  
In October, diversity scholar and director of the Higher 
Education Research Institute Sylvia Hurtado and her team 
interviewed nearly 400 students in focus-group discussions 
for the study, “The Climate for Diversity at Cornell Univer-
sity: Student Experiences.” 


As a result of these investigations, key efforts to improve 
campus climate for students are launching or under con-
tinued expansion for 2014-15, and the diversity planning 
initiative, Toward New Destinations, has been revised to 
support opportunities to improve the climate for students.


Seeing the World Through Another’s Eyes
Several SAS programs this year aimed to give participants 
an opportunity to view the world from the perspective of 


someone different from themselves and to find common 
ground on which to connect.  One example is the Break-
ing Bread series, newly revived and offered four times this 
spring.  In the February kickoff session a dozen members 
of Cornell Hillel and the Muslim Educational and Cultural 
Association shared a meal and conversation, facilitated by 
Renee Alexander ’74, associate dean of students, and Ken-
neth Clarke, director of Cornell United Religious Work.
“Once we got the conversation rolling, I thought it was very 


meaningful and, to use a cliché, bridged the gap,” says Nina 
Gershonowitz ’16, chair of the cultural programming com-
mittee at Hillel. “It emphasized just how similar we are. At 
the end of the day, we’re all students just trying to see where 
we’re all coming from.”


The SAS Diversity Council offered SAS staff and student 
employees the opportunity to consider new perspectives as 
well. A three-part video and discussion series, “Race: The 
Power of an Illusion,” was offered across SAS in multiple 


Diversity


Above: Cornell’s Hindu Student Council, an affiliate member of Cornell United Religious 
Work, sponsors an annual celebration of the ancient Hindu Holi Festival of Color.  
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consecutive sessions of viewing followed by discussion. The 
film challenges common assumptions about race and raises 
awareness of social, economic, and political conditions that 
foster privilege and opportunity for majority groups. 


Kimberlé Crenshaw ’81, a leading authority on critical race 
theory, civil rights, black feminist legal theory, and racism 
and the law, visited campus in October.  Her talk reflected 
on the impact of recent U.S. Supreme Court decisions 
impacting civil rights and critiqued colorblind approaches to 
racial equity issues.


As this year’s Martin Luther King Jr. Commemoration Lec-
ture speaker, author and National Public Radio host Michele 
Norris discussed the importance of honest dialogue about 
race and racism.  Her book, The Grace of Silence, draws on 
her family’s background to shed new light on the country’s 
racial history.  The lecture series is sponsored annually by 
Cornell United Religious Work.


Supporting Student Achievement and 
Community Building
Helping students find their community and feel a strong 
sense of belonging is key to their success in college.  SAS 
staff mentor many student organizations whose programs 
support our diverse student population and create commu-
nities of support.


In September, the student group SWAG (Scholars Work-
ing Ambitiously to Graduate), whose focus is to support 
Cornell’s black, Caribbean and African male students, part-
nered with the SAS Diversity Council to co-sponsor keynote 
speaker Jullien Gordon, author of “The Other 4.0.” Gordon 
spoke on maximizing one’s potential and knowing the value 
of your worth.  SWAG leaders also worked closely with 
Cornell Career Services to create and deliver a career and 
professional-development “curriculum” for its members: the 
SWAG Academy.


The Asian & Asian American Center (A3C) supported 
student-led initiatives to foster Asian and Asian American 
community building on campus. In November, Cornell 


Asian Pacific Student Union (CAPSU) hosted the Asian 
Leaders Presidential Summit, in which student leaders of 
Asian-interest organizations discussed Pan-Asian student 
group collaboration and community building. In March, 
CAPSU also sponsored “Asia Night,” which drew more 
than 1,500 students – the highest turnout on record for this 
annual event – and featured more than 50 student groups’ 
interactive booths and 20 performance groups.  The Asian & 
Asian American Forum met throughout the year to dis-
cuss issues of well-being and support within the Asian and 
Asian American community and hosted annual successful 
“Fall into Relaxation” and “Spring into Relaxation” events at 
Noyes Community Center. 


Fostering Diversity in All Aspects of  
Student Life
Student Disability Services (SDS) and Gannett Health 
Services partnered this year to develop resources to serve 
Cornell students with autism spectrum disorders. In Oc-
tober, SDS hosted Dr. Marisela Huerta, of the new Weill 
Cornell Center for Autism and the Developing Brain, who 
presented three programs attended by more than 80 staff, 
with every college represented. SDS – with the support of 
the College of Agriculture and Life Sciences, Residential 
Programs, and the Office of Academic Diversity Initiatives – 
also brought Ari Ne’eman, the co-founder and president of 
the Autistic Self Advocacy Network, to campus in February.


Pursuing Academic Partnerships
A host of academic programs facilitate diversity across 


campus, and SAS actively pursues partnerships with these 
efforts. This year, the Intergroup Dialogue Project (IDP), a 
structured, peer-facilitated course that seeks to raise aware-
ness of social justice issues, received the 20th annual James 
A. Perkins Prize for Interracial Understanding and Harmony. 
Offered since fall 2012 as a collaboration between the Office 
of Academic Diversity Initiatives and SAS’s Center for Inter-
cultural Dialogue, IDP has provided an academic setting for 
more than 200 students to engage in constructive discus-
sions about race, ethnicity, socio-economic status, gender, 
religion, and sexual orientation.Student theater troupe Ordinary People presents Tapestry of Possibilities: 


Diversity at Cornell, which invites all incoming undergraduates to participate 
in a dialogue about diverse norms, values, and belief systems.


Diversity


Varsity men’s soccer athlete Atticus DeProspo ’15, shown speaking 
at the Soup and Hope speaker series, formed a Cornell chapter of 
Athlete Ally to foster tolerance, respect, and acceptance of LGBT 
individuals on campus.
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Profile: Ihsan Kabir ’14
At the end of his freshman year, Ihsan Kabir ’14 
became involved in the drive to create a Muslim 
Cultural Center in Willard Straight Hall.


“The premise was simple – there’s no dedicated space 
for Muslim students on campus outside Anabel Taylor 
Hall,” Kabir explains. “We wanted a separate space, 
because Anabel Taylor caters to a demographic of 
Muslims who are very active in practicing their faith 
– and that percentage doesn’t encompass all Muslim 
students on campus.”


That dream was realized last fall, when Room 208 in 
Willard Straight Hall became totally theirs.  Now known 
as the Muslim Center of Cornell, the space shares the 
second floor of Willard Straight with other groups such 
as the Empathy, Assistance & Referral Service (EARS), 
Cornell Minds Matter and the Women’s Resource 
Center.  Sharing space fosters collaboration among the 
groups, Kabir observes.


Kabir also has been active on the Committee for the 
Advancement of Muslim Culture.


“We’ve done a lot of outreach events, including one 
with Sigma Phi fraternity that they want to make an 
annual event,” he says. “We wanted to show that we 
were serious about engaging with the rest of the  
Cornell community.”


Profile: Thaddeus Talbot ’15
SWAG (Scholars Working Ambitiously to Graduate), a 
mentorship program aimed at increasing retention and 
graduation rates among black men at Cornell, helped 
Thaddeus Talbot ’15 get his college career off to a fast 
start. 


“As a freshman, I got to meet a lot of successful 
upperclassmen who were able to guide me,” he says. 
“Because of their help I was able to be successful my 
first semester, so I stuck with the program.”


By the end of his first year at Cornell, Talbot had 
become co-president of SWAG, and over the past two 
years, “we’ve seen an increase in graduation rates, an 
increase in percentage of black men who are on the 
Dean’s List out of our program, and we’ve see more 
people become a part of the program,” he says.


Last year, Talbot helped to launch the SWAG Academy, 
a 10-week curriculum for program members that 
included modules on stress management, money 
management, time management, and other career and 
life skills. He designed and taught many of the courses 
himself.


In March, Talbot led a group of SWAG students to 
the Clinton Global Initiative University Conference at 
Arizona State University, where student leaders from 
around the world met to discuss timely issues.


A Meinig Family Cornell National Scholar, Talbot plans 
to attend law school, then become a union organizer or 
go into the Peace Corps. “My end goal is to become a 
New York City Supreme Court Justice,” he says.
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For his senior project, Justin Kondrat ’14 designed a gigantic living-art installation – 70 feet wide and 10 feet tall – that spelled out “ROOTED” on Libe Slope, 
encouraging viewers to reflect on what sustains them during tough times and keeps them rooted here at Cornell. The Department of Horticulture, Gannett 
Health Services, and the Grounds Department collaborated on the display, which included more than 50,000 flowers. “I wanted to show that flowers are 
not just pretty things, but living things that can also bring so much to the soul and help the students," he says. "It’s really critical to just stop and smell the 
flowers every once in a while.”
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Promoting Emotional 
and Physical Resilience
SAS Strategic Plan Objective: Create and sustain an environment that promotes personal growth and discovery, the 
pursuit of healthy minds and bodies, and participation in Cornell’s caring community.


Because many students undergo 
a tremendous transformation 
during their time in college, 
Sohee Rho ’14 wanted to create a 


forum for them to share how Cornell has 
changed their hearts and minds. A Meinig 
Family Cornell National Scholar, Rho 
recruited more than two-dozen students 
to participate in “We Are Cornell,” a series 
of short videos shared over CornellCast 
and social media throughout the spring 
semester. 


Produced in conjunction with Cornell 
United Religious Work, Slope Media, and 
Ordinary People, the series celebrates 
individual journeys and unique experiences from a wide 
range of students, who talk about overcoming obstacles in 
their time at Cornell.


“We wanted to showcase our differences and similarities 
through stories, because stories are a very strong way to 
connect and engage with each other,” Rho says.


In SAS, we provide support and resources for students 
to grow as caring, engaged, and self-aware young adults. 
By supporting efforts such as “We Are Cornell” – as well 
as through health services, fitness and wellness programs, 
dining and nutrition, crisis prevention and intervention, 
and more – SAS advances the university’s holistic view of 
student and community health that fosters a campus-wide 
culture of self-care and caring for one another.  In addition, 
through the expertise of SAS staff, Cornell is a national 
leader and partner in comprehensive, research-based 
programs that address major challenges to student well-
being. 


Affirming Cornell’s commitment to supporting student 
health and well-being fully, President David J. Skorton says, 
“As a university president, physician, and parent, I know 
how important good health is to the achievement of both 
immediate and lifelong goals.” 


National Recognition from 
JedCampus
This year, Cornell’s comprehensive approach 
to mental health earned the JedCampus seal, 
an honor awarded by The Jed Foundation, 
a national organization seeking to reduce 
suicide rates among college students. 
“Cornell stands out as a leader in campus-
wide mental health programming,” the 
foundation noted in its assessment. 


Says Gregory Eells, director of Counseling 
and Psychological Services at Gannett 
Health Services: “Cornell takes mental 
health very seriously and has prioritized 


it for students for decades. Earning the 
JedCampus seal is an acknowledgment of that work.”


Staff, faculty, and students across the university have 
come together to increase accessibility to care and reduce 
the perceived stigma of requesting help for emotional 
challenges.  One example that serves as evidence of that 
work: visits to Cornell’s counseling services have tripled 
since 1996.


Health and Well-Being Initiatives
Student and Academic Services fostered many health and 
well-being related initiatives during the past academic year.


 • Cayuga’s Watchers, a student-led peer intervention 
group, officially launched as an independent nonprofit 
organization in November.  When invited by the party 
sponsor, the group sends teams of trained “watchers” to 
interact with partygoers and uses non-confrontational 
bystander intervention techniques to reduce the harms 
associated with high-risk drinking.


•  EARS (Empathy, Assistance, & Referral Service) student 
volunteers provide over 50 hours a week of peer-to-peer 
counseling during the school year. New this year, Cornell 
students can connect with EARS counselors through an 
online counseling program hosted by Suicide Prevention 
and Crisis Services of Tompkins County.


Health and Well-Being


Sohee Rho '14
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• The Women’s Resource Center sponsored a number of 
programs aimed at raising awareness around women’s 
issues, including the annual production of The Vagina 
Monologues, which raised more than $10,000 for anti-
gender-based violence charities. The “We Step Into The 
Light” program aimed to bring awareness to the issues of 
sexual assault, relationship violence, stalking and gender-
based violence through artistic collaborations; the resulting 
projects were displayed at Mann Library and Flora Rose 
House in April and May.  


• Voices: Stories of Insight and Experience was distributed to 
families of all incoming students. Written by faculty, staff, 
students, and alumni, this collection of articles helps families 
navigate the university and their evolving relationship with 
their new Cornellian.


• Cornell Minds Matter presented a photo exhibit designed to 
open conversation and reduce stigma around mental health 
concerns. “Faces of Mental Health” featured students, many 
who are recognized as leaders on campus, and depicted 
personal stories of their own struggles.


Success After Graduation
Building a solid foundation for success after graduation is 
the ultimate goal of SAS’s health and well-being efforts. For 
Cornell Career Services (CCS) this means building students’ 
confidence and ability to launch their careers, whether 
that is in the workplace, in postgraduate education, or in 
other endeavors. Certainly initial postgraduate outcome 
is important, but development of skills to manage a career 
over a lifetime is essential. CCS offers programs through 
which students develop networking skills, participate in job 
shadowing and experiential learning opportunities, identify 
and articulate personal strengths, and engage with experts 
from career fields of interest. The results have been impressive: 
this year nearly 18,000 students participated in 446 CCS-
sponsored programs and workshops; 570 students shadowed 
512 alumni and other friends in their jobs; and 15,500 students 
met with CCS staff in one-on-one advising sessions.


Health and Well-Being


Profile: Lawrence Goun ’15
“Disability topics were always at the forefront in my 
family,” says Lawrence Goun ’15, president of the 
Cornell Union for Disabilities Awareness (CUDA). 


“My mother, Cynthia Bernstein-Goun ’74, is a special-
needs attorney. From a young age, she instilled within 
me a sense of responsibility to fight against systems that 
discriminate against people with varying abilities.”


After CUDA member David Tauber, ILR ’16 suggested 
staging an event to highlight the need for more 
accessibility, CUDA organized a simulation event in 
November 2013 with campus leaders using crutches, 
wheelchairs or motorized scooters to demonstrate 
access – or lack thereof – to university facilities.  Vice 
President Susan H. Murphy and President David J. 
Skorton were among the participants.


“CUDA members talked about how to respectfully 
convey that Cornell does a lot to promote accessibility 
and inclusion, but that there is much more that needs to 
be done,” Goun says.


“We ultimately included all different types of campus 
leaders – students, professors, administrators, staff, 
members of the Ithaca community, alumni – to discuss the 
physical and social atmosphere these buildings project 
towards people with various disabilities,” Goun says.


 “The event was very successful because many of these 
campus leaders came to CUDA saying that they had 
ideas that they wanted to propose in their respective 
campus communities and wanted to continue partnering 
with CUDA to ensure that these plans get implemented. 
It is great to see that the event has spurred so much 
follow-up conversation.”


Lawrence Goun ’15 (right) accompanies Kent Hubbell '67,  
the Robert W. and Elizabeth C. Staley Dean of Students, 
pushing Student Assembly representative Juliana Batista ’16 in 
a wheelchair during an event to demonstrate the need for more 
accessibility on campus. Kappy Fahey, director of Student 
Disability Services, follows behind.  


Cornell is a recognized national leader in hazing prevention, 
and the new Council on Hazing Prevention emphasizes an 
ongoing commitment to sustained action. 


“It is important to realize that hazing is not just a concern 
in the Greek system; its prevention is the responsibility of all 
members of the campus community,” says Tim Marchell ’82, 
director of mental health initiatives at Gannett Health Services 
and council co-chair. 


Through coordinated efforts by students, staff, faculty, and 
alumni leaders, and participation in the National Collaborative 
for Hazing Research and Prevention, the council will study 
best practices, develop new approaches, and implement 
comprehensive strategies to prevent and respond to hazing at 
Cornell.


Ending Hazing
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To better understand and meet 
diverse dietary needs, Cornell 
Dining staff embarked on a “5 
Day Challenge,” in which staff ate 
breakfast, lunch and dinner each day 
at campus eateries while adhering to 
one of six diets: vegetarian, vegan, 
kosher, dairy-free, gluten-free, and 
both dairy- and gluten-free. According 
to Gail Finan ’69, director of dining 
services, “Adopting a special diet 
for a week helped us understand the 
unique preferences and challenges of 
many students, and enable (Cornell 
Dining) to meet their needs better.”


Preventing and Responding to Sexual Assault 


W     e take seriously our responsibilities to prevent 
sexual violence in all its forms, provide support to 


those affected, facilitate reporting of crimes, and hold 
perpetrators accountable.  We welcome the national 
dialogue that has increased awareness and prompted new 
laws, policies, and strategies that will increase both safety 
and civility on our campuses and in our community.  


Last spring, the White House Task Force to Protect 
Students from Sexual Assault released clear and 
compelling recommendations to address sexual violence 
on college campuses. We are encouraged by the extent 
to which our current practices already meet or exceed 
many components detailed in the task force report. In 
April, Cornell’s Council on Sexual Violence Prevention 
(CSVP) issued its latest recommendations, which reflect 
the extensive research and rich dialogue among its 
student, faculty, staff, and community members. The CSVP 
recommendations build upon those suggested by the White 
House task force and emphasize Cornell’s priorities for 
creating a culture of zero tolerance, supporting victims,  
and effectively responding to complaints. 


Ongoing actions include: 
• Confidential, 24/7 access to phone hotlines and support 


for survivors of sexual assault
• Proactive education programs for all new students, 


staff, and faculty, and expansion of ongoing educational 
offerings, including bystander intervention programs


• Specially trained CORE RAs in our residence halls and 
many student groups that promote prevention and 
awareness messages


  • A men’s group, “Men Against Sexual Violence” (MASV), 
initiated by male staff


• A dedicated website (share.cornell.edu) with information 
about policies and services, and easy-to-read guides and 
flowcharts to help students, faculty, and staff who might 
wish to file a complaint


• Revisions of our policies and procedures to refine 
how complaints are addressed to protect the rights 
of all parties involved and to clarify who can provide 
confidential support to survivors


• Strong collaboration among key campus departments 
and leadership by the campus-wide Council on Sexual 
Violence Prevention, with interdisciplinary committees to 
develop targeted strategies


• Active participation in the national conversation, including 
attendance at forums with senators who are proposing 
new legislation in this area


“At Cornell, we act on our intensely held belief that sexual 
violence must not be tolerated. … Each of us and all of us 
are responsible for the change we want to see,” President 
David J. Skorton said in a campus-wide message this 
spring. “Preventing sexual violence requires insights, plans, 
and actions from across our community. … In particular, I 
call upon the men of our community to provide leadership 
in challenging sexual violence in all its forms.”


Get help. Get involved.
a caring community resource share.cornell.edu


Sexual Harassment and Assault—Response and Education
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A house campfire and social event at Ecology House, Cornell’s program house for 
students who share an interest in preserving and protecting our natural environment.
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Meaningful Connections 
Outside of Class
SAS Strategic Plan Objectives: Create and support learning communities filled with opportunities beyond the 
classroom for students and faculty to integrate and link those experiences with their learning from academic 
programs. Create opportunities for students, faculty, and staff to participate together in intellectual, spiritual,  
social, cultural, athletic, and service activities.


Through a variety of living-learning communities, 
SAS provides a broad range of educational 
activities outside of the formal classroom. This 
environment allows students to experience 


personal growth and faculty interaction within the living and 
social setting of residence halls, program houses, cooperative 
houses, the West Campus House System, graduate and 
professional student and family housing, the transfer student 
experience, and Collegetown residence halls.


Ethan Stephenson, associate director of North Campus 
Faculty Programs, says there are many benefits to living-
learning situations in which faculty engage the students in 
informal settings.


“Undergraduates get to meet and interact in a very 
different way with faculty members, so they begin to 


understand faculty not as separate beings but as individuals,” 
he says. “And that’s very important – it gives the students 
confidence, helps them to think about their future, and their 
work.”


The faculty benefit from the program on West Campus, 
as well. “They get to see the undergraduate experience 
in a fuller sense,” Stephenson says. “And they get lots of 
opportunities to interact with faculty outside of their 
departments, which is something that faculty have 
repeatedly expressed great satisfaction with.”


“It’s one of those win-win scenarios where the students 
win, the faculty involved win and it makes everyone from all 
sides a lot stronger,” says music professor Paul Merrill, who 
will be serving his second year as faculty-in-residence at 
Balch Hall after two years at Clara Dickson Hall. 


Living and Learning


Karaoke Night at the Latino Living Center is a popular social gathering.
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A new initiative, “Learning Where You Live,” seeks to 
deepen the living-learning experience and the connections 
between faculty and students through several one- and 
two-credit, pass/fail courses taught in an informal setting 
on North and West campuses by faculty involved in those 
residential communities. Examples include “Hit or Miss: 
Understanding the Television Drama,” taught by Faculty in 
Residence Sahara Byrne, and “Fascinating Figures,” taught by 
Merrill and Faculty in Residence Kit Umbach.


The number of community dinners has expanded as well. 
“On West, we have house dinners on Wednesdays – so on 
North we’ve borrowed that idea, and an increasing number 
of faculty and residents are having regular meals in Appel 
Commons with members of their community, which has 
been productive,” Stephenson says.  


“Research backs why these programs work,” he adds, 
noting that undergraduate interactions with faculty outside 
of the classroom have been associated with greater civic 
engagement, enhanced cognitive development and moral 
reasoning, increases in student learning and educational 
attainment, and growth in job skills and informed career 
decisions.


“We’ve all found that these programs help the students to 
adjust, and if we can help the students, then we’re solving so 
many problems before they even happen,” Merrill adds.  


Program Houses Thrive: Latino Living Center
North Campus is home to eight program houses – or 


themed residence halls – that offer students the chance 
to develop and immerse themselves in interests within 
an engaging community of residents and out-of-house 
members. These close-knit communities have a high level 


of involvement, with regular events, programming, and 
outreach opportunities, often in collaboration with related 
academic departments.


The Latino Living Center (LLC), which celebrates Latino 
heritage and culture, saw an increase in participation last 
year through a variety of collaborative events – not only 
with the Latino Studies Program, but also with other 
program houses such as Ujamaa Residential College and the 
Multicultural Living Learning Unit.


For example, the LLC’s Café con Leche Friday night 
discussion series drew students and staff from beyond North 
Campus with topics such as examining gentrification in 
East Harlem and Latino students in science, technology, 
engineering, and mathematics (STEM) fields. The LLC also 
hosted events during the fall and spring breaks to provide a 
welcoming place for students who remained at school.


Residence Hall Director Angel Keen notes that the LLC’s 
students and staff are “trying to educate our peers and 
colleagues that the LLC isn’t just for Latino students. It’s 
for anyone who’s searching for a safe space but also wants 
to learn more about the Latino community and issues that 
affect it,” she says.


House Engagement
Each West Campus house has its own way of engaging its 


residents to create an active, connected community and to 
sustain a continuous flow of upperclass student leaders who 
are invested in the mission of the house.  Some houses refer 
to these engaged members as “active citizens.”  Last year, 
Flora Rose House on West Campus adopted a new academic 
credit-granting Residential Learning Program comprised 
of Rose Scholars and Rose Community Organizers. “Rose 
Scholars have the opportunity to get exposed to the kinds of 
ideas and conversations that they wouldn’t necessarily get 
in a classroom, and Rose Community Organizers are people 
who want to be leaders within the community,” explains 
Jarrett Anthony, house assistant dean for Rose House.


Students engaged in a variety of activities on and off 
campus, such as volunteering at Cornell Plantations, visiting 
the Johnson Museum of Art, touring local businesses and 
rebuilding trails at Robert H. Treman State Park.


Living and Learning


Students enjoy free food and friends during the 2013 Picnic on 
the Plaza, a lunchtime event on Ho Plaza to mark the beginning 
of the school year.


Wednesday nights at Alice Cook House on West Campus are 
reserved for House Dinners for residents.
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Profile: Martin Zorrilla ’14
Joining the Von Cramm Cooperative “completely 
changed my Cornell experience for the better,” says 
Martin Zorrilla ’14. “I was searching for a sense of home 
and community, and the co-op did that for me.” 


Zorrilla served as treasurer and president at Von 
Cramm, and helped shepherd improvements in the 
co-op’s financial system and meal plan.


“It’s a sense of ownership over the place you’re living in 
and a sense of community, which is priceless,” he says. 
“And it’s also difficult – that’s something we always 
have to acknowledge. Living in community isn’t the 
easy option.”


He notes that he honed a variety of life skills at Von 
Cramm, including conflict management, project 
management, leadership skills, and how to work with 
other people. 


Zorrilla got a chance to apply many of those skills when 
he created the Intag Project, based in the mountainous 
Ecuador region in which he was raised. It started with 
a dinner at Von Cramm, which raised money to help 
children get to school.


“The kids who are very far from city centers did want 
to go to high school, but the government wasn’t 
providing transportation, so they would’ve had to walk 
two or three hours to get to school, which is too far,” 
he says. “So we were fundraising to pay for half of the 
transportation and split the cost with the parents.”


After that success, Zorrilla created an International 
Agriculture and Rural Development class in which 
students traveled to Ecuador to work with local artisans 
and farmers for three weeks in December 2013.


“The idea was we wanted to create a partnership, not 
the sort of charity work where you go into a community 
and help them,” he says. “We wanted to deepen what it 
meant to engage with a community.”


Profile: T.J. Wallin, Ph.D. student
“It’s been a blast,” says T.J. Wallin, a third-year graduate 
student in Materials Science and Engineering, on his 
role as a Graduate Resident Fellow (GRF) in Alice Cook 
House, part of the West Campus House System. “I think 
I’d be on a much different track if I was just narrowly 
focused on my Ph.D. and didn’t have this outlet.”


As a GRF, Wallin has engaged his students in a diverse 
range of activities, from attending a live broadcast of 
the Metropolitan Opera’s Cosi Fan Tutti to watching the 
series finale of Breaking Bad and major sporting events.


The GRFs serve a variety of roles in their houses. 
“Some of the students look to us as friends, which we 
encourage, and they’ll talk to us about their social lives 
and their classes,” Wallin says. “Some of them will look 
at us as mentors and will ask us about grad school and 
how to handle getting recommendations or internships. 
For the most part, they view us as peers, which is 
obviously something that we want them to do.”


Serving as a GRF has enabled Wallin to increase his 
social circle.


“As a graduate student you are missing out on the 
undergrad life,” he says. “Your community is much 
smaller and you tend to narrow your focus academically 
to a very specific topic. So this was a way to broaden 
my experience and engage in a vibrant community.”


“It may be a time commitment, but I find that it 
recharges me. So after that, it’s easier to go back into 
the lab for eight hours.”
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When heavy summer rains flooded the Tompkins Community Action Head Start building inside and out, Cornell 
students on a Pre-Orientation Service Trip (POST) helped clean the facility so they could resume operations.  Here 
the group poses in the Head Start Kids playhouse. (Photo by Ruth Williams, Tompkins Community Action)
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Champions of 
Community Engagement
SAS Strategic Plan Objective: Create an environment that fosters an awareness of responsibility  
for self and community, and a commitment to public service.


For two years, Kai Sam Ng ’14 served 
as a tutor with REACH (Raising 
Education Attainment Challenge), 
a service-learning organization that 


focuses on tutoring and mentoring preK-12 
students in and around Ithaca. The industrial 
and labor relations major acknowledges he 
never really felt like he was part of Cornell 
until his involvement with REACH and 
public service. 


“I was sort of stuck in this academic limbo 
of thinking I wanted to go into economics 
or law, but it wasn’t really connected to 
the real world,” he says. “It didn’t feel like it 
was something that was tangible. But after I started public 
service, it was something that’s tangible, gets me outside 
of the bubble of Cornell, and it was something that I really 
enjoyed. It made me realize what it was that I wanted to do, 
and set my priorities straight.” 


By supporting and guiding students to discover how 
public engagement can change the world and open new 
opportunities, SAS gives them the chance to learn the 
value of participating in and working with off-campus 
communities to learn, reflect, and practice as they take their 
place as responsible and engaged world citizens.   


Cornell students have numerous opportunities to engage 
in service to larger communities, through participation in 
structured service-learning programs sponsored by the 
Public Service Center; philanthropic actions and community 
service activities of fraternities, sororities, and athletic 
teams; involvement in Cornell Commitment programs; 
leadership and service through student government or 
independent student organizations advised and supported in 
SAS; and involvement in other activities coordinated in SAS. 


Connecting with Community
SAS’s commitment to public service plays 


a major role in advancing Cornell’s public 
engagement mission.  Through the Public 
Service Center, more than 8,000 students 
participated in community service or work-
study projects totaling more than 157,000 
hours during the 2013-14 school year.


“We are thankful to work with local, state, 
national, and international communities 
that embrace the talent and creativity of our 
students and value their time and contributions 
year after year,” says Leonardo Vargas-Mendez, 


executive director of the Public Service Center. “At the core 
of our mission, we are committed to creating educational 
opportunities for our students that nurture reflective action 
as global citizens.”


Cornell’s public engagement mission is carried out by 
many SAS units beyond the Public Service Center. In  
2013-14, Cornell Commitment students provided almost 
63,000 hours of work and almost 94,000 hours of service, 
and about 200 students engaged in faculty-mentored 
undergraduate research, many fulfilling Cornell’s land-
grant mission. Members of fraternities, sororities, and 


Public Engagement


The 2013 Dump and Run sale raised $55,000 to benefit local 
charities while recycling an estimated 30 tons of goods, many 
donated by students departing residence halls the previous spring.


Kai Sam Ng ’14
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independent-living houses volunteered for more than 27,600 
hours of public service and raised $325,534 in the process.  
Overall, Cornell athletes volunteered nearly 2,200 hours 
during the 2013-14 school year.  


Fourteen Cornell athletic teams performed community 
service through activities ranging from Into the Streets 
to volunteering at the Cornell Child Care Center.  The 
men’s and women’s hockey teams raised funds through an 
exhibition game for Franziska Racker Centers, which works 
with individuals with disabilities in the Ithaca community.  
The women’s hockey team also partnered with the Do It 
For Daron organization to raise money for mental health 
awareness, and they joined the women’s basketball team and 
Athlete Ally to promote inclusion for athletes of all races, 
sexuality and gender.


The impact these students have in the communities 
they serve is real. The Big Red Food Drive, an annual 
event sponsored by the Public Service Center and Cornell 
Students for Hunger Relief, donated more than 3,000 pounds 
of food to the Friendship Donations Network at the end of 
the spring semester. In the fall, responding to a local need, 
the group raised more than $3,500 to purchase 242 turkeys 
for Ithaca area food pantries.


“The students involved in the turkey drive made a profound 
impact in the lives of so many food pantry patrons,” wrote 
Darlene Bachman, volunteer coordinator for the Food Bank of 
the Southern Tier.  “All of our pantry volunteers want the best 
for our patrons, and we all feel so sad when we are unable to 
meet the needs of their holiday meals.  Because of the Cornell 
students and their donation this year, all volunteers were 
moved with emotion. We feel so privileged and blessed to be 
associated with these Cornell students.”


Alumni also partner with our students to expand Cornell’s 
impact in the world.  Through the annual Cornell Cares Day 
event, more than 600 Cornell students and alumni worked 
together this year on service projects coordinated by the 
Public Service Center at 32 sites around the United States. 
Projects ranged from preparing packages for the Houston 
Food Bank to hosting an annual Big Brother/Big Sister 
Christmas party in Sarasota, Fla. Cornell Club of Sarasota-
Manatee member Jean Emery says, “I do so love being able 
to give.”


Recognition for Exemplary Service
Recognizing student public engagement efforts, creativity, 


dedication, and commitment to change encourages 
continued participation and can further worthy efforts. 
Each year, the Robinson Appel Humanitarian Awards 
provide grants to honor and support exemplary student-
initiated community service projects.  This year, three $1,500 
grants were awarded. Jonathan Lowry ’16 was recognized 
for the Food Recovery Network, which works to donate 
excess food from the university’s dining halls to area food 
pantries; Ilana Beller ’14 was recognized for Youth Outreach 
Undergraduates Reshaping Success, which seeks to instill 
in local youths a sense of community pride and awareness; 
Charles Sharkey ’15 was recognized for Making the Most of 
Your Healthcare, a program that empowers elderly Ithaca 
patients to be effective advocates of their own health. 


Leadership Foundations for Outreach
Giving students tools and skills to create effective public 


engagement projects was another progress area this year 
through an innovative new collaboration between Student 
Leadership, Engagement & Campus Activities; Cornell 
Outdoor Education (COE); the Public Service Center; 
and the Cornell Commitment.  In fall 2013, more than 
40 students participated in the new Student Leadership 
Practices Inventory (SLPI) program. The sponsoring 
departments created a three-part session that was used as a 
common beginning-point for each organization’s leadership 
training programs.  “The SLPI program is particularly 
oriented toward leadership in action, and could provide a 
really nice framework to guide students as they design and 
deliver their outreach projects,” says Annie Socci, Academic 
& Long Term Programs coordinator at COE’s Cornell Team 
& Leadership Center.


Public Engagement


Evan de Luna ’16 refinishes school playground equipment damaged 
in a recent storm during the two-day student-directed Into The 
Streets event.  More than 1,300 students volunteered to work for 80 
organizations this year, the most ever for an Into The Streets event. 
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Profile: Vanessa Rivera ’14
Through a community partnership sponsored by the 
Public Service center, Vanessa Rivera ’14 has been 
a tutor since her freshman year with Upward Bound, 
which works with area high school students to prepare 
them for college.


“It was just getting off the ground here, so I’ve been 
able to grow with the program organically,” she says. 
“And now my time has been drawn to it, to where I put 
in 25 hours a week.”


Besides tutoring, Rivera also has taken kids on field 
trips around Central New York. “They’re meant to 
expand students’ horizons, get them out to learn what 
college access is and the opportunities that come with 
that,” she explains.


In November 2013, Rivera was chosen to attend the 
International Conference on Family Planning, in Addis 
Ababa, Ethiopia. This summer, she was chosen to be 
a program assistant for a pilot Global Health program 
in the Dominican Republic, leading a group of seven 
students to work as a community partner group with a 
doctor who practices holistic medicine.


A Cornell Tradition Fellow, Office of Academic Diversity 
Initiatives Research Scholar, a first-generation college 
student, and a first-generation American citizen, Rivera 
plans to join the Peace Corps in 2015. 


 “I really found my role here at Cornell through public 
engagement,” she says. “I went in for a tutoring job at 
Upward Bound, and that’s been the launching pad for 
everything else.”


Profile: Rachel Harmon ’15
As a teaching assistant with the Cornell Prison 
Education Program (CPEP), Rachel Harmon ’15 has 
worked with inmates in the maximum-security Auburn 
Correctional Facility for the past two years.


“We serve mainly a supporting role in the classroom 
in terms of instruction – grading assignments and 
conducting in-class writing workshops,” she says. “The 
important work we do, in addition to academic work, 
is just engaging the guys in our class as people, which 
is something that happens very rarely when you’re in a 
maximum-security prison.”


Her work with CPEP led to a research project last 
summer, which focused on linking incarceration rates to 
economic inequality.


She plans to continue her participation in CPEP during 
her senior year. “I can’t even imagine what a semester 
would be like without it,” she says. “It really is a very 
grounding experience for me, so I anticipate being able 
to do it again next year and hopefully work with some of 
the same students.”


A Hunter R. Rawlings III Cornell Presidential Research 
Scholar (RCPRS), Harmon credits the program for 
shaping her time at Cornell.


“It has been so supportive of everything I’ve done as a 
student since my first semester here,” she says, citing 
the faculty relationships she has built and financial aid 
she has received for completing a summer internship, 
attending a conference on mass incarceration, and 
conducting research during the academic year.


“(RCPRS) is just like a very generous mother who 
takes care of you all the time,” she says. “What I 
appreciate most is that it allows you to explore all these 
opportunities that other undergrads don’t get access 
to, either because they don’t know about them or they 
don’t have the resources to be able to take advantage of 
them."  
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Big Red Accolades
Athletics


Cornell athletics continued to set a standard for 
excellence during the 2013-14 academic year. 
Nearly half of the Big Red’s 36 varsity sports were 
ranked in the top 20 nationally during the season, 


six won Ivy League titles, and others won their equivalent 
championships.


The lightweight rowing team led the way, capturing its 
fourth national title in eight years as well as going undefeated 
during the regular season and winning an Ivy title. It earned 
an invitation to compete in the prestigious Henley Royal 
Regatta in July in Henley-on-Thames, England. Other Ivy 
titles went to wrestling (the program’s 12th consecutive – a 
conference record for all sports), men’s lacrosse (its 11th in 
the last 12 years), men’s indoor and outdoor track and field 
(its 15th and 16th in the last 24 Heptagonal championship 
meets) and men’s ice hockey (its record 21st title).


Other teams also made their mark. Women’s ice hockey 
finished second in the ECAC Hockey and Ivy League 
regular seasons and won the league tournament title. Men’s 
and women’s polo both made appearances in the national 
semifinals, with the women advancing to the national 
championship game for the fourth year in a row. Both the 
men’s and women’s squash teams finished sixth nationally.


A number of individuals also were highly visible on the 
national stage as well. A total of 29 student-athletes earned 
All-America honors, nine were named Ivy League Player of 
the Year, and 77 captured first-team all-league honors.


Cornell’s brawn on the field is matched only by its brains 
in the classroom. 


Two women’s cross country student-athletes, Samantha 
Olyha ’14 and Emily Shearer ’14, earned Marshall 
Scholarships. They became the 13th and 14th Cornellians 
to receive the renowned scholarships in the last 16 years. A 
third member of the team, Devin McMahon ’14, earned the 
NCAA’s Elite 89 Award for the highest grade point average 
among all competitors at the national championships. A 
fourth, multiple-time All-American Rachel Sorna ’14, was 


one of 30 Cornellians named as an Academic All-Ivy League 
selection during the year. Nine more captured Capital One 
Academic All-District honors, and senior football player 
Grant Gellatly ’14, who set school records for receiving yards 
in a season, captured Academic All-America honors. More 
than a hundred student-athletes were named to all-academic 
teams by their respective sports’ coaches associations. The 
Big Red had 10 of its varsity sports recognized by the NCAA 
for finishing in the top 10 percent of all squads within their 
sport in the Academic Progress Rate.


The Cornell Outdoor Education program, under the 
leadership of first-year director Marc Magnus-Sharpe, 
served more than 20,000 participants and provided more 
than 4,800 student leadership days – all while setting a 
program safety record.


The year also brought the opening of a new facility for 
the Big Red Bands, the Fischell Band Center, while the 
department also announced the addition of a 37th varsity 
sport, women’s sailing, which will commence competition in 
the fall of 2014.


Even club and intramural teams jumped to the forefront. 
The men’s water polo club team earned a spot at the national 
championship tournament at UC San Diego after claiming 
its second straight state title. It finished 12th nationally.


Cross country’s Emily Shearer ’14 earned a Marshall Scholarship.


Football All-American and Academic All-American Grant Gellatly 
’14 set records this year for receiving yards in a season.
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Greek Life


In 2014, over one-third of the undergraduate student 
population, nearly 4,200 students, participated in 60 
Greek organizations.  The Greek community continued 
to carry out the recommendations of the Recruitment, 


Acceptance, Retention, and Education task force by 
completing the adjustment of the new member orientation 
period to the target duration of four weeks, down from six 
weeks in 2013.  The shortened orientation period encourages 
students to focus their activities on welcoming the newest 
members and conveying the core values and essential 
information required to be a member of the organization.


“With the help of the previous new member educators, 
we were able to design a four-week program that consisted 
of ‘getting to know you’ games for the new pledge class, 
educational events, and fun house sisterhood bonding 
activities,” says Anna Fasman ’16 from Alpha Epsilon Phi 
sorority.


Chapters develop and submit written orientation plans 
in advance of the new member orientation period, and they 
articulate what they hope new members will gain from each 
activity planned. Staff help student leaders shape healthy 
team-building activities that promote close bonds between 
new members and current members.


Justin Shamoun ’14 from Delta Phi fraternity says, “In 
our chapter, we found this incredibly helpful in identifying 
explicit goals and end products that we wanted to achieve 
through the program, and structur(ing) a program to meet 
these goals.”


After experiencing their first year of the new system, 
students reported feeling overall success and meaning in 
the process.  “By the time initiation rolled around, the new 
members participated in a ceremony with their lineages and 
felt very much like a part of our chapter.  It was amazing to 


see how a group of strangers became our sisters in just four 
weeks,” says Fasman.


Cornell’s Greek community recognizes that learning does 
not stop after new member orientation and is not limited to 
new members.  In the fall of 2014, fraternities and sororities 
will develop total member development plans that they 
will implement in the spring of 2015 to provide continuous 
learning opportunities for all members throughout their 
Greek experience.


alpha Kappa Delta Phi: 2014 Outstanding 
Sorority


The 30-member Tau Chapter at Cornell of alpha Kappa 
Delta Phi Sorority, Inc., founded at Cornell in 1997, raised 
funds this year for breast cancer research, hosted events to 
raise mental health awareness, and promoted varied ways 
to achieve good mental health. After winning seven honors 
including Outstanding Chapter at the 2014 Fraternity and 
Sorority Awards, as well as winning the top sorority placing at 
Greek Freak, they won National Chapter of Year, the highest 
honor given by their national organization for outstanding 
service, academics, organization, and communication.  
Winnie Tong ’14 was recently elected to serve as North East 
Regional Governor on the National Board, assuming liaison 
and coordination responsibility for news, events, and activities 
for all alpha Kappa Delta Phi Chapters in the region.


Building Close Bonds


The Tau Chapter at Cornell of alpha Kappa Delta Phi Sorority, Inc., 
was recognized as National Chapter of the Year by its national 
organization.


Jordana Gilman ’14, member of Kappa Delta sorority, Meinig 
Scholar, and recipient of the 2014 John S. Dyson Citizenship Award, 
used social media to solicit nominations for her photo exhibit 
“Women in the Big Picture,” which celebrated 250 notable female 
Cornellians past and present.
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University Health Services Center Expansion


In recognition of the crucial role good health plays in 
the lives of individuals and to the learning mission of 
the university, student health and well-being have been 
identified as priorities in the university’s strategic plan.  


University Health Services provides services that are inclusive, 
accessible, integrated, responsive, and cost-effective; encourages 
healthy lifestyles through education and primary prevention; 
and fosters health-supporting environments throughout the 
campus community.


An architect’s rendering of the view from the south of the expanded health services facility. (Courtesy of Chiang O'Brien Architects)


University Health Services Quick Facts:
• Provided individual care for 83% of students at least 


once in the 2013-14 academic year


• Delivered mental health services to 17% of students 
in the 2013-14 academic year


• Employs 14 full-time equivalent medical clinicians 
and 31 mental-health clinicians


• Logs 90,000-100,000 clinical visits per year


• Provides a large volume of non-visit clinical 
encounters, including after-hours on-call, secure 
online messaging, and consultations with campus 
health partners and parents


• Supports student health through proactive public 
health promotion efforts


• Mobilizes to respond to public health needs such as 
epidemic illness or student mental-health crises


• Partners with faculty, staff, and student groups 
throughout campus to cultivate a caring community


Since the current Gannett Health Center facility opened 
in 1956, the remarkable growth in services provided and the 
number of students using those services necessitates a major 
expansion and renovation of the facility. The expansion will:


• meet rapidly growing demand;


• update the existing space to current codes and standards;


• support current and future program needs; and


• facilitate priorities that include occupational medicine, 
public health, emergency response, wellness, and Weill 
Cornell Medical College medical student/resident 
training.


Renovation and expansion of the existing facility will preserve 
the central campus location, adjacent to Willard Straight Hall 
and the “student services corridor.” The design for the project 
facilitates the staff ’s state-of-the art approach to collaborative 
care: Integrated Care Modules will support both medical and 
mental health services.


In order to move forward with the project, the university seeks 
commitments for philanthropic support by December 2014.


“Fostering the health and well-being of our 
students is the foundation for everything 
we do, and it is gratifying to see alumni and 
friends stepping forward to contribute to an 
effort that is so fundamental to the mission 
of the university.”


– Susan H. Murphy ’73, Ph.D. ’94, vice president  
      for Student and Academic Services
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Division of Student and Academic Services  
Financial Report 2013–2014


Campus 
Life 


Enterprise 
Services


(56%)


Other Student Services (4%)


Administration (5%)


Gannett Health 
Services (10%)


Dean of Students (7%)


Athletics and 
Physical


Education (19%)


Expenditures by Unit 


Income By Source (in thousands)


Endowment Income $6,406 


Gifts $11,739


Housing and Dining Revenues $120,592


Other Sources $34,075


University Allocation $47,917


Total resources available $220,729


Expenditures by Unit (in thousands)


Administration $11,118 


Athletics and Physical Education $41,442


Campus Life Enterprise Services $124,433


Dean of Students $14,814


Gannett Health Services $21,081


Other Student Services $7,841


Total expenditures $220,729


Income by Source 


Find out more at now.cornell.edu/studentlife


An architect’s rendering of the view from the south of the expanded health services facility. (Courtesy of Chiang O'Brien Architects)


Expenditures by Type Expenditures by Type (in thousands)


Capital project expense $8,685 


Debt $19,120 


Financial Aid $19,315 


General Expenses $67,621


Institutional Support $4,626


Operating Transfers $7,116 


Salaries and Benefits $80,071


Utilities, Rents, and Taxes $14,175


Total expenditures $220,729


Housing 
and Dining 
Revenue 


(55%)


Endowment Income (3%)


University
Allocation


(22%)


Gifts (5%)


Other Sources (15%)


Salaries 
and 


Benefits 
(36%)


General 
Expenses (31%)


Operating 
Transfers (3%)


Financial Aid (9%)


Capital Project 
Expense (4%)


Utilities, Rents 
and Taxes (6%)


Debt (9%)


Institutional 
Support (2%)
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So much comes together at Cornell. 
The staff and faculty in the Division 
of Student and Academic Services and 
across this campus, the students who 
bring to us their incredible thirst for 
all Cornell has to offer, and the alumni, 
parents, and friends who are our steady 
partners; all of us connect to support 
each other on behalf of Cornell. 


In the Division of Student and 
Academic Services, we strive to make 
those connections full of purpose and 
to make every interaction filled with 
respect and caring for the individual so 
that academic and personal discovery 
can flourish. And, flourish it does thanks 
to the many hands within this division. I 
thank our staff and faculty as well as the 
alumni, parents, and friends who also gave 
gifts to Cornell so that students could 
continue to have access to our special 
Cornell experience. You might think 
yours is just one gesture, one interaction, 
one gift, but it is much, much more.  Stay 
with us and enjoy the enclosed stories of 
our shared success.


Susan H. Murphy ’73, PhD ’94 
Vice President for 
Student and Academic Services


2008–09 Facts at a Glance


Academic and Career Services
Students using tutorial services  10,549
Students using services through supplemental instructional services  1,238 
Students visiting the Carol Tatkon Center (daily average)  750 
Students using services at the International Students and Scholars Office 3,277 
Students receiving services from Student Disability Services  824 
Employers recruiting on campus through Career Services  362 
      Interviews held by recruiters   9,771 
Student postgraduate activities 
 Employed 55.2%
      Graduate school   32.0%
 Other 12.8%


Athletics and Physical Education
Students enrolled in physical education courses  9,456
Student memberships in Cornell Fitness Centers  10,106
Varsity athletes 1,077
Students participating in intramural sports  6,507
Students participating in Cornell Outdoor Education   3,038


Gannett Health Services
Gannett Health Services utilization 
      Students receiving services   15,665
      Student visits for services   78,902
Gannett’s Counseling and Psychological Services
      Students receiving services   2,813
      Student visits for services   21,479
Students enrolled in the Student Health Insurance Plan (SHIP)  10,407


Housing and Dining
Undergraduates in university housing  6,125
Residents in graduate and professional student housing  1,066
      Single contract holders   365
      Family group/domestic partner contract holders   296
      Children in graduate and professional student housing   132
Students who are members of a fraternity  2,328
      Members in fraternity housing   898
Students who are members of a sorority  1,610
      Members in sorority housing   354
Students on university meal plans  9,814


Service and Philanthropy
Students participating in ongoing community service  3,370
      Hours provided through ongoing community service   123,127
Students participating in one-time community service  2,079
      Hours provided through one-time community service   111,170
Hours of community service provided by fraternities and sororities 53,740
Dollars raised through fraternity and sorority philanthropic activities $199,503


         
 


The establishment, by an anonymous donor, of 
the Susan H. Murphy Cornell Tradition Fellowship 
is announced, September 2008.


Letter from 
Susan MurphySusan MurphySusan MurphySusan MurphySusan MurphySusan MurphySusan MurphySusan MurphySusan MurphySusan MurphySusan MurphySusan MurphySusan MurphySusan Murphy
Letter from Letter from Letter from Letter from Letter from Letter from Letter from Letter from Letter from Letter from Letter from Letter from Letter from 
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A
mong the stellar programs of Cornell 
Career Services are those that facilitate 
student interaction with alumni.
“We always promote networking as a 


powerful career development tool, but especially 
so in these times,” says Cornell Career Services 
director Rebecca Sparrow MILR ’86. “It’s wonderful 
for our students that we have a long list of alumni 
volunteers willing to give their time.”


Take Douglas H. Calby ’81 (right), the managing 
director of US Systems Integration and Technology 
for Accenture, a global management consulting, 
technology services, and outsourcing company. 
Calby, who is soon to take early retirement, relishes 
the opportunity to spend more time on campus 
where he holds office hours as an Executive-
in-Residence. With 25 years of experience as a 
recruiter, he brings a much-respected dose of the 
real world.


“Just 30 minutes with a second-semester junior or first-
semester senior—giving them honest feedback—can 
significantly raise the odds of success when they go out 
into the job market,” says Calby. “We put together the 
ingredients they bring—their skills, courses, internships—
in a way that tells a story to a prospective employer that the 
employer will care about.”


There are lots of other things alumni can do—and Career 
Services has made two improvements this year that make 
getting involved easier than ever. The first is an online 
mentoring system that promotes a closer match between 
alumni and students and opens the door to online (and 
even, face-to-face) conversations, ranging from how to get 
their foot in the door of a particular company to setting up 


an internship or a job-shadowing opportunity. Currently, 
more than 4,500 alumni—employed in the public as well 
as private sectors—make themselves available to students 
through this system.


The second is a special alumni web page “Helping in 
Turbulent Times: You Can Make the Big Red Difference” 
that offers quick links to five ways alums can help, 
including the online mentoring system.


“We know people have limited time so this allows them to 
jump in quickly,” Sparrow explains.


Cornell Career Services


Connecting students 
and alumni


Helping in 
Turbulent Times


www.career.cornell.edu/ 
alumni/WaystoHelp.html


“Cornell students are still getting jobs 
because employers know Cornell 
students are highly qualifi ed and very 
skillful.”


2008–09 Facts at a Glance


Academic and Career Services
Students using tutorial services  10,549
Students using services through supplemental instructional services  1,238 
Students visiting the Carol Tatkon Center (daily average)  750 
Students using services at the International Students and Scholars Office 3,277 
Students receiving services from Student Disability Services  824 
Employers recruiting on campus through Career Services  362 
      Interviews held by recruiters   9,771 
Student postgraduate activities 
 Employed 55.2%
      Graduate school   32.0%
 Other 12.8%


Athletics and Physical Education
Students enrolled in physical education courses  9,456
Student memberships in Cornell Fitness Centers  10,106
Varsity athletes 1,077
Students participating in intramural sports  6,507
Students participating in Cornell Outdoor Education   3,038


Gannett Health Services
Gannett Health Services utilization 
      Students receiving services   15,665
      Student visits for services   78,902
Gannett’s Counseling and Psychological Services
      Students receiving services   2,813
      Student visits for services   21,479
Students enrolled in the Student Health Insurance Plan (SHIP)  10,407


Housing and Dining
Undergraduates in university housing  6,125
Residents in graduate and professional student housing  1,066
      Single contract holders   365
      Family group/domestic partner contract holders   296
      Children in graduate and professional student housing   132
Students who are members of a fraternity  2,328
      Members in fraternity housing   898
Students who are members of a sorority  1,610
      Members in sorority housing   354
Students on university meal plans  9,814


Service and Philanthropy
Students participating in ongoing community service  3,370
      Hours provided through ongoing community service   123,127
Students participating in one-time community service  2,079
      Hours provided through one-time community service   111,170
Hours of community service provided by fraternities and sororities 53,740
Dollars raised through fraternity and sorority philanthropic activities $199,503
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Undergraduates choose to spend their spring vacations 
in direct public service designed to heighten their 
social awareness, enhance personal growth, and 
promote a lifelong commitment to community 
engagement.


T
he first year that communications major Micah 
Bell ’10 spent her spring vacation with the 
Alternative Breaks Program, she was exposed to 
the stark realities of police brutality. The second 


year, she was challenged with creating affordable housing. 
During the third, she learned the transformative power that 
comes with access to a quality education.


“We had no set expectations, just to completely devote 
ourselves to whatever we could do to help,” says Bell, 
who spent a week in Florida working as an aid in two 
elementary school classrooms as part of the Tangelo Park 
Pilot Program. Founded by Harris Rosen ’61, the program 
offers a free college education within the Florida state 
system for all students in the working-class neighborhood 
of Tangelo Park who graduate from high school. In the 
evenings, she met parents and other members of the 
Tangelo Park Advisory Board and talked with high school 
students about college life and college admissions.


“I really came to love the people I met—the students and 
their teachers,” says Bell. “We did so many different things 
but it didn’t feel like work at all.


Bell has developed an equally deep affection for the 
Alternative Breaks Program itself. “The program brings 
together students from across the university who care 
about bettering the world,” she says. “It’s added so much 


value to my Cornell career to network with others 
interested in [public] service.”


Agricultural sciences major Kristen Kennedy ’10 has been 
a committed volunteer since high school. Her first trip with 
Alternative Breaks was to the S.A.F.E. (Stop Abusive Family 
Environments) shelter in Welch, West Virginia, the site of 
the first alternative breaks trip in 1989.


“I thought that I was pretty well-rounded, that I’d 
seen a lot of real life, but this trip was a reality check,” 
says Kennedy. “You can spend hours in class or in the 
library studying about domestic violence and think you 
understand it, but through working at the shelter I came to 
no longer seeing it as a community with an issue but as real 
people with real problems.”


Kennedy’s sophomore year break focused on 
environmental issues affecting American cities and this 
year she led six students on a much-anticipated week at 
Mountain Lake Academy in Lake Placid, New York, a 
residential treatment facility for adolescent boys ages 12 to 
18.


“It’s a seven-year tradition,” Kennedy explains. “The guys 
can count on Cornell students coming for this one week 
to offer recreational activities that change up their very 
ordered routine. At first some won’t even talk to you but by 
the end of the week they’re glued to your side, asking about 
college, thinking about options they’ve never considered 
before.” 


Lessons you can’t learn from a book


Florida native Micah Bell ’10 returned to her home state last March as 
the trip leader for seven students who spent their spring break mentoring 
disadvantaged children as part of the Tangelo Park Pilot Program. Founded 
by Harris Rosen ’61 15 years ago, the program has helped more than 400 
students from the formerly drug-and crime-ridden neighborhood of Tangelo 
Park outside Orlando. 


Kristen Kennedy ’10, who will continue as the president of the Public 
Service Center Alternative Breaks Program in her senior year, is 
an enthusiastic advocate—quick to point out that participants are 
unanimous in giving positive feedback about their experiences across 
the program’s 12 locations. 


Public Service Center
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Advancing 
a caring 
community


I wonder if you’ve been thinking of suicide?” is one of 
the questions a faculty member asks a highly distraught 
student in a video vignette shown during the workshop. 


“Participants always say watching is particularly helpful 
because many people worry that asking about suicide will 
put the idea in someone's mind, which isn't true,” says 
Timothy Marchell ’82, director of mental health initiatives 
with Gannett Health Services, who leads the post-viewing 
discussion. “There is a reservoir of caring on this campus 
and we designed the workshop to show how to overcome 
the barriers that prevent people from taking action to help 
distressed students.”


The program helps faculty members learn how to 
approach conversations with individuals who are struggling, 
whether the underlying issue is relatively minor or 
something more serious. The two-hour facilitated workshop 
was produced in collaboration with Cornell Interactive 
Theatre Ensemble (CITE). It includes a DVD segment 
featuring CITE actors, which was produced with funding 
from the Triad Foundation.


“Every time we do one of these presentations I feel that we 
are tightening up the safety net for our students that much 
more,” Marchell notes.


Similarly, the Office of the Dean of Students (with 
funding help from Catharine B. Taylor ’67) has developed 
a handbook for faculty members entitled “Recognizing and 
Responding to Students in Distress—A Faculty Handbook." 
The guide is written in recognition of the crucial role faculty 
members play in creating a supportive atmosphere for 
young people who are, by definition, engaged in a stressful 
endeavor at a developmentally critical time in their lives. 
It contains suggestions on how to create a supportive 
classroom environment, as well as teaching strategies, and 
faculty advising practices deemed most helpful to students.


The recommendations were gleaned from Cornell students 
themselves and from faculty members who shared their 
best practices in panel discussions held this past year. The 
handbook includes sections on how to recognize students 


in difficulty, what to do once 
a student in trouble has been 
identified, and ends with a 
general information section 
on a range of mental health 
issues, such as mental illness 
and post-traumatic stress 
disorder. It will be distributed 
campuswide in 2009–10—to 
come are similar resources for 
other specific groups including 
staff members, students, and 
their parents.


“We don’t expect 
faculty members to act like therapists but rather to be 
compassionate individuals who recognize what they can do 
within their comfort zone,” Marchell explains. “Instead of 
dealing with the student directly, that might mean telling 
someone else. And that’s fine, too.” 


Health and Well-Being


Cornell police have already participated; so have the College of Human Ecology’s 
directors of undergraduate studies, staff  members from residential programs, 
and a dozen other groups across campus. All give high marks to Notice and 
Respond—a workshop on how to talk with students in distress.


Straight from the handbook: students who feel connected to their 
professors experience less distress.


RECOGNIZING AND RESPONDING TO  
STUDENTS IN DISTRESS  A FACULTY 


HANDBOOK  


RECOGNIZING 
RESPONDING 


A
N
D


A FACULTY HANDBOOK


to STUDENTS in
DISTRESS


“
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Cultivating scholars


West Campus House System 


E
verybody living in Alice Cook House knows that Ross Brann can be found in 
his offi  ce in the afternoons. Sometimes nobody stops by. Other days there’s a 
continuous stream of students who bring their worries, joys, and questions—
academic and personal—to Brann, the fi rst House Professor-Dean in the West 


Campus House System. Take the student who was astonished that Cornell was the only 
Ivy League school without a UNICEF group and sought Brann’s advice on starting one 
herself.


The West Campus House System; Alice Cook House, Carl Becker House, Hans Bethe House, William Keeton House, Flora Rose House; is home to 
1,800 students. Inset: Faculty Night dinner at Alice Cook House.


Ivy League school without a UNICEF group and sought Brann’s advice on starting one 
herself.


Photo: Jon Reis
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“This young woman wasn’t a student I knew, but because 
this is where she lives and the fact that my door is always 
open, she felt comfortable coming to me,” says Brann, the 
Milton R. Konvitz Professor of Judeo-Islamic Studies and 
acting chair of the Department of Near Eastern Studies.


With other students, Brann often acts as a liaison between 
them and the 30 faculty fellows affiliated with the house. 
When an unhappy sophomore engineering major confided 
that she was considering transferring, he introduced her 
to Marjolein CH van der Meulen, a professor in the Sibley 
School of Mechanical and Aerospace Engineering.


“That introduction led to conversations with Marjolein 
that began to turn her Cornell experience around,” Brann 
says. “She graduated happily, successful as a female 
engineer.”


While formal, faculty-run programs are important, 
putting students and faculty together in different, often 
informal, ways is what Brann (one of three faculty members 
who served on the committee that first put the vision of 
a house system at Cornell on paper 14 years ago) sees as 
most transformative about the house system.


In the beginning, some believed that there wouldn’t be 
150 faculty members willing to make themselves available 
to students in the evenings, sometimes on the weekends. 
As it turns out, though, hundreds have given their time in 
large and small ways over the past five years. (And there’s 
an impressive applicant pool for Brann’s position when 
he steps down next spring after six years of living with 
students.)


Bruce Levitt, a professor in the Department of Theatre, 
Film, and Dance, has been a house fellow since Becker 
House opened four years ago. Levitt participates in a 
program called Café Conversations with students in 
the apartment of House Professor-Dean Cindy Hazan, 


organizes pre-show discussions for his department’s 
productions, and brings artists in to perform. And he 
almost never misses a Wednesday night House Dinner. It is 
the convivial atmosphere, he says, that draws him.


“I go every week because I enjoy the students and the 
conversations with other faculty members,” Levitt explains. 
“Cindy and her husband Rick Canfield [senior research 
associate in the Division of Nutritional Sciences], executive 
chef Eileen Hughes, and assistant dean Amanda Carreiro 
have created a community that I feel compelled to belong 
to. I think this is great.”


Creating a community—a community of each other as 
well as a community of ideas—was the vision of the original 
proponents of the house system, notes Edna Dugan, who as 
assistant vice president for Student and Academic Services, 
was a driving force behind seeing that the $225 million 
project came in on-budget and on-time. Dugan, who was 
a house fellow at Cook House when it opened and then 
moved to Becker the next year, had anticipated going on to 
each new house in turn, but found she couldn’t leave the 
students a second time. Why? Because continuity matters.


“You become someone outside their families who takes an 
interest in them and becomes engaged in their maturation,” 
Dugan explains. “Students gain a powerful perspective 
that’s very confidence building when they spend a number 
of years with adults who model success in their fields and 
the discipline and drive to follow something through.”


Shirley R. Samuels, professor 
of English and American 
Studies and chair of the 
Department of History of Art 
and Visual Studies, has been 
named the House Professor-
Dean of the Flora Rose 
House. As a historian of the 
lives of women in the United 
States, Samuels says she is 
“particularly interested in the 
career of Flora Rose, one of 
the first women to become 
a full professor at Cornell 
and a lifelong advocate of 
fine teaching and innovative 
research in nutrition.”


From left: Shirley Samuels, Jefferson Cowie, Ross Brann, Porus 
Olpadwala, and Cindy Hazan are the first faculty members to have 
served in the prestigious role of House Professor-Dean in the new West 
Campus House System.


Photo: Jon Reis
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Carol Tatkon Center


S
ince its opening more than six years ago, the Carol 
Tatkon Center has been instrumental in helping 
first-year students navigate the unchartered waters 
of university life.


“The idea is to create a safe, friendly environment that 
supports, challenges and inspires students—a place where 
they can thrive, take risks, and use their imagination,” says 


Carol Grumbach ’78, JD ’87, whose position as director 
is now endowed, thanks to the generous support of Jack 
’65 and Rilla Neafsey. “University life can be hard the first 
year. We are committed to creating a good foundation and 
supporting students so they can flourish—our intellectual 
programming is meant to take students outside their 
comfort zone and explore all the possibilities available to 
them.”


One of the main goals of the center is to create or host 
programming that provides first-year students opportunities 
to stretch their minds in ways they might not have 
previously—kind of like the Silly Putty that students created 
at the Materials Science Expo hosted by the Tatkon Center 
this past year.


The brainchild of the Department of Materials Science 
and Engineering, the well-attended expo is indicative of 


the growing number of partnerships forming between the 
center and faculty members across campus. The center also 
frequently partners with the Learning Strategies Center, the 
John S. Knight Institute, Cornell University Library, Gannett 
Health Services, Campus Life, and the seven undergraduate 
colleges.


The professional and eighteen upper-level student staff 


members also develop programming. Highlights from this 
past year include a reading of the Gettysburg Address by 
President Skorton and presidential election “get inspired and 
get registered” activities—which were part of the center’s 
New Student Reading Project programming, a partnership 
with the Vice Provost for Undergraduate Education. (The 
book for this past year was “Lincoln at Gettysburg” by Gary 
Wills.)


Staff members have worked hard since the beginning 
to create a friendly and informal sanctuary that inspires 
and supports—a place where first-year students can find 
academic support and develop their intellectual muscle.


In addition to Carol’s Café, a library, and a laptop loan 
program, students visit the Tatkon Center in Balch Hall for 
all sorts of reasons. Some times it might be to ask a simple 
question like how to catch a bus somewhere. Other times 


Silly Putty and an endowment: Molding   a first-year experience®
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Curated by the Cornell University Library and sponsored by the Carol Tatkon
Center, Vice Provost for Undergraduate Education, Office of the Dean of 


Students, and First-Year Collaborative Committee. Part of the Get Linc’ed
at the Tatkon Center series.


Dedicated to the proposition that “all men are created equal,” through words,


images, and symbols, this exhibit examines the rhetoric of equality and tracks 


our progress (or lack) towards achieving equal rights for all people.


Silly Putty and an endowment: Molding   a first-year experience
it might be to take advantage of the chance to chat casually 
with faculty members when they’re still deciding on a major. 
Or they just might want to attend a study skills session, 
peruse an art exhibit that’s on display, attend TA hours, 
or get help at the Writing Walk In Service. The center is 
famous for its student staff—they serve as the proverbial 
friendly faces at the front desk and their motto is “ask me 
anything.”


Carol Grumbach ’78, JD ’87, center, with students at the Carol Tatkon 
Center. Grumbach's position as director was recently endowed, thanks 
to the generous support of Jack ’65 and Rilla Neafsey.


The New Student Reading Project 
and national election sparked "get 


inspired and get registered" activities. 


Students made silly putty and ice cream at the Materials 
Science Expo hosted at the Carol Tatkon Center this past 
year. The well-attended expo is indicative of the growing 
number of partnership forming between the center and 
faculty members across campus. 


Photos in strips provided by the Department of Materials Science and Engineering
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I 
don’t like to see people stressed out,” says graduate 
resident fellow Kwame Amponsah. “When I see students 
stressed out I empathize and try to do something to help 
them.”


Sometimes, he’s the neutral party whose presence can 
diffuse conflicts. Then again, he’s the tutor who takes the 
pressure off by working side-by-side with undergraduates 
during weekly study sessions. (Amponsah’s field is micro-
electronics.) For sure, he’s fun to be with: coaching the 
house ping pong team to victory and arranging early 
evening tea socials in the Bethe House common room.


Amponsah is one of 29 Graduate Resident Fellows 
(GRFs) in the West Campus House System. From the 
inception, designers of the West Campus House System 
knew the in-residence graduate students would be vital 
to the undergraduate community. Through the GRF role, 
these older students could fill in advising, mentoring, and 
tutoring; as well by creating a welcoming community and 
modeling successful academic behavior.


And as a research scientist, Amponsah is a role model of 
living a life dedicated to scholarship. He’s pursuing a PhD 
degree in Electrical and Computer Engineering with a focus 
on Complementary Metal Oxide Semiconductor (CMOS) 
technology and Micro-Electro-Mechanical-System (MEMS) 
integration.


Like Amponsah, Christina Sanon ’08, MHA ’09 has much 
to offer undergraduates. Sanon is one of three graduate 
students serving in the Anthony B. Cashen Greek Fellows 
Mentoring Program. The program is tailored to reflect 
how Greek residences differ from the West Campus House 
System. The fellows do not reside in a chapter but work 
with a neighborhood. And, they work within a framework 
that respects individual governance within chapters 
knowing that strong individual chapters contribute to a 
strong overall Greek system.


This past year she’s shared her real-world knowledge (and 
lent a listening ear) with the members of five chapters in 
the Greek system—two sororities and three fraternities—
collectively known as the Alpha Neighborhood. One 
example of her effectiveness is a presentation she gave on 
alcohol abuse.


“There was a different impact when, as a peer advisor 
close in age, I said: ‘Hey I was in a sorority last semester, I 
may run into you at Slope Day or in Collegetown, so I’m 
not preaching at you but want to show how to be smart and 
realistic in handling alcohol-related situations,’ ” explains 
Sanon, whose was trained by professionals at the Gannett 
Health Center in the science behind alcohol use and safe 
practices. “This kind of message is taken much better from a 
grad fellow than from someone on the staff.”


 Graduate Students Impact Living-Learning Environments


Christina Sanon ’08, MHA ’09 is responsible for advising five 
chapters in the Alpha Neighborhood—all of whom are participants 
in the Office of Fraternity and Sorority Affairs program Creating 
Chapters of Excellence. Thanks to Sanon’s leadership, they worked 
together this past fall to organize a bowling tournament at Helen 
Newman Hall where members donated more than 40 books and 
toys to Toys for Tots. In the spring, she arranged an etiquette dinner 
conducted by Hotel School etiquette expert Barbara Lang.


Kwame Amponsah ’06, MEng ’08, PhD ’12, who spent most of his 
teenage years in Takoradi, Ghana, moved into Hans Bethe House 
when the doors first opened and he began a graduate program in 
electrical and computer engineering. He’d like to stay until his PhD is 
finished since he enjoys being in an “environment in which I can help 
people out.”


Graduate students serve  
as leaders, mentors


“
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E
ach year close to 200 students receive up to $8,000 
in research support and $4,000 in loan replacement 
through the Hunter R. Rawlings III Cornell 
Presidential Research Scholars program, a part of 


the Cornell Commitment. Dorian Bandy ’10 and Angie 
Wolfgang ’09 are two of them.


The first piece of printed material that Dorian Bandy 
’10 owned was a libretto for “Don Giovanni,” his mother’s 
favorite piece of music.


“I listened to LPs of it so much that by the time I was five, 
I could sing along in Italian even though I didn’t know what 
the words meant,” says Bandy, who developed a wealth 
of ideas about how to stage it after “growing up watching 
productions year after year that I thought really missed the 
point.”


With funding from the Hunter R. Rawlings III Cornell 
Presidential Research Scholars program and the support 
of three faculty members—Mozart scholars Neal Zaslaw 
and James Webster and music historian Rebecca Harris-
Warrick—Bandy set out to stage the opera in a fashion true 
to Mozart’s time, and not just in playing style.


His research included reading 60 baroque treaties on 
acting written between 1625 and 1810 so that even the 
singers’ every gesture was just right. Bandy, who performs 
frequently in Europe and the United States, brought 
together a 30-member orchestra and cast of student and 
professional opera singers.


“We got great reactions—everybody said, ‘Take it on the 
road!’” notes Bandy. He’d love to, of course, but instead will 
use his senior year and his remaining funds to bring the 
orchestra back for performances celebrating the Haydn 
bicentennial.


Physics major Angie Wolfgang ’09 always liked astronomy, 
particularly the science behind astronomy. Thanks to her 
research scholarship, she has spent the last three semesters 
writing all of the code needed to calculate the radial velocity 
of the 112 members of the Ruprecht 147 star cluster.


 “Ruprecht 147 is a particularly important cluster to study 
because few old clusters are close to us; however it has 
largely been ignored because its member stars are difficult 
to distinguish from background stars,” explains Wolfgang, 
whose calculations demonstrated which stars belong to 
it. Once she and Jason Wright, a former postdoc in James 
Lloyd’s laboratory, finish determining the age of the cluster 
and its distance from earth, they’ll be ready to publish their 
findings.


Wolfgang credits the Rawlings Cornell Presidential 
Research Scholars program with her start in the 
Department of Astronomy, where there is limited research 
funding for the many undergraduates eager to study 
astronomy outside of the classroom. She also credits 
the program with her attendance at a career-changing 
American Astronomical Society conference.


“Being there changed my entire outlook on what I want to 
do; it energized me to go on to graduate school,” Wolfgang 
explains. In the fall, she’s headed off to a Ph.D. program in 
astrophysics at the University of California, Santa Cruz, 
where she’ll be studying exoplanets, planets outside our 
solar system.


“This field will explode in the next decade and I want to be 
involved in that!”


While most students are identified into the program before arriving 
as freshmen, Angie Wolfgang ’09, was recommend for entry into 
the Hunter R. Rawlings III Cornell Presidential Research Scholars 
program by her sophomore research advisor, physicist Itai Cohen. 


Hunter R. Rawlings III Cornell Presidential Research Scholars


Thanks to the Hunter R. Rawlings III Cornell Presidential Research 
Scholars program, Dorian Bandy ’10 staged the opera “Don 
Giovanni” in a fashion true to Mozart’s time. The program serves 
students of wide ranging interests. On average, 38 percent of the 
students in the program conduct research projects in the humanities 
and the social sciences while 62 percent of the projects are in the life 
and physical sciences.


Rawlings Cornell 
Research Scholars 
are committed to 
inquiry and discovery
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� is year 7,000 students participated in 
Cornell’s Intramural Sports Program—one 
of the fi rst in the county, with records dating 
back to 1946. With more than 30 leagues and 
tournaments in co-recreational, fraternity, 
men’s, sorority, and women’s divisions, it’s one 
of the largest in the Ivy League.


S
oon after her arrival on campus, American 
studies major Dana Goldense ’11 happened to 
walk past a table advertising for referees (125 are 
needed each year) for Cornell’s Intramural Sports 


Program. She signed right up.
“Playing sports was a major part of my life in high school 


so I wanted to stay involved when I got to college,” explains 
Goldense who ended up officiating at soccer, volleyball, 
basketball, and softball games that first year. She handled 
herself so well that she was nominated to become a student 
supervisor when she returned as a sophomore. Now, with 
a year’s experience of being one of the 14 undergraduates 
in charge of “maintaining civility” on the field, Goldense 
is more committed than ever, spending many additional 
hours training up-and-coming student officials.


“We work really hard to be sure the experience is as 
competitive and fun as it can be while remaining open to 
everyone who wants to play,” she says.


Self-styled “sports addict” Josh Price, PhD ’10, for one, 
appreciates a well-organized environment in which to vent 
pent-up frustrations when his research isn’t going as he’d 
like. The program provides a fun and safe way for members 
of the Cornell community to blow-off steam and return to 
their work refreshed.


“When there’s good officiating it’s different than playing 
pick-up games in the gym; there’s an increase in adrenalin 
almost as if you’re back in high school playing varsity 
sports,” says Price, who prefers the competitive division in 
which his rivals in flag football, basketball, and softball (and 
a few in soccer and volleyball, too) have become his friends 
during the four years he’s been in grad school here.


Speaking for teammates and competitors alike, Price 
notes: “We’re quite sad when there are rain-outs because 
we look forward to playing so much!”


Athletics and Physical Education


Cornell Intramural Sports: 
It’s a great way to take a study break


Josh Price, PhD ’10, got the chance to focus his competitive spirit 
beyond the bounds of Cornell when his intramural team earned a 
second seed position going into the final round of the Northeast 
Regional Flag Football Tournament, which has been hosted here for 
the past two years.


In addition to her duties as an undergraduate student supervisor, 
Dana Goldense ’11 played her heart out on the staff softball team; 
her team won this year’s Intramural Co-Rec Softball Championship. 
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C
ornell athletics was redder than ever, posting 
seven Ivy League Championships, garnering 
several Ivy athlete-of-the-year awards, and 
earning NCAA playoff recognition in the 2008–


09 season.
Wrestling, men’s basketball, softball, men’s lacrosse, men’s 


indoor and outdoor track and field, and women’s indoor 
track and field were Ivy Champs; and women’s gymnastics 
were USAG champions, the first non-scholarship 
program ever to win the USAG Collegiate National team 
championship.


Ivy Players of the year were: Jeomi Maduka ’09, women’s 
outdoor track and field, Duane Teixeira ’10, men’s outdoor 
track and field, Alyson Intihar ’09, softball, and Mack 
Lewnes ’11, wrestling. Additionally, Troy Nickerson ’10 
won an individual NCAA championship in wrestling at 125 
pounds.


Facilities for intercollegiate athletes and for physical 
education athletes took a big leap forward with the 
dedication in September of Marsha Dodson Field, a new 
competition and practice field for the field hockey program, 
and the dedication in May of the Merrill Family Sailing 
Center.


Fans were thrilled to follow men’s lacrosse through its 
NCAA battle and proud to be saluted by the Big Red 


at the close of their 10-9 overtime loss in the Division I 
championship game against Syracuse. After its fair share of 
Ivy and other awards, Big Red sports teams proved again 
and again the sportsmanship and aplomb expected of the 
finest amateur athletes.


www.cornellbigred.com


A fair share and more for 
Cornell Big Red Athletics


Max Seibald ’09 has been honored with four national awards —the 2009 Tewaaraton Trophy, the premier 
award in collegiate lacrosse, the USILA Lt. Raymond J. Enners Award for Outstanding DI Player of the 
Year, the USILA Lt. Donald MacLaughlin Jr. Award for Outstanding Midfielder of the Year, and the Lowe's 
Senior CLASS Award. Seibald also became the first player in the history of the Ivy League to earn first-
team honors four times during a lacrosse career.
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Division of Student and Academic Services  
Financial Report 2008–2009


Campus 
Life (58%)


Student and Academic 
Services (7%)


Dean of Students (7%)


Gannett Health 
Services (10%)


Athletics and Physical 
Education (18%)


Expenditures by Unit


Student and Academic Services Expenditures


Income (in thousands)


University allocation  $ 32,200


Investment income  6,636


Unrestricted gifts  1,815


Restricted gifts  6,408


Housing and dining revenues  94,459


Other sources  27,484


Total resources available   $168,002


Expenditures by Unit (in thousands)


Campus Life  $91,307


Athletics and Physical Education          27,970 


Gannett Health Services  16,293 


Student and Academic Services  11,860 


Dean of Students  11,196


Total expenditures** $ 158,626


**Excluding transfers to construction accounts


Housing and dining 
revenues (56%)


Unrestricted gifts (<1%) Investment 
income (4%)


University 
allocation (19%)


Restricted 
gifts (4%)


Other sources
(16%)


Income by Sources


 


Office of University Registrar (20%)


Internal Transfer Division (1%)


Student Disability Services (6%)


Cornell Commitment (10%)


Public Service Center (12%)


Learning Strategies Center (16%)


Career Services (16%)


Vice President, Student 
and AcademicServices (19%)
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On the cover: Cornell undergraduate students rise up against violence toward  
women in a small flash mob on Ho Plaza, mirroring similar movements in more than 
200 countries that were part of the global campaign One Billion Rising.


2012–2013 
Facts at a Glance


Academic and Career Services
Students visiting the Carol Tatkon Center (daily average) 750
Students using services at the International Students and Scholars Office 4,098
Students receiving services from Student Disability Services 1,024
Employers recruiting on campus through Career Services 388
 Interviews held by recruiters 10,037
Student postgraduate activities 
 Employed 57%
 Graduate school 26%
 Other 17%


Athletics and Physical Education
Students enrolled in physical education courses 11,456
Student memberships in Cornell Fitness Centers 11,251
Varsity athletes 1,083
Students participating in intramural sports 7,028
Students participating in Cornell Outdoor Education  4,555


Gannett Health Services
Gannett Health Services utilization 
 Students receiving services 17,872
 Student visits for services 74,012
Gannett’s Counseling and Psychological Services
 Students receiving services 3,623
 Student visits for services 22,208
Students enrolled in the Student Health Insurance Plan (SHIP) 10,468


Housing and Dining
Undergraduates in university housing 6,251
Residents in graduate and professional student housing 
 Single contract holders 507
 Family group/domestic partner contract holders 301
 Children in graduate and professional student housing 93
Students who are members of a fraternity 2,354
 Members in fraternity housing 905
Students who are members of a sorority 2,300
 Members in sorority housing 452
Students on university meal plans 9,876


Service and Philanthropy
Students participating in ongoing community service 5,550
 Hours provided through ongoing community service 143,434
Students participating in one-time community service 2,020
 Hours provided through one-time community service 10,928
Dollars raised through fraternity and sorority philanthropic activities 206,208


Find out more at now.cornell.edu/studentlife.
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This year we invite you to learn more about our work 
across four dimensions:
• Health and Well-Being that provides the foundation 


to student success
• Diversity that brings together varying voices 


to engage and challenge 
• Living and Learning that supports the full development 


of each student 
• Public Engagement that fosters service, leadership, 


and citizenship
Maintaining well-being requires steady attention, and some 


events have challenged our campus. For example, we began 
last year with several incidents of bias and sexual assault, 
affecting both individuals and our community. We are 
grateful to refine, strengthen, and learn anew emergency and 
crisis management strategies so that we respond with agility, 
foster healing, seek ways to prevent further incidents, and 
change the culture that allows such behavior to occur. 


Discover in these pages how the work that we are doing 
throughout Student and Academic Services is making an 
impact on our students—and how they, in turn, already 
are making their impact on the world. 


In gratitude,


Expressing thanks helps me put life in perspective and 
be healthy.


In February I spoke on gratitude at Soup and Hope, a series 
of talks sponsored by Cornell United Religious Work. The 
occasion gave me the opportunity to reflect on the many 
ways expressing gratitude has benefited me personally and 
to highlight wisdom and evidence showing that gratitude 
lights pathways toward better lives.


Among our students, I see much for which I am grateful. 
Our students are extraordinarily talented and giving toward 
others. Our graduation rates are strong, and our graduates 
are pursuing advanced study and launching successful 
careers, even in this tight economy. Our athletes excel at 
the national level. Our student leaders are energetic and 
insightful.


Their successes, in turn, are connected to the gratitude 
I feel for others. In Student and Academic Services, I 
am surrounded by colleagues who sustain a campus 
environment in which students are challenged and 
supported, and who foster communities in which students 
can flourish. On top of this, we are fortunate to be joined 
by alumni, parents, and friends who care for our students, 
faculty members who enrich life outside of classrooms, and 
students who seek ways to help their peers.


A Message from Susan H. Murphy


Susan H. Murphy ’73, PhD ’94, vice president for Student 
and Academic Services, with “Touchdown.” (Photo by 
Ned Dykes ’74, Cornell Hockey Association)


Our goal is simple:  
help every student thrive.2012–2013 


Facts at a Glance


Academic and Career Services
Students visiting the Carol Tatkon Center (daily average) 750
Students using services at the International Students and Scholars Office 4,098
Students receiving services from Student Disability Services 1,024
Employers recruiting on campus through Career Services 388
 Interviews held by recruiters 10,037
Student postgraduate activities 
 Employed 57%
 Graduate school 26%
 Other 17%


Athletics and Physical Education
Students enrolled in physical education courses 11,456
Student memberships in Cornell Fitness Centers 11,251
Varsity athletes 1,083
Students participating in intramural sports 7,028
Students participating in Cornell Outdoor Education  4,555


Gannett Health Services
Gannett Health Services utilization 
 Students receiving services 17,872
 Student visits for services 74,012
Gannett’s Counseling and Psychological Services
 Students receiving services 3,623
 Student visits for services 22,208
Students enrolled in the Student Health Insurance Plan (SHIP) 10,468


Housing and Dining
Undergraduates in university housing 6,251
Residents in graduate and professional student housing 
 Single contract holders 507
 Family group/domestic partner contract holders 301
 Children in graduate and professional student housing 93
Students who are members of a fraternity 2,354
 Members in fraternity housing 905
Students who are members of a sorority 2,300
 Members in sorority housing 452
Students on university meal plans 9,876


Service and Philanthropy
Students participating in ongoing community service 5,550
 Hours provided through ongoing community service 143,434
Students participating in one-time community service 2,020
 Hours provided through one-time community service 10,928
Dollars raised through fraternity and sorority philanthropic activities 206,208


Vice President Susan H. Murphy at the PhD Hooding Ceremony 
during Commencement 2013
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Connecting Creatively 
Across Differences
Cornell University welcomes all individuals 


and celebrates their unique identities. As a 
result, hundreds of thriving student groups—
each supporting different cultural heritages, 


nationalities, sexual orientations, gender identities, 
religions, spiritualities, and abilities—call Cornell home.


In 2012–2013, Cornell students continued to connect 
creatively across differences. Student and Academic 
Services empowered students to lead the way.


“I work with Cornell’s undergraduate leaders, and I am 
so gratified and happy to see students working together, 
breaking down barriers, navigating difficult discussions,” 
says Renee Alexander ’74, associate dean of students for 
student development/diversity initiatives in the Center 
for Intercultural Dialogue at 626 Thurston Avenue.


The center houses the Asian & Asian American 
Center, the Cornell Alumni Student Mentoring Program, 
Intercultural Programs, the Intergroup Dialogue Project, 


the Lesbian, Gay, Bisexual, and Transgender Resource 
Center, and Student Development Diversity Initiatives. 
The African Latino Asian Native American Students 


Programming Board (ALANA) anchors the student 
organizations that reside in 6-2-6, and serves as an 
umbrella organization to Black Students United, the 
Cornell Asian Pacific Islander Student Union, and 
La Asociación Latina.


“Supporting students in their communities is important 
to us,” Alexander says, “so that they feel a sense of 
belonging and inclusion.” From Scholars Working 
Ambitiously to Graduate (SWAG)—a new student-
developed mentoring group for African American, 
Caribbean, and African male students—to the creation 
and opening of the Muslim Cultural Center in Willard 
Straight Hall, students and Student and Academic 
Services are working to make the university’s community 
and climate open, inclusive, and forward-thinking.


In fall 2012, the Student Assembly passed Resolution 
#12, which called for the adoption of a gender-inclusive 
housing policy. President David Skorton responded 


and endorsed the policy, giving Cornell students the 
option to live on campus with whomever they choose, 
regardless of biological sex, gender, or gender identity. 


Diversity


Left: A dancer at the 2012 Cornell Club Fest. Above: A Taste of India Social in the Court-Kay-Bauer Hall lounge.
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Immediately, students and staff began to collaborate to 
implement the resolution’s goals, with the first phase taking 
place during the 2013–2014 room selection process. 


Also in the fall, when challenges arose after bias and sexual 
assault incidents, Student and Academic Services responded 
by engaging students in roundtable discussions, town hall 
meetings, community forums, and working groups. Staff 
with expertise in sexual assault and bias mobilized to help, 
and other staff organized services and resources to create 
new bias-response protocols. 


New Student Programs introduced Speak About It, a 
sexual assault prevention program for incoming students, 


and public service announcements were created and 
broadcast on local radio stations. In addition, the Sexual 
Harassment and Assault Response and Education (SHARE) 
website provided comprehensive resources; facilitated 
reporting; increased awareness; promoted safety; and 
highlighted prevention, compliance, and advocacy initiatives.


“Our students are open and receptive. They want to engage. 
It is our responsibility to develop programming and give 
them opportunities to lead,” Alexander says.


In this spirit, Student and Academic Services also worked 
with students to create the LGBTQ Ally Ambassador 
Program. Cornell United Religious Work formed a 
multifaith advisory council. Sri Lankan and Burmese 
student associations were established, and a variety of dining 
diversity events introduced students to different cultures 
and cuisines.


“I see a university that is ripe, ready, and prime for 
supporting students and giving them structure to engage 
across differences,” Alexander says. 


These leadership experiences and learning opportunities 
equip students with tools they need to think internationally 
and communicate across differences, not only at Cornell but 
also in the world. As the workplace becomes more diverse, 
the skills they develop here will make each student a better 
citizen, leader, staff member, and person. 


More Highlights
• Inspired a crowd of hundreds on Martin Luther 


King, Jr. Day with an address by motivational 
speaker Wes Moore


• Celebrated with founder Irene Smalls ’71 
the 45th anniversary of Wari House, a cooperative 
house for African American women students 


• Hosted 1,000 student delegates at a conference 
of the Filipino Intercollegiate Networking Dialogue


• Provided diversity training to resident advisors


• Helped launch a new council to advocate 
for South Asian students


• Sponsored international potluck dinners for 
graduate student families


• Launched a speaker series sponsored by 
Cornell Hillel with ESPN anchor Linda Cohn, 
and Ben and Jerry’s co-founder Jerry Greenfield


• Fostered dialogue and understanding through 
programs at Akwe:kon, the Holland International 
Living Center, the Latino Living Center, Ujamaa, 
and more 


Oliver Stover ’13 speaks at the April kickoff of the Know 
the Power of Your Words campaign, which aims to raise 
awareness about the profound effects that hurtful language 
can have on community members.


Cornell’s South Asian community held a vigil for victims of violence 
against women in South Asia and around the world.


Diversity
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Profile: Maya Mundell ’14
Adaptability, flexibility, and learning how to think on her 
feet were all skills Maya Mundell ’14 says she learned 
while spending her summer in Jordan at the Iraqi Refugee 
Assistance Project.


The Near Eastern studies major taught English to mostly 
college-age people who were looking to emigrate to America 
and needed help filling out settlement forms.


“It was very eye opening,” she says. “You learn how little 
other people have and how fortunate we are as Cornell 
students. It puts our responsibility to help others in 
perspective.”


Mundell traveled to the Middle East with the Cornell Intensive 
Arabic Program, thanks to a Cornell Tradition Scholarship. 
For four months she interacted with Americans, and in the 
last three months she immersed herself in Arabic culture.


She learned how to interact with people of other cultures and 
religions in a tactful, respectful way, the Baltimore, Maryland, 
native says. To utilize her new skills, and continue the human 
trafficking research that a McNair scholarship allowed her to 
begin, Mundell dreams of living abroad after graduation.


“The world is multicultural, and it’s becoming more and more 
mixed,” she says. “Different cultures will always be a part of 
this system that we live in, and it’s best to know about them 
and be aware of them . . . because we will be interacting 
with each other as time goes on.”


Profile: Ulysses Smith ’14
Ulysses Smith ’14 never intended to get involved in Cornell 
student government.


“My main goal was to study and graduate,” says Smith, who 
is pursuing degrees in urban and regional studies from the 
College of Architecture, Art, and Planning, and in government 
from the College of Arts and Sciences.


However, when Smith arrived on campus his first year, his 
college’s seat in Student Assembly was vacant. He filled it.


From those days as a Student Assembly college 
representative to his more recent days working as the 
organization’s vice president of diversity and inclusion, the 
lesbian, gay, bisexual, transgender advocate and gender-
inclusive housing policy sponsor witnessed a shift in the 
assembly’s focus.


“Back then, the last thing any of us thought about before 
we passed legislation was diversity. Now it’s the first,” 
Smith says.


Next year Smith will serve as the assembly’s president. 
Issues of diversity and inclusion will be at the top of his 
to-do list. 


“We’re looking at trying to engage student organizations to 
start these conversations,” he says. “There is also a plan on 
the table to encourage student organizations to develop their 
own diversity plans.”


Momentum and hard work took him to his position of 
Student Assembly president. He hopes the same momentum 
will one day take him into the courtroom.


“My long-term goal in life,” Smith says, “is to be a judge.”
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Promoting Emotional 
and Physical Resilience


Fostering student health and well-being is a core 
commitment of Student and Academic Services 
and a strategic goal of the university, and it never 
has been more important than today. Cornell serves 


a larger student population than ever before, and helps 
make academic success possible for a more diverse range of 
students who face physical and mental health challenges.


“Research in psychological theory clearly shows that 
health and well-being are the foundation of academic 
success,” says Tim Marchell, director of Mental Health 
Initiatives at Cornell’s Gannett Health Services. “When 
students feel better emotionally, they perform better 
intellectually.”


Cornell is a pioneer in delivering comprehensive services 
that integrate physical, mental, and public healthcare 
strategies. In January the U.S. Department of Health and 
Human Services’ Agency for Healthcare Research and 


Quality praised the campus health program, noting that 
“Cornell’s values and sense of shared responsibility for 
student health are evident, from presidential statements 


to strategic planning and a comprehensive mental health 
framework that reflects best practices.”


Through health services, fitness and wellness programs, 
dining and nutrition, crisis prevention and intervention, 
and more, the university is committed to a holistic view of 
student health to encourage a campus-wide culture of both 
self-care and caring for one another.


Promoting emotional resilience—the capacity to 
succeed personally and academically when faced with the 
stressors inherent in college life—is a theme that guides 
student programming across the division and serves as a 
springboard for student-initiated efforts.


For example, last fall staff from Gannett Health Services 
worked with participants in the Meinig Scholars Freshman 
Forum to pilot the development of the Student Curriculum 
on Resilience Education (SCORE). In addition, the 
50-minute workshop Staying Balanced helped more than 


2,200 students explore long- and short-term strategies to 
manage competing demands of time, energy, and attention.


Being an active part of a community in which friends look 


Health and Well-Being


Left: Hosted jointly by Cornell Minds Matter, CU[dis]connect, the Student Assembly, class councils, and the Cornell MINDS Foundation, 
Lift Your Spirits boosted well-being with fun, food, and friendship. Above: Students blend smoothies at Unleash Your Blueberry Brain 
Power, sponsored by Cornell Dining.
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out for friends bolsters resilience, too. “Do the right thing” 
messages help spread the word about the Good Samaritan 
Protocol, so students feel safe in reporting alcohol and 
drug emergencies.


Greek health and wellness chairs now provide leadership 
in a number of chapters, promoting behaviors that support 
healthy living—such as recognizing signs of distress, 
listening skills, and making connections to campus services.


Hundreds of students, staff, community educators, and 
faculty have engaged in thoughtful discussions on how to 
improve the climate on campus for all students. The Neuro-
Diversity Working Group was established after an event 
sponsored by Student Disability Services to examine the 
unique needs of students with autism spectrum disorders.


Cornell Minds Matter—a student-run mental health 
advocacy organization—in partnership with the Office of 
Student and Community Support, held a series of dinners 
called Dining with Diverse Minds to encourage thoughtful 
dialogue about living with depression, post-traumatic stress 
disorder, and mental health challenges of veterans.


Cornell is a national leader in offering comprehensive, 
research-based programs to address major challenges to 
student well-being. During this second year of membership 
in the National College Health Improvement Program’s 
Learning Collaborative on High-Risk Drinking, Cornell 
implemented a number of strategies and shared results with 
31 participating universities. Among the most promising 
strategies: changes in Greek recruiting and the new-member 
period, introduction of a social norms marketing campaign 
to correct misperceptions of peer drinking practices, and 
coordinated intervention with students who repeatedly 
violate alcohol policies. Implementation has resulted in 
modest but encouraging declines in rates of high-risk 
drinking and related harm, and will be continued next year.


“As a university president, physician, and parent, I know 
how important good health is to the achievement of both 
immediate and lifelong goals,” says President David J. 
Skorton. “We can all be proud that our campus health center 
is a national model for integrating the delivery of physical, 
mental, and public health services, and that thoughtful and 
compassionate efforts across campus promote the health 
and well-being of our community, especially of our students.”


More Highlights
• Trained nearly 5,000 students to recognize 


and support friends in distress


• Tracked steadily climbing participation rates in 
fitness club memberships, outdoor education 
programs, intramural activities, and physical 
education classes


• Won top-10 rankings as the nation’s healthiest 
(by the health and fitness website Greatist) and 
most-vegan-friendly campus (by PETA); Ithaca 
was cited as a top-10 college town by the 
American Institute for Economic Research.


• Joined a national consortium and path-breaking 
effort to build effective, research-based hazing 
prevention strategies


• Increased awareness of teenage mental health 
and raised funds for suicide prevention through 
the women’s ice hockey team’s “Do it for Daron” 
game-night events, in memory of defenseman 
Morgan Richardson’s sister Daron


• Opened the Bear’s Den in Willard Straight Hall 
to provide an on-campus social alternative where 
alcohol is served in a responsible atmosphere


Gannett Health Services used Cornell student survey data 
to challenge misperceptions about campus alcohol use. 
View the entire poster campaign series at www.gannett.
cornell.edu/target.


Health and Well-Being
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“Being part of the Cornell Women’s Resource 
Center Advisory Board has allowed me to work 
with groups on and off campus that deal with 
subjects like sexual harassment, physical and 
mental health services for women, sexual 
consent and education, diversity of resources, 
and gender equality.”
—Narda Terrones ’14


Profile: Geoffrey Block ’14
When Geoffrey Block ’14 was elected to Student Assembly 
his first year, all he knew was that in some way he wanted to 
“improve student life.” How he would do that quickly came 
into focus when a friend was sexually assaulted.


“Her experience made the issue very personal,” says Block, 
who’s devoted much of his time these past three years to 
making it personal to others, too.


Initially, Block got some friends together and created the 
innovative social-media-based EVERY1Campaign.org, 
which has engaged groups across campus from Greek life 
to athletics to religious communities.


“Sexual harassment and rape were considered women’s 
issues, but they affect men, too,” Block explains, “so we 
wanted to create a conversation about sexual assault 
prevention that wasn’t just within women’s groups.”


More than 200 students participated in creating a YouTube 
video and making personalized signs with messages—such 
as “No one owes anyone sex, but EVERY1 deserves respect” 
and “EVERY1 deserves a choice”—that are posted at campus 
events such as Slope Day and on hundreds of Facebook 
pages. When students see their friends participating, it gets 
them interested, too, Block explains.


As soon as students arrive on campus, Block wants 
straightforward talk to begin. As a result of his leadership as 
health taskforce chair in the assembly, a session on sexual 
assault will now be included in new student orientation.


And he’s using his role as a midshipman in the Navy ROTC 
to educate cadets and other midshipmen about a problem 
they may encounter once commissioned as officers. Block 
sponsored a showing of The Invisible War, a documentary 
about sexual assault in the military, and a panel discussion 
for the Army, Navy, and Air Force ROTC units.


“We want everyone to get involved once they’re in the fleet, 
to help prevent sexual assault from happening,” says Block.
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Meaningful Connections 
Outside of Class


During his inaugural address in 1995, then 
Cornell President Hunter R. Rawlings III 
envisioned an integrated campus community 
that would draw “all students closer to the 


heart of our intellectual enterprise, and thus closer to the 
community as a whole.”


Now, 18 years later, Cornell has made great progress in 
transforming residential communities to combine living 
and learning as one and the same, while increasing students’ 
overall success and enhancing their satisfaction. 


The living-learning concept is central to all on-campus 
residential communities at Cornell—first-year residence 
halls and program houses on North Campus, the West 
Campus House System, the transfer student experience, 
cooperative houses, and Collegetown residence halls. 
Living-learning also extends to fraternities, sororities, 
and Ithaca-area housing.


“Our underlying commitment is an obligation to the 
development of the whole student,” says Joseph A. Burke, 
associate dean of students and director of Residential 


Programs. “Learning is not limited exclusively to academics 
. . . academic success is affected by what students do when 
they are not in class.”


Living-learning communities help bridge the gap between 
life at home and adulthood, beginning with the First-Year 
Experience on North Campus.


The First-Year Experience “is both a safety net and a 
gentle launching pad,” explains Carol Grumbach ’78, JD ’87, 
associate dean for New Student Programs and the Jack and 
Rilla Neafsey Director of the Carol Tatkon Center. “We help 
new students make the transition to Cornell, navigate the 
university, and flourish.”


Celebrating its 10th anniversary this year, the Carol 
Tatkon Center has developed into a strong North Campus 
hub, serving as an intellectual, support, and resource center 
for first-year students. The center is run, in part, by upper-
level students who act as mentors and live the mantra: 


“Ask us anything!” The Tat gives students the opportunity to 
interact with faculty outside of class, too—a key component 
of all of Cornell’s living-learning communities.


Living and Learning


Left: Residence hall director Imani Allen meets a wolf face-to-face at the Noyes Community Recreation Center during a visit from 
Mission Wolf, an animal sanctuary and education organization. Above: At the Annual Asia Night, various student clubs and organizations 
enjoy an evening of food and entertainment in Duffield Atrium.
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On North Campus, faculty-in-residence and faculty 
fellows dine and engage with students.


At Clara’s Corner events in Clara Dickson Hall, faculty 
fellow and research specialist George Gull hosted 
“Astronomy from 45,000 Feet”; resident advisors presented 
culinary treats and techniques; and Paul Merrill, faculty-
in-residence and Gussman Director of Jazz Ensembles, 
presented “Twisted Sister to Miles Davis,” during which 
students listened to and talked about music.


Merrill has worked to connect the First-Year Experience 
on North Campus with residential programs on West 
Campus, introducing students to the types of events they 
might participate in during their coming years. This spring, 
he invited his residents at Clara Dickson to a series of jazz 
dinners at Hans Bethe House on West Campus. North 


Campus residents also were invited to join Bethe House 
residents on a New York City trip centered on art and jazz.


As students transition into their upper-level years, many 
choose to live in one of five houses on West Campus.


There, undergraduates “engage substantively but 
informally on their own turf in comfy chairs or at a dinner 
table in their own dining room with Cornell faculty and 
distinguished campus visitors,” says Scott MacDonald, the 
Dale R. Corson House Professor-Dean at Bethe House.


This year, house fellows, live-in house professor-deans, 
and graduate resident fellows organized countless events 
that included discussions on sustainability, a presentation 
by an expert on leatherback turtles, trips to the theater and 
Niagara Falls, and workshops on art and public speaking. 
West Campus is also a place where students can “hit the 
books” and complete their work together or independently.


Faculty and alumni regularly come to share their 
experiences and successes, especially during shared meals.


David Feldshuh, house fellow and professor of performing 
and media arts, sums up the West Campus experience: “The 
more living you do, the more learning you do, and the more 
opportunities you have to meet different people and hear 
about their stories.”


This philosophy applies to the overarching concept of 
the living-learning community. Each community offers 
undergraduates many ways to make meaningful connections 
with their peers, teachers, and community members—
providing support and guidance along the way.


This year, Mark Bittman, New York Times food columnist and best-
selling cookbook author, visited West Campus as the Irik Sevin 
Fellow to present, discuss, and cook with residents.


More Highlights
• Bolstered community among graduate and 


professional students by improving the Big Red 
Barn as a social center


• Implemented the Eco Reps program in residential 
communities, providing student leadership roles 
in sustainability initiatives, educational programs, 
and positive role modeling


• Hosted the festive Collegetown Neighborhood 
Fair and brought together more than 200 
students, neighbors, and landlords


• Held the annual Sunfest event for Collegetown 
residential communities in celebration of spring


• Created more opportunities for informal, wide-
ranging conversations with faculty in university 
cooperatives with the Semi-Annual Faculty and 
Staff Dinner at 660 Stewart Avenue


• Celebrated the 40th anniversary of Ujamaa 
Residential College, Cornell’s program house 
dedicated to celebrating the heritage of Black 
people in the United States, the Caribbean, 
and Africa


• Hosted Explore! sessions at the Tatkon Center 
during Orientation Week to ignite students’ 
intellectual curiosity and engage with professors 
outside of the classroom


• Welcomed 1,800 new international students 
and scholars with immigration, job search, and 
driving workshops; social events; and more


Living and Learning


New and first-year students in the Pre-Orientation Service 
Trips (POST) program help to build a labyrinth at the Ithaca 
Children’s Garden.
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Profile: Kia Albertson-Rogers ’13
Kia Albertson-Rogers ’13, a Meinig Family Cornell National 
Scholar, transferred to Cornell his sophomore year and found 
a place to call home at the Just About Music (JAM) program 
house. For his junior year he decided to stay in JAM as a 
resident advisor (RA) and introduce residents to his passion 
for hip-hop.


“People who live in JAM love music and end up pursuing it,” 
he says. “Cornell itself has a classical feel when it comes to 
music, and I brought a different kind of vibe with hip-hop.”


Because Albertson-Rogers wanted to play a part in making 
improvements to Cornell’s living-learning communities and 
the First-Year Experience on North Campus, he also served 
on the Residence and Community Life Committee for the 
Student Assembly.


Last year, Albertson-Rogers was senior resident advisor 
at 112 Edgemoor, a residence hall that houses 20 transfer 
and upper-level students. As the only resident advisor in 
the building, he formed individual relationships with each 
resident while keeping them safe at the same time.


“It’s important for an RA to provide emotional support. 
If I can trust you to be responsible in the house, then I’m 
not going to sniff out trouble,” he says. “I want residents 
to know I’m there if they need me.”


Working as an RA helped Albertson-Rogers, a 
communication major, learn what it means to be a leader 
and mentor—which sometimes means asking for advice.


“Different scenarios pop up that force you to think on your 
feet and then reflect on the situation,” he says. “I’m human, 
and I make mistakes. Learning to ask for guidance has been 
very valuable.”


Profile: Phil Adams, PhD Student
As an undergraduate living in Alice Cook House on 
West Campus, Phil Adams ’09, ME ’10, a PhD student in 
information science, became increasingly interested in all 
that the living-learning community had to offer—it is not just 
part of his Cornell experience; it is indistinguishable from it.


“I wanted to be a part of the experience again when I came 
back as a graduate student,” he says. “I felt like I wanted to 
give back to a community that helped me.”


Now Adams is one of six graduate resident fellows in Cook 
House. The diverse group provides varying perspectives, 
academic backgrounds, and interests that connect them 
to the 375 upper-level residents. From tutoring residents to 
hosting groups for dinner, and from advising on graduate 
studies to exploring the Ithaca region, Adams strives to 
enhance the living-learning experience for every resident.


“My role is to provide academic and social support and 
mentoring,” he says. “I serve as a connector between 
the resident population and the larger Cornell University 
academic community.”


Meals served in each house’s dining room offer one of the 
best ways to connect. West Campus holds Wednesday-night 
house dinners, often focused on a theme or cuisine. It’s a 
time to get together and share ideas, especially with faculty 
and alumni guests.


“Everyone needs to eat,” Adams says. “So it’s a great way to 
check in with residents, and we often end up having long and 
interesting conversations.”


Adams has continued in his position for 2013–2014 and 
reached out to incoming residents before the year began.
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Champions of 
Community Engagement


As a land-grant university, Cornell has served 
the community beyond campus from its very 
start. In recent years Cornell students have 
stepped forward to collaborate with residents in 


community-building efforts in far greater numbers than ever 
before. Today they reach communities locally, nationally, 
and internationally, and act to address a broad range of 
challenges, bolstered by the university’s commitment to 
educate active democratic citizens.


Some 7,500 Cornell students are engaged in public service 
efforts—from Ithaca and locales close to campus, like 
Groton and Owego, to cities such as Boston, Philadelphia, 
and Orlando, and countries such as Ghana, Costa Rica, 
Haiti, and Thailand. Through service-learning programs tied 
to academics and organizations, including the Public Service 
Center, fraternities and sororities, and the Big Red’s athletic 
teams, Cornell students show again and again how public 
service is essential to their university experience. 


This past year, for example, members of the men’s 
and women’s hockey teams helped organize a toy drive 
in support of the Cops, Kids, and Toys Foundation of 


Tompkins County. Other athletes worked with Feed My 
Starving Children, packaging meals that were sent to 
orphanages, schools, and refugee camps. 


After learning that local food pantries were running low 
on supplies, Cornell Hunger Relief, a Public Service Center 
program, raised $3,224, enough to purchase 215 turkeys. 
A May food drive that partnered with Dump and Run 
collected more than 86 banana boxes of food. Cornell 
Hunger Relief also assembled recipes from staff and faculty 
into Big Red Recipes, a collection of more than 100 recipes 
from 40 departments across campus; proceeds from sales 
directly support hunger relief locally.


More student-initiated programs this year ranged from 
providing one-time service opportunities and leadership 
development, to caring for children and the elderly, and 
tackling issues such as homelessness and the sexual 
solicitation of youth. Students from the Cornell branch of 
Bridges to Community spent spring break working on rural 


building projects in Nicaragua, winning the 19th annual 
James A. Perkins Prize for Interracial Understanding and 
Harmony; they also took a two-credit course that prepared 


Public Engagement


Above: Cornell Police Chief Kathy Zoner gets pied during the Alpha Epsilon Pi benefit pie toss on Ho Plaza. More than 60 fraternities 
and sororities at Cornell sponsor events throughout the year to raise money for worthy causes such as charities and research. 
Left: Carolyn Scheinberg ’15 and Tamara Jamil ’15 are two of 23 Cornell students serving as community volunteer firefighters.
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them for the 10-day trip and helped them process their 
experiences once they returned from Nicaragua. PATCH, 
the Pre-Professional Association Toward Careers in Health 
student group, received a Robinson-Appel Humanitarian 
Award for a program to create science kits for students in 
Brooklyn, New York.


The past year also saw the new Engaged Learning + 
Research center, in close collaboration with the Public 
Service Center, take its initial steps in fulfilling its mission 
to advance academic service-learning, community-based 
research, and public scholarship across a wide spectrum of 
academic disciplines and programs.


Together the centers relaunched the Cornell Urban 
Scholars Program, which matches students with New 
York City nonprofit organizations serving low-income 
families and children. During summer-long service-learning 
experiences, student participants interned in organizations 
that include the Children’s Defense Fund, Inside Schools, 
the Legal Aid Society, the Municipal Art Society, and Cornell 
Cooperative Extension-New York City.


“The Cornell Public Service Center and Engaged Learning 
+ Research directly integrate service learning with the 
university’s academic mission, reaffirming the transformative 
connection of education and social needs,” says President 
Skorton. “Cornell is poised to become a champion of 
engaged teaching, learning, and scholarship, and to take 
the lead among its peers, as higher education addresses the 
profound challenges of the twenty-first century.”


Leonardo Vargas-Mendez, executive director of the Public 
Service Center, agrees. “When Cornell students collaborate 
with community members and leaders in finding solutions 
to social challenges,” he says, “they not only gain critical 
skills and new knowledge but also develop the habits for 
lifelong participation in a democratic society.”


“Cornell is poised to . . . take the lead among its 


peers, as higher education addresses the profound 


challenges of the twenty-first century.” 


Public Engagement


More than 1,000 students volunteer for the annual Into the Streets event in October to participate in service projects throughout Ithaca.


More Highlights
• Raised $11,020 for Ithaca’s public schools 


through Cornell’s Alpha Delta Phi fraternity’s 
Victory Club event, a record for the annual 
black-tie charity ball dating to the 1920s


• Contributed more than 4,000 hours of service via 
Cornell’s largest day of service, Into the Streets, 
which saw more than 1,000 students volunteer 
for 45 agencies in the Ithaca community and 
surrounding areas


• Volunteered hours from 740 alumni and students, 
as part of Cornell Cares Day, a day of service 
held in January in 33 cities across the United 
States and Canada


• Volunteered in communities around the country 
as part of Alternative Breaks, during which 
more than 100 students traveled to cities over 
Spring Break to engage with local communities


• Hosted “A Day in the Life: A Collegiate 
Conference and Training on the Commercial 
Sexual Exploitation of Children in Upstate Rural 
New York,” sponsored by Students Against the 
Sexual Solicitation of Youth (SASSY) for student 
attendees from nine different institutions


• Provided emergency translating services for 
the Ithaca area, through the Translator Interpreter 
Program, with 30 student volunteers interpreting 
12 different languages


• Supplied 32,000 community work-study hours 
to more than 60 organizations in the Ithaca area, 
with 327 student participants


• Developed 17 grassroots community action 
projects totaling $26,000 in Community 
Partnership Board grants
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Profile: Anil Singhal ’13
Anil Singhal ’13 first volunteered for Youth Outreach 
Undergraduates Reshaping Success (YOURS) because of 
a misunderstanding of his intentions when he attended an 
information session about the student-run program.


“I went to the info session, and at the end they said, ‘See 
you next week.’ I decided to give it a chance,” says Singhal, 
a Meinig Family Cornell National Scholar, a chemical and 
biomolecular engineering major, and president of YOURS 
for the past year. “In the end, my four years at Cornell were 
defined by this student-inspired initiative that works with 
underserved youth.”


YOURS, a Public Service Center program, offers three 
afterschool programs in tutoring, leadership building, and 
recreation for 50 underserved children, ages 7 to 17, who 
live nearby in Freeville, New York.


Singhal spent afternoons tutoring and helping youth to 
develop important life skills. YOURS members noticed that 
as some children in the program grew older they became 
detached and apathetic, often behaving poorly. In response, 
the students developed a program to teach the teenagers 
how to mentor the younger children.


“Hopefully, the skills they develop will help them find 
employment or get into a college or a vocational program, 
whatever they wish to do to improve their lives,” says 
Singhal, who joined Teach for America after graduation.


The mentoring program received a 2013 Robinson-Appel 
Humanitarian Award, which will provide $1,500 to expand 
YOURS and its impact on youth who participate.


The program’s impact on Singhal is significant. “It taught me 
about the strengths of the human spirit,” he says, “while, 
most importantly, connecting me with the community.”


Profile: Jackie Rachaf ’14
Late in the fall semester of her sophomore year, Jackie 
Rachaf ’14 was volunteering at the Translator Interpreter 
Program, a program of the Public Service Center, when 
the office received a call from a local hospital about a deaf 
patient who needed assistance.


“This woman definitely needed translator services, and there 
had been no one available to help her for about eight hours,” 
she recalls. “I had taken American Sign Language previously 
for about six years, and Joyce Muchan, assistant director of 
student programs at the Public Service Center, knew I had 
ASL experience.”


Although Rachaf is not fully certified in ASL, she was asked 
to assist the patient.


“It was during finals, and I spent about eight hours with the 
patient in the hospital,” says Rachaf. “We were happy that 
we were able to help, and afterward we realized how much 
misunderstanding there had been among some of the staff 
about the best ways to communicate with a deaf patient.”


Because she grew up with a moderate to severe hearing 
loss, Rachaf has personal experience with the issues facing 
the deaf and hard-of-hearing community. The experience 
translating for the hospital patient motivated Rachaf to found 
the Cornell Deaf Awareness Project, which aims to raise 
awareness among students about issues facing the deaf 
community. The project’s long-range goal is for ASL to be 
incorporated into the university curriculum.


“Our biggest success so far is showing people at Cornell that 
ASL is a language. People are very surprised to understand 
that it’s one of the most prominent languages in America at 
this time,” says Rachaf. “We’re really happy to show our love 
of ASL to the community, and we’re excited that people are 
becoming interested in learning more about it.”
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Big Red Accolades
Athletics


In 2012–2013 Cornell athletics earned acclaim 
nationwide for its success on the competition field, 
in the classroom, and in the community.


Cornell teams won seven Ivy League titles, while 
31 student-athletes earned All-America honors. Collectively, 
the Big Red was ranked No. 59 (of more than 350 schools) in 
the Learfield Sports Directors Cup, which measures success 


of athletic 
departments 
nationwide. 
The Big Red 
finished ahead 
of nationally 
renowned 
athletic powers 
and major 
conference 
schools.


Cornell 
student-athletes 


posted a cumulative grade point average of more than 3.0 
and some of the highest scores in the National Collegiate 
Athletic Association (NCAA) in the Academic Progress 
Rate, which measures eligibility and retention for Division I 
student-athletes 
as an early 
indicator 
of eventual 
graduation. 
Ten teams were 
honored after 
posting scores 
ranked among 
the nation’s 
top 10 percent. 
Cornell 
student-
athletes also 
volunteered several thousand hours of public service.


Kyle Dake ’13 (wrestling) and Rob Pannell ’13 (men’s 
lacrosse) each earned national Player of the Year honors.


The three-time Ivy League Player of the Year, Pannell 
guided his team to the NCAA Final Four for his third 
time. Prior to the season he traveled to Uganda to build 
a classroom as part of the Fields of Growth program, and 
coached for the Uganda Lacrosse Union.


Dake is the first collegiate wrestler to win four individual 
national championships in four different weight classes. 


His unprecedented success earned the Lansing, New York, 
native his own day in the community—April 4 became Kyle 
Dake Day in Ithaca—celebrating the NCAA’s all-time career 
scoring leader and arguably the greatest collegiate wrestler of 
all time. He became the face not only of collegiate wrestling 
but also of the Save Olympic Wrestling movement, an effort 
to restore wrestling to the 2020 Olympic Games.


Both Pannell and Dake also were Academic All-Ivy League 
selections.


Women’s Ice Hockey Stars
The women’s ice hockey team, which won its 
fourth straight Eastern Collegiate Athletic 
Conference Hockey and Ivy League title and 
advanced to its fourth consecutive Frozen Four, 
prominently featured All-Americans Laura 
Fortino ’13 and Lauriane Rougeau ’13. The two 
shared everything—the team and individual 
success—and now will share an opportunity 
to compete at the highest level of the sport. 
The defensive duo will join Team Canada in 
preparation for the 2014 Olympics, along with 
former teammate Rebecca Johnston ’12, a gold 
medalist with Team Canada in 2010.


Kyle Dake ’13


Lauriane Rougeau ’13


Laura Fortino ’13


Rob Pannell ’13
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Greek Life


Today Cornell continues to lead in the growth 
and evolution of Greek life at the national level.


In answer to President Skorton’s 2011 call to 
“end pledging as we know it,” a transformative 


plan was put into action, and Greek life is only getting 
stronger, says Travis Apgar, the Robert G. Engel Associate 
Dean of Students. Cornell Greeks are curbing hazing, 
initiating new member development programs, and 
continuing the legacy of leadership education.


“More students have seen the value of Greek life—beyond 
the social life and a place to live—and that has helped attract 
more people to the system,” Apgar says.


In 2013, almost one-third of the undergraduate student 
population, nearly 4,500 students, participated in 64 Greek 
organizations, developing themselves professionally, 
personally, and academically, while also serving their 
communities.


With recommendations from the Recruitment, 
Acceptance, Retention, and Education task force of alumni 
and student leaders, all Greek organizations accepting new 
members transitioned in spring 2013 to a new model for 
member recruitment, orientation, and development. 


“The model is based on the idea that every year you’re 
a member of the organization, it should be providing you 
with opportunities for growth,” Apgar says.


Orientation for new members was shortened to six weeks, 
with Greeks working to foster mutual dignity and respect.


“The orientation period should be focused on welcoming 
the newest members, and the transfer of necessary 
legitimate information required to be a member,” Apgar says.


Trained Cornell staff members provide additional 
hazing prevention and bystander intervention workshops 
and “empower students so they knew when and where to 
intervene. It looks like those educational programs 
are paying off,” Apgar says.


Greek alumni also have become more involved, 
participating for the first time in the A.D. White Greek 
Leadership Conference to share ideas on ways to improve 
Cornell’s Greek life while preserving cherished traditions.


With this strong blueprint for the future, Apgar is 
confident Cornell will continue to keep Greek life relevant 
for present and future generations.


Beta Theta Pi: 2012 Outstanding Fraternity
Nearly 20 Beta Theta Pi fraternity brothers bundled up and 
braved the chilly temperatures on January 19 to help 
the Ithaca YMCA build a trail.


With tools, strong backs, and quick hands, the brothers 
of Beta Theta Pi bonded, learned more about one another, 
and grew closer as a team. Service work such as trail 
building is a typical activity for a Beta Theta Pi at Cornell.


 “A party setting is not conducive to getting to know 
somebody. It doesn’t tell you who is going to join your 
house,” Ryan Gryszko ’14, president of Beta Theta Pi, 
says. “Instead, you can have fun, help out others through 
community service, and build a bond between brothers.”


Their alcohol-free recruitment philosophy, combined with 
an active alumni advisory team, and brothers with strong 
academic records, helped the chapter earn Cornell’s top award 
in Greek life. The chapter also won the Knox Award, their 
national organization’s top honor, and several other awards.


Growth in Greek Life


Sigma Nu brothers become better leaders through their 
participation in the Cornell Student Leadership Academy: 
the Fraternity and Sorority Experience, sponsored by Cornell 
Outdoor Education.
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Fundraising Goals


Find out more at now.cornell.edu/studentlife.


Hunter R. Rawlings III Cornell Presidential  
Research Scholarships ($20 million): Providing 
career-building undergraduate research experiences  
for Cornell’s top scholars


West Campus Living and Learning ($17 million): 
Strengthening resources for Cornell’s five residential 
houses for upper-level and transfer students


North Campus Carol Tatkon Center ($3 million): 
Bolstering Cornell’s intellectual, support, and resource 
center for first-year students


Annual Fund for Student and Academic Services 
($1.3 million): Offering flexible, immediate funds  
to kickstart student enterprises and fortify all aspects  
of student life


SAS Cornell Now Fundraising Goals


Award Match Initiative ($3 million): Providing  
competitive, need-based aid to recruited athletes


Head Coaching Position Endowments ($4 million): 
Establishing two named positions annually, at $2 million 
each, for eight women’s teams and three men’s teams


Capital Projects ($3.5 million):  
Investing in critical infrastructure upgrades


Current Use ($4.5 million): Funding essential  
operations to provide coaches with the resources  
to support Big Red athletes and prospective athletes, 
including out-of-region travel and equipment


SAS Department of Athletics and Physical Education  
Annual Development Goals


New for 2013: To improve student healthcare delivery, the Cornell University Board of Trustees approved the project 
design phase for a $55 million building expansion. Our ultimate goal is to raise $25 million through philanthropy for  
infrastructure. Watch for more details!


Additional Goals: To make a difference, contact Debra Hurley, director of external relations, Student and Academic 
Services, dlh242@cornell.edu, 607 255-1696.


To learn more, contact John Webster, director of athletic alumni affairs and development,  
jlw9@cornell.edu, 607 255-5631.
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Division of Student and Academic Services  
Financial Report 2012–2013


Campus 
Life 


Enterprise 
Services (56%)


Other Student Services (3%)


Administration (4%)


Gannett Health 
Services (14%)


Dean of Students (7%)


Athletics and Physical 
Education (16%)


Expenditures by Unit 


Income (in thousands)


Gifts $13,005


Housing and dining revenues 118,463


Investment income 5,889


Other sources 35,264


University allocation 32,335


Use of prior year gifts and reserves 11,232


Total resources available $216,188


Expenditures by Unit (in thousands)


Administration $8,718 


Athletics and Physical Education 34,841


Campus Life Enterprise Services 120,059


Dean of Students 14,118


Gannett Health Services 30,998


Other Student Services 7,454


Total expenditures $216,188


Housing and dining 
revenues (55%)


Investment 
income (3%)


Other sources
 (16%)


Gifts (6%)


Use of prior year gifts 
and reserves (5%)


University
allocation (15%)


Income by Sources 


SAS Department of Athletics and Physical Education  
Annual Development Goals
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As in years past, I am renewed and strengthened by what 
our students achieve when they are challenged to be lead-
ers—in public service, in building new communities, in ad-
dressing societal and world issues.


Among these pages you will find stories of positive change 
led by students. From the creation of organizations by and 
for students to the remarkable achievements of Cornell’s 
scholars, and from the envisioning of a Greek new member 
education period to victories in athletic competition, all are 
examples of how our students are making Cornell a better 
place.


This year we marked the 20th anniversary of our Public 
Service Center, where student-led service-learning projects 
link academics with meaningful community service, per-
sonal growth, and social responsibility. We also celebrated 
the opening of the Center for Intercultural Dialogue, a place 
that fosters conversation across differences and embraces 
diversity. We are excited for a new year of activity on West 
and North Campus, where residential programs create living-
learning communities filled with opportunities for discovery.


Setting the stage for these accomplishments is the domain 
of our talented staff and our faculty partners. They create the 
nurturing environment in which our students can grow and 
thrive. They are there at all times of day and night to provide 
mental and emotional support, to help students learn about 
themselves, and to help them build a vision for their own 
future.


I trust you will be as inspired by the energies and achieve-
ments of our students as I have been this year. Please join me 
in thanking all who support our efforts through donations of 
time and treasure, and in celebrating what we can do togeth-
er when we collaborate with others to achieve objectives that 
are greater than could be achieved by the individual alone.


A Message from Susan Murphy


Susan H. Murphy ’73, PhD ’94, vice president for Student and 
Academic Services


2011–12 Facts at a Glance


Academic and Career Services
Students using tutorial services 11,742
Students using services through supplemental instructional services  1,692
Students visiting the Carol Tatkon Center (daily average) 750
Students using services at the International Students and Scholars Office 3,868
Students receiving services from Student Disability Services 839
Employers recruiting on campus through Career Services 426
 Interviews held by recruiters 11,177
Student postgraduate activities 
 Employed 54%
 Graduate school 30%
 Other 16%


Athletics and Physical Education
Students enrolled in physical education courses 11,155
Student memberships in Cornell Fitness Centers 11,015
Varsity athletes 1,098
Students participating in intramural sports 5,487
Students participating in Cornell Outdoor Education  3,302


Gannett Health Services
Gannett Health Services utilization 
 Students receiving services 17,481
 Student visits for services 72,975
Gannett’s Counseling and Psychological Services
 Students receiving services 3,254
 Student visits for services 22,077
Students enrolled in the Student Health Insurance Plan (SHIP) 10,530


Housing and Dining
Undergraduates in university housing 6,296
Residents in graduate and professional student housing 
 Single contract holders 533
 Family group/domestic partner contract holders 282
 Children in graduate and professional student housing 148
Students who are members of a fraternity 2,408
 Members in fraternity housing 893
Students who are members of a sorority 2,148
 Members in sorority housing 405
Students on university meal plans 9,798


Service and Philanthropy
Students participating in ongoing community service 4,894
 Hours provided through ongoing community service 213,576
Students participating in one-time community service 2,786
 Hours provided through one-time community service 20,668
Hours of community service provided by fraternities and sororities 51,026
Dollars raised through fraternity and sorority philanthropic activities 220,041
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The new Intercultural Center  
at 626 Thurston Ave.


F
ollowing renovations, the building at 626 Thur-
ston Ave. reopened as the Center for Intercultural 
Dialogue, or the Intercultural Center, in the fall of 
2011. 


The changes to the 8,000-square-foot building 
created a multipurpose conference room, bathrooms that 
comply with the Americans with Disabilities Act, a library, 
an elevator to all floors, an open area for social events, and 
an ever-popular kitchen.
“You never know who is going to be sitting at the kitchen 


table,” says Renee Alexander ’74, associate dean of students 


and director of intercultural programs. “At any time of the 
day, you’ll see students here.”


Students will come and grab a snack and share anything 
that is on their minds. According to Alexander, it’s a spot 
where strategic conversations often take place.


And that’s the idea of the Intercultural Center: to create a 
safe space for conversations among people who come from 
different backgrounds, a place where they can feel comfort-
able talking about ideas and cultures that may be new to 
them. 


The center draws diverse students from across campus, and 


Students at the Intercultural Center enjoy each other's company. The center at 626 Thurston Ave. welcomes all students for both serious 
discussion and casual gatherings.


A place for all students to celebrate diversity 
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A safer social scene
Participation in a nation-wide collaboration helps Cornell make  
steady strides toward a safer culture


I
n April 2011, Cornell joined the National College Health 
Improvement Project (NCHIP), a coalition of 32 Ameri-
can colleges and universities committed to reducing 
high-risk drinking among college students. 


NCHIP was the brainchild of Dartmouth’s then-
president Jim Yong Kim (who is now president of the World 
Bank), a public health researcher and policy leader who con-
sidered unsafe drinking on college campuses to be the most 
intractable problem he has ever encountered. Kim called for 
addressing this issue systematically by sharing information 
and ideas, trying many tactics, and comparing notes.


Nearly a year and a half later, Cornell has emerged as 
a shining example of NCHIP’s efficacy, largely because 


Cornell’s multi-pronged, university-wide campaign in this 
area was already robust. In 2001, the President’s Council on 
Alcohol and Other Drugs was established and charged with 
designing, implementing, and evaluating the university’s 
prevention efforts.


Cornell has piloted dozens of programs and shared re-
search with the other 31 members of NCHIP.
“We’ve knit together a tight group of student leaders and 


campus administrators,” says Deborah Lewis, the alcohol 
projects coordinator for Gannett Health Services and one of 
18 members of Cornell’s NCHIP team, also called the Cam-
pus Improvement Team.
“It’s a requirement that students be members of these 


More than 4,000 students attend the alcohol-free Senior Week Carnival, an annual kickoff event held on campus the first night of Senior Week.
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Cornell DREAM Team calls attention to 
immigration issues


The Cornell DREAM (Development, Relief, and 
Education for Alien Minors Act) Team supports Cornell’s 
undocumented students by raising awareness and 
coordinating programming that inspires an open dialog 
about immigration. The team values the university’s 
commitment to inclusiveness (Cornell accepts students 
regardless of immigration status) and works to give these 
students a voice.


In just one week, the DREAM Team led an effort that 
successfully raised $10,000 for an undocumented Asian 
student so he could complete his education at the university. 
The group also partnered with the Student Assembly to pass 
resolutions backing Cornell’s undocumented students who 
represent communities from around the world. In the future, 
the group’s members plan to create “safe spaces” on campus 
where these students can find encouragement and support.


The Cornell DREAM Team was awarded the 18th annual 
James A. Perkins Prize for Interracial Understanding and 
Harmony on April 4, 2012.


“Immigration is one of the most contentious and important 
topics in the world today,” the team wrote in its application 
for the prize. “Our hope is to enrich the Cornell experience 
so that students are well prepared to join the discourse on 
immigration.”


Camaraderie with coffee
Coffee Hour, a student organization designed to promote 


new friendships and connect social networks on campus, 
now makes its appearance weekly in the Browsing Library 
at Willard Straight Hall. Free coffee, tea, and hot chocolate 
is served at 4:30 p.m. on Thursday afternoons to a bustling 
group of undergraduate and graduate students—about 70 or 
so each week.


“The simple idea of Coffee Hour is meeting people over 
a cup of coffee or tea and being introduced to friends of 
friends,” says David Ge ’12, MHA ’13, the organization’s 
founder and president. “It’s a social outlet that can achieve 
casual conversation between complete strangers.”


“Coffee Hour is for that person who doesn’t have a strong 
social circle yet and needs to be reached out to,” says Ge. “I 
hope to make it a Cornell tradition before I leave.”


Cornell student EMS team wins award
Students on the skills team of the Cornell University 


Emergency Medical Service unit were recognized for their 
proficiency in basic life support skills. They won first place 
at the National Collegiate Emergency Medical Services 
Foundation conference in February 2012. The team—
Jonathan Bar ’13; Austin Chang ’12; Andrew Lazar ’10, MA 
’12; Rebecca Goldstein ’13; Alyssa Tutunjian ’13; and Jacob 
Solomon ’12—was scored on its clinical, leadership, and 
creativity skills.


More student achievements
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Perkins Prize goes to group 
advancing Muslim culture 


T
he Committee for the Advancement of Muslim 
Culture was this year’s recipient of the annual 
James A. Perkins Prize for Interracial Harmony 
and Understanding. 


Comprised of 50 Muslims and non-Muslims, the com-
mittee, a student assembly–funded organization, has made 
it their mission to advocate for a space on campus “where 
students can come together to network, socialize, and dis-
cuss the challenges Muslim Americans face in the post 9/11 
world” . . . where “the word ‘Muslim’ is synonymous with 
‘terrorist’ and ‘extremist’ in the minds of many Americans,” 
president and founder Sara Rahman ’12 noted in the com-
mittee’s Perkins Prize application. 
“I am delighted to see this prize honor multicultural com-


munity building at Cornell—to recognize those who, one 
could argue, are today’s marginalized students,” says trustee 
emeritus Thomas W. Jones ’69. “You could just see the 
excitement on the faces of these students who felt what they 
were doing was winning them recognition in the Cornell 
community, how the prize helps them to feel their presence 
is legitimized.” Jones, one of 23 African Americans to join 
a Cornell campus in 1965 with fewer than 20 other African 
Americans in the entire undergraduate and graduate student 
body, established the Perkins Prize in 1995.


Interfaith Youth Core partners 
with CURW and Cornell Hillel


C
ornell joined the White House multifaith initia-
tive, led in part by Eboo Patel, who came to 
campus in February as the Martin Luther King, 
Jr. Commemorative Lecturer. Cornell United 


Religious Work (CURW) and Cornell Hillel worked together 
to establish a campus chapter of the Interfaith Youth Core 
(IFYC) and committed to participate in the President’s 
Interfaith and Community Service Campus Challenge in 
2011–12.


Patel is founder and executive director of the IFYC, a 
Chicago-based institution building the global youth move-
ment. Patel holds a doctorate in the sociology of religion 
from Oxford University, where he studied on a Rhodes 
scholarship, and is the author of the award-winning book 
Acts of Faith: The Story of an American Muslim, the Struggle 
for the Soul of a Generation. 


The goal of the partnership is to develop student multi-
faith ambassadors to integrate sustainable interfaith action 
projects within existing student-life activities. In his MLK 
lecture in Sage Chapel, Patel stressed the need for tolerance 
and interfaith cooperation—stating that IFYC’s focus is 
not to convert people but to get religious and nonreligious 
people to cooperate—and explained that interfaith coopera-
tion and shared values are the backbone for unity. 


Funding is provided from Cornell Hillel and the Einhorn 
Family Charitable Trust, established by Cheryl and David 
Einhorn ’91.


As the school year drew to a close last May, we were treated to a tribute 
to Cornell by two Cornell seniors, Alex Silver and Jon Tai. Their video 
captured the special nature of this campus and community and showed, 
through their eyes, the impact Cornell can have on its students. That 
same sense permeated Schoellkopf Stadium that glorious Sunday morn-
ing in May. With more than 6,000 students assembled to receive their de-
grees, we celebrated those who achieved degrees for the first time in their 
family, as well as those who did so for the fourth or fifth generation. We 
also celebrated extraordinary accomplishments by our students receiving 
national and international recognition, in addition to the many victories 
of our athletes, within the Ivy League, the eastern region, and nationally.


We hope to capture some of that excitement and sense of accomplish-
ment in this report. It always is a challenge to choose which areas to 
highlight, and we have tried to focus on those that align with our strategic 
priorities in health and well-being, diversity, civic engagement, and excel-
lence in all that our students do. 


We look back on the year, basking in the glory of all that was achieved 
and mourning all that was lost. Sadly, a number of students died during 
their student days here, reminding us again just how precious each and 
every day, and each and every person, is.


As we present our highlights of 2010–11, I extend my deep appreciation 
and continued gratitude for all that my colleagues do on behalf of Cornell 
and our students. Their compassion, expertise, and professionalism allow 
us to do what we can to make a difference in the lives of students. My 
appreciation extends to our student employees, without whom we simply 
could not accomplish all that needs to be done. Finally, thank you for all 
you do to support us with your time and talent and treasures. You truly 
make a difference.


We live and work in inspiring times that hold limitless possibilities. 
Thank you for being a part of Cornell’s Caring Community.


Bridging cultures, faiths


A Message from Susan Murphy


Front cover: Two students take part in “Dangle Duo,” a course designed 
to reduce stress and encourage teamwork, using the Hoffman Barton Hall 
Challenge Course. Each year, thousands of students participate in Cornell 
Outdoor Education’s “stress buster” courses, which include team and 
leadership training, physical education, and orientation programs. 


Thomas W. Jones ’69, who established the Perkins Prize under the 
leadership of the Office of the Dean of Students in 1995 to honor former 
Cornell President James A. Perkins, with Sara Rahman ’12, president and 
founder of the Committee for the Advancement of Muslim Culture, at the 
award presentation. 


The new baroque organ in Anabel Taylor Chapel re-creates the 
sound and visual design of historic German instruments of 300 
years ago. The organ, completed in fall 2010, is the culmination of 
years of research and more than two years of work by 21st-century 
craftsmen, who applied 17th- and early 18th-century methods to 
assemble thousands of parts into a thing of beauty.


Susan H. Murphy ’73, PhD ’94, vice president for student 
and academic services, poses with senior women’s hockey 
team players Amber Overguard ’11, Katie Wilson ’11, Karlee 
Overguard ’11, and Hayley Hughes ’11.
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been collecting school supplies to take there since her high 
school years. For Barger, the trip opened her eyes to the 
harsh conditions of living and growing up in a poverty-
stricken community.
“Seeing the limited resources in African schools and the 


number of children that cannot afford to attend made me 
more grateful for the opportunities and resources I have,” 
Barger shares. “When Amundam and I handed each stu-
dent a pencil, their excitement was touching. The students’ 
faces lit up when we gave them the small gift. It was such a 
rewarding feeling to bring happiness to these children.”


Their trip was possible through funding from the Cornell 
Tradition program, which is part of the Cornell Commit-
ment. The program fosters learning and leadership through 
service, work, and scholarships. Its fellows are given finan-
cial assistance to perform service projects, such as Mancho 
and Barger’s trip to Africa.


While in Cameroon, the pair, who are pre-med students, 
also participated in research at the Bamenda Regional 
Hospital AIDS Center. They interviewed 22 HIV-positive 
patients about their socioeconomic status, diagnosis and 
duration of the disease, support groups, and the effect of 
the disease on family relations. 
“The lessons learned and the emotions experienced on 


this trip were so moving to Ali and me,” says Mancho. “We 
intend to do a follow-up trip after we graduate.”


Public Service Center 
helps university gain 
national recognition
Cornell was designated as an “institution of community 
engagement” this year by the Carnegie Foundation for 
the Advancement of Teaching and placed on the 2010 
President’s Higher Education Community Service Honor Roll 


“for exemplary, innovative and effective community service 
programs.” The Cornell Public Service Center functions as 
the university’s primary hub for student community service 
and service learning, involving more than 7,000 students 
and 150 faculty members in civic programs annually. 


“This (classification) demonstrates the strength and range 
of Cornell's relationships, with groups from nonprofit 
organizations to local governments,” says Susan H. Murphy 
’73, PhD ’94, vice president for student and academic 
services. 


Student United Way  
wins national award 


Co-chairs Nathaniel Houghton ’11 (middle) and Jessica 
Zhao ’12 led this year’s Cornell Student United Way 
Campaign’s fundraising efforts, which resulted in more than 
$32,000 in donations to the United Way of Tompkins County 
and a national award—the United Way Worldwide Student 
United Way Campus Organization of the Year. The award 
recognizes student campus organizations that are working 
to advance the common good of their local communities 
through giving, advocating, and volunteering in the areas 
of education, income, and health. They are joined by newly 
appointed co-chair Alan Workman ’13.


“It has been rewarding to help students remember that we’re 
part of a much larger community,” says Houghton, who 
completed an Alternative Spring Break in March 2011 by 
collecting and donating books to Groton Elementary School.  
A highlight of the week was reading to the elementary 
school students from the donated collection.


Tradition fellows make 
contributions in Africa


“ I
t is not only important to do public service in 
your local community, but it is important to do 
service everywhere,” says Amundam Mancho ’13. 


“Not everyone is lucky to have simple amenities, 
like water or heat or even a simple soccer ball to play with.”


Mancho and classmate Ali Barger ’13, both Cornell Tradi-


tion fellows, traveled to Cameroon during winter break 
to donate school supplies and sports equipment to local 
children. For Mancho, the trip was the culmination of 
many years’ work and a return to her roots. As the child of 
immigrants from Cameroon, she has first-hand knowledge 
of the obstacles many African schoolchildren face and has 


Amundam Mancho ’13 and Ali Barger ’13 brought school supplies and sports equipment to Cameroon as part of a public service project. 
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West Campus Sparks 
Intellectual Curiosity


A
s the house professor-dean of William Keeton 
House, Cowie leads one of the five houses that 
comprise the West Campus House System, an 
undergraduate housing program for upper-level 


students that is designed to facilitate informal student 
and faculty interaction. Students regularly meet with him, 
faculty, and special guests—artists, intellectuals, media 
figures, and scientists—to listen, learn, and share ideas.


Not only is it rewarding for students to converse with 
experts in their fields, but it also gives them the opportunity 
to make beneficial connections. House activities, including 
dinners, conversations, and house-oriented courses, have 
had surprising results from internship opportunities in 
Mayor Bloomberg’s office to students changing their majors 
because of what they encountered in their interactions at 
Keeton House. “West Campus has proven to be a remark-
able success. Some nights the students are packed into 
my apartment for no reason besides their own intellectual 
curiosity. Whether they come to hear a mathematician, an 
historian, a politician, a chemist, or a celebrity, the students 
walk away enriched and engaged,” says Cowie.


This year, residents enjoyed fireside chats with composer 
Kenneth Froelich, a discussion on feminism with house 
fellow Laura Weiss, and a series on American Islam with 
professors Thomas Pepinsky (Government) and Shawkat 
Toorawa (Near Eastern Studies). The Model United Nations 
also debated the topic, “Should the UN intervene in the 
Ivory Coast and dislodge President Gbaaba?”


Language House 
residents “live the 
languages”


I
n the Language House, newly appointed director Astrid 
Jirka guides 55 students as they interact with the house’s 
six native speakers, as well as faculty and guests. For 
students, these interactions are both intellectually and 


socially rewarding. 
With conversation hours, and cultural activities that in-


clude dining together, music, dance, and literature as well as 
topical political dialogues, students not only get a chance to 
immerse themselves in a culture, but also to form friend-
ships with students from other disciplines. The Language 


House, a part 
of Alice Cook 
House and the 
West Campus 
House System, 
encourages 
residents and 
visitors to 


“live the lan-
guages” and 
become com-
fortably fluent 
in Arabic, 
French, Japa-
nese, Manda-
rin Chinese, 
or Spanish.  


As Jirka begins her first full year at the Language House, 
she is excited about the programming possibilities. Her plan, 
she says, is to create a set of events to establish commu-
nity and personal connections while encouraging language 
acquisition. 


LGBTQ community keeps getting better


W
hen John Connelly arrived on campus in 
the fall of 1999, gatherings of lesbian, gay, 
bisexual, transgender, and questioning 
(LGBTQ) students were quiet affairs held 


discreetly on the margins of campus life. Not so today.
From an online mentoring service to a yearly raucous 


dance party that attracts students from all over campus, the 
LGBTQ community is more a part of the mainstream than 
ever. 


More than a little credit goes to Connelly ’03, MS ’06, PhD 
’11, who came to campus with a dual fascination for biology 
and physics and stayed right through to complete a doctor-
ate in a field that’s the perfect marriage of the two—bioengi-
neering. During these dozen years while Connelly acquired 
the knowledge to become an expert in biosensors, he held 
senior leadership positions in the various organizations that 
serve LGBTQ students, giving a voice to their desires for 
emerging visibility on campus. 


Connelly was instrumental in creating Haven as it is 
today—a student assembly–funded union for the LGBTQ 
community that sponsors events of its members’ own 
choosing—and in creating faQ online, a student-to-student 
mentoring service set up to answer emailers’ questions 


about sexual orientation, same-sex feelings, and LGBTQ life 
at Cornell University. 


Under Connelly’s leadership, the alliance and the LGBT 
Resource Center also launched the Safe Place Project in 
which participants prominently displayed cards (or wore 
lapel pins) showing their support for LGBTQ awareness 
and thereby providing a sanctuary where sexual discrimina-
tion could be discussed and challenged. The first year nearly 
2,000 people from the Ithaca campus, Shoals Marine Lab in 
Maine, and the Arecibo Observatory in Puerto Rico signed 
up, making it one of the largest safe place projects on an 
American college campus. And this past year, the LGBTQ 
Student Union joined in the worldwide It Gets Better Proj-
ect and pledge to help make life better by producing Cor-
nell’s It Gets Better video.


Five years ago Filthy/Gorgeous emerged as the most 
outspoken blend of the community’s two goals—to have fun 
and to teach others about urban queer culture. “People are 
more likely to learn about gay people in a gay environment,” 
Connelly says. “If someone has never met a gay person 
before they could go to Filthy/Gorgeous, they see this is a 
bunch of students having a party and that we can all have 
fun together.” 


Left: In February 2011, 1,300 students filled Willard Straight Hall for Filthy/Gorgeous, the LGBTQ community’s premier cultural event. Proceeds from the 
event benefit the Ali Forney Center, which provides housing and support services for homeless LGBT youth in New York City. Right: John Connelly ’03, 
MS ’06, PhD ’11, at the LGBTQ Lavender Graduation in the spring. 


Almost 70 students squeezed themselves into the living room 
of Jefferson Cowie’s apartment this year to meet news pundit 
Keith Olberman ’79. 
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Connecting faculty and students
Tatkon Center creates opportunities for enjoyable learning


E
very week Near Eastern Studies professor Shawkat 
Toorawa sips tea, nibbles on shortbread, and 
elucidates on three seemingly unrelated items of 
culture. Thirty minutes later, the three items and  


myriad associated facts are irrevocably ingrained within the 
listener’s memory.


Playfully known as “The dr. T projecT: A cornell hiTch-
hiker’s guide To culTure,” every Tuesday evening, Toorawa 
takes listeners on a warp speed tour of the topics he thinks 
students, and anyone who attends, might want to know. 
Since his weekly informal lectures began at the Carol Tatkon 
Center last fall, Toorawa’s subjects have ranged from per-


sonalities Frank Lloyd Wright to Fairuz and words such as 
mocha to autarky. 


An intellectual, cultural, and drop-in center for first-year 
students, the Tatkon Center’s programming, like The Dr. 
T. Project, connects the academic core of Cornell with the 
residential center of first-year life—North Campus. Informal 
faculty-sponsored series also include Coffee Houses in the 
Majors, a program where first-year students can drop by 
Carol’s Cafe for a cup of java, learn about areas of study, and 
connect with faculty. According to Laurie Fuller, associate di-
rector of the Carol Tatkon Center and North Campus faculty 
programs, these connections help students form relation-


ships with faculty as well as upper-level students.
Regular hitchhikers like Ryan O’Neil ’11, a biology and 


engineering major, and Elizabeth Onyango ’11, an econom-
ics major, are just two of the upper-level students who mix 
with first-year students every Tuesday. A Ugandan, Onyan-
go says she is often surprised by what she learns of Western 
and non-Western culture. O’Neil enjoys learning about 
topics he never covers in his biology or engineering classes, 
and first-year students benefit from the two students’ 
knowledge of Cornell.


The Tatkon Center also hosts art exhibits, LGBTQ drop-in 
hours, and is home to many academic support services and 
workshops—the goal is to make students’ transitions into 
life at Cornell as smooth as possible. And since the center is 
steps away from first-year residential life, the “Tat,” as it has 
become known, is a well-used resource.
“When you have informal programs close to where they 


live, they will come,” Fuller says.
The Dr. T. Project, in particular, found a large audience 


this year. 
“It’s become a bit more pervasive than I thought,” Toorawa 


says of the series’ success. The idea for the program took 
root in his introduction to Near Eastern civilization class. 
As students read, Toorawa would elaborate on unfamiliar 
subjects. When he jokingly told them he should teach a 
class called, “Everything Professor T. Thinks You Should 
Know, but You Don’t,” he started to get calls asking when 
the class would start. 


On August 24, after 50 students attended his first session 
at the Carol Tatkon Center, Toorawa began to think the 
concept would work.


As Toorawa notes, “It never hurts to learn about items of 
cultural interest. And there’s free shortbread, too.”


Rawlings scholars inquire and discover


Eva Drago ’12 and Chong “Desmond” Hui ’11 are two of 
approximately 200 students who receive funding for research 
support during their undergraduate years through the Hunter 
R. Rawlings III Cornell Presidential Research Scholars (RCPRS) 
program.


Part of the Cornell Commitment, the research scholars program 
allowed Drago and Hui to explore their intellectual and academic 
passions with faculty, increasing each student’s confidence, self-
motivation, and independence. Between 35 and 40 percent of 
RCPRS scholars also receive additional financial aid.


“RCPRS gives me the opportunity to shift my research interests 
to align with my developing academic, extracurricular, and 
professional interests,” says Drago, who worked with Ronald 
Ehrenberg, the Ronald Gordon Irving M. Ives Professor of 
Industrial and Labor Relations and Economics, to discover a 
strong correlation between the number of female faculty and the 
retention rates of undergraduate women in science, technology, 
engineering, and mathematics. Now she is researching whether 
there is a correlation between college success and those 
students who take a gap year.


“The entire university is supportive, and this program is a 
mini-permutation of that,” says Hui, a physics and economics 
double major who graduated in May. He used the scholars 
program to pursue multiple areas of interest. His final physics 


research project described how particles flow in fluid and he also 
utilized his economics background to study the role that human 
behavior plays in economic decisions and whether, if given the 
opportunity, people will “pay it forward.” 


RCPRS continued to excel in undergraduate research:


•	52	conducted	full-time	research	during	the	summer	of	2011	


•	29	attended	and	presented	at	eight	different	conferences


•	at	least	11	had	work	published	


•	24	presented	at	the	National	Conference	on	Undergraduate	
Research held this year at Ithaca College (in addition to two 
Cornell Tradition students and a Meinig Scholar)


RCPRS students were awarded two Goldwater Scholarships, a 
Luce Scholarship, the SUNY Chancellor’s Award for Academic 
Excellence, and an honorable mention for the Udall Scholarship.


Shawkat Toorawa at his popular lecture “dr. T projecT: A cornell hiTchhiker's guide To culTure.”
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Big Red Athletics has 
outstanding season


Greek community amendment 
encourages values-based recruitment


T
he Cornell University Board of Trustees approved 
an amendment to the Recognition Policy for 
Fraternities and Sororities at its October 2010 
meeting that will change the alcohol policy at the 


Greek community’s recruitment and new member educa-
tion events—and encourage values-based recruitment and 
programming.
“For many, this is welcome and will benefit the Greek 


system while creating a safe environment for students,” says 
former Panhellenic Council president Nora Allen ’11, a 
member of the sorority Delta Delta Delta, who worked 
tirelessly, alongside others in the Greek community, to build 
consensus in support of the amendment. “At its heart, the 
social aspect of the Greek system is about values and finding 
a brotherhood and sisterhood outside the main campus.”


Leaders of the Tri-Council—which is made up of the 
executive boards of the Panhellenic Council, the Interfra-
ternity Council, and the Multicultural Greek Letter Coun-
cil—worked collaboratively with representatives from the 
university and the fraternity and sorority advisory council 
to develop a plan for implementation that will be adopted in 
the coming year. The amendment aligns the Greek system 
with New York state laws and national policies that apply to 
the local chapters of fraternities and sororities regarding the 
use of alcohol and hazing. As a result, hazing, in any form, 
will not be tolerated. And alcohol may not be served during 
the recruitment of new members or during the new member 
education process, including initiation or intake. In the com-
ing year, even more attention will be given to changes in the 
new member education process.


C
ornell athletics had yet another outstanding 
season on the athletic fields, continuing to rank 
among the best overall athletic departments in 
the country in terms of success in competition 


and in the classroom.
The wrestling team again took center stage, winning its 


ninth straight Ivy League title, its fifth consecutive EIWA 
crown, and its fourth straight top 10 NCAA finish in 
2010–11. For the second season in a row, the Big Red placed 
second at the NCAA championships and Kyle Dake ’13 won 
a national title. Dake’s second consecutive national crown 
led five All-Americans.


Women’s ice hockey wasn’t far behind, sweeping the Ivy 
League and ECAC regular season and ECAC tournament 
championships for the second straight year. The Big Red 
advanced to the Frozen Four for the second consecutive 
year and set a program record—men’s or women’s—with its 
31–3–1 record.


The men’s lacrosse team captured its ninth straight Ivy 
title and became the first-ever program to go 8–0 against 
Ancient Eight foes (including the Ivy League tournament) 
as part of a 14–3 campaign. The Big Red advanced to the 
NCAA quarterfinals for the fourth time in five seasons. Rob 
Pannell ’12 was one of five finalists for the Tewaaraton Tro-
phy as the national player of the year.


Women’s polo continued its dominance, claiming the pro-
gram’s 13th national title with a perfect 21–0 campaign that 
included an 18–12 victory over Virginia in the national finals 
at Cornell’s Oxley Equestrian Center. The men won their 
ninth straight regional crown and advanced to the national 
finals for the third time in the last four seasons.


Men’s tennis captured its first Ivy League title since the 
conference was formed in 1956 by completing a perfect 
regular season under head coach Tony Bresky. Cornell 
advanced to the NCAA tournament, falling to Louisville in 
the first round.


Plenty of other teams represented the Big Red at a very 
high level throughout the year. The equestrian team won 
its first-ever Zone 2, Region 1 championship and softball 
claimed the Ivy League South Division title. In men’s squash, 
Nick Sachvie ’13 advanced to the national championship 
match and was named All-American and Ivy League Rookie 
of the Year. The women’s lacrosse team topped No. 2 Florida, 
the highest-ranked opponent defeated by a Big Red team all 
season. Gymnastics won its first-ever ECAC tournament 
and had a pair of gymnasts—Melanie Standridge ’12 (beam) 


and Melanie Jorgensen ’14 (bars)—each win USAG national 
titles on their respective events. Field hockey placed second 
in the Ancient Eight in 2010, the third time in four seasons it 
was the conference’s runner-up.


Richie Moran Awards recognize 
service-minded student-athletes


Former Panhellenic president Nora Allen ’11 in her sorority house.


Mack Lewnes ’11—co-president of the Red Key honor society, a member of the 
Quill and Dagger, and a three-time NCAA All-American and four-time Eastern 
Intercollegiate Wrestling Association champion—leads wrestling clinics at the 
Finger Lakes Wrestling Center, volunteers with the Adam Frey Foundation, the 
Franziska Racker Centers, and supports the Hospice Challenge.


Gymnast Maddie Pearsall ’11—co-captain of the gymnastics team for 
two years, a six-time USAG All-American, and a member of the 400 Club 
for student-athletes who achieve at least one semester GPA of 4.0—
helped lead her team to win the ECAC championship in 2011, the team’s 
first one, while volunteering with the Big Brother-Big Sister program at 
the Ithaca Youth Bureau.


Fraternities and sororities align with New York’s underage drinking laws


Student Assembly Committee: Informal student gathering place needed on campus


“Just as students need air to breathe 
and water to drink they also need a 
social outlet to de-stress from class—
to close out a hard work week by 
sitting around a table and enjoying 
each others’ company,” says Student 
Assembly president Vincent Andrews 
’11 of the rationale behind creating the 
Cornell University Student Assembly 
Late-Night Programming Ad Hoc 
Committee. 


Andrews says that while single-event 


programming abounds at Cornell, 
there is no permanent location on 
campus where students can go on any 
given Thursday, Friday, or Saturday 
between 10:00 p.m. and 1:00 a.m. 
to get something to eat and drink, 
listen to music, or enjoy other student 
organization–sponsored events. 


The committee’s report, released 
in November 2010, recommends 
establishing such a venue. The 
executive summary of the report 


concludes: “Overall this venue would 
serve to strengthen the ties between 
Cornell students, offer a safe, controlled 
late-night environment, and encourage 
programmatic collaboration between 
student leaders.”


Cornell’s senior leaders are examining 
the committee’s recommendation 
and considering viable options for an 
informal student gathering place. 


A response is expected in the near 
future.
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New pilot programs teach incoming students  
how to help themselves—and others— 
so everyone can thrive


“F
iguring out how to ask for help was a big 
challenge to me,” says resident advisor Laura 
Santacrose ’11, in Real Students, Reel Stories, a 
film shown to incoming undergraduate students 


just three days after they arrive on campus. “We all like 
to put on a show that we’re doing great and can handle 
everything. Sometimes we can’t.” 


In the two-part, 21-minute video, 11 recent grads and 
upper-level students share what life was like for them during 
those early days at Cornell—feeling lost, homesick, terrified 
of failure, stunned by a first C, stung by bias—and the strate-
gies they used to get through, especially the most stressed-
out times. 


They told how times got better when they sought out oth-
ers: faculty, academic advisors, friends, resident advisors, 


Gannett Health Center counselors, and more. The scariest 
prospects are put right out there to see and discuss later. 
Even President David Skorton, the only speaker over the age 
of 25 in the film, admits that he failed a class during his col-
lege years when the distress caused by a parent’s illness got 
the best of him. 


Reginald Severe ’11, another resident advisor in the film, 
jokes that his mom back in Haiti attributed his receding 
hairline to the stress of college life while acknowledging he 
had a tough first couple years. 
“A key thing for me is to talk about the personal struggles 


I’ve had so others can look at me now and see that I’m fine, 
that I’m on my two feet,” says Severe. “It’s not that things are 
perfect now but to show that life goes on after these hard 
times.” 


The sheer number of incoming students—3,800 freshmen 
and transfers—makes it tough to convey shared messages, 
explains Sarah Jones, assistant dean of the Office of New 
Student Programs. “We wanted all students to know that 
Cornell is a caring community in which they can be success-


Reginald Severe ’11 Jonathan Bar ’13


“Engineers go through a lot of stress—it was hard for me to get through the first two years—so I think it’s 
important for all engineers to do this program,” says Jessica Schmidt ’12, a peer advisor in the College of 
Engineering who was so impressed by Notice and Respond: Friend 2 Friend when it was first presented in her 
college that she suggested it be offered to biological engineers in the College of Agriculture and Life Sciences 
as well.  


Learning to ask for help
ful, that through their own decisions they can take control 
over what happens to them during the next four years.”


Surveys show that students turn to their friends first when 
they feel sad, anxious, or depressed. To help students learn 
effective ways they can best help a friend who is struggling, 
another new program called Notice and Respond: Friend 2 
Friend was created. This interactive workshop uses a short, 
filmed scenario about three good friends who respond—in 
different, but realistic ways—to their mutual friend who’s 
struggling emotionally. The program was developed as a 
collaborative venture between the College of Engineering, 
Cornell Interactive Theatre Ensemble, and Gannett Health 
Services. It was first piloted with 770 first-year engineering 
students, and later shared with 700 upper-level students in 
various leadership roles. 


Janis Talbot, a health educator at Gannett Health Services, 
has two goals when facilitating the discussion. The first: if 
you see someone in distress, say or do something to reach 
out to that person. The second: to help students know and 
use the many resources on campus for support, for either 
themselves or for others.


“Through a guided discussion, students identify the signs of 
distress, discuss what you can do to help a friend, and name 
some of the barriers—worries, fears, concerns—that often 
prevent us from extending ourselves to others,” says Talbot.


Jonathan Bar ’13 participated in the program as part of 
his training as a wilderness survival instructor with Cornell 
Outdoor Education.
“Most people are afraid they’ll say the wrong thing so a 


lot of the time they say nothing at all,” Bar explains. “The 
program gives you confidence, it gives you the right ques-
tions to ask, the signs to look for to evaluate how serious the 
situation is.” 


The funding to create Notice and Respond: Friend 2 Friend 
was given by the family of William Wilson ’62 in his memory. 
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Division of Student and Academic Services  
Financial Report 2010–11


Campus 
Life (57%)


Student and Academic 
Services (8%)


Dean of Students (7%)


Gannett Health 
Services (11%)


Athletics and Physical 
Education (17%)


Expenditures by Unit 


Student and Academic Services Expenditures 


Income (in thousands)


University allocation $33,862


Investment income 5,161


Unrestricted gifts 1,149


Restricted gifts 8,373


Housing and dining revenues 102,086


Other sources 25,199


Total resources available $175,830


Expenditures by Unit (in thousands)


Campus Life $90,996


Athletics and Physical Education 27,713


Gannett Health Services 16,616


Student and Academic Services 12,300


Dean of Students 11,317


Total expenditures** $158,942


**Excluding transfers to construction accounts


Housing and dining 
revenues (58%)


Unrestricted Gifts (<1%) Investment 
income (3%)


University 
allocation (19%)


Restricted 
gifts (5%)


Other sources
(14%)


Income by Sources 


 


Office of University Registrar (18%)


Office of Internal Transfer (1%)


Student Disability Services (4%)


Cornell Commitment (8%)


Public Service Center (11%)


Learning Strategies Center (15%)


Career Services (16%)


Vice President, Student 
and AcademicServices (27%)


2010–11 Facts at a Glance


Academic and Career Services
Students using tutorial services 10,132
Students using services through supplemental instructional services  1,490
Students visiting the Carol Tatkon Center (daily average) 750
Students using services at the International Students and Scholars Office 3,667
Students receiving services from Student Disability Services 832
Employers recruiting on campus through Career Services 336
 Interviews held by recruiters 10,961
Student postgraduate activities 
 Employed 51%
 Graduate school 32%
 Other 17%


Athletics and Physical Education
Students enrolled in physical education courses 10,341
Student memberships in Cornell Fitness Centers 10,754
Varsity athletes 1,089
Students participating in intramural sports 5,190
Students participating in Cornell Outdoor Education  3,211


Gannett Health Services
Gannett Health Services utilization 
 Students receiving services 17,011
 Student visits for services 76,105
Gannett’s Counseling and Psychological Services
 Students receiving services 3,114
 Student visits for services 22,708
Students enrolled in the Student Health Insurance Plan (SHIP) 10,784


Housing and Dining
Undergraduates in university housing 6,244
Residents in graduate and professional student housing 
 Single contract holders 512
 Family group/domestic partner contract holders 281
 Children in graduate and professional student housing 130
Students who are members of a fraternity 1,979
 Members in fraternity housing 872
Students who are members of a sorority 1,668
 Members in sorority housing 388
Students on university meal plans 9,630


Service and Philanthropy
Students participating in ongoing community service 3,381
 Hours provided through ongoing community service 153,901
Students participating in one-time community service 2,164
 Hours provided through one-time community service 12,556
Hours of community service provided by fraternities and sororities 41,390
Dollars raised through fraternity and sorority philanthropic activities 169,608
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The quality of the year . . . Each year we try to capture the 


quality of the year in our annual report for Student and Academic 


Services. As we do so, we wish to share with you both the 


character of the year that has just passed and the points of 


excellence found within the scope of that year.


The 2009–2010 academic year was unlike any I have experienced 


in my 32 years at Cornell. We began in July 2009 expressing good 


wishes to colleagues who took the option to retire from Cornell, 


wondering how we would cope without them and their combined 


years of experience and institutional memory. In the summer, we 


focused on “Reimagining Cornell” while also beginning to wrestle 


with the impact of the H1N1 virus on campus. This became the 


character of the year . . . working to set a new direction for our 


future, address real budget pressures, and cope with incredible 


health challenges and losses. At the same time, we basked in the 


glory of incredible success athletically and the many honors won 


by our students in academic competitions as well. It truly was a 


year of “the best of times, the worst of times.” 


Through all of this, the highs and the lows, the character of 


Cornell prevailed. I am profoundly grateful for what I personally 


and professionally received this past year—a confirmation of the 


care and concern Cornellians have for one another. In the midst 


of change and heartbreak, I see a solid and unchanging vision 


of Cornell as a place of support and commitment, excellence 


and opportunity, spirit and welcome. This report will share just 


a glimpse of this quality of Cornell through reflection on the 


80th year of Cornell United Religious Work, a summary of our 


outstanding athletics success, news about the growing adoption of 


our printed materials to raise awareness of student mental health, 


and a celebration of our research scholarship.


Thank you for being a part of our Cornell community. I am grateful 


to you.


Susan H. Murphy ’73, PhD ’94


Vice President for 


Student and Academic Services


Letter from Susan Murphy


Cover photo by Matt Hintsa
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Cover photo and above: Hundreds celebrated life 


and community at a “Lift Your Spirits” rally on the 


arts quad in March 2010. 
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H
ow do autistic children best learn?


Research done by Grace Chen ’10, 


a Hunter R. Rawlings III Cornell Presidential 


Research Scholar (RCPRS) and a psychology 


major in the College of Arts and Sciences, may help answer 


that question.


While therapists currently encourage autistic children 


to focus their attention on a particular task, studies show 


that focusing directly on someone’s face, for example, is so 


stressful for these children that it activates the fear part of 


their brains, according to Chen, who is investigating the 


effectiveness of therapies for autistic children who cannot 


speak. 


“What we found is that there is a negative correlation 


between autistic children’s success rate and their engaged 


attention,” Chen says. “In our study, children weren’t paying 


attention to the therapist but were still able to answer the 


simple math questions correctly.” 


   The opportunity to engage in meaningful, long-term 


research such as Chen's during their undergraduate years is 


a major advantage for students in the RCPRS program.


“Most of our students are accepted to their first-choice 


grad schools and many say the opportunity to do research 


at this level is what opened up those doors for them,” 


says Kristin Ramsay ’88, RCPRS program coordinator. 


“The depth of mentoring that takes place and the level of 


research they accomplish is highly unusual.” 


As is the fact that many RCPRS scholars publish in peer-


reviewed journals before they receive their bachelor’s 


degrees. 


RCPRS scholars engage in all disciplines. A sample of 


other research topics includes: the consequences of obesity 


on breast-feeding; the use of prints and open-source 


programs to produce functional 3-D objects for everyday 


use; the development and validation of mouse models for 


the study of osteoporosis; the influence of hotel operators 


in the flow of aid to Sub-Saharan Africa; the potential of 


black walnut allelopathy for weed control; and low-power 


circuits to reduce parasitic load effect. 


“This is truly turning out to be one of the highlights of my 


Cornell experience,” says Shelby Rajkovich ’10, a student in 


the College of Agriculture and Life Sciences majoring in 


international agriculture and rural development.


Founded in 1996, the program, which continues to be 


supported through funds raised by Far Above … The 


Campaign for Cornell, assists 50 undergraduates per class 


year with a $8,000 grant toward their research expenses. 


Eligible students can also receive an additional $4,000 per 


year in financial aid. Between 35 and 40 percent of the 


RCPS scholars are awarded this additional support. 


Rawlings Cornell Presidential Research Scholars


Students flourish in undergraduate research 
program


RCPRS seniors win Churchill, 
Marshall scholarships


Two RCPRS seniors garnered well-deserved accolades 


for their impressive academic work and research, 


receiving the prestigious Churchill and Marshall 


scholarships. 


Stephen Linderman ’10, a biological and environmental 


engineering major with a minor in biomedical 


engineering was awarded a Churchill Scholarship, 


which sends him to Cambridge University for a year 


of graduate study. Linderman will pursue a master's 


degree in translational medicine and therapeutics. The 


degree will involve coursework in bench-to-bedside 


medicine and drug design, as well as a research 


project. He hopes to focus his research upon tissue 


engineering and to pursue an MD/PhD when he 


completes his master's degree.


Dorian Komanoff Bandy ’10, won a Marshall 


Scholarship, which provides two years of support at a 


British university for study in any field. Bandy studied 


musicology and comparative literature in the College of 


Arts and Sciences and will study Baroque violin at the 


Royal Academy of Music in London. His honors thesis 


was “Music and Poetry in the Lieder of Franz Schubert 


and Robert Schumann.” 


Linderman was one of 14 Churchill awardees 


nationwide and the 19th Cornell senior to receive 


the award since 1975. Including Bandy, Cornell has 


produced 29 Marshall scholars.
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Tatkon Center 


student workers 


ease transition for 


fi rst-years


T 
he Carol Tatkon 


Center student 


staff are crucial 


in recruiting and 


selecting new student 


staff members. When 


interviewing applicants, the 


most important question 


they pose is: Why do you 


want to work here? 


“Applicants can tell us 


about their leadership and 


service and everything 


they’ve done in the past 


but that’s not what we’re 


listening for. We all work 


here because we really 


want to be here. We really 


want to help first-years, to 


be part of a staff that has ‘Tatitude’,” says civil engineering 


major Nanditha Ramachandran ’10, who started working at 


the center in the fall of her sophomore year.


The 18 or so young men and women who work at the 


center leave their fingerprints everywhere and tend to stay 


for two years, sometimes even three, according to associate 


director Laurie Fuller. They created The Life Cycle of the 


First-Year Student, a staff guide based on the accumulated 


wisdom of all the students who have worked at the center. 


The guide helps current staff understand the questions and 


the emotions that crop up month by month for first-year 


students. 


Human development major Erika Schonman ’11 


remembers how nervous she was as a new student and 


thought that working at the center would give her an 


opportunity “to help students transition, to ease that 


nervousness a little bit in a really fun atmosphere—it’s a 


win-win.”


“The students are the face of the center, creating a warm 


and welcoming environment,” explains Carol Grumbach 


’78, JD ’87, the Jack and Rilla Neafsey Director. “They 


play a crucial role helping the professional staff develop 


intellectual programs and support services that will appeal 


to and meet the needs of first-year students.” 


This aspect of working at the Tatkon Center appeals most 


to Tim Wickham ’10, a newly minted MBA through the 


applied economics and management dual degree program. 


“I realized from personal frustration and watching the 


frustrations of other students that we could work with 


the registrar to help deliver information on CoursEnroll,” 


Wickham recalls. “We ran with it, came up with some 


materials and a bulletin board display. The [informational] 


fliers go like hot cakes, we can’t keep enough at the desk.” 


Another very successful program that has resulted from 


the Tatkon Center’s student worker brain trust, according 


to Grumbach, is the Coffee Houses in the Majors series.


“It was a student staff member who came up with the 


idea of inviting faculty and upper-level students to the café 


lounge, to chat informally with students over coffee about 


courses, research opportunities, requirements for majors, 


and faculty experiences in their field,” she says.


Ask us anything 


Energetic, friendly, positive, spirited, resourceful, enthusiastic, approachable, gregarious is how the student 


staff members at the Carol Tatkon Center define the culture of “Tatitude.”


First-Year Student Experience


??????
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Athletics


I
n what has become a bit of a broken record, Cornell 


athletics, again, had a season for the ages on the 


athletic field. The success of the Big Red was seen 


on a local, regional and national level, and brought 


the entire Cornell community a sense of pride, 


accomplishment, and togetherness.


Men’s basketball earned unprecedented national acclaim 


after making its first NCAA Sweet 16 appearance in 


program history. The Big Red reached new heights in 


2009–10, winning the program’s third straight conference 


crown en route to an Ivy League-record 29 wins, including 


its first-ever postseason victories. Cornell finished the 


year ranked No. 17 nationally, the program’s first national 


ranking in 59 years.


Almost simultaneously, the women’s ice hockey team, 


just three years removed from a four-win season, won 


Ivy League and ECAC crowns, advanced to its first 


NCAA tournament, and went all the way to the national 


championship game before losing in triple overtime. 


Meanwhile, in Omaha, Neb., freshman Kyle Dake won the 


NCAA title at 141 pounds in wrestling and 


teammate Mack Lewnes finished as 


national runner-up at 174 


pounds. As a team, the Big 


Red wrestlers finished second 


at NCAAs, the best finish in 


program history.


Plenty of other teams had 


great success. For the third 


time in four seasons, men’s 


lacrosse advanced to the 


Final Four after winning the 


Ivy title. Softball won its second 


consecutive Ancient Eight crown and 


made it to the NCAA tournament. The 


men’s outdoor track team won its eighth 


straight Heptagonal title, while the women 


claimed its eighth crown in the last nine 


years. 


Big Red Athletics soars again


2009–10 standouts 
8 Ivy League Player of the Year


2 Ivy League Rookie of the Year


1 Ivy League Pitcher of the Year 


(softball)


1 Ivy League Defensive Player 


of the Year (men's basketball)


4 First-Team All-America 


4 NCAA Wrestling All-American


1 Lowe’s Senior CLASS Award


1 USILA Jack Turnbull Award 


(Attackman of the Year, men's lacrosse)


1 EIWA Freshman of the Year (wrestling)


Senior class standouts were 


honored at the annual senior 


athletics banquet. Alyson 


Intihar ’10, Troy Nickerson 


’10, and Ryan Wittman ’10 


were recipients of the Charles 


H. Moore Outstanding Senior 


Varsity Athlete Award. Kerry Quinn 


’10 and Liz Zorn’10 both earned 


the Ronald P. Lynch Senior Spirit 


Award, given to student-


athletes whose leadership on 


and off the field models 


the ideals of the Big Red 


athletics department. 


Colin Greening ’10 was 


recognized with the 


Mario St. George Boiardi 


’04 Leadership Award 


for most embodying 


leadership, athleticism, 


and a strong work ethic. 
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R
oss Brann, the Milton R. Konvitz Professor of 


Judeo-Islamic Studies and an early advocate of 


the house system, was the first faculty member 


to open the doors of a West Campus house—


Alice Cook House—six years ago. Three years later, Porus 


Olpadwala, a professor of city and regional planning, did 


so at Hans Bethe House. Brann and Olpadwala presided 


over the intellectual, cultural, and social life of the houses in 


which they—and their families—lived amidst hundreds of 


undergraduates. 


They will be passing the leadership of these vibrant 


communities to André Dhondt, the Edwin H. Morgens 


Professor of Ornithology, and Scott MacDonald, PhD ’86, 


the Norma K. Regan Professor in Christian Studies. Dhondt 


and MacDonald will be serving as the house professor-


deans for the Alice Cook House and the Hans Bethe House, 


respectively. 


“I’ll bet if you put all the residents in Cook House in the 


dining room Professor Brann would know 95 percent of 


their names,” says Tracey Alperin ’10, a nutritional sciences 


major who lived in Cook House for two years. “He really 


made an effort to get to know you as a person—what you 


wanted to do with your life, what he could learn from 


you, how he could help you succeed. It wasn’t one sided, it 


became a friendship.”  


Cara Rader ’10 an economics major, saw Olpadwala as a 


West Campus House System


First West Campus house 
professor-deans make way 
for successors Remarkably, this year brings the retirement 


of two of the fi ve original West Campus 


house professor-deans—Ross Brann and 


Porus Olpadwala. 


“We wanted to tear off the 4:30 p.m. curtain after which supposedly no learning, discourse, or culture took place,” says Ross Brann (left), who 


is retiring as house professor-dean of the Alice Cook House this year, of the role he and Porus Olpadwala (right) hoped to play in shaping the 


West Campus House System. “We wanted to provide an environment and leadership to foster these where students live.”
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mentor whose words of wisdom and encouragement 


helped her get through times when she felt 


overwhelmed by assignments and schoolwork. “He 


really enriched our intellectual and social experiences 


here whether it was by informally coming over in the 


dining room to check in and see how we students were 


doing, or by hosting job hunting sessions, or scheduling 


excellent guest speakers and lectures.” 


For his part, Olpadwala says, when asked if there were 


any surprises in the experience:  “The only surprise was 


that it was vastly more pleasurable than I had expected, 


which is saying something. My expectations were high!” 


These first house professor-deans have fleshed out 


a vision for the West Campus House System that was 


shared by many. They leave their mark in the customs, 


traditions, and programming that will live on—from 


Friday afternoon teas in their apartments where 


students could mingle in an informal atmosphere with 


distinguished visitors and faculty to the West Campus 


Cup, coveted by winners of quiz-type shows and sports 


competitions alike. 


 “One of the most gratifying things I can take away 


from this experience is that many of the things we 


imagined but could not do ourselves students created in 


their own way, in their own time,” says Brann. 


Alperin thinks the foundation that Brann and 


Olpadwala have laid is a strong one. “I would 


recommend living there to anybody,” she says. 


Tracy Alperin ’10


Cara Rader ’10


Hans Bethe House professor-
deanship endowed 


In his last year, Porus Olpadwala served as the first 


endowed house professor-dean of the West Campus 


House System, thanks to a $2 million gift from 


university trustee Robert Harrison ’76, who named 


the position in honor of Cornell’s eighth president, 


Dale R. Corson.


Olpadwala says he felt “very lucky” to have been in a 


post named for Corson, especially since it was Hans 


Bethe, the namesake of the house he serves, who 


recruited Corson to Cornell’s engineering faculty.


Harrison, who was a student trustee and speaker of 


the now-defunct University Senate when he was an 


undergraduate, said those roles enabled him to get 


to know Corson, whom he described as “the model 


university president.”


“I learned a tremendous amount about how large, 


complicated institutions are run from Dale Corson,” 


says Harrison, now CEO of the Clinton Global 


Initiative. “He had a very calm, thoughtful, moderate 


demeanor. He was a great listener. He was able 


to muster support for important initiatives and … 


balance the interests of different constituencies 


extremely well,” Harrison added. “And there were 


some difficult issues at that time.”
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B
eginning June 2009, when the World Health 


Organization first announced an H1N1 flu 


pandemic, departments across campus came 


together to develop strategies to protect the 


Cornell community. The year went on to become one 


of the most difficult years in recent memory in terms of 


illness and loss, including and beyond the impact of the 


H1N1 virus. Coming together to protect the community 


became modus operandi as the campus built upon existing 


tools and strategies, devised new ones, and reached out for 


help.


The first cases of influenza-like illnesses appeared on 


campus during the summer months, but as students 


arrived for fall semester, cases increased dramatically.


“People quickly realized that a pandemic requires a 


community-wide effort to protect and support the health 


of its individual members,” says Sharon Dittman, associate 


director for community relations at Gannett Health 


Services.


One of most effective strategies—facilitating self-isolation 


of sick individuals—required coordinated efforts across 


Student and Academic Services (SAS). Staff and volunteers 


assembled and distributed flu kits with educational 


materials, basic medical supplies, and light foods; they 


prepared sick trays and took them to students in their 


rooms; and phoned them daily to assess their progress and 


support their recovery. 


The faculty did their part by creating flexible class 


attendance policies, work deadlines, make-up exams, and 


remote learning opportunities. 


Students took care of each other by running errands, 


sharing class notes, and taking sick trays to rooms and 


apartments. And they lined up by the thousands to be 


vaccinated—recognizing that to do so not only protected 


themselves but others as well. In an unprecedented step, 


the Inter-Fraternity Council cancelled parties on a number 


of what are traditionally highly social fall weekends. 


Communication played a big role in assisting the sick and 


helping the healthy to stay that way. Volunteers answered 


questions and accepted suggestions through the Cornell 


Flu Line and a dedicated email box. A newly developed 


You & the Flu website also saw a great deal of traffic from 


students, parents, and staff, and indeed, across New York 


State.


In any given year, the campus community grapples with 


the same vast spectrum of health issues that challenges any 


“city” of over 20,000 people. But the entire community was 


deeply affected last year by the student deaths to accidents, 


to H1N1 and other illness, and to suicide; and the sudden 


deaths of two faculty members who were active as teachers. 


A desire to respond with even more effort led to several 


action items, including:


• the creation of “Notice and Respond/Caring 


Community,” a new website that builds on previous good 


work, including the faculty handbook, Recognizing and 


Responding to Students in Distress. 


• more campus and outside constituencies were given 


access to the video and educational module “Notice and 


Respond,” expanding the outreach effort to include a 


supportive group of off-campus landlords. 


• Counseling and Psychological Services (CAPS) 


expanded their hours, thanks to staff increases in 


counseling. 


Meanwhile, the Faculty Senate called for increased 


support in academic advising and the Dean of the Faculty 


launched a review of the academic calendar. SAS Vice 


President Susan Murphy directed annual unrestricted 


dollars from the Parents Annual Fund to the development 


of “Real People, Reel Stories,” an orientation video that 


Health and Well-Being


If you learn anything at Cornell, please le


Community rallies to provide c
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Recognizing and Responding to Students in Distress: A Faculty Handbook 


is available online in a customizable format that can be downloaded at no 


charge at http://dos.cornell.edu/dos/cms/upload/Total-Book-2.pdf.


e learn to ask for help. It is a sign of wisdom and strength.
—President David J. Skorton


care and support


RECOGNIZING AND RESPONDING TO  
STUDENTS IN DISTRESS  A FACULTY 


HANDBOOK  


RECOGNIZING 
RESPONDING 


A
N
D


A FACULTY HANDBOOK


to STUDENTS in
DISTRESS


includes advice from President David J. Skorton, upperclass 


students, and alumni about coping with stress. Key student 


groups EARS (Empathy Assistance and Referral Service) and 


Cornell Minds Matter (mental health advocacy) contributed 


to greater awareness on campus and consulted in the 


creation of the “Lift Your Spirits” event in mid-March—an 


event on the Arts Quad that drew the campus together to 


celebrate life and community.


Cornell also asked for help from national consultants 


who advised on the importance of restricting the means of 


committing suicide at high-profile locations. In partnership 


with the City of Ithaca, campus officials worked to create 


immediate-term, short-term and long-term solutions while 


continuing to engage the campus in dialogue and action. 


Alumni asked, “How can we help?” and then responded 


with financial support to increase counseling staff and 


also returned to campus to advise on suicide clusters and 


institutional response.


As Cornell moves forward into the next academic year, this 


impressive array of campus and community partnerships 


will also carry forward, along with a hearty Cornell spirit to 


do well together as a community.


Steal this idea
The You & the Flu website was not the only Cornell 


resource tapped by other agencies and educational 


institutions concerned about promoting public health. 


Since its release last September, nationwide response to the 


Cornell publication, Recognizing and Responding to Students 


in Distress: A Faculty Handbook, has been overwhelmingly 


positive. The University of Pennsylvania, Stanford, and 


Tufts are among a growing list of institutions showing 


strong interest in making the content of the handbook their 


own. And its value has been recognized at conferences and 


in academic journals, including the Chronicle of Higher 


Education.


The handbook presents the accumulated wisdom of years 


of experience building a multifaceted network of student 


support from spur-of-the-moment walk-in counseling 


available at locations across campus to a rapid response 


team of crisis management professionals. It was this network 


and the handbook based upon it that Alison K. Malmon, 


executive director of Active Minds, had in mind when 


she told reporter Sara Lipka of the Chronicle of Higher 


Education: “If every school were doing what Cornell is 


doing, we’d be in a much better place.”


Update:
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A
nimal science major and Keeton House 


resident Margaret Dunn ’10 knows a lot about 


sustainability, from the perspective of agriculture 


that is.


“But I knew there was a lot about this topic that I didn’t 


know,” says Dunn, explaining why she jumped at the chance 


to take a course about it, especially since those two credits 


were offered right at home. 


Describing herself as Keeton-proud, Dunn, who has 


been involved in a lot of activities during the two years 


she’s lived at the Keeton House, says this opportunity was 


special—it gave students a way to put what they learn about 


sustainability into action, to test how you go about making 


change.


“And I felt that would be excellent,” says Dunn, who misses 


her former days as a 4-H volunteer.


“Sustainable Ithaca: A Service-Learning Class at William 


Keeton House” was taught this past fall by house professor-


dean Jefferson Cowie, an associate professor in ILR, with 


help from assistant dean Ethan Stephenson and graduate 


resident fellow Jill Cohen, a PhD candidate in natural 


resources. 


“As we conceptualized the class we saw it as embodying 


the mission of West Campus—to broaden the intellectual 


landscape of students in the place where they live—while 


also addressing the divide that always exists between higher-


education institutions and the communities in which they 


are located,” Stephenson explains. 


In putting the course together, Cowie sought guidance 


from the Public Service Center and he brought in outside 


speakers.


The first topic concentrated on “What is Sustainability?” 


and was followed by another that focused on Cornell’s 


actions in this area. And there were field trips. One to the 


farmers market was led by house fellow Jennifer Wilkins, 


a locavore expert with Cornell Cooperative Extension. On 


another, students took a tour of Cayuga Lake with house 


fellow Cliff Kraft, an aquatic biodiversity specialist in the 


Department of Natural Resources who is evaluating the 


effects of Lake Source Cooling. 


Since one of the course’s goals was to develop each 


student’s “civic capacity,” they were required to create a 


project that addressed some issue of local environmental 


sustainability. 


Each student presented their project to the class in a 


format much as they would at a scholarly conference. Dunn 


found that the practical information she learned in these 


presentations was a valuable counterpoint to the broader 


overview she gained through the lectures and field trips. 


Dunn set out to bring locally raised beef to the Keeton 


House dining room. “It was a huge learning curve tracking 


down who gives permission for such a thing and the 


regulations involved,” says Dunn. “One of the barriers was 


the amount of liability insurance required of the farmers.” 


And then, suddenly, all the pieces fit together. Through 


the course, Dunn met key individuals who, along with one 


of her animal science professors and a Cornell Cooperative 


Extension agent, invited her to become involved in Cornell 


Dining’s new program to serve natural, locally raised beef. 


“I’ve been very excited being part of this,” says Dunn. 


“Cornell is the first university to pull off anything of this 


scale! We’re on the cutting edge.”


That’s exactly where Cowie, Stephenson, and Cohen want 


their students to be. And themselves, too. 


As Stephenson put it: “Teaching the course was a great 


test case that opened our eyes to the academic possibilities 


of what we could do next on West Campus.”


Students in Service


Sustainable Ithaca: 
A service-learning class at William Keeton House 


New course off ered by West Campus House System puts Cornell on the ‘cutting edge’
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A
t the dedication last October of the Elizabeth 


Chapman Staley Center for Student Support and 


Diversity Education, Claire Barbour ’10 thanked 


the Staley family “for giving this beautiful space—


welcoming, warm, and bright—a space that’s mine.”


Barbour went on to say that after she started spending 


time at the Women’s Resource Center, surrounded as it 


is by six like-minded organizations, “Cornell seemed like 


a different place, a friendlier and more exciting place, full 


of possibilities . . . I felt like a different person: confident, 


outgoing, and full of potential. I felt more like myself.”


Barbour is not the only student who feels that way. From 


4 until 11 p.m., the center is bustling with young men and 


women of every description who are drawn to the seven 


student-run organizations that have been brought together 


in the newly renovated space on the second floor of Willard 


Straight Hall.


“We often find that there’s a very personal reason that 


brings students here,” says Tanni Hall ’76, associate dean 


of students for student support and diversity education. 


“They are very passionate and our job is to help them fulfill 


these passions in a way that enhances their own personal 


growth and development while at the same time making a 


difference in the broader Cornell 


community.”


Proximity is a very powerful 


force. At the center, students 


have a home where they can 


let their hair down with people 


they might not ordinarily meet. 


And then go ahead and create 


programs together. The Women’s 


Resource Center, ALANA (the 


African, Latino, Asian, and Native 


American Program), and the 


Ordinary People Theatre Troupe 


frequently create opportunities to 


look at issues that are historically 


difficult to address. With the 


guidance from the assistant 


deans in charge of each group—


and their special training in 


human relations and educational 


programming—students learn 


how to 


have hard 


conversations in 


an atmosphere 


of respect.


The center provided a home to the new Asian and Asian 


American Center and its first-ever director, Patricia Nguyen, 


in its flagship year.


“This is the largest students-of-color community on 


campus,” says Hall. “The (Asian and Asian American) center 


collaborates with more than 75 student organizations and 


will look at the particular needs of U.S. and international 


students.”


“The combination of feeling really comfortable and safe 


with people who are like themselves and at the same time 


finding others who are really different, all within a common 


atmosphere of trust and inclusion—that’s a very formative 


experience for students,” Hall says. “Bob Staley knew right 


away what it would mean to get us all together on one floor.”


Elizabeth C. Staley Center: 
Making a difference . . . 
together 


Staley Center


Students in the Staley Center
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R
ichard Edwards, the founding director of what 


would later become Cornell United Religious 


Work (CURW), had a breathtakingly radical idea 


for 1919: to foster an ecumenical relationship 


amongst the pastors of local Christian churches who came 


up the hill to serve students. A decade later, leaders from 


the Roman Catholic and Jewish communities followed and, 


not long after, the Unitarians, and the Quakers. 


“So that by 1934,” notes Reverend Dr. Kenneth I. Clarke, 


Sr., CURW’s seventh director, “Cornell had the first 


intentionally multifaith organization on a major U.S. campus 


at a time when denominational identities were so definitive 


that cooperating without friction in this way was truly 


revolutionary.”


The welcoming of divergent faiths continued. The Muslim 


Educational Cultural Association (MECA) established 


in 1966, is one of the oldest U.S. organization serving 


Muslim students. In the 1990s, evangelical Christian 


churches increasingly affiliated with CURW and, in 2000, 


it welcomed one of the first chaplains from the Tibetan 


Buddhist community. Today, there are 30 religious and 


spiritual organizations whose leaders provide students, 


faculty, staff, and Ithacans opportunities for worship, study, 


community service, social justice advocacy and engagement, 


and personal guidance along their spiritual journey and, 


especially, during times of struggle and crisis. 


Q: What does a multifaith community mean in the 21st 


century?


It means two things: having a variety of chaplains and 


organizations that are reflective of the larger society. 


Beyond diversity, we want to be about the process 


of fostering pluralism by creating opportunities for 


engagement between persons of different traditions. The 


intent is to go beyond the superficial, to step into each 


other's spaces, to learn from each other, to learn how we 


coexist and work together and live together. 


Cornell United Religious Work


CURW: Fostering a 
multifaith community 
since 1929 


“In the 20 years of my life as a 


religious affairs professional, the 


perennial question for me is how 


do we show what religion has to 


contribute to the academic mission 


and intellectual life of the institution,” 


says Reverend Dr. Kenneth I. Clarke, 


Sr., CURW’s director. “It’s the 


question that we’re always seeking 


to address.” 


An interview with CURW director Kenneth I. Clarke, Sr.
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Q: What does it mean to serve the spiritual needs of 


students?


Meaning-of-life issues are big for students so CURW is 


planning a program with Cornell Minds Matter (a student 


mental health advocacy group) to engage students in 


conversations on the meaning of life. 


When students talk about matters of faith, they often 


understand themselves as being spiritual but not 


religious. They tend to think of religion as something 


rigid and fixed whereas being spiritual seems to connote 


being on a journey, a process some don’t equate with 


the institution. So we want to probe what that means 


for them, to have a dialogue that creates teachable 


moments that go both ways so we can learn from each 


other. 


Q: What questions are students asking these days?


Students appreciate an opportunity to talk about values 


and ethics. 


They realize that they must do more than just prepare 


for a career—that college is more than just a means to 


becoming well-off. So there’s a yearning for something 


more than just careerism, something more than simply 


the intellectual pursuit alone. Through our programming 


and one-on-one interactions, we seek to illustrate how 


the spirit and intellect can coexist. 


Q: Is CURW as relevant today as was in the past? 


I believe it is. Religion has not, as some social scientists 


have thought it would, devolved into irrelevance, as some 


felt 40 years ago. It continues to be relevant and a vital 


force in people’s lives. 


In the geopolitical reality we now live in, we cannot be 


oblivious to religion and its impact. What does religion 


have to say, particularly, in relation to its prophetic 


dimensions, American’s role in global affairs, our 


on-going problems of racism, sexism, and homophobia, 


and sexual orientation?  What does religion have to 


say regarding our current financial crisis and issues of 


financial justice implicated by that crisis?


Q: In an age with a 24/7 news cycle, an age when we 


are overloaded with information, what’s the role of the 


religious voice? 


The religious voice has to help us wade through all the 


data we are swamped with to get true information. 


The religious voice can move us to increased levels 


of religious literacy and to highlight the importance 


of prophetic engagement—the work of personal and 


social transformation—and to provide a moral, ethical, 


intellectual, and spiritual interpretation of our times. 


Sage Chapel


80 years: The interfaith dialogue 
continues


To mark CURW’s 80th anniversary, alumni, staff, and 


friends gathered in New York City on May 11, 2010 


at The Cathedral NYC to hear a panel discussion 


about religion and public life. Provost Kent Fuchs 


and President David J. Skorton were joined by 


panelists Greg Epstein, secular humanist chaplain, 


Harvard University; Alan Flam, rabbi, associate 


chaplain, and senior fellow, Swearer Public Service 


Center, Brown University; Ingrid Mattson, professor 


and president, Islamic Society of North America; 


and Jan Willis ’69, a professor of religion and East 


Asian Studies, Wesleyan University.
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Division of Student and Academic Services 
Financial Report 2009–2010


Campus 
Life (56%)


Student and Academic 
Services (8%)


Dean of Students (7%)


Gannett Health 
Services (11%)


Athletics and Physical 
Education (18%)


Expenditures by Unit 


Student and Academic Services Expenditures 


Income (in thousands)


University allocation $31,355


Investment income 5,824


Unrestricted gifts 1,942


Restricted gifts 7,870


Housing and dining revenues 98,191


Other sources 21,357


Total resources available $165,539


Expenditures by Unit (in thousands)


Campus Life $83,409


Athletics and Physical Education 26,478


Gannett Health Services 16,153


Student and Academic Services 11,030


Dean of Students 10,841


Total expenditures** $147,911


**Excluding transfers to construction accounts


Housing and dining 
revenues (59%)


Unrestricted Gifts (<1%) Investment 
income (3%)


University 
allocation (19%)


Restricted 
gifts (5%)


Other sources
(13%)


Income by Sources 


Office of University Registrar (18%)


Internal Transfer Division (1%)


Student Disability Services (5%)


Cornell Commitment (9%)


Public Service Center (12%)


Learning Strategies Center (15%)


Career Services (16%)


Vice President, Student 
and AcademicServices (24%)
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2009–10 Facts at a Glance


Academic and Career Services


Students using tutorial services 12,455
Students using services through supplemental instructional services  1,320
Students visiting the Carol Tatkon Center (daily average) 750
Students using services at the International Students and Scholars Office 3,430
Students receiving services from Student Disability Services 798
Employers recruiting on campus through Career Services 298
 Interviews held by recruiters 9,521
Student postgraduate activities 
 Employed 50%
 Graduate school 34%
 Other 16%


Athletics and Physical Education


Students enrolled in physical education courses 10,739
Student memberships in Cornell Fitness Centers 10,386
Varsity athletes 1,046
Students participating in intramural sports 6,088
Students participating in Cornell Outdoor Education  3,110


Gannett Health Services


Gannett Health Services utilization 
 Students receiving services 15,221
 Student visits for services 78,575
Gannett’s Counseling and Psychological Services
 Students receiving services 2,787
 Student visits for services 20,659
Students enrolled in the Student Health Insurance Plan (SHIP) 10,574


Housing and Dining


Undergraduates in university housing 6,204
Residents in graduate and professional student housing 
 Single contract holders 419
 Family group/domestic partner contract holders 309
 Children in graduate and professional student housing 137
Students who are members of a fraternity 2,215
 Members in fraternity housing 915
Students who are members of a sorority 1,607
 Members in sorority housing 419
Students on university meal plans 9,750


Service and Philanthropy


Students participating in ongoing community service 2,920
 Hours provided through ongoing community service 127,367
Students participating in one-time community service 2,460
 Hours provided through one-time community service 14,908
Hours of community service provided by fraternities and sororities 48,479
Dollars raised through fraternity and sorority philanthropic activities 171,330
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